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VARIABLE PRINT QUALITY 
This exploratory study of child and youth care services 
in Nigeria first examines theoretical concepts associated 
with the causation of youth problems in developed 
countries with particular reference to Britain and North 
America. From an historical and comparative perspective~ 
the application and limitations of Western theories of 
delinquency causation in developing countries are 
analysed. An historical analysis of traditional Nigerian 
culture serves to highlight the problems associated with 
socio-economic change and the impact of change on 
traditional child and youth care practices. The impact of 
urban development on migrant youths is then analysed to 
establish the theoretical 
urbanisation and delinquency. 
relationship 
Traditional 




of child and youth care practices are analysed to Identify 
the relationship between family disorganisation and 
delinquent behaviour among contemporary Nigerian young 
people. Family structure is identified as a core variable 
in explaining differences between rural and urban 
delinquency. Two case studies are presented to illuminate 
the degree of delinquent behaviour found amongst children 
and young people from disorganised families and to 
highlight differences between delinquency found in an 
urban area and a rural culture. Religious differences are 
identified as central to sequences in the development and 
definition of delinquency in the two major cultures in 
Nigeria. A social policy ideal, based on the notion of an 
integrated "continuum of care" for children and families, 
is used to analyse and evaluate child welfare services 
found in Nigeria at the present time. Prospects for the 
future development of services are also considered. 
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It is generally believed that youth has a vital role to 
play in changing a society within a perceived model. 
However~ this depends on the extent to which a young 
person is cared for, treated and organised to perform this 
role. However~ care needs to be examined within the 
context of the history and culture of any given society. 
Thus~ we cannot disregard the actual state of the society 
and the state of child and youth care services at any 
particular point in time. 
• 
In 1981 the author was asked by the University of Jos in 
Central Nigeria to supervise 43 intenqing social work 
students who were participating on field projects at 
Bauchi State Social Welfare Services. In Bauchi, visits 
were made to State homes for motherless children~ the 
rehabilitation centre for blind people and detention 
centres for yaung people in trouble with the law. It was 
here for the first time that the author came face to face 
with the realities and problems involving care and 
treatment of young people in receipt of welfare services 
in Nigeria. 
In spite of financial support from the Federal 
Government to provide adequate care and treatment services 
for young people convicted by the law and those awaiting 
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trial~ the ill t~eatment which these voungsters ~eceive 
and the Door conditions in which they live tend to 
cont~adict the service objectives of thes·g very 
institutions. The waste of human resources reflects a 
failure in the administration and management of these 
services. This is due in part to a lack of administratlve 
skills and a lack of understanding as to the causes of 
youth problems, their de~inition in the Nigerian context 
~nd the human needs of those who get into t~ouble. 
A Question that remains unanswered involv,s the 
development of models of care and treatment which may be 
oractically possible within the context o~ Nigerian 
culture while iit the same time serving the needs of 
contemporary Nigerian youths. That 1 5i ~ models are 
requi~ed which can provide preventive approaches to the 
Droblems of delinquency and at the same tlme encourage the 
provision of vocational training in order to give young 
Deopl, adequate preparation for and participation in 
normal society. 
The high number of voung people involved in crime and 
delinquency in Nigeria in recent years poses yet further 
questions. What possible explanations can be given for 
the causes of youth crime, a social oroblem which is a 
comparativelY new phenomenon in Nigeria? Sociological 
interest in Nigerian life has tradit1on:llv been ~eflected 
in historical~ geographical and anthrooclcgical studies. 
While criminologists have long been interested 1n youth 
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crime in developed countri~5~ there h~s b~en little 
ccmparative research lnto this prcblem in develocing 
countries. Until rec~ntly, studies of youth crime and 
juvenile delinquency in developing countries and in 
Nigeria in particular 
general problems of crime. 
have dealt exclusively with 
We know of no studies which 
have examined in detail the causes of youth crime 1n th~se 
countries. Such an absence of research in this field 
~einforc~s the view which holds that ~ffectiv~ solutions 
to any social problem depends on a clear understanding of 
its causes. SOclo!ogical explan~tions about the causes of 
youth crime Will, therefore, influence the methods adopted 
for the prevention and treatment of the problem. The 
analYsis of causes of youth oroblems provlded in this 
study is~ therefore~ meant in some measure to provide a 
basis for understanding and responding to youth problems 
in Nigeria. 
Nigeria is a developing country, and d.velocment brings 
with it many changes. 
acceeted, planned for 
Change is a phenomenon which may ce 
and/or organlsed to produce a 





d • .fined conSCious, 
system~ whether it b, • 
self-system, social svstem or cultural sv~tem through the 
utilizatlon of scientific knowledge" (B~nnis et al~ 1876). 
To be able to clan and org~nise for posltive ch~ng~, lt lS 
helpful to know what happ~ned in the past. This knowledge 
serves as a guide to avoid repetition of mistakes. 
3 
Knowledge of the past can be aCqUired through a study of 
history or by experi~nce. Th15 thesis was flrst 
conceptualised as an empirical research project, baseo on 
personal experience of visits to various care and 
treatment institutions for children and young people in 
Nigeria between 1981 and 1983. 
As personal experience and contact with delinquents 
during visits to field work placemen~5 continued, 50 the 
problems associated with care and treatment of young 
oeople in trouble in Nig~ria presented itsel~ more and 
more as a field of study. Seven years' experi ence in 
Europe influenced the author~s interest in comparative 
approaches to the studY of child and youth care services. 
Particularly influ~ntial countries w~re Italy where 
various care and treatment institutions were visited and 
observed in the course o~ the author~s M.Sc. programme and 
West Germany, where the use of community efforts to 
address the problems and provide for th~ n~~ds of children 
and young people in trouble were stu~ied. Thus, this 
research developed from practical exper!~nce witn care and 
treatment institutions for children and young people in 
Nlgerla and in Europe. Formulations of a research problem 
through practical experience has 
and Strauss (1967) in their 
been justified bv Glaser 
book "The Discovery of 
Grounded Theory". The choice of Britain as a sUltable 
country for comparative study was made because: a) it 
offered certain language advantages; and b) it has had a 
long historical r~le through its c~lonial influence in 
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Nigeria. This influence has of course shaped the 
administrative structures of many Nigerlan institutions. 
Attention has been given to related problems in America, 
Italy and Israel because of their earlv and ~ree migration 
structure and the effects of a process of integrating 
migrant groups which sometimes "weaken the cohesion of the 
family unit and~ thus~ hamper family control over the 
young" (Shoham et aI, 1966: 3~1). The 9ituation in Nigeria 
since the end of the Civil War has tended ~o follow a 
similar pattern. 
In discussing delinquencv causation in Nigeria, the 
study first reviews a number of theoretical and conceptual 
orientations to this problem in developed countries. 
These theories are late~ examined 1n relation to various 
factors and practices that acpear to contribute to 
delinquency in developing countries. Such a constant 
comparative approach finds justification in Glaser and 
Strauss (1967). Referring to the application of these 
theories to problems in develop!ng countries, no attemot 
is made to cover all the developing countrles~ but to 
concentrate on three geographical regions, including 
India, Latin America and Africa. 
The study of child and vouth c~re gervices in Nigeria is 
essentially an historical account of Nigerian cul~ure in 
relation to child and youth care practice. It examlnes 
the relationship be~ween delinouency and the development 
of a number of social characteristics in Nigerla within 
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the last two decades. In particular, 
influence o~ urbanisation on anti-social 
Nigerian youths. The research 
it explores the 
behav10ur among 
together an brings 
extensive collection of data showing the relationships 
between rapid urban development and delinQuent behaviour 
among urban Nigerian youths. The study also considers the 
relationship between Nigerian delinQuencv and 
international/cross-cultural contacts. 
Nigeria is principally made up of two historical 
cultures: the Muslims in the North and the Christians in 
the South. Di~~erenc.s exist as to what constitutes youth 
crime in each o~ these two cultures. 
cultures on youth behaviour is investigated and the 
orovision for child and youth care services is analysed. 
The international view which holds that the "economic 
circumstances o~ low income groups multiply many times the 
probabilities that thev will contribute disproportionatelv 
to delinquency and to crime" (Berg, 1967: 314) 1S reviewed 
in relation to the economic situation in Nigerian urban 
areas. It is argued that not all youths from low income 
groups are delinQuents. However, dramatic changes in the 
urban population and the suosequent high rate of youth 
crime in Nigeria justifies the assoclation made between 
urbanism and delinquent behaviour among young oeoole of 
low income groups. 
The conseQuences of SOCial, 
development in Niger1an urean 
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economic and political 
centres have become 
increasingly incompatible with traditional culture and 
kinship links which hitherto provlded adeQuate care for 
children and young people. From our experience and from 
data collected from empirical and theoretical studies~ we 
will argue that the present system o~ child and youth 
services in Nigeria does not reflect the changing patterns 
of the society. The present system o~ treatment and 
control of delinquency based on the ideology of inflicting 
"punishment to fit the crime" is an inhuman and 
unsatisfactory approach to the prevention of the problems 
of young people in contemporary Nigeria. It is argued that 
with the exception of a small number of cases, delinquency 
in Nigeria is "the fault of social development" and 
"social circumstances" in urban areas the changing 
influence of cultural contact - rather than by the free 
choice of individual youths. 
In traditional Nigeria~ delinquency and youth problems 
were comparatively unknown. The growth of economic 
developm.nt~ political reorganisation~ changes in soclal 
and cultural structures and the development of urban 
centres seem to have encouraged SOCIal problem5~ ~ncluding 
crime and delinquency in Nigeria. Thus~ the rate of 
increase of anti-soclal behaviour in Nigeria in recent 
times demands urgent attention. 
In developed countries, a great deal of technical and 
observational studies have been carried out with the aim 
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of ascertaining the causes of delinquency and formulating 
policy about the care and treatment of voung peopi~ in 
troubl~ with the law. There tends to be a consensus 
.amongst a great number of these studies about the 
r,lationship between youth crime and the development of 
urbanisation (Cohen, 1967; Tobias, 1967; Clinard and 
Abbott, 1973; Mays, 1973 among others). These authors 
claim that "migration of large numbers of rural people 
into the citIes, where a subsequent process of 
urbanisation modifies their behaviour" (Clinard and 
Abbott, 1973: 112) tends to make some o~ the migrant 
youths prone to deliQuency. 
In spite of incr ••• ing rates of migration from rural to 
urban areas, . and pr~ssing concerns about the high 
incidence of delinquency among Nigerian youths~ there is a 
gross lack of res.arch into the relationshio between 
urbanisation and youth problems. Most sociologists and 
anthropologists who hav~ examined social problems in 
Nigeria have generally ignored questions associated with 
youth problems. Today, next to the economy, youth crime 
may be considered a "major 50c~al problem and greatest 
source of fear" (Hoghughi, 1983: 9). The news about 
thefts, breaking and entering, armed robberv, rape, 
personal assault, being beyond parental control and 
runaways hav, all become normal household conversation in 
Nigeria. Thus, urgent , attention to this new develocment 
has become necessarv not merelv for academic intere5t. It 
is also to help salvage the large number of young people 
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who endure the tension~ frustration and despair caused by 
involvement in crime and delincuency. It 5hould~ thus~ 
help to create a healthier society, free from fear and 
insecurity about personal safety, life and property. An 
Italian adage says "In societa pulito si vivere bene" (in 
a healthy society live healthy people). 
In view of the dearth of information on youth problems 
in Nigeria, the aim of this study is twofold. First, it 
will examine the relative effe~ts of urban development 
upon youth behaviour. Second, it will examine and 
recommend technique. for prevention, treatment and care 
which cuts across traditional and modern cultural 
requirements including the quality of lif~ for offenders 
after care. It is hoped that this will help policy makers 
formulate decisions about current problems with greater 
intelligence and economy of effort. It is our view that 
basic knowledge about fundamental elements which encourage 
young people to deviate will 9nhance effective control 
policies and aid planning for future care and treatment 
services. 
With increased urban contact, the effective influence of 
traditional behavioural control mechanisms have weakened a 
great deal and have thus becoie ~ major concern of many 
Nigerian communities. The basic interest of this study is 
to unravel the impact of cross-cultural contact on 
traditional institutions of child and youth care oractices 
and the development of delinquent behaviour among Nigerian 
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youths. The approach used in this review enables us to 
understand some of the causes of youth problems in 
Nigeria. 
The absence of reliable data on youth crime in Nigeria 
has been recognised as problemmatic amongst policy makers 
and those concerned with child and youth care services. 
Current literature reflects three divergent theoretical 
perspectives on delinquent behaviour. Strain theories 
assume that delinquent behaviour is motivated by 
conformity. These theories assume there is a relationship 
between social class and delinquency and, in so dOing, 
attempt to explain the delinquency generating effects of 
blocked opportunity among the lower classes <Cohen 1955; 
Cloward and Ohlin~ 1960; Wheeler, 1960). Cultural deviance 
theories, on the other hand, assume that delinquent 
behaviour is an acceptance of a different set of standards 
than those held by the larger society (McCord and McCord, 
1964; Fleisher, 1960; Sutherland and Cressey, 1960; 
Tobias, 1967). From this perspective, delinquency is 
thought to be learned through interaction with others who 
provide favourable definitions for law-breaking. A third 
perspective, social control theories, assume that people 
become free to engage in delinquent behaviour only when 
their ties to conventional society are broken <Clinard and 
Abbott, 1973; Sumner, 1982; Mays, 1972; Shaw and McKay, 
1932). 
Unlike strain theories, cultural deviance and social 
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control theories offer an explanation of delinquency that 
cuts across class and culture. These approaches seem the 
most desirable when examining delinquency in Nigerian 





Nigerian conventions which may differ 
from those of urban areas. Thus, the 
a comparative examination of delinquency in 
~nd urban society is to offer a partial 
explanation of the important problems presented by the 
differences in definition of delinquency in Nigeria. More 
narrowly put, the 
framework from which 
can proceed. 
study intends to provide a wide 
the study of delinquency in Nigeria 
The.ocial policy analyst could benefit considerably 
from an historical analYSis of traditional cultures and 
the development of urban centres in Nigeria as analysed in 
this study. It allows him to see the nature of the 
influence exerted by internal and external factors in 
regard to the development of delinquent behaviour and 
other youth problems. 
The analysis of Western theories delinquency 
causation and their application to problems in developing, 
countries will be of value to social science students, 
especially those interested in the problems of crime and 
delinquency. The analysis of urban influences on the high 
incidence of delinquency should be of interest to those 
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interested in other developing countries. 
Child and youth car~ practic~ as a field of study, 
drawing from wider perspectives - from Britain~ America, 
Israel and some other developing countries - is obviously 
rare in Nigeria. As in all fields of the social sciences, 
the demand for more material of a comparative nature has 
been growing steadily in recent years. Studies on 
Nigerian youth problems have focused on psychological 
problems of family life in particular geographic areas, 
but few of these have been published. Few have appeared 
in national and international periodicals. It is, 
therefore, hoped that this exploratory study will 
encourage future comparative studies of patterns of child 
and youth care services in Nigeria. 
The study should also be of value to policy makers and 
others for its theoretical orientation which illuminate. 
the assertion that cultural variables do affect meaningful 
interaction, especially among youths in urban areas. It 
forms a basis for planning a national survey along similar 
lines and for planning the establishment of preventative 
and treatment institutions. If we know more about the 
characteristics of both delinquents and the causes of the 
problem, it seems likely that any programme of prevention 
and control could be made much more effective. 
The absence in Nigeria of reliable information and 
statistical data presented a major challenge for this 
study. Official statistics gave only a partial or 
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indirect account of the phenomenon under study~ since it 
is difficult to analyse the nature of youth problems in 
Nigeria without data available from institutions concerned 
with youth work. Thus~ the limited number of ~tudies 
available to ~upport this research gave evidence of an 
unusually acute absence of literature relating to the 
relationship between delinquency, patterns of child care 
and urban development in Nigeria. An attempt has been made 
to overcome this problem by a careful selection of 
material used in this study. This selection process was 
guided by the formulations outlined by Glaser and Strauss 
(1967). 
Much resear~h has been done to explain the causation of 
delinquency in developed societies. The majority of these 
revolve around sociological and psychological factors. 
Some, however, have gone beyond these formulations and 
make the chom.~ and its economic situation a focal point~ 
1 
especially the ~bad~ home background. 
This work will draw on theoretical and conceptual 
orientations from some of the writings on the problems of 
young people in trouble in developed countries, in order 
to call attention to major models of thinking about social 
welfare services for children and young people in 
developing countries. This is necessary because we 
believe that concern with the problems of children and 
young people in trouble depends on a clear 
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conceptualization of the nature of the problem and 
reference to available theories on the causation of youth 
problems. This belief has lead to adoption of a 
comparative approach to the study of delinquency causation 
in Nigeria. Further, it is our view that inferences drawn 
from the causation theories used in some developed 
countries will motivate positive change towards the 
understanding of and concern about this problem in 
developing countries. 
While we do not wish to debate the scientific nature of 
sociological theories, it is sufficient to point out that 
there is considerable scholarly acceptance for the view 
that 
"theoria. developed within a particular social 
context might be expected to hold in all other 
(Simple or complex societies). Since the 
sociological theories have been produced out of 
a scientific process what naeds to be done 
is to select from the ready-made theories and 
apply them to any SOCiety" (Alo, 1983). 
Therefore, Western theories of economic, sociological and 
psychological causation of delinquency are applied to 
examine the effect of socio-economic changes on Nigerian 
yaung people in relation to child care issues and the 
development of delinquency in urban areas. 
As a means of considering the problems, this study seeks 
to answer five specific questions. These include: 
1) Is delinquency found more frequently among urban 
young people than among young people in rural areas in 
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Nigeria? 
2) Is family deficiency likely to be more prevalent 
among delinquents than among non-delinquents in Nigeria? 
3) Are ecological factors associated with delinquency in 
Nigeria, as noted elsewhere? 
4) Is Nigerian traditional culture a vehicle for or an 
impediment to the development of delinquent behaviour? 
5) What are the social circumstances behind the 
development of conventional child and youth care services 
in Nigeria? 
Throughout this study, comparative statistics have been 
used to illuminate the impact of cross-cultural contact on 
youth behaviour. To this end, data relating to the 
.conomic problems of urban settings, social and cultural 
environments of urban centres (Shulman, 1957) are used to 
compare the high incidence of delinquency in urban areas 
and low incidence in traditional rural culture. 
Unique aspects of Nigerian culture as well as Nigeria~s 
adaptation to external culture can best be understood 
within the context of history. To this end, an historical 
analysis has been adopted to provide a background for 
understanding youth and delinquency problems which are 
current concerns in Nigerian society. Delinquency in 
traditional Nigeria is examined here in relation to three 
elements of social control theory: attachment, commitment 
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and belief. An historical analysis is also followed ~o 
illuminate the impact of modern economic changes and rapid 
urbanisation on Nigerian traditional cultur9~ with its 
concomitant impact on anti-social or abnormal behaviour 
amongst young people. Traditional Nigerian control 
mechanisms are considered so as to provide a backdrop for 
a comparative study of modern control systems. 
The historical approach adopted in this study again 
finds justification in Glaser and Strauss (1967) and 
Sumner~s (1982) ~Internationalism~ theory which claims 
that an historical perspective for social relations 
"demands an understanding of the present as a moment in a 
definite line of movement begun in the past" <1982: 7). 
The "line of movement" which concerns this study is the 
development of socio-economic changes which underpin the 
development of delinquency in traditional society. 
Finally, historical and modern ideas are brought 
together to provide a theoretical and yet practical 
framework for future study. On the issue of delinquency, 
our purpose here is to compare information supplied by 
conventional analy.es with information relevant to 
contemporary policy makers who are responsible for 
planning delinquency control and treatment in Nigeria. In 
so doing, a framework is established which~ it is hoped, 
will guide both policy makers and those concerned with 
child and youth care practice. It is in this sense that 
implications for programme planning and future research 
- 16 -
are explored. 
Data collection has involved selected sampling from 
previous empiric.l studies and has involved intensive use 
of the libraries .t Stirling and Edinburgh Universities 
and Lambeth Council Social Service Department in London. 
Practice issues have been identified through visits to and 
observation of selected institutions of child and youth 
services in England, Scotland, Canada and Nigeria. 
Information was also collected from Court Records 
maintained by social welfare centres at Yaga, Lagos, 
Nigeria, as well as through attendance at the First 
International Conference on Child and youth Care Services 
held at Vancouver, B.C. in Canada at the end of 1985. This 
conference drew together experts in the field from 
different parts of the world, including the Peoples' 
Republic of China, Indonesia, South Africa, Japan, Israel, 
Canada, U.S.A. and Scotland. In addition, current 
developments reported in 
newspapers were considered. 
professional 
The use of 
journals and 
statistical 
reports and research monographs helped to shape the 
empirical focus of the study. All this data has been 
analysed according to the ground rules suggested by Glaser 
and Strauss (1967). 
The study seeks to identify attitudes of Nigerian young 
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people towards economic development and socio-cultural 
changes and the impact of these changes on youth behaviour 
there. Chapter 2 provides a theoretical and conceptual 
review of the literature based on Western theories of 
delinquency causation. 
in developed countries 
Theories of delinquency causation 
highlight three causal factors: 
SOCiological, economic and psychological. The ecological 
theory of Apter (1982) is also used to identify other 
environmental influences on youth behaviour. 
Chapter 3 is divided into two sections. First, the 
concept of social change is summarized and the concept of 
"material and non-material culture" (Ogbun, 1957) is used 
to examine the degree of development and influence of 
colonialism on the social and economic structure of 
Nigerian society. Second, the application of Western 
theories of delinquency causation to the problems of 
developing countries is examined. To this end, the 
operation of variables unique in developed countries are 
identified, indicating that under certain conditions, 
young people in developing countries are exposed to quite 
similar situations to adolescents in developed countries. 
W •• tern theories have frequently associated delinquency 
with poverty and slum environments (Clinard and Abbott, 
1973; Shulman, 1952 and Mays 1973). The validity of the.e 
view. are examined in Chapters 4~ 5 and 6 in the context 
of developing countries. 
Chapter 4 provides an historical analysis of traditional 
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culture and child care practices in Nigeria. The aim is to 
highlight the interplay which exists between urban and 
traditional institutions. First, the social values of 
productive agriculture (Nadel, 1942; ISichei, 1983) and 
patterns of family life (Young and Willmott, 1967; 
Marries, 1967; Ottemberg, 1963; Obi, 1970) are analysed in 
relation to youth control problems. Second, an attempt is 
made to examine the influence of religious differences on 
patterns of child and youth care practice in Nigeria and 
its implications for the definition of youth problems. 
Chapter 5 explores the relationships between Nigerian 
traditional culture and delinquency. The concept of 
symbolic interaction (Dentschar, 1962; Clinard, 1963; and 
Becker, 1965) is used to analyse the relationship between 
the functional structure of the extended family and the 
development of delinquent behaviour. Analysis of the data 
reveals that family structures and patterns of child and 
youth care practice in pre-urbanised and traditional 
Nigerian SOCiety andorsed modern sociological theories 
which claim that delinquent behaviour as well as normal 
behaviour is a product of social environment. Turiel 
(1966, 1973, 1974), Kohlberg (1969), Oenney and Ouffy 
(1974), Simon and Ward (1973) are all influential in this 
view. Broom and Selznick-s (1963) concept of 
socialization is adopted to examine role relationships in 
Nigerian families with particular reference to polygamous 
families and the development of delinquent behaviour. 
Case studies are used to illustrate patterns of collective 
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and authoritarian child rearing practice. Further, the 
concept of social status (Uchendu, 1983> is used to 
illustrate the manner in which punishment is seen as the 
best approach to inculcate normal behaviour. 
Crime and delinquency rates are higher in some parts of 
the country than in others. The rates for different types 
of offences also vary considerably between large and small 
cities. These variations seem to relate to population 
movement and the cultural, as well as economic conditions 
of life in Nigeria. A comparison is made between rural 
areas and cities in Chapter 6 to the extent that available 
data permits. The purpose is not just to show ~hat the 
rates of delinquency vary considerably between urban and 
rural areas, but to ass.ss the conditions of life which 
are most closely associated with these variations. The 
comparative analysis of contemporary issues associated 
with urbanisation and youth problems in Nigeria, thus, 
provides an evaluation of the potential impact of 
urbanisation on traditional institutions. Attention is 
given to influences that are external (imported culture) 
to youth behavioural control mechanisms in tradi~ional 
Nigeria. Here aQain interactional variables are analysed 
, 
to illustrate Malinawsk1~s (1948> claim that the process 
of cultural and social changes are based on the 
interaction of institutions. 
An analysis of the concept of cultural transformation 
illuminates the influence of Western civilization 
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involving individuals, groups and institutional contact. 
This approach blends Malinawski~s concept of institutional 
interactions with those of his critics (Brown, 1968) who 
claimed that cultural change is not due to the interaction 
of cultures or institutions but to the interaction of 
individuals and groups within an established social 
structure. Special attention is given to the process of 
development in urban areas and its heterogeneous culture 
have altered value systems and modified the socio-cultural 
structures of traditional society. The influence of rapid 
economic growth resulting from the oil boom and the 
tensions, conflicts, dysfunctions and the 
inequality among 
association with 
manner, the case 
the poor are analysed to 
crime and delinquency rates. 







influence of rapid economic development, social and 
cultural change. and the rate of urbanisation have strong 
as.ociations with the increaSing rates of delinquency in 
Nigeria. Finally, a comparative analysis is made of 
traditional and urban education, using statistical 
findings to illuminate the psychological impact of youth 
unemployment and modern systems of education based on 
paper qualification on youths from poor families, 
especially those regarded as le.s intelligent or "less 
abla. 
A description of the administration and functions of 
existing child and youth care institutions in Nigeria are 
provided in Chapter 7. In this chapter, the focus on youth 
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organisation has enabled 
historical and ideological 
us to address 
features which 
important 
led to the 
development of the "National Youth Service Corps Scheme". 
The use of comparative material is particularly helpful in 
highlighting convergent and divergent themes in the 
overall patterns of development. The practical question 
to emerge from this is whether the Nigerian Federal 
Government could provide support for a parallel scheme 
which addresses youth problems for the less able and less 
qualified strata of the youth population. The less able 
group includes young people who could probably never hope 
to obtain a place in higher education or indeed in the 
National Youth Service Scheme. Finally, Fulch.r~s (1983) 
"continuum of care ideal" which connotes a modification of 
the traditional extended family and collective patterns of 
care is adopted to evaluate five structural types of care 
services in Nigeria. The aim is to enquire into the 
working of the traditional and modern systems of child and 
youth care in Nigeria and so to suggest methods of 
improving them. 
In spite of the rapid economic and social changes which 
have influenced the type of support offered by families, 
extended family and community members in traditional 
Nigeria, government policy on young offenders has 
continued to provide decreasing psychological, social and 
economic support for young people in trouble. Improvement 
of social supports for children and young people requires 
a continuing reassessment of social welfare services in 
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Nigeria. Chapter 8 explores a number of recommendations 
for developing services 
the next decade and 
for children and young people in 
beyond. To achieve this end, 
particular attention is given to the discovery of more 
effective ways of, first, preventing the development of 
juvenile delinquency and second~ providing care and 
treatment for children and young people in need of care 
~nd for those in trouble with the law. Fundamental to 
this concept is the consideration of the socio-cultural 
traditions of Nigeria, as well as the economy of social 
care. 
1. By ~home background~, we mean a cluster of endemic factors 
which characterise a particular home and by which one home 




Some writers have noted that the general population of 
mankind consists of a large group of law-abiding people 
and a small body of deviants. At least on the surface~ 
however, it seems, that the rate of increase of 
anti-social behaviour in recent times demands attention. 
As Hoghughi has stated, "Crime is, next to the economy, 
our major social problem and most recurring source of 
fea~" (1983: 19). 
This chapter will examine some major theoretical and 
conceptual view. concerned with the causation of 
delinquency in developed countries. We begin with some 
definitions of the problem. 
QsEI~!!IQ~ 
Knoss defines as delinquent those youth "who deviate 
from the patterns of accepted social behaviour and 
others who merely do not seem to ~fit in~ to the community 
who need help boys and girls who have been in conflict 
with the law ••• individuals who fall into the category of 
delinquent - because of the rise in crime, particularly 
youthful crime" (Knoss in Cohen~ 1957: 3). 
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To Cooper~ the delinquent child is "any child between 
the age of seven and sixteen years who has engaged or is 
about to engage in behavior that may prove of injury to 
himself or herself!, to others, or to the community" 
(Cooper in Cohen~ 19~7: 69). 
This definition, however, is to a large extent ambiguous 
in so much as it could be argued that a child may be 
mistakenly taken as delinquent and treated as such on the 
a.sumption that he is "about to engage in behaviour that 
may prove of injury to himself or herself~ to others and 
to the community"~ when in actual fact he is not 
delinquent. The question that surfaces is how can a child 
-about to engage' in negative or antisocial behaviour be 
determined? In other words, what symptomatic picture in 
the child suggests involvement in delinquent behaviour? 
Is there any special pattern of behaviour typical to a 
child "about to engage" in deviant behaviour? 
In a paper presented at the Youth and Crime Conference 
held at the Law Enforcement Institute~ New York 
University, Cooper (in Cohen, 1957) argued that the major 
symptoms appearing again and again in the petitions of 
children and adolescents adjudged to be delinquent and 
remanded to detention centres for observation and study 
include: 
(i) "Incorrigibility and beyond control of parent 
or parenting persons; 
(ii) Stealing, vandalism~ and in general a violation 
of private property rights; 
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(iii) Habitual truancy and serious behaviour problems 
at public schools; 
(iv) Runaway irom home and involvement in situations 
of theft and sex delinquency; 
(v) Physical aggr~ssion direc~ed towards parents~ 
teachers, other school authorities, children or 
adults in the community" (19~7: 70). 
While these symptoms help to define Cooper's idea and 
definition oi a delinquent child~ careiul study of a 
child's situation tends to reveal wider symptoms. The 
definition given by Short and Strodtback (1965)~ Hoghughi 
(1983) and Smyth (in Cohen, 1957) clearly define the 
context in which the word is used in this study. 
According to Smyth <in Cohen, 1957) , juvenile 
delinquency is "the violation of a l~w~ which if committed 
by an .dult would be crime ••• ~ therefore, these offenses 
cover the entire range of crime and most serious behaviour 
problems". It is "that behaviour on the part of children 
which may under the law~ subject those children to the 
juvenile court" (Short and Strodtback, 1965: 2<.")7-213) • 
Hoghughi ( 1983) defined delinquency in terms 
unacceptable labels attached to individual children and 
argued that those children who bear the label "sick!, 
subnormal, violent, inadequate demonstrate a condition 
which falls outside the latitude of tolerance or 
acceptance. Such unacceptable or intolerable conditions 
are regarded as probl ems" (Hoghughi!, 1983: 23-25). 
Delinquency has many definitions and what constitutes 
delinquent activities varies greatly over time and from 
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one part of the world to another. In our context and for 
the purpose of this work, delinquency may be regarded as a 














Delinquency emerged as a social problem only recently in 
some Areas of the world. In developing countries, there 
is .vidence of increasing concern about the problems 
created by the delinquent behaviour of today's youth. In 
industrialised countries, the problem of youth delinquency 
became a social concern as early as 1909, when the first 
causation theories,_ based on defective heredity, broken 
homes, poor parental control and bad companionship emerged 
in America (Healy, 1915; Healy and Bronner, 1936). In 
Britain, Burt~s (192~) work on "The Young Delinquent" 
tested soma American 
background and found 
Great Britain. 
theories against the British 
them to be true in the U.S.A. as in 
The publication of Cohen's Qg!iQgygQ~ ~2~~ in 1955 
stimulated the concern of sociologists for this new social 
problem (Cohen, 1963). Since then, SOCiological theories 
based on empirical studies or conceptual orientations of 
delinquency have concentrated on the origins, control and 
treatment of the problem. 
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In 1961, the Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Control Act 
was passed in the United States of America (Empey and 
Rabow, 1961: 679-696). This Act gave a great impetus to 
more public concern and increased research programmes on 
the issue of juvenile delinquency. Some of this research 
work on the etiology of delinquency focused on such social 
factors as socialisation patterns, ecological variations, 
subcultural groups, experiences within the family 
Cincluding poverty, deprivation of love and affection, 
resulting from broken homes or the attitudes of the parent 
to their children, crowded homes or size of families etc), 
delinquent value systems, urbanisation, class and 
personality etc. Others considered the psychological and 
economic factors. 
Some studies, as early as 1932, indicated that "social 
backgrounds and environmental conditions have some effect 
on phYSical, mental and emotional constitutions" which in 
most cases may result in abnormal traits <Helson in Mays, 
19~9). Helson stressed that delinquency "is a symptom only 
which may occur in conjunction with a variety of 
underlying causes. These may be predominantly in the 
mental field; or they may be found primarily in the 
environmental field" (1959: 165). 
The ecologists~ concept of troubled or emotionally 
disturbed youth is based on system analysis. According to 
Apter (1982), "emotional disturbance is not seen simply as 
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the necessary result of intrapsychic conflict nor as the 
inevitable product of inappropriate social learning. 
Instead, disturbance resides in the interaction 
between a child and critical aspects of that child~s 
systems" (1982: 58). Based on this concept, the ecologists 
argue that what we know as behaviour disorder actually 
results from discrepancies between a given child~s skills 
and abilities and the demands or expectations of the 
child~s environment. 
Bricker (1966) previously argued that deviancy "reflects 
a discrepancy between what the 
doing (his repertoire) and 
individual is capable of 
the demands made upon the 
repertoire by the various environmental situations in 
which the individual· is located" (1966: 36-78). Apter 
(1982) further illuminated the environmental concept of 
delinquency by arguing that "the ecological perspective 
views emotional disturbance as a failure to match in 
the interactions between the child and the system that 
surrounds him or her" (1982: 328-329). 
One interesting aspect of ecological theory is that it 
tries to view the problems of delinquent youth not only 
from the individual phYSical and emotional '1iewpoints~ but 
it also recognises that delinquency may result from a 
"troubl ed ecosystem". Thus~ 
judge as normal are operating 
which may be defined as 
"most individuals whom we 
in a behavioural ecology 
congruent. That is~ the 
individual's behaviour is in harmony with the social norms 
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of his environmental context" (1982: 329). Apter further 
explained: "When the various aspects of a child system are 
working together harmoniously, ecologists say that the 
ecosystem is congruent or balanced; and the child appears 
to be normal" (1982: 58) • But when and where such 
congruence does not exist~ the child is likely to be 
considered ~deviant~. That is to say that he is not in 
harmony with the socially accepted norms. 
Mays" work in Liverpool showed that in the "majority of 
cases, delinquency can ba regarded as a phase of 
development within a particular environmental setting 
<1954: 190). It follows, therefore~ that abnormal 
behaviour may be regarded as a product of interactions 
between internal forces and the circumstances of the 
environment. 
Based on the concept of interaction between internal 
forces and the circumstances of the environment, Stott 
(1960) argued that "the ci ty-ecology proves unfavourable 
for human development as far as the least privileged 
sactions of urban 
Bell and 157-170) • 




concerned" ( 1960: 
Mischler and Wasler 
efforts to explain 
psychoanalytically the individual personality development 
via the interaction pattern of aco-environment. Apter 
presented them as that the "emotional 
disturbance of individual children is one aspect of a much 
larger pattern of family relationships" ( 1982: 67) • 
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Theories of family relationships and delinquency will be 
reviewed later. Nevertheless~ Apter~s representation of 
Rhodes~ (1967, 1970) concept of emotional disturbance in 
children is worthy of note here. 
Apter presented Rhodes (1967, 1970) as conceptualizing 
"emotional disturbance as the outcome of an aggravated 
interaction between a behavior or excitor (the child) and 
the responder (the family, school or community)". He 
carried this view further and argued that the "behaviour 
of a disturbed child violates standards of the responders 
and consequently elicits reciprocating emotional 
disturbance in the context of the interaction between the 
child (excitor) and the environment (responder) (19821 
68). Apter borrowed the concept of Hewett and Taylor 
(1982) who argued that "even the most serious biological 
problems of youngsters can be aggravated by a child·s 
environmental experiences" <Hewett and Taylor, 1982). 
Referring to the work of some medical ecologists~ Thomas 
Chess and Birch (1968) highlighted varying levels of some 
temperamental dimensions found in infants which may spark 
off disordered behaviour even in the best ecological 
environment. These include: 
1) activity level; 
2) approach and withdrawal; 
3) intensity of reaction; 
4) quality of mood; 
5) attention span and perSistence; 
6) distractibility. 
Apter argued that "any level of these qualities can result in 
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emotional disturbance under the right environment" (1982: 67). 
A great deal of the literature tends to hypothesise that 
delinquency may be associated with the general process of 
growing up in modern societies. Mays (1964) saw the 
modern pattern of socialisation as the principle causes of 
delinquent behaviour (1964: 









argued that "all types of juvenile delinquency increase as 
industrialisation and urbAnisation proceed". Arrests in 
America in 1966 showed that major crimes against property 
were committed by people under 21 years of age. In 
. Nigerian big cities like Lagos, Ibadan, Enugu etc, 
statistics have shown that over 857. of the major arrests 
involving armed robbery were of youths of between 18 and 
21 yeArs of age. In Britain, as we have seen in Mays 
(1964), the story seems the same. The new wave of 
delinquent activities tends to indicate that the 
recidivism rates for young offenders are higher in urban 
centres. 
The underlying hypothesis of this section is that 
urbanisation has associations with youth delinquency. It 
is argued that the recent increase in Juvenile delinquency 
in developing countries appears to be related to changes 
in the structure of the society. In the rural areas of 
developing countries, especially among the Nigerian rural 
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population, for example, everybody serves as his brother·s 
keeper. Youth are trained by the joint efforts of all the 
members of the family and its extended system. If a child 
is unlucky enough to have an undisciplined parent, for 
example, some members of his extended family care for 
him. If the parent of a child has one problem or the 
other, a relative in his extended family may and often 
1 
does help to solve it. 
In urban areas, the care of children tends to revolve 
around the primary family of father and the mother only. 
The ability of these parents to provide adequate care for 
their children may be incapacitated by urban economic 
circumstances. In urban centres, evidence has shown that 
in order to feed, clothe, pay school fees and meet the 
other daily neads of the children, some parents leave for 
work in the early hours of the morning each day and come 
back late at night. The problems presented by such 
environmental factors tends to limit parental control of 
children and this tends to result in the development of 
deviant behaviour by the children. 
Epsten (19~7) associated unsatisfactory 
behaviour with urbanisation. He argued: 
In the great metropole, a person often becomes 
involved in evil-doing with assurance that he is 
faceless and anonymous in a surging throng; if 
apprehended, the officer who lays a hand on his 
shoulder may prove a total stranger. In a small 
town, where people are closely acquainted, 
wrongdoers are apt to find themselves answering 
to folks they have known by first names all 
their lives. (Epsten in Cohan, 1959: 6). 
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McCord and McCord (1964) emphasised much the same point 
and argued successfully that: 
In a rural, economically stagnant, village-
based society, every person is subject to the 
scrutiny of the immediate community. In an 
urban environment, however, human relationships 
become more depersonalized and anonymous. The 
person feels and is freer to act as an 
individual rather than as a member of a closely 
knit community. One consequence of this greater 
freedom may well be that the individual feels 
less inhibition about experimenting with various 
forms of deviant behaviour, including crime. 
<1964: 57). 
There is considerable evidence in the literature 
indicating that this very essential difference in ways of 
life, according to the size of the community or the degree 
of industrialisation and urbanisation, "has a material 
impact upon patterns of juvenile delinquency (Epsten, in 
Cohen, 1957; McCord and McCord, 1964; Sutherland in 
Shulman, 1952; Shoham et aI, 1966, among others). 
McCord and McCord~s comparative study of delinquency 
rates in rural and urbAn communities indicated that: 
Rural communities generally have 
one-third of the rate of delinquency of 
about 
urban 
rural areas. The greater cohesiveness of 
communities, the closer social control 
greater intimacy between the citizens 
acco~nt for this control. (1964: 71) 
They further argued that: 
and the 
probably 
Industrial societies as a group greatly exceed 
Cprimitive~ societies in their rate of crime. 
And within the class of economically affluent 
countries, the rate of delinquency correlates 
rather closely with the degree of 
industrialization. (1964: 73). 
This explains why the more industrialised and urbanised 
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societies lead all other societies in the commission of 
crime by juveniles. Little wonder then why there tend to 
be more cases of youth crime in the urban areas of 
developing countries than in the rural areas. 
Another delinquency causation factor in the urban areas 
is the cross-cultural influence. In Israel, for example, 
the flood of mass immigration of the Jewish population 
influenced the social and economic culture of the people. 
The problems of social and cultural conflicts increased as 
the population grew and this in turn tended to increase 
the incidence of delinquency. The cohesion of the family 
unit was hampered and this aTfected the family's control 
over its young people. The study of Shoham et .1 (1966) 
showed that the increase in rates of immigration urbanised 
some rural and agricultural areas; and "the street corner 
juvenile groups - a trademark of urbanism - have also been 
form~, loafing away their days and evenings near Cinema 
2 
Squares and other non-lighted locations". 
In the rural areas of industrialising societi.s, the 
interaction between aspects of culture and the social 
environment is such that the incidence rate of troublesome 
youth cannot be compared ~ith those in developed urban 
areas (Shulman, 1957). This was because of the prevailing 
histo-cultural attachment to the base of birth and 
kinship, attachment to the base in the village community 
and attachment to the soi I whi ch acted as con"trol s to 
social disorganisation, preventing anti-social behaviour 
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among the young people. The fact that in the rural areas~ 
social control operated through the external forces of 
traditional religion and magic rather than through public 
opinion, further substantiates this hypothesis. 
Shoham et alPs '(1966) study of the Turkish Jewish 
population showed that the cohesive structure of this 
community disallowed any act of deviance. They noted that 
the "Turkish Jewish population is highly cohesive and is 
bound together by tightly communal institutions and indeed 
in this Turkish quarter not a single case of delinquency 
has been record.a" (1966: 401). 
Shulman (1957) viewed urbanisation as a "transition from 
sacred, organic to .ecul.ar, functional social orders in 
which membership in survival groups has shifted from 
status to function" and argued that the problem and causes 
of delinquency are traced to urban industrialisation. In 
a paper he pre.ented to the Law Enforcement Institution 
and the Graduate School of Public Administration and 
Social Service, New York UniverSity, Shulman contended: 
Membership in the organic and corporate 
.o~ieti.s of simple people. in the preliterate 
and rural areas of the world is based upon birth 
and kinship. OnePs status as a member of the 
group by birthright binds to his community both 
through a series of rights and obligations. 
All of this is destroyed by industrialization. 
The peasant or villager who moves from his 
primitive community to urban society moves out 
of a solidarity organic into an atomistic, 
functional society. He loses his attachment to 
the base of birth and kinship, he is torn from 
his base in the village community and his 
attachment to the soil ••• [and in his new 
environment], there is a loss of a sense of 
responsibility for the effect of this new social 
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order upon those who are least able to cope with 
its fierce competitiveness. (1957: 124-125) 
As urbanisation increases, the ~face to face~ social 
controls of traditional societies begin to lose their 
importance. The nature of family life apparently changes 
as industrialisation goes forward. The extended kinship 
system gives way to a smaller nuclear family for a variety 
of reasons and the stability of the family also seems to 
decline (McCord and McCord, 1959). One unsatisfactory 
consequence of the decline in the stability of the family 
is the affect on the custody of the young people. William 
(1949) noted that boys in an industrialized society are 
traditionally reared by their mothers. Compared with the 
children in pea.ant families, they have relatively little 
opportunity to identify with their fathers or to copy 
masculine forms of behaviour. At the age of puberty, 
however, they ar. expected to become men and shift their 
identification from the mother to the father. This 
dislocation can cr.ata severe strains for boys. In an 
attempt to assert their masculinity, boys may well turn to 
delinquent behaviour (William, 1949). 
Youth crime is, therefore, an aspect of the total 
functional operation of an urban industrial society - "the 
price that we pay for our society of free enterprise" 
(Shaw and Sutherland in Shulman, 1952). 
In summary, we wish to quote the following hypothetical 
conclusions from the work of Shoham et al (1966). 
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(a) That the rate of juvenile delinquency will 
increase the higher the grade of urbanisation 
and the greater the cultural discrepancy among 
the various ethnic groups within the urban area. 
(b) That the positive correlation between the 
degree of urbanisation and rate of delinquency 
is partly due to influence by association with 
the patterns of higher urbanisation. 
(c) That the low rate (in rural areasJ could be 
explained ••• by higher community cohesion. 
(d) That the lowest delinquency rate will occur in 
agricultural homogeneous settlements of a strong 
and internalised normative system which serves 
as a barrier against crime and delinquency 
(Shoham et aI, 1966). 
Subculture Theories 
-------------------
Another causation theory closely linked with those of 
ecology and urbanisation is the theory of subculture. 
Delinquent culture is delinquent behaviour with norms, 
values and structures which are traditional among members 
of a gang or several gangs of young people. The 
literature has provided evidence that gang culture (as it 
is sometimes called) has associations with delinquency 
(Cohen, 19~~; Wheeler, 1960; Sutherland and Cressey, 1960; 
Miller, 1958; Glueck and Glueck, 1930; Fleisher, 1960; 
among others). 
It is argued that the objectives, norms and values of 
gang culture, whatever its pattern or form, are not 
acceptable in normal societies. They are considered 
anti-social norms and values and those young people who 
give their support to these norms and values are likely to 
be considered as socially abnormal delinquents. 
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Critics of the theory of subculture have argued that 
gang culture cannot by itself be a cause of delinquency. 
However, some studies hav~ suggested that subculture helps 
to some extent to increase the incidence of delinquent 
behaviour where it occurs (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960; 
Sutherland and Cressey, 1960; Cohen, 1955; Wheeler, 1960, 
etc). These studies further explained the high 
concentration of gangs of delinquents in high delinquency 
areas. Wheeler (1960) argued that the "key concept for 
understanding why youth become delinquents is an 
association with other youths already delinquents". 
The concept of differential association was introduced 
by Shaw (in Cohen, 1955) as the distinctive process of 
transmission of a delinquent tradition. Shaw argued that 
children became delinquents by association with more 
mature delinquents. The extent of their delinquency 
could, therefore, be a function of the amount of their 
exposure to delinquent culture. 





theory and argued that "youth become delinquents to the 
extent that they participate in settings where delinquent 
ideas or techniques are viewed favourably and the longer 
the duration of youth association in such settings, the 
greater the probability of their. becoming delinquents" 
(1960: 94). 
Cohen (195~), Cloward and Ohlin (1960) all favoured the 
"frustration concept" and viewed delinquent subculture in 
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association with the ecosystem. They argued that gang 
delinquency results from frustrations experienced by 
members of lower-class youth who were denied the proper 
socio-economic equipment (by their parents, schools or 
social environment) for participation in economic and 
political competition. Such youths, they argued, became 
frustrated as soon as they realised their "underprivileged 
status and the many obstacles that they faced in an 
attempt to achieve self-respect in conventional 
ways" <1955: 27). As a resul t, "they reject the usual 
ethics of society and accept in its place a delinquent 
subculture, a gang society that stresses negative, 
destructive, aggressive behaviour" (McCord and McCord, 
1964: 90). 
Some youths join delinquent gangs in order to satisfy 
their peers or give them the impression that they are 
tough and stubborn. Miller (19~8) saw gang delinquency as 
a lower-class concern. Toby (1957> contended that 
contemporary motion pictures, television programmes and 
magazines portray an image that new clothes, cigarettes, 
automobiles and liquor are necessary to young people for 
happiness; and in an attempt to fulfil "the right to life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness ••• youngsters join 
delinquent gangs in order to satisfy these hedonistic 
desires" (1957: ~05-517). He argued that "diminishing 
adult control over adolescents and increased individualism 
and the principle of relative deprivation is more 
usual in explaining recruitment into gangs" (1957: 510). 
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This suggests that youths deprived of love and affection 
or adult control~ as well as those encountering school 
failure and those withdrawn from school before completing 
a course of study are more likely to seek relief in gangs 
than others. 
The theory of delinquent subculture revealed that: 
(a) Cultural context of youths, their homes and 
neighbourhood determine their desire to join 
gangs and participate in delinquent careers. 
(A slum neighbourhood can mould a child's 
personality, but only if other factors makes 
them susceptible. Cohesiveness of the family, 
consistent discipline and affection from parents 
can insulate a boy from the gang culture.) 
(b) Delinquent subculture arises because of 
frustrations experienced by members of 
depressed socioeconomic areas. 
(c) The desire to fulfil an assertion of masculine 
toughness, smartness and the ability to con 
other people pushes youths from homes that 
offer them a portrait of human relationships 
full of conflict and strife; youths from 
environments that are characterised by a 
delinquent subculture join the boat of 
gang culture. 
The family causation theory of delinquency views youth 
delinquency as an expression of the cumulative effects of 
social pathology within the family. Shulman (1949) who is 
the champion of this theory has argued that: 
Poverty and its concomitants in poor housing 
and congested living, bad neighborhood 
broken families and concomitants of defective 
supervision, marital conflicts and discords, 
laxity and inconsistent discipline; and immoral 
and criminal examples in other family members 
are all seen to be the soil in which flourishes 
the delinquent personality, with its 
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hostilities to authority. (1949: 21-31) 
These remarks by Shulman have allowed us to focus on some 
aspects of family factors that have been associated with 
delinquency. 
The first factor involves deprivation of love and 
affection which Mays (1972) viewed as the principal 
causation factor of delinquency. Mays argued that social 
education within the family 
the emotional ties which 
setting is 
link the 
firmly rooted in 
various members 
together. It is primarily from the presence of warm and 
supporting parents that the child learns the reciprocity 
of love which forms the basis of later ethical behaviour. 
The conscience is securely rooted in loving and reliable 
personal relationships. 
Bender~s findings clearly suggested that delinquent acts 
Are prominent Among children who "have been starved of 
love and affection, Attention and interest, sometimes even 
of food and the necessities of life and the early 
childhood experiences called forth anxiety and reactive 
aggressive patterns in these children in their prepuberty 
period" (Bender, in Cohen, 1957: 92). This concept was 
taken over and broadened by Burt (1925), McCord and McCord 
(1959). In these studies of American delinquents, both 
emphasised much the same view. McCord and McCord 
indicated that "unloving parents, rejecting parents, 
absentee parents, inadequate and maladjusted parents, all 
in their varying ways and degrees, contribute to a poor 
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quality of home life which is closely associated with 
delinquency" (1959: 57). 
Of considerable interest is a reference to the work of 
Andry (1960). According to him "a child who perceives his 
father in a negative way over a period of years may 
gradually develop hostility towards his father but may 
also at a given time start to project same onto the world 
at large" (Andry in Mays, 1972: 67). 
Inconsistency in parent-child relationships has been 
considered an essential factor in some family settings by 
Mays (1972). He argued that in a family with consistent 
parent-child relationships, the children are not easily 
prone to delinquency, emphasising that: 
One of the important elements in parent-child 
relationships is consistency. The child who 
never knows how his parents are going to react 
to what he does, who finds they are sometimes 
angry and at other times uninterested is at 
particular risk. Cohensive, stable families 
even in poor and substandard urban areas often 
save their children from falling into 
delinquency because of close care and consistent 
discipline and affection which are readily and 
constantly available. (1972: 157) 
Andry~s empirical research on delinquency and parental 
pathology further stressed the significance of the 
parent-child relationship, especially of the father-boy 
relationship in the etiology of delinquency amongst his 
"sample of ~normal~ young offenders in a London remand 
home" (Andry in Mays, 1972: 157). Andry's research was 
built on the hypothesis that a "much .greater proportion of 
delinquents than non-delinquents have resorted to the act 
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o~ truanting and oT stealing at some time or the other and 
started to do so at an early age". For clarity the 
results o~ his research are reproduced below in Table 2.1. 
In another study Andry argued that "the parents o~ 
delinquents are less aware oT their boys stealing than 
those oT non-delinquents~ and that non-delinquents tend to 
turn to their parents when in trouble while delinquents do 
not" (Andry in Mays, 1972: 159). See Table 2.2 ~or the 
statistical results oT this study. Table 2.3 lends 
support to his hypothesis that "loving parents tend to 
agree with their boys (80 percent) while incomplete 
agreement exists (47 percent) between the non-loving 
delinquent parents". 
From the above studies, Andry concluded: 
i) Deviant behaviour (such as truanting and stealing) 
was more widespread and tended to start at an earlier age 
among delinquents. 
ii) Parents o~ delinquents tended to be less aware o~ 
their boys stealing than did parents o~ non-delinquents. 
iii) Parents o~ delinquents tended to show a general 
inadequacy in dealing with their boys~ delinquent acts. 
iv) Delinquents experience less adequate emotional 
relationships with their parents. 
v) Delinquents experience less adequate training ~rom 
their parents. 
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Table 2.1: Indication of extent and onset age of deviant 
behaviour amongst the children on unhappy families* 
---------------------------------------------------------------
When boys first: Numbers Percentage 
Del. Non-Del. Del. Non-Del. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
!!:YA!l~!!s;I: 
6 - 8 years 21 14 26 17 
9 - 11 years 30 7 38 9 
12 - 14 years 19 16 24 20 
Naver 10 44 12 50 
---------------------------------------------------------------
§tg!!I: 
6 - 8 y.oars 21 16 26 20 
9 - 11 year. 37 26 46 33 
12 - 14 years 18 12 23 15 
Never 4 26 :5 32 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Total boys 80 80 100 100 
___ .s--=-------------____________________ =_==================== 
*Reproduced from Mays (1972), pp_ 158-163. 
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Table 2.2: Indication of Parents' Awareness of their boys' 
deviant behaviourt 
-~-------------------------------------------------------------
Parents aware Numbers Percentage 
of boys' deviancy Del. Non-Del. Del. Non-Del. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Both parents 










Total 30 30 100 100 
===_==z=~=~===a __ == __ ==a_====~~==========================_===== 




















Total families 30 30 100 100 
_= ________ =_= __ = ____ a_a ______ ==========_====== ______ = ________ == 
.Reproduced from Mays (1972), pp. 1:58-163. 
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He argued that delinquent boys Utend to perceive greater 
defects in their fathers' role than in their mothers' 
rola, whereas non-delinquents tend to perceive the roles 
of both parents as being adequate U (1972: 163). 
The negative role of a father or a father whose role 
portrays a non-loving father-child relationship seems to 
be a contributing influence on the formation of delinquent 
behaviour. 
It is understandable that a growing child who 
has not bean grossly deprived of his mother's 
affection feels entitled to receive at least an 
equal amount of affection from his father - in 
other words from both of them equally. If 
parental affection towards the child is lacking, 
ill balance in the family structure must 
result. (Mays, 1972: 164) 
It can therefore, be argued that among most youths 
delinquency may be an outward manifestation of 
disapproval, a break down in the father-child relationship 
or a negative relationship between a child and figures of 
authority in the family or both. 
Wilson has already noted that "parental inadequacy is 
also responsible in a limited number of chronic cases of 
children braaking the law" (1958: 94-105). This idea is 
even more strongly stated by Downs (1966). He ,noted that 
broken homes, maternal/paternal deprivation, family 
fragmentation and character structure are factors 
associated with delinquent behaviour. Studies utilizing 
various methods and approaches have indicated that parents 
of delinquents are more likely to have minimal parental 
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, 
aspirations for their childr~n~ to be hostile or 
indifferent towards their school; and to have a variety of 
personal problems of their own (Mays, 1972; Downs, 1966; 
McCord, McCord and Zola, 1959; Bandura and Watters, 1959; 
Ney, 1958; Glueck and Glueck, 1950; Gold, 1963; Dentler 
and Monroe, 1961; Gibbons, 1976; Slocum and Stone, 1963; 
Miller and Simon 1974; Schoenberg, 1975). These studies 
supported the hypothesis that affection for and 
involvement with parents are associated with less 
delinquency. Lack of parental communication and sympathy, 
laxity in parental supervision and an absence of adult 
models were found to account for delinquent acts <Hirschi 
1969; Hind.ling, 1963). 
It could, however, be argued that not all the children 
of unloving parents became involved in delinquent 
behaviour, but where the family structure breaks down or 
where the parents do not do their job adequately, children 
seem to be emotionally anxious and insecure and they may 
express their anxious feelings by engaging in reckless and 
delinquent activities (Burt, 1925). It has been 
established that unhappy family relationships tend to lead 
to personal psychological problems of adjustment for the 
young people. These problems, as has been noted, to some 
extent, are solved by commission of delinquent acts. 
Delinquency may, therefore, be assumed to be a form of 
reaction to some psychological problems of familial 
deprivation of love and affection, as illustrated by the 
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following case study of one girl~s experience in her 
3 
family. 
Dorothy, aged fourteen years, appears before 
the court on her mother's petition which alleges 
that Dorothy deserted her home, was missing for 
a period of several weeks, and during this time 
Dorothy was involved in sex relations. Dorothy 
seen in detention, was a plump, physically most 
attractive girl who looked considerably older 
than her fourteen years. She herself described 
having lived in a family and neighbourhood 
environment in which violence and a philosophy 
of take what you can get seemed acceptable. She 
feels un.anted and unloved by her .other and is 
convinced that her .other prefers the boys in 
the fa.ily, one of whom is older and one of whom 
is younger than Dorothy. The child has only a 
.eager i.pression of her o.n father. He 
deserted the family when Dorothy was five. She 
sees the stepfather as a hostile .an .ho is and 
has been anxious for so.e ti.e to have her 
per.anently out of the ho.e. Dorothy when in 
detention was •• en as an extremely anxious and 
impulsive girl, loud and aggressive in her 
relationship with both children and adults. She 
gave the distinct impression of having deep 
feelings of un.orthiness and of not belonging. 
It was felt that Dorothy had been exposed to 
long-standing r'j.ction by parents and 
st.ppar.nts and to a violent and aggressive 
fa.ily and n.ighbourhood, but that she did have 
the capaCity to relate warmly and constructively 
when she .as assured of the adult~s genuine 
inter.st in and concern for her. (Cohen~ 1957: 
73-74). 
Theories of individual psychological problems and their 
relation to delinquency will be analysed later in this 
section, but suffice it to say that "Deprivation caused by 
parents who are no longer able to love because life has 
destroyed that ability in them through their own damaged 
childhood or through their desperate attempt to escape via 
alcohol, or the gambler~s dreams of quick riches" ~Mays, 
1957), can be most emotionally disturbing and damaging to 
children. 
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A second causation factor closely related to deprivation 
of love and affec~ion has involved the effec~ of broken 
ho.es or fa.ilies that fail. Though this concept has been 
extensively debated~ espeCially in the course of this 
work, the argument against it is that it lacks adequate 
empirical support to make its association with delinquency 
causation conclusive. Nevertheless, the literature lends 
support to the influential effect of the absence of one 
parent from the family (Weeks and Smith, 1939; Shaw and 
McKay, 1932; Monahan~ 1957; Browning~ 1960; Peterson and 
Becker, 1965; Slocum and Stone, 1963, among others). 
These authors have argued that social and moral education 
begins in the family and that broken homes or inadequate 
families do contribute to delinquent behaviour in children 
to the extent that the children from such homes are not 
given the chance to acquire attitudes and learn from the 
direction of both parents. They are not given the 
opportunity to learn from both parents their rights and 
how to adjust their own inevitable egocentric behaviour to 
other members of the group or SOCiety at large. 
In societies where the major responsibility for the 
control of children is assigned to both parents~ broken 
homes may tend to render such responsibility impossible. 
The empirical findings of Weeks and Smith (1939)~ Glueck 
and Glueck (19~O), all associated high rates of 
delinquency with broken families. 
Weeks and Smith recorded that 41.4 percent of the 
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delinquents came from broken homes and 27 percent from 
(Control groups) normal homes (1939: 45-59). Other 
research with significant differences of high delinquency 
rates associated with broken homes emerged in the late 
fifties and early sixties. These include the works of 
Monahan (1957) which argued that "delinquents coming from 
broken homes are more likely to be recidivist than 
delinquents from unbroken homes" (1957: 250-258). Browning 
(1960) found that significantly greater numbers of Los 
Angeles delinquents came from disorganised homes. Slocum 
and Stone (1963) used the CNye-Short~ self report 
delinquency technique and found a significant correlation 
betw •• n broken homes and delinquent behaviour. Peterson 
and Becker (1965) have referred to the studies that have 
found a relationship between broken homes and 
delinquency. Short and Nye (1957; 1958) associated the 
ag9ressive pattern of delinquent behaviour with children 
who "have been socialised in a broken home environment 
characterised by much conflict and non-conventional 
behaviour" (1958: 207-213). 
Wynn (in Mays~ 1972) quoted the work of Barbara Wooton 
(1959) and stressed that: 
The majority of our twenty-one investigations 
are thus in agreement in showing high rates of 
broken homes amongst delinquents Various 
British studies place anything from 22 percent 
to ~7 percent of their delinquents in this 
category, whereas control figures, when 
available~ range only from 11 percent to 18 
percent (Mays, 1972: 180). 
The Childr.n~s Bureau~s study of delinquency in late 
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1928 indicated that broken homes "figured in 29 percent of 
the boys cases and 48 percent of the girls cases" 
<Reckless and Smith~ 1932). The work of Shaw (1929) on 
incidences of delinquency in: (a) broken homes among boys 
in areas of different delinquency rates, and (b) broken 
homes among boys in different age groups provided evidence 
which associated the influence of broken homes with high 
incidence of delinquency among young offenders (see Table 
2.4). 
Table 2.4: Ratio of Broken homes of delinquent boys 
compared with a control group* 
-----------------------------------------------------
Age Ratio 




· 12 1.22 
· 
1 
· 13 1.20 
· 
1 
· 14 1.22 : 1 
15 1. 11 
· 
1 
· 16 1.16 
· 
1 
· 17 1.09 : 1 
-----------------------------------------------------
Total 1. 18 : 1 
-----------------------------------------------------
*Taken from Shaw and McKay (1931: 276). 
Wynn's illustration (in Mays~ 1972) of an interview with 
a mother in a fatherless home further illuminates the 
effect of home on the behaviour of young people. When she 
was 'asked what her problems were, she repl ied: 
Another difficulty is that I have all the 
decisions to make concerning their health and 
welfare, also all their troubles are brought to 
me - I deal with them in the best way possible 
but sometimes I wish I had another person to 
confide in. My son is my biggest worry he~s 
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terribly self-willed. A short while ago he was 
in trouble at school and the headmaster sent for 
his parents. He explained the situation and was 
very nice about it. I in turn explained to him 
the position I was in. I said I thought if my 
son had a man~s hand at the back of him~ 
sometimes it would do him a power of good. The 
fact that he had been practically brought up by 
a woman had made him surly and resentful (i.e. 
myself, my mother and all woman teachers) about 
women. The headmaster gave a talking to and 
promised to keep a strict watch on him. That 
combined with the fact that he was put in a 
class with a master has made, I am glad to say, 
a consi derabl e di fference. (Wynn in Mays, 1972: 
180-181) 
At this pOint, reference can be made to the study of the 
~Dolphin Club' in Liverpool and the consequent conclusions 
made by Mays (1959) • Mays concluded that a "high 
proportion of family units broken or disturbed on the male 
or paternal side, and frequent desertions and absences of 
father from the household" exposes the child to a greater 
risk of becoming delinquent. He argued: 
The 
One of the most striking findings from the 
Dolphin group is the high proportion of family 
units broken or disturbed on the male or 
paternal side and the frequent desertion and 
absence of father from the household ••• Every 
boy who lacks a father will not become 
delinquent, but the finding reinforces the 
common-sense view that the boy who lacks the 
guidance of a father runs a far greater risk of 
becoming delinquent than in what is generally 
regarded as normally consistent family. (i959: 
165) 
backgrou.nd of individual families 
represents a third causal factor of delinquency in young 
people. Analysis of theories and research work tend to 
support the concept of an economic factor. The hypotheses 
underlying this approach are: (1) the economic situation 
of the home embodies a group of factors that seem to have 
a definite relationship to delinquency; (2) poverty 
stricken families create delinquent children; and (3) a 
great number of delinquent acts among youths are 
associated with unemployment, income and areas in the city 
one is growing up. This supports the fourth hypothesis 
which argued that delinquents tend to come from 
backgrounds of social and economic deprivation (Ogbun and 
Thomas, 1922). 
The works of Healy and Bronner (1926), Breckinridge and 
Abbott (1921), Glueck and Glueck (1930) and Burt (1925) 
indicated high incidence of delinquency from dependent and 
marginal economic groups. Healy and Bronner recorded 27 
percent of delinquents came from poor homes. Breckinridge 
and Abbot not~d 75 percent came from poor homes and argued 
that delinquent families tend to have lower than average 
income. and social status. The data collected by Burt 
showed that "56 percent of his cases came from homes that 
were poor". 
Modern researchers have shown considerable support for 
the above studies. In his analysis of the ~ff~~t __ Qf 
lD~gm._.Qg_YQ~mQ1Q~m.Q~_QQ_Q@11QgY~QS~, Professor Fleisher 
(1966) argued that delinquency may be seen in economic 
terms of demand and supply analysis. 
delinquency or delinquents", he argued, 
"The supply of 
"represents the 
economic and demand characteristics of persons and their 
tendencies to commit delinquent acts (1966: 34-35). He 
further argued that the "demand effect of income may be 
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interpreted to mean that an increase in family income of 1 
percent results on the average in 1-2 percent decline in 
the delinquent rate; and since the statistical supply 
effect of income is not as great as the demand effect, an 
increase of 1 percent in dispersion of income would raise 
delinquency to 0.23 percent" (1966: 35-50). Fleisher~s 
findings supported the works of Short 
and Rice (1958). Burgess (1981) 
(1954) and Glaser 
reached similar 
conclusions and pOinted out that 
has a far reaching effect on the 
especially youth crime. The effect 
poor economic standing 
frequency of crime, 
of a poor economic 
background on the young, he argued, is seen - when they are 
in close contact with their rich contemporaries. In order 
to able to rub shoulders with their richer 
contemporaries, "the youths from poor homes easily resort 
to crime for the cash that will enable them to participate 
in pe.r group activities" (1981: 110). 
Winslow (1969) argued that social, economic and 
political forces are all causes of anti-social behaviour. 
A similar view was expressed by Wilensky and Lebeaux 
(196~). Following a review of the data associating social 
and economic conditions with delinquency, they asserted 
that "the physical and social aspects of urbanism and the 
stratification effects of industrialism [are] master keys 
to delinquency". The political and economic situations in 
both developed and developing countries today are SLtch 
that they fail to give equal access to power and privilege 
to all the citizens. In Cloward and Ohlins~ (1960) view, 
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children of economically deprived groups tend to resort to 
an ethic that contradicts society's usual values. Thus~ 
social, economic and political inequalities are said to be 
one of the strongest forces to be reckoned with in an 
attempt to reduce the number of delinquency. 
Environmentalists have suggested that the best control or 
prevention of delinquency is that which plans for and acts 
on improving the economic, social and political 
backgrounds of families (Write and Brigg, 1959; Hoghughi, 
1983) • 
The Report of the Atlanta Commission on ~Cim. __ AO~ 
quoted in Winslow (1969), noted: 
It is inescapable that juvenile delinquency is 
dirctctly related to conditions bred by poverty. 
If the Fulton County Census tracts were divided 
into five groups on the basis of the economic 
and educational status of their residents, we 
would find that S7X of Fulton County's juvenile 
delinquents during 1964 were residents of the 
lowest group which consists of the principal 
poverty [and socially deprivedJ areas of the 
city of Atlanta. (1969:5) 
This point tctnds to clearly illuminate the assumption that 
Negroes in SOCially, politically and economically deprived 
slum areas of America tend to account for disproportionate 
numbers of arrests for crime and delinquency. Wilson 
(1958) has argued that "the children in this setting of 
extreme material shortage and political discrimination, 
who are not buffctred by parents~ caring presence grow up 
in a very chill wind". In such settings, she noted~ the 
"early needs of the infants are rarely if every fully met" 
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(19:58: 94-95). 
Though not all the children of poor families become 
delinquents (this will be analysed later), this finding 
led to Wilson·s (19~8) important generalisations about the 
concept of economic and social deprivation. She argued 
that children in poor families "experience frequent 
frustrations ••• develop little or no self-discipline" and 
what emerges at a later age is hostility, not only to the 
family group, but also directed to the general society. 
Gosling (in Mays, 1972), Cohen (1967), McCord and McCord 
(19:59), Shaw and More (1931), Cloward and Ohlin (1960) and 
Miller (1958) all supported the theory that delinquency is 
predominant among economically, politically and SOCially 
deprived lower class people living in deteriorating slum 
4 
areas. Thus, "in such cities of the United States as 
Chicago and San Francisco, the incidence of delinquency in 
the most economically deprived areas is 55 times that in 
the privileged suburbs" <McCord and McCord, 1950). 
Concomitant with economic background are the problems 
created by overcroNded ho.es. Bagot (1972) has emphasised 
the "harmful effect on children of early acquaintances 
with the most intimate aspects of family life that so 
frequently results from overcrowded conditions" ( 1972: 
26-29). He also argued that overcrowding would rather 
appear to exert its influence by driving the children on 
the streets in the evenings where they may meet and be 
further influenced by delinquent gangs. Those who conform 
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to status frustrations subcultural models may be lead into 
what Bagot has called "mischief and trouble" (1972: 28). 
Casson (1979) made an important statement concerning 
living in overcrowded conditions at home: 
Staying at home can build up tension in the 
family, ••• for this reason many young people 
prefer to spend their time on the streets, while 
some older ones leave home altogether. In 
either case, it has been suggested, there is a 
danger that young people will become involved in 
small time crimes. Criminal pursuits provide 
casual work with tax-free income, and can often 
be rationalised in terms of grievances against a 
society. (1979: 319) 
Comparing delinquent boys~ families with those of 
non-delinquents, Slawson (1932) found a positive 
relationship between size of families and delinquency. He 
argued that "poverty and large families are more important 
factors in delinquency than large families without 
poverty". This concept provides further grounds for a 
comparative study of Nigerian families (notably large) 
with those of Britain (notably small) in relation to 
delinquency. 
Reckless and Smith (1932) noted that educational 
handicap, housing conditions,lack of equal intimacy for 
all in large families, flight from the home to a more 
satisfactory social situation and many other factors go 
hand in hand with large and poor families. Wilson (1958) 
emphasised that: 
On. specific variety of juvenile delinquency 
is found in conjunction with very poor home 
conditions and the unplanned, haphazard way of 
living that has been observed in problem 
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families. The pattern of living of problem 
families generate delinquency. (1958: 50) 
However, not all the children of poor parents become 
delinquent. Experience tends to show that all things 
being equal, the youths from poverty stricken homes are 
more progressive in any form of survival undertaking, and 
more serious in their positive attempts to improve their 
families' economic standing. The children from rich 
homes, on the other hand, are,. to some extent, less 
serious and sometimes see no need to improve on the 
social, economic and political standings of their already 
affluent homes. After all, they have the resources, 
support, protection, affluence and power to their 
advantage. 
Rich parents, rather, give their children substantial 
discretionary purchasing power, which tends to enable the 
adolescents of rich parents to demand distinctive 
clothing, motion pictures, phonograph records, 
recreational facilities and eating and drinking places 
(Abrams, 1960). When these are hard to come by, they may 
tend to act delinquently. In developing countries like 
Nigeria, for instance, some youngsters are brought up by 
their rich parents in extravagant ways. These rich 
parents see nothing wrong in giving their children flashy, 
luxurious and expensive cars. They turn their children 
into demi-gods and thus give them the licence, as it were, 
to disobey orders and authority. 
The relationship between delinquency and affluence was 
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the focus of attention by the United Nations Council 
meetings in 1960 and 1964. Here it was argued that 
affluence has a great impact on and is a causative factor 
in delinquency. "Economic growth, though it raised living 
standards, did not seem to reduce the crime rate 
affluence Cis) itself a causal factor, worsening the crime 
problems of contemporary society" (United Nations, 1966). 
Winslow (1969) has suggested that explanations of 
delinquency causation "requires a broadened conception of 
such economic factors to make room for experiences among 
the ~haves' in America (and in Europe) that overlap in 
significant ways with those that occur among delinquent 
~have nots~"(1969: 31-32). McDonald (1968) argued that, 
"the barriers of committing perverse behaviour are greater 
for middle class than for working class. When middle 
class children become involved in delinquency, they do it 
in a more serious way" (1968: 80-83). 
One effect of affluence is that it raises expectations 
of everybody in society; another effect is to increase the 
divorce and separation rates (Winslow, 1969). The 
connection between broken homes and juvenile delinquency 
has been considered earlier. The question that has not 




affluence results in rising 
it been associated with 
delinquency? Winslow's (1969) critiques of Fleisher's 
(1966) analYSis of economic factors and causation of 
delinquency revealed that no co-extensive research and 
analysis of the effects of affluence on delinquency has 
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been made. Thus, lack of data has precluded a possible 
detailed analysis of the relationship between affluence 
and delinquency. 
However, it has been hypothetically argued that: (a) 
industrialization enables women to support themselves and 
their children, if need be, and hence marital unhappiness 
is more likely to result in divorce and separation in rich 
and industrial societies; <b) youths of rich parents are 
given substantial discretionary purchasing freedom and 
this freedom is not always used wisely. The freedom to 
choose is the freedom to make mistakes. Delinquency is 
one such mistake (Winslow, 1969; McDonald, 1968). The data 
on drug abuse in developed countries tends to indicate 
that there are large numbers of affluent families in this 
pattern of juvenile delinquency. In developing countries, 
dangerous ostentatious life styles among the children of 
rich families seem to suggest that sons and daughters of 
affluent families are present in sufficient numbers among 
the depressing figures of delinquency. 
It may be argued, however, that in poor families, the 
. parental struggle to make ends meet, the degrading 
conditions frequently met with in the home, the inability 
to gain the full benefit of education, the desire to 
possess without the means to purchase may lead more 
children of the ·have nots' than the children of the 
·haves' to behave delinquently. This assumption may not 
underplay the fact that poverty does not force all 
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children of such families into delinquency. While the 
influence of poverty on juvenile delinquency should not be 
overemphasized, evidence has shown, as Mays (1972) rightly 
pointed out, that "of the poor~ those who are backward 
will be more likely to become delinquents than the 
brighter children of the poor and less backward" (1972: 
2~6-264). This seems to give one possible explanation as 
to why one member of a family may become involved in 
delinquency while others remain normal citizens. 
However, it is difficult to associate delinquency with 
poverty in developing societies, especially in rural 
areas, where the cultural norms and kinship links are 
still cohesive. In the rural areas, in addition to the 
biological parents, the extended family members, relatives 
and friends help to supervise the behaviour and to punish 
the bad conduct of all children. However~ in most 
developing countries today, the influence of urbanism and 
of the mass media - to which television has been a recent 
but important addition -stimulate 





population. These considerations help to explain why 
socioeconomic deprivation can be greater for the poor in 
rich societies than for the poor in poor - societies. They 
also throw light on the high crime rates of affluent 
societies and on the increase of adolescent delinquency 
rates with the increase in general prosperity" (Winslow, 
1969: 43). Thus, although poverty alone may not be a 
principal cause of delinquency, when it is found in 
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conjunction with some other familial and social variables~ 
delinquency frequently occurs. 
It is suggested that the theoretical emphasis on 
association of poverty with young people~s problems points 
to the need for some empirical research. This is 
necessary to adequately substantiate the assumptions 
highlighted in this study. 
Theories of individual pathology represent a fourth 
causation factor of delinquency. Psychological theories 
are concerned with the psychological influence of the 
environment on young people. It is analysed here as a 
further support to the theory of family relationships and 
delinquency. 
The psychologists~ view of delinquency tends to be 
emotionally orientated. They claim that delinquency 
comprises anti-social activities carried out by 
emotionally disturbed young people; and that delinquents 
are frequently l •• s intelligent than their non-delinquent 
pe.rs (Burt, 1925). This concept, however, has been 
disproved by Woodward (1975) and the McCords (1959). 
Nevertheless, psychological 
have baen considered with 
explanations of delinquency 
regard to three important 
psychological causes: (1) mental abnormal i ty; (2) 
chromosomal abnormality; (3) mesomorphic~ psychodynamic 
and behavioural models. The central argument raised in 
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these approaches is that delinquency is a "solution to 
psychological problems from faulty or pathological family 
interaction patterns" (Wheeler, 1965: 28-35). 
The school of chro.oso.al Rbnor.alities have concluded 
that in combination with high incidences of Kleinfelter's 
Syndrome and chromosome abnormality, abnormalities of 
personality have been noted (Burnand, Hunter and Hoggart, 
1967; Casey at aI, 1966). Tutt (1975) argued that 
chromosome abnormality may lead to 
b.h~viour in adults. 
abnormal social 
The school of .,so.orphis. led by Glueck and Glueck 
claimed that a large proportion of delinquents were of 
mesomorphic (athletic) body-type (in Tutt 1975: 17). This 
is to suggest that delinquents may be dictated through 
their physique. Though this is more of a physiological 
than psychological explanation of delinquency, Tutt (1975) 
claimed that it has some connections with Freud's school 
of psychodyn~.ic theorists. 
school argued that "the 
According 
delinquent 
to Tutt, Freud's 
suffers the most 
excruciating neurotic conflicts brought about by the 
struQgle between his Id (instinctual drives) and his 
highly developed Super-Ego (conscience). The latter", they 
argued, "is the result of an extremely strict and 
repressive upbringing" (1975: 17). This concept was 
borrowed and broadened by the later psychodynamists who 
emphasised that "delinquents had a poorly developed 
Super-Ego which left the Id unrestrained and unmodified by 
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social considerations~ making the individual unloving, 
gui It-free, impulsive and aggressive. The lack of 
super-ego development was brought about by child-rearing 
practices characterised by poor emotional relationships 
between parents and children" <McCord and McCord~ 1959). 
Earlier analyses have highlighted the relationship 
between delinquency and family (parent-child) 
relationships, and argued that poor relationships between 
parents and children resulted from deprivation of love and 
affection, inconsistent attitudes of the parents, neglect 
and rejection. Winslow's ( 1968) concept of two 
differential mechanisms also seemed quite appropriate and 
illuminating her.. The first mechanism which he called 
~psychopathic' or ~n.urotic' indicated that: 
Parental rejection and· neglect damage the 
personality of the developing child. Lack of 
impulse control results from pathological 
socialization. The psychopathic or neurotic boy 
reacts with violence to trivial provocation, 
sets fires and steals purposelessly. (1968: 38) 
The second mechanism, called "Break down in family control 
mechanism" hypothesised that: 
Parental inadequacy and neglect~ by reducing 
family control, thereby orient the boy toward 
his age-mates in the neighborhood. The family 
and the peer group are in a sense competing for 
the allegiance of boys in high-delinquency 
neighborhoods. If the peer group is delinquent, 
a boy's desire for acceptance by his peers 
tempts him to participate in delinquent 
acti vi ties. (1968: 39) 
A similar view was conceived by Short (1965) who argued 
that a delinquent boy "failed to internalize conventional 
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standards of conduct and is instead ori ented to\"ard 
deviant groups. Such a boy came from a home characterized 
by much conflict and non-conventional behaviour". His 
concept of relatively ~eak ego delinquent is, however, a 
point of departure~ in that the weak ego delinquent is 
"described as an insecure, internally conflicted and 
anxious person"~ but he is "not a gang member". 
Apter (1982) summarised the psychodynamic concepts of 
Freud (1978) and his school as follows: 
1) All children have some basic needs that 
must be met in order to develop a healthy 
personality. They include the need for love, 
security, belonging, success. 
2) Feelings are of primary importance in the 
life and behaviour of the child. 
3) Each child goes through.several stages of 
emotional growth. Traumatic experiences and 
deprivation may interfere with this growth and 
result in lasting personality disturbance. 
4) The . quality of the emotional relationship a 
child has with his family and other significant 
people in his life is of crucial significance. 
~) Anxiety over 
conflicts is an 
behaviour disorders. 
un met needs and inner 
important determinant in 
<1982: 43) 
He concluded by arguing that: 
The disturbed child has not successfully 
"worked" through the intrapsychic conflicts that 
he faced in the process of psychological and 
physical development. Personality is composed 
of Id, Ego and Super-ego, three hypothetical 
systems that work together in supportive harmony 
in mentally healthy children but conflict within 
the psyche of a maladjusted child. Children 
must pass through a series of difficult 
development stages on the way to mature 
adulthood. (1982: 44) 
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Thu$~ consistent guidance~ love and 
factors 
affection, 
in family appreciation, etc~ are important 
relations that protect and help the child to grow into a 
non-delinquent personality and crime-free adulthood. 
The concept of a series of difficult developmental 
School. Thi s stages was adopted by the Behaviourist 
school, led by Eysenck is generally based on 
environmental theory. They believe that delinquents 
the 
are 
of the extrovert personality type, whose socialisation is 
"the result of a long-term and sophisticated conditioning 
process carried out by the parents and society. This 
being so, 
fails to 
the extrovert not being easily conditioned, 
become adequately socialised and exhibits 
anti-social or delinquent behaviour" <i n Tutt, 197~: 18). 
This concept was disproved by a number of subsequent 
studies (Wes.t, 1963; Gibson, 1967). With reference to the 
Gibson (1967) study, Tutt (1975) argues that "delinquency 
maturing 
<1975: 
process for a large 
18). Apter's (1982) 
is a common part of the 
percentage of normal boys" 
hypothesiS tends to support Tutt with his argument "that 
behaviour that is learned can be unlearned and the new, 
more appropriate behaviour can be learned to replace that 
which was deviant" (1982: 44). 
Tutt's ( 1975) research on delinquency combined 
psychological and sociological approaches to 
causes of delinquency. He argued that the 
explain the 
personality 
trait of achievement motivation, lacking in some youths, 
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is due to child-rearing practices and is the effect of 
ecological environment. He noted that: 
An important personality trait, that of 
achievement motivation, is often lacking amongst 
delinquents because of a combination of 
child-rearing practices and social environment. 
(197~: 21) 
Tutt~s theory drew support from the work of McClelland 
which emphasized that: 
Most people in this world, psychologically can 
be divided into two broad groups. There is that 
minority which is challenged by opportunity and 
willing to work hard to achieve something; and 
the majority that really does not care all that 
much. (Mcel ell and, in Tutt, 197~: 21). 
The Cdon't care~ majority resort to delinquent acts 
because they are not willing to understand competition 
with a standard of excellence (Tutt, 1975). This view 
holds certain parallels with Ferguson's (1952) Concept of 
Unemployment and Achievement Variables. In this study of 
argued that unemployment or a rapid succession of jobs 
were contributory factors to the reconviction of 
delinquents. This concept found expression in the works 
5 
of Cohen (19~6) whom Tutt (1973) represented as saying 
that the working class boy, being denied access to 
legitimate means of achievement through the educational 
system, seeks an alternative status within a gang. 
Of considerable interest here is the reference to Wait 
and Briggs who postulated that: "Regardless of social 
class, delinquent-prone personalities had lower actual 
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achievement, i.e. years at school~ school record~ job 
level than a control group" (in Tutt~ 1975: 21) 
Other schools who followed this line of thought with 
little modifications include Cloward and Ohlin (1961), 
Downs (1966) and Yablonsky (1962). The views expressed by 
these schools agreed with the concept that a good number 
of delinquents display a lower level of achievement 
motivation than their non-delinquent peers; and that 
achievement motivation depends so much on personality 
traits. 
The Italian School (Rosen and D~Andrande, 1959) and Mays 
(1973) preferred the strain-anxiety orientated approach. 
Mays hypothesised that "some individuals are, as it were~ 
more stress-prone than others and that in situations of 
strain, they are likely to break down more easily and 
perhaps work out their anxiety or their frustrations in 
illegal and anti-social ways" (1973: 3). This seemed to 
provide an explanation for the ideology on which armed 
robbery gangs involving Nigerian youths was founded after 
the Civil War in 1970. 









particular relevance to familial and urban economic 
factors, since much previous research on this subject 
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centred on family relationships and economic 
opportunities. Inadequate political policies create 
strain and anxiety among young people and tend to induce 
strain-prone youth to react to the resulting psychological 
frustrations in illegal and anti-social ways. Individual 
psychological problems within the family also 
considerable support in the literature. 
finds 
1. Extended family, as a preventive model of delinquency, 
will be treated in detail in the chapter concerned 
with prevention of delinquency. 
2. For further detail, see Shlomo Shoham, Nahum Shoham 
and Adnan Abel-EI-Razele, Immigration Ethnicity and 
Ecology as Related to Juvenile Delinquency in Israel, 
!h. __ ~ci~!~b_~gY~Q~!_~f~~imiQg!2g~, Vol. 6, pp. 
391-408 (1966). 
3. This case study was reported by Cooper, Director of 
Youth Homes for Girls, in New York City. For further 
details, see Cohen, 19~7: 73-74. 
4. Earlier, Shaw and McKay~s (1932) research on a number 
of different national groups which include the 
Germans, Irish, Poles and Italians indicated that 
movement from the grim centre to better neighbourhoods 
decreased the delinquency rates among youths. 
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5. For further detail, see Tutt (1973), Achievement 
Motivation~ §~i~iab_~gY~n~l __ gf __ agsisl __ snQ __ ~linis~l 
Ea~sbelgg~. It will be noted that the study showed a 
lower level oT achievement motivation amongst 
delinquents than non-delinquents. "Delinquent acts" 
ranged from truancy, trouble with the police and 
receiving corporal punishment at school for delinquent 
acts. 
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I~ Chapter we ~~viewed theories cf deli~qwer.cy 
causation devel~ped i~ the Wester~ =ountries o~ Europe and 
the United States. We ~ctad the three majcr cawsal 
fact~rs, s~cial, ec~nomic and p5ych~logi=al ~actors. The 
literature has .hcwn that ~Qciologists f~vour acological 
or social and economic fa=tors~ asso=iatin~ delinquency 
and scci al envi !'"cmmef"'t s 
increasi~g urbanisati~n and persist~nce o~ slum areas 
amcrQst the lew eceromic status ~cpulatior (Clinard and 
Abbott, and 
sccic-ecenomic status in gereral. Other $chel~r$ have 
associated delinquency wit~ the in~luen=e o~ bro~en homes 
1 e)"''''. 
- ." .. ~ 
'fOp..,. 
- --. Ale, 
1983; Hoghughi, 1~9~). 
Though most ~f the. causal 
in developed ceunt!""ies, lllCSt sC'ciologists 
anthropologists, who ~ave exami~ed socia! 
fQIIQws~ is a discussior. or. 
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application 04 Western theories 04 delinQuencv causation 
to developing countries. We have chosen to examine this 
theme under some 04 the headings discussed in the previous 
chapter. This is necessary in order to understand the 
extent to which the theories formulated in industrially 
and technologically developed countries may be relevant to 
the problems found in developing countries. When and 
where it is necessary~ different headings may be used. 
Nevertheless~ an attempt has be~n made to maintain 
consistency with the headings used in the previous chapter 
to ensure at least methodological sequence in comparison. 
The hypothesis of this c:hapter is that there is "a 
universal process that crosses c:ultural lines in the 
migration of large numbers of rural people into the 
cities, where a subseauent process of urbanisation 
modifies their behaviour" (Clinard and Abbott, 1973: 1). 
This tends to explain why some migrant youths are prone to 
delinquency in most cities in developing c:ountries just as 
they are in the developed countries. To what e~<tent can 
it be assumed that migrant youths would have been better 
off staving in their own rural areas? 
As it has become evident in Chapter 2~ urbanisation is 
closely associated with delinquent behaviour amongst youth 
in developed countries. It was also evident in developed 
SOCieties that delinQuency is learned from delinauent 
c:ompanions (Tobias~ 1967). This c:hapter will also examine 
whether delinquency in the developing countries is learned 
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~rom delinauent companions. The chacter ~urther attemcts 
to examine Western theories o~ delinquency causation in 
relation to traditional structures of ~hild care in 
developing countries. 
Be~ore World War II, the incidence rate o~ delinauency 
was shown to be very low in developed countries~ while in 
developing countries, it was an unknown phenomenon. The 
beginning o~ the industrial revolution in Europe and later 
in the United States, that came a~ter the American War o~ 
Independence, marked the growth o~ economic development, 
political reorganisation, changes in social and cultural 
structures, development of new and urban Cities, and above 
all, high expectations and aspirations in individual 
families. It was the age o~ discovery, imorovement and 
advancement. The literature has shown that these social 
changes seemed either to have also encouraged social 
problems, including crime and delinquency or ~ormed 
of their origins (Cohen, 1967). Social change is also 
part 
the 
foundation for changes in patterns of individual li~e, 
especially in urban settings~ where the imoact o~ social 
changes is high. Some European writers have alreadv 
suggested that many of the research ~indings in developed 
countries about delinquent behaviour are limited to 
developed societies. because o~ their technological and 
social development urbanisation and its c~ncomitant 
social disorganisation (Cohen, 1967). This seems to be a 
general view, though given the 
~actors, some of the developed 
- 7 
same conditions and 
countries~ research 
findings could be apolied to and are relevant in 
developing countries~ par~icularly in ~he urban areas~ 
where evidence has shown that, to a large extent, the 
influence of colonialism in developing countries was 
similar to that of the Industrial Revolution in developed 
countries. 
For a clearer analvsis of the application of Western 
theories of delinquency causation in developing countries, 
this chapter is divided into two sections. An attempt is 
made to summarize the concept of "urbanisation" as it is 
defined for the purpose of this study. However, before 
this can b. done, it is necessary to look back in order to 
try to understand the state of colonial development in 
developing countries. This will perhaps highlight the 
patterns of social change which have taken place in these 
societies. The second section takes a look at the 
application and relevance of selected 
in Europe and the United States to 
daveloping countries. 
theories developed 
the problems of 
The colonial era was an epoch-making period in the 
history of all colonised developing countries. It was an 
era characterised by changes in the social~ traditional, 
economiC and cultural life of common 







expansion of capitalism~ and "meant the exprooriation of 
the land of the poor and powerless, the division of shared 
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land into priva~e packages or commodities available for 
exchange to the highest bidder or th~ state oreferred 
customer~ and ~he destruction of informal or communal 
modes of regulating property disDutes" (Sumner~ 1982). It 
is a period remembered by many as a period of suffering~ 
dehumanisation, deprivation and a destabilisation of the 
time honoured cul~ure and the people. 
For example, in Kenya, Uganda~ Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe> 
and South Africa~ forced labour replaced the traditional 
love of the land. The industrial revolution brought 
p.aple out of the land an masse and caused a fundamental 
change in the life of the rural Tanganyikan (now Tanzania) 
who now mi9rated to the urban areas to provide cheap 
labour during British colonial rule (1918-1961). In 
. 
francophone West African countries, the so-called 
assimilation process not only alienated the people from 
their traditional culture and from their land, "+ 1 _ also 
alienated them from the real culture of the assimilators. 
In effect, these countries were assimilated in so much as 
they no longer have their own culture and traditions to 
respect. The haphazardly internalised culture of ~he 
assimilators brought cultural conflict between the 
traditional culture and the new. The effect of ~he 
changes on rural youth who migrated into the urban areas 
will be analysed later~ but suffice it to say that the 
"violation of rights of land of the indigenous population" 
and its concomitant penal sanctions resulted in migration 
to urban areas and to the formation of criminal and 
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delinquent gangs~ whose intent was the 
traditional culture and their rights 
defence of their 
to land. For 
example~ the Mawumawu gang of Kenya in the early 1940s was 
formed to defend the indi~enous rights to the land and 
local culture. 
It will be recalled that in developing countries~ 
especially in Africa~ before the colonial period, 
"virtually the entire population lived in the rural sector 
and control and use of land was of central importance" 
(Swe.t~ 1982). Colonial rule and its concomitant social 
revolution weakenad claims to traditional kinship and 
altered the historical and cultural rights of ownership of 
land. The resulting social and judicial changes forced 
younger people ~f the land and put them at the mercy ~f 
colonial cheap labour employers (1982: 58). This 
constituted the first contact with Western civilisation 
and urbani •• tion. 
Though the post-colonial era (otherwise called the epoch 
of independence) gave back power and rights to the people 
to manage their own affairs~ the political. social and 
economic policies were still oriented towards Western 
patterns. The precedented cultural 




Although many theories of social change have been 
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propounded by various scholars~ it appears that only 
William Ogbun-s (1957) theory of social change seems to 
have treated the situational concept of urbanisation. The 
~cultural lag~ concept which Obgun brought into his social 
change theory is instrumental for a clearer understanding 
of the social change theory and the concept of 
urbanisation~ as used in this study. 
In his theory, Ogbun (1957) talked about economic 
development and urbanisation which have influenced the 
"manner in which individuals divide or are divided into 
familie.~ .du~ational~ occupational, religiOUS, political 
and other associations or groups which constitute a major 
part of the social structure of any complex society" 
(19~Y: 13). In addition to social and cultural changes, 
this writer claims that technology has led to an 
accelerated dev.lopment by new methods and machines. 
The •• new methods and machines which he called "material 
culture" have, as has been noted, affected traditional 
institutions, which hit called "non-material culture". The 
resultant gap generated a conflict between traditional 
institutions and new institutions arising from 
technological developments and subsequent urbanisation. 
The conflict was due largely or primarily to the faster 
rate of technological development, as compared to that of 
traditional development. The technological development 
tended to impose greater demands on the 
traditionally-oriented societies to undergo rapid cultural 
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and social change in an effort to accommodate the rapid 
changes taking place in these societies~ such that: "the 
rapid technical changes gradually and continually erode 
the characteristics of traditional institutions, a process 
which can clearly be observed in these societies" (Boadu~ 
1976: 12). 
Ogbun-s (19~7) theory, thus, depicts social change as a 
process by which society consciously moves towards 
material culture, as it moves away from non-material 
1 
culture. Such a movement away from non-material to 
material culture resulted in a gradual but persistent 
weakening of the normative institutions which 
characterised traditional SOCiety, so that the society is 
made dynamically oriented to cul~ural changes and 
innovation. In the urban areas, for example, there were 
change. in: religious institutions; the traditional 
characteristics of family institutions; the social 
organisation; educational institutions and in cultural and 
social values. 
Inayatullah (in Boadu!, 1976: 19) conceived of 
development or urbanisation as the "common behavioral 
historically associated with the urban, 
. 
industrial, literate and participant societies of Western 
Europa and North America". Inayatullah was writing in an 
attempt to clear the confusion associated with the terms 
modernisation and Westernisation. In his contribution, 
Boadu (1976) noted that if Western models are considered 
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the standard by which to judge the social changes taking 
place in the emerging nations~ then the confusion over the 
terms - development, modernisation and Westernisation 
cannot be avoided. He stated: 
If the Western model is imposed as standard, 
then the obvious but erroneous conclusion would 
be to equate such Westernization with 
modernity. On the other hand~ if social changes 
are considered from the perspective that they 
involve a redefinition of values so that the new 
values are consistent with the cultural and 
traditional systems of a nation, then the terms 
could easily be differentiated (Boadu, 1976: 9). 
Unfortunately, social changes in developing countries 
are inconsistent with the ~cultural and traditional 
systems P of the.e countries. There is the view which has 
argued that social change, especially in urban areas, 
presented problems of redefinition of values. Arguably, 
this concept is based on the assumption that in urbani sing 
societies, individuals wish to keep an equilibrium with 
traditional values, and the new values brought about by 
social changes inhibits conflict which tends to suggest 
that urbanism presents problems of redefinition of 
values. 
Boadu (1976) shared the view that social changes which 
spell modernity involve a redefinition of values. From 
this viewpoint, a distinction is made between development, 
industrialisation and modernisation. For instance, 
Development is the most general and it results 
from the proliferation and integration of 
functional roles in a community. Modernization 
implies these conditions a social system that 
can constantly innovate without falling apart, 
differentiated, flexible social structures and a 
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social framework to provide the skills and 
knowledge necessary for living in a 
technologically advanced world. 
Industrialization may be defined as the period 
in a society in which the strategic functional 
roles are related to manufacture (1976: 12). 
In this case, development can be seen as a planned or 
directional pace at which social change proceeds~ and 
modernisation as a development that is both 
technologically oriented and striving towards 
up-to-dateness. All these terms can be applied to the 
developmental process in developing countries. 
When a society is undergoing modernisation or 
urbanisation, there appears to exist the condition that 
the society be in contact with external models. 
Modernisation thus stresses intense and continued contact 
with external models and this is seemingly a visible trend 
in most developing countries . The individuals in these 
• ocieties, thus, tend to become so much exposed to these 
external models that the adoption of these models become 
the rule. The traditional models are, thus, rejected 
completely. In such a situation~ the modernisation takes 
a different definition. It is no more modernisation in 
the true sense of the world. Westernisation in this case 
is the most appropriate description. True modernisation 
does not only imply the exposure of a nation to some kind 
of external model, it further requires a temporary 
withdrawal or measures of some kind to ensure that the 
external models fit into the social and cultural 
institutions of the society. If the external models are 
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redefined and accordingly adopted as innovative ideas into 
traditional institutions, such institutions could then be 
classified as modern institutions and not necessarily 
Westernised institutions. A conclusion drawn from the 
work of Tessler stressed that, "neither increased effort 
to manage culture nor the expanded scope of cultural 
interaction necessarily means that little or nothing of 
old will survive" (in Boadu, 1976: 17). 
Development is not only a goal of emerging developing 
countries. Equally important is the concern for identity, 
as exemplified in the case of Tunisia. For instance, 
despite the marked cultural differences associated with 
levels of modernisation, highly modernised Tunisians show 
relatively little inclination to completely disavow 
traditional standards. This situation is dissimilar to 
most cases in other developing countries today. While an 
eagerness to reject outmoded beliefs and to rethink 
traditional values is a fundamental part of the modern 
condition, this eagerness in Tunisia is coupled with a 
desire to preserve many aspects of tradition and an 
unwillingness to completely assimilate Western standards 
(Boadu, 1976). 
The foregoing discussion provides 
concept and the effect of social 




insight into the 
in developing 
social change 
provided the framework within which the urbanisation 
concept is analysed. The theoretical framework derived 
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from the theory has four main implications. They are: 
(1) The concept of urbanisation connotes up-to-dateness (e.g. 
new methods and machines). 
(2) Urbanisation is technologically-oriented (e.g. technology 
has led to new methods and machines). 
(3) The process of urbanisation leads to a dichotomous notion 
of society (e.g. relative position of material and 
non-material culture along a continuum of social change. 
(4) Urbanisation involves alteration in the structure and 
functions of a society <e.g. traditional, social and 
family structures in an urban area are frequently 
unstable and are breaking down under the profound 
influence of the new urban values and techniques • 
• 
Urbanisation, industrialisation and education, along 
with improvements in health and welfare are progressive 
elements, but because of the sudden changes they involve, 
especially in developing countries, they sometimes tend to 
become sources of imbalance and social conflict (Boadu, 
1976). Thus, it can be argued that socio-economic 
evolution does not occur without having direct or indirect 
effects on the behaviour of the people, espeCially the 
youth, and it is to this that our attention now turns. 
The spreading of juvenile delinquency in developing 
countries has coincided in a general way with rapid 
economiC development, and consequently with the 
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acceleration o~ urbanisation and industrialisation. The 
process o~ urbanisation and industrialisation started in 
developed countries over two centuries ago. Since then, 
the massive changes wrought by industrialisation in the 
Western World are now spreading at an accelerated pace to 
the most isolated parts of the world. In Africa, in 
particular, the urban-industrial process has become the 
central stage for more and more of the "human drama" in 
relation to delinquency. 
In some developing nations, the process of urbanisation 
became evident since the discovery o~ oil. Consequently, 
the oil weAlth has put lots o~ money into circulation. 
For the first time these countries were stimulated to want 
to behave in new ways. Emphasis since then has been 
placed on the potentialities o~ social changes which, it 
was hoped, would bring about the desired industrial and 
technological development. Thus, the period of oil 
discovery brought to some developing countries revolutions 
of rising awareness and expectation, which later in the 
1970s also brought the revolution o~ frustration resulting 
~rom rapid urbanisation which followed the oil boom, as it 
was called (Schramm and Donald, 1974). We are assuming 
here that real urbanisation began in most developing 
countries, especially in Africa, in the early 1960s. This 
period was marked by a period of economic change and 
public awareness the diffusion o~ new ideas and 
information which stimulated people to want to behave in 
new ways and adopt new models, to build their own society 
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and socialise the people into a new culture. In the 
previous section, 0+ 1 _ was noted that Western culture was 
and is this model. Figure 1.1 helps to explain what 
happened during this period. 
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The Figure implies that the oil boom resulted in 
economic and social changes. In the resulting urban 
areas, new patterns of life and new ideas were developed 
and affected the socialisation process and political 
cultures. The new political structure resulted in new 
social and individual interests and values. The structure 
of the change, especially the new value system (which has 
replaced the traditional values, increased the rate of 
youth migration and the consequent cultural conflicts) 
tends to induce criminal behaviour among urban youths to 
the extent that it could be argued that the Western 
sociological theories of urbanisation have application to 
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the following hypotheses: 
a) The process of economic change and living conditions 
in the large urban areas of developing countries have 
associations with juvenile delinquency. 
b) The cultural conflicts resulting from the mass 
migration of youth into urban areas tend to increase the 
incidence of youth crime in developing countries (see 
Shoham et aI, 1966)~ confirming the Western theory of 
cultural conflicts. 
c) Young people who migrate to urban areas do so because 
of a desire for economic advancement and those who fail to 
achieve the desired new socio-economic status through 
legitimate means, tend to join delinquent or criminal 
gangs as a last resort. 
d) The new value systam, especial I y in \.Irban areas, 
tends to lead to disintegration of the family struc.ture 
and other traditional institutions. This has associations 
with the high incidence of delinquency in developing 
countries. 
Smith (1939)~ Cohen (1955)~ Mays (1972), Shaw and McKay 
(1932) and Shaw (1931), among other Western authors, have 
earlier associated delinquency with the disintegration of 
family structure in the industrialised societies of Europe 
and the United States. The current high incidence of youth 
crime in developing countries may be analysed in terms of 
economic chang •• 
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Many developing countries have been experiencing an 
alarming increase in the rate of delinquency in recent 
years. The literature seems to support the view that this 
increase is likely to continue with the increa$ing 
economic development of modern nations (Winslow, 1969; 
Wilensky and Lebeaux, 196~). 
In developed countries, for instance, the provision of 
"extensive education, income security, housing and social 
services" (Pillai, 1972) - the result of advanced economy 
have in their respective structures created favourable 
conditions for an increase in youth crime. At the other 
end, the daveloping countries have witnessed a high 
incidence rate of delinquency since the 19605. It has been 
• 
noted in the previous section that this period is 
remarkable for rapid economic advancement and 
urbanisation. This situation seems to lend support to the 
widespread opinion among Indian theorists that developing 
countries, like the developed countries recently, "see 
their gradually advancing industrial, agricultural, health 
and welfare services accompanied by rising problems of 
criminality, delinquency and social disruption" (Pi 11 ai, 
1977: 99). 
From the foregOing, it appears, on reflection, that 
delinquency and economic development are inseparable 
phenomena. The recent rapid economic development or 
socio-economic evolution, as we prefer to call it, in 
developing countries has direct and indirect effects on 
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the anti-social behaviour of modern youth. Evidence shows 
that it involves profound and important social and 
cultural changes; one of which is seen in the breakdown of 
traditional social and family structures. According to 
Arcand and Brillion~ these changes have "contributed a 
great deal to the increase in deviant behaviour in the 
contemporary world" (1973: 199>. Thus, juvenile 
delinquency which in the past was characteristic of 
advanced societies is beginning to emerge in the urban 
areas of developing countries. Wilensky and Lebeaux 
recognised that industrial urban society is the central 
stage for an increasing amount of the social problems of 
mankind, and argued that Iithese massive changes in 
American society are the major determinants of the social 
problems which create the demand for social welfare 







of the very few general 
importation of delinquency 
data have continued to notwithstanding, the available 
support the assumption that 







increasing in the developing countries, and that the 
increase is the consequence of "economic and cultural 
1973: 202). It has been change" (Arcand and Brillion, 
noted~ for example~ that in 
problems created by the urge 
developing countries, the 
to keep to or reconcile the 
those imposed by the rapid old traditional culture with 
economic and social changes tend to conflict with young 
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people's desire for personal reputation. They get swept 
up in a new success achievement culture and the low 
achievement youth tend to find the violent gang a most 
adequate device for successful self-gratification (Tutt, 
1972; Clinard, 1962). Shicha and Amire (1979) have argued 
that, as known delinquency has increased in developing 
countries, as in developed countries, 
the phenomenon seems to be connected to the 
processes of urbanization, industrialization and 
migration, and it is accompanied by situations 
of social and personal conflict; a weakening of 
the traditional mechanism for social control; 
and the search for ways, sometimes 
contradictory, of coping with these problems 
(1979: 70). 
The President of the Ivory Coast Supreme Court made a 
similar remark in 1968, "The more a country develops, the 
more crime increases. There is a relationship between the 
economic development of a country and the struggle against 
crime" (United Nations, 1970). 
Wolf (1971) drew the following conclusion from a 
comparative study of developed countries~ using various 
social indicators from 1955 to 1962: "Crime (and youth 
delinquency) rates increase with the developmental status 
of a country compared with other contemporary nations" 
(1971: 107-121). This conclusive assumption found support 
in 1976 when the Fourth United Nations Congress on the 
prevention of crime and treatment of social offenders 
reported, 
As any country begins to open up, outgrow its 
traditionalism and respond to outside influences 
or new ideas by modernizing, industrializing and 
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concentrating people in certain areas, its 
people and particularly its younger generation 
seize the many new opportunities. And in doing 
so, a small but progressively increasing number 
of them succumb to temptations and illegal 
satisfaction through crime (United Nations, 
1976) • 
Earlier findings by the United Nations in 1955 
associated the problems of delinquency and its origins in 
developing countries with economic changes and rapid 
industrialization. Reporting on the origins of the 
problems in Africa, Latin America and Asia, the United 
Nations noted that: 
From observation of e,tperts and from limited 
statistical data in such areas, it can be said 
that juvenile delinquency becomes a problem of 
concern in those countries when 
industrialization has increased and when urban 
centers have been established (United Nations, 
195~) 
In the previous section, it was noted that economic 
evolution in developing countries stimulated and 
reactivated changes in social and economic values. These 
changes were and are not favourable to the traditional 
cultures of developing countries in relation to the 
behaviour of their young people. They upset the old 
structures and values "which constituted a framework 
strong enough to maintain a state of equilibrium and 
stability within the tribal groups" (Seidman et aI, 1969) 
and within the family as well as maintaining normative 
conduct among youths. In Nigeria, for example, the growth 
in the national economy in the early 1970s placed an 
emphasis on development. Like most of the other 
developing countries, particular emphasis was placed on 
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changes in the social infrastructure. The impact of these 
abrupt social changes led in Nigeria, as it did in some 
other developing countries, to a disproportionate rise in 
the rate o~ delinquency and especially delinquency against 
property. The greater value attached to material culture 
created problems o~ identity associated with a~fluence. 
This situation led to an increase in the rate o~ youth 
crime. As personal identity tended to be measured in 
terms of material acquisition, respect for human values 
seemed to be neglected and the standard social norms were 
rejected. The attitudes of poor parents in the rural 
areas lent support to the ideology of "get rich over 
night", and the result was and is an alarming increase in 
all kinds o~ youth crime including- armed robbery. The 
pressure of this situation led in 1970 to Nigeria~s decree 
o~ the death penalty for cases involving armed robbery. 
Under this decr •• , the death penalty is passed for cases 
o~ robbery in which an offender is carrying a firearm or 
any offensive weapon or is in the company of any person so 
armed at or immediately after the time of the robbery, if 
the said offender wounds or causes any personal violence 
to any person (The Daily Times of Nigeria Annual Review, 
1971: 62). 
In Puerto Rico, Ferracuti~s (1966) study of juvenile 
delinquency showed a high increase in delinquency between 
19~6 and 1964 a period of intensive socio-economic 
development in Puerto Rico. Other writers associated the 
high incidence of delinquency in Puerto Rico with the 
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acceleration o~ socio-economic and political changes. 
Kupperstein, for example, pOinted out that, 
The commonwealth of Puerto Rico has ~or many 
years been experiencing an extremely accelerated 
rate of social, economic and political change. 
Indices of these changes are many, including the 
rate o~ population growth, the rate and degree 
of internal and external migration, the changes 
in the economy ~rom agrarian to industrial, the 
increased urbanisation of the Island, the 
changing family roles, the rise in income 
levels, the changes in the occupational 
structure, the emphasis on material wealth and 
the like. Another important in~icator of 
changes, however, and one less optimistic, is 
the increase in various types of individual and 
social pathology which generally accompany such 
change and which are often generated by it. 
(Kupperstein and Toro-Calder, 1969: lOS) 
In Madagascar, between 1965 and 1970, cases of juvenile 
delinquency increased by 20X with an increase in 
urbanisation (Seidman et aI, 1969). In Algeria, there had 
been a steady increase: 19,049 in 1963, 41,898 in 1966, 
62,379 in 1967 and 123,638 in 1969 (U.N.O. Report 1967: 
1~). In Ghana, reported cases showed that per 10,000 
population, the rate of youth crime increased from 84 in 
1939 to 97 in 1964 (Seidman et aI, 1969). Considering when 
this study was made, one would expect that this has 
incr •••• d considerably. A Zambian study between 1959 and 
1962 showed a great increase in juvenile delinquency: 229 
offenders in 1939, 441 in 1950, 837 in 1955 and 1,979 in 
1962 (U.N.O., 1967: 15). In Uganda, though contact with 
the colonialists came much later in 1897, a study o~ crime 
in 1968-1969 showed that the period of economic changes 
(1948-1968) saw a remarkable increase in reported cases o~ 
delinquency: from 309 to 874 per 100,000 population 
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(Clinard and Abbott, 1973: 15). The pattern of delinquency 
rate here suggests that, although the country remains at a 
relatively low level of urbanisation and 
industrialisation, "it h .. s moved beyond the early stages 
of urbanisation and must now respond to one of the cost 
factors in the decision to enter the modern world" of 
anti-social problems (U.S.A. Government Report on 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice 1969: 30). 
The United Nations recent studies in Chile, India and 
Zambia indicated .. high incidence of juvenile delinquency 
in highly urb .. nised and economically advanced areas. 
Further .tudies in Mexico City share the same view and 
associated delinquency, especially delinquency against 
property, with changes in economiC, cultural and social 
values. A study of 79,372 cases of delinquency during the 
period 1927 - 1~6 (29 years) showed that 51.5% were 
crimes against property (Chavez, 1959). Evidence has shown 
that d.linquency against property "appears to be directly 
related to dev.lopment". In England and the United 
State., for instance, there is evidence that crimes 
again.t property are the most common crimes among youth •. 
Studi.. of d.linquency in these countries "tend to 
, 
indicate th .. t, ... in most other countries, reported rates 
for property offences are rising rapidly in England as 
they are in the United States" CTutt, 1975). In most urban 
.r .... of the developing countries, 
Young persons are tempted to steal articles or 
obtain money to buy items that lend pr-estige or 
a sen.e of modernation. The stealing of 
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bicycles, for example, is a common feature in 
developing countries in which the bicycle is 
necessary both for transportation and prestige. 
Other prestige items often stolen by the young 
are transistor radios and wrist watches. These 
factors are considered extremely significant in 
the rise of juvenile crime in Madagascar, where 
the important factor leading to juvenile 
delinquency is the importance of foreign 
products and ~heir sal. at a high price. The 
youths see them displayed in great profusion in 
the store windows and yet they cannot afford 
them (Ramaholimaso, 1967: 17). 
High aspirations of the youths - the desire for material 
culture with an emphasis on foreign products tend to 
compel young people to deviant behaviour. In developed 
countries, especially in England and the United States, 
theori.s indicated that when young people cannot 
legitimately satisfy their desire to acquire these 
products, they tend to .revert to traditional illegitimate 
means. Tutt~s study in England and the United States 
revealed "hedonistic stealing" ranging from the theft of 
clothing, records, sweets, bikes, cars, toys, etc. - the 
type of property that boys admire but are unable to obtain 
legitimately" (1975: 29). 
As urbanisation continue. to draw large numbers of young 
people. to the urban centre., without adequate employment 
and housing facilities, there seems little doubt that the 
resulting ov.rcrowd.d housing conditions and the growing 
will roam the streets. 
Theories in developed countries have shown a correlation 
between unemployment, overcrowded housing conditions and 
delinquency (Mays, 1958; Reckless and Smith, 1932; 
Winslow, 1969; Cohen, 1967; Casson, 1979; among others). 
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Hcselitz (1969) argued that "full economic development 
requires an urbanised environment that will provide, as 
many cities do, ne .... influences in otherwise 
tradition-based societies" (1969: 202-226). This implies 
that in dev.loping countries, as in developed countries, 
urban environments should provide employment opportunities 
and good housing conditions. Urban areas in the 
developing countries have not accomplished this 
expectation. An explanation may perhaps be sought in the 
underlying fact that, 
the Third World countries are in a .... onderful 
rush to achieve urbanisation. They want to 
achieve .... ithin a very short period of time .... hat 
has taken the developed countries centuries to 
achieve. A. a re.ult, little attention has been 
paid to the essential problems of urbanisation. 
Thus, some writers have concluded that in all 
Third World countries, there is no co.rrelation 
b.t .... e.n economic gro .... th and urbanisation as in 
the dev.loped countries of America and Western 
Europe (Hardoy, 1971: 5) 
Urban ar.as bring together people of different tribes, 
languages, cultures, histories and traditional backgrounds 
and so help to produc. negative cosmopolitan ideas among 
young people .... hich makes them delinquent prone. 
City people are more likely to be more 
receptive to social changes, exposed as they are 
to a heterogeneous population and seeing as they 
do the great contrast bet .... een .... ealth and 
po,!erty, betwe.n wants that have been stimulated 
and left unsatisfied and bet .... een what is, .... hat 
can be or should be (Clinard and Abbott, 1975: 
81>. 
Thus, the impact of "unrealistic urban programmes in the 
Third World on youths with poor backgrounds" (Hardoy, 
1971) is one of deviance. Hake's study (1960) in Latin 
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America bene~ited enormously ~rom Western theories o~ 
urbanisation and delinquency and lent support to the 
hypothesis that urban areas ~orm a distinct causal ~actor 
o~ delinquency. The study noted a high degree o~ 
difference between urban and rural areas in the incidence 
of delinquency rates (1960: 82). Earlier in Denmark, 
Christian had argued that "countries in which the process 
of industrialisation and urbanisation continues, which 
holds true in most i~ not all countries o~ the world, must 
expect further increase in crime and delinquency" (in 
Clinard and Abbott, 1978: 82). An of~icial report in India 
observed that "juvenile crime in an acute form is confined 
2 
to the cities" (Clifford, 1963: 32). 
The conclusive view of Clinard and Abbott (1979) and the 
view which is shared in this study is that rising rates of 
delinquency in developing countries commonly result from 
social change, particularly rapid urbanisation. Clifford 
found that, "youth crime is related to the complexity of 
development associated with world wide processes of 
urbanization in which characteristic village life is being 
replaced by urban living" (1963: 17-32). 
By implication, the above ~inding suggests that as 
cities in developing countries have continued to grow, 
"new ways of life have developed, different from that of 
the village and similar to those of urban areas" in 
developed countries which tend to ~avour delinquent 
behaviour. The urban life, as sociological studies of 
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Chicago in 1939 have indicated, is characterised by 
conflicts o~ norms and values, rapid social changes, 
increased mobility o~ the population and individualism as 
well as "an increase in the use of ~ormal rather than 
informal social control" (Epstein, 1969); and cities in 
developing countries have maintained a stereotype 
character of developed cities, identifying themselves with 
the above essential causal factors of delinquency. 
A United Nations report on social defence policies in 
relation to developmental planning, a working paper 
prepared by the Secretariat, stated that urbanisation 
connotes all kinds of changes, in patterns of 
population distribution, in working habits, 
hou.ing, leisure pursuits, transactions with 
working class of people and myriad opportunities 
for crime; it also means a greater complexity of 
life, impersonality of relationship, subcultures 
and Ie •• immediate controls of behaviour. It 
implies more opportunities for crime with less 
risk ~ detection and disturbing juxtaposition 
of affluence and poverty (United Nations, 1970). 
Weinberg·. (1969) study of urbanisation in Ghana further 
illustrates that urbanisation does not only affect the 
central city, the villages from which the people migrate 
and the adjacent peer villages who now live side by side 
with the affluent urban town, but also "these changes 
create conditions which contribute to delinquency" (1969: 
377) in Ghana as it has done in Europe and America. 
Another factor that tends to make urban areas prone to 
delinquency is the id,ntity concealing structure of the 
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urban environ~ent. The literature has shown that family 
systems in developing countries tend to undergo some 
decline under the impact of urbanisation, and when this 
happens, as it did in the developed countries centuries 
ago, the migrant youths tend to lose their attachment to 
an identity with their families (A~cand and Brillion, 
1973). Khalaf argued that "with or without a 
of technological change and impersonal 
high degree 
forms of 
Association, urbanisation is almost always accompanied by 
dissociative processes of secularization, individualism 
and socio-cultural differentiation (1971: 113). 
In developing countries, relations with family and 
kin.hip roles have been growing less important in the 
total social organisation of the urban SOCiety; and the 
family has lost some of its traditional functions. The 
·lone creature·, derelict-like and with unattached 
f.elings, now a typical characteristic of urban 
wa. a rare phenomenon in traditional 
countries. The strong refuge and identity 





the environment in pre-urbanised societies of developing 
countries most natural habitat for gregarious learning and 
identity a •• ociation (Khalaf, 1971: 237). Alternatively, 
the .ens. of community, the sense of commitment to a 
community and to a family are distorted within the social 
st~uctur.s of urban areas and their hostility tends to 
induce youths to 
anonymity of the 
delinquency. The impersonality, the 
municipal government, the situation of 
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the work-place (if one is lucky enough to find work) all 
tend to alienate urban migrants from the norms of their 
individual families and to a larger extent from 
themselves. The transition to a "series of discontinuous 
impersonal relations with 
policeman, traders and 






of the normal 
and normative satisfaction of human needs" (Burges et aI, 
1928). 
Burges et al argued that "in the small village 
community, all its members are of necessity first 
considered as persons from the standpoint of their total 
role in the life of the community. In the City, outside 
of relations in intimate and personal grou~s, all this is 
changed. The great majority of individuals are totally 
unknown to one another and even wher. they come in 
contact, the relations tend to be not at all points, but 
only at one point in their lives" (1928: 10-12). Enjoying 
the liberal and material rewards of urbanisation, the 
urban youths became victims of the unsettling consequences 
of urban life, particularly those that soon threaten to 
dilute the sacred bonds of kinship. He tends to live all 
his life and keep all the relations he can only and for 
the interest of "achievement in urban hierarchies where 
his craft and other skills are useless or undervalued" 
(Tutt, 197~: 28). Consciously, and because of their 
economic status, which now becomes the major problem, 
those who had failed to get employment and are ashamed to 
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return to the rural areas, or have lost their right in 
time o~ need to make demands on the ~amily or the extended 
~amily, tend to resort to undesirable actions o~ 
delinquent behaviour in an identity concealing urban 
environment. 
It has been noted that in the rural areas o~ developing 
countries, especially in West A~rica, the youth are happy 
to identi~y themselves with their families, happy to be 
addressed as their ~ather~5 son. By contrast, in urban 
cantres, tha process of urban li~e transformed youths from 
baing de~in~ as their father~s son. They became involved 
in avil-doing with the assurance that they are ~aceless 
and anonymous (Schulman, 1952). The British criminal, 
nicknamed "The Fox", who was described as the most 
dangerous rapist of the twentieth century, used urban 
anonymity to carry out his criminal activity undetected 
~or a long time. He was certain that i~ apprehended, the 
officer who arrested him and the people around would be 
total strangers. The anonymity in urban areas, thus, 
gives the individual youths freedom from much of the 
scrutiny and control which characterised primary group 
situations in small towns and rural communities: 
In a rural, economically stagnant 
vi I laQe-based society, every person is subject 
to the scrutiny o~ the immediate community <and 
identi~ies with it). In an urban environment, 
however, human relationships become more 
depersonalized and anonymous. The person feels 
anonymous and ~reer to act as an individual 
rather than as a member (identifying himself 
with the> o~ a closely knit community. One 
consequence of his greater freedom may well be 
that the individual ~eels less inhibition about 
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experimenting with various 
behaviour, including crime. 
1964: 13) 
forms o~ deviant 
<McCord and McCord, 
The example of the British rapist "The Fox" referred to 
earlier, is just such an example. 
The literature has shown that there is a correlation 
between migration to the city and youth crime. They 
argued that among the insurmountable problems caused by 
the influx of children and adolescents ~rom the interior 
of the country, and even youths from neighbouring 
countri •• who enter the country in secret, (Arcand and 
B,.illion, 1973) is the problem of youth delinquency. 
Thus, youth .igr.tion as it has been noted earlier, is an 
impo,.tant facto,. associated with delinquency in developing 
countrie •• 
In developed countries, some theories postulated that 
the process of industrialisation and urbanisation 
generally is accompanied by a gradual drift of the 
population to the towns and cities; the developing 
countri.s can no longer be excluded ~rom the framework of 
these theories. In developing countries soon after a city 
acquires an urban structure, it is accompanied by a series 
of sharp increases in the population, the majority of whom 
a,.e youths fr·om small vi 11 ages. Some theot-i es, however, 
seem to explain youth migration in terms of "an economic 
push from over-populated agricultural areas" (Davis, 
1971); and in developing countries the push has been 
strongly motivated by new opportunities offered by the 
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urban centres. There are new industries developing in 
these centres which offer more diverse occupational 
opportunities, higher wages and educational 
opportunities. 
The concentration of essential economic, political and 
social facilities in the urban areas make them dominate 
the surrounding country and understandably exert a pullan 
the youth population, especially school leavers looking 
for employment. In analysing the essential characteristic 
of youth migration, Davis (1971) has urged consideration 
of the dominating influence of the city over the country 
which also relate. to the migrant's behaviour. Davis 
postulated. 
An inevitable corollary of Abidjan's rapid 
growth.s a city has been its extraordinary 
dominance over the country. Like PariS, it is a 
gigantic magnet drawing in an inordinate share 
of the country'. wealth, people and talent to 
the d.triment of the rest of the nation. As of 
1967, 69 percent of .11 business establishments 
were located in Abidjan, and 85 percent of all 
•• lari.d work.rs in the country were 
conc.ntrated there. Virtually all of the 
country'. prinCipal business enterprises have 
the major part of their physical installations 
as well as their headquarters in the Abidjan 
area. (1971: 5) 
An inferred conclusion here is that the concentration of 
•••• nti.l faCilities, better employment and higher wages 
which can be found in urban areas tend to urge young 
p.ople to migrate to wh.re they hope to acquire the money 
required to care for their aged people back home in the 
rur.l areas. Clinard and Abbott questioned 578 migrants 
in Kamp.la, of whom 78% admitted that the need for money 
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to care for the aged rural population necessitated their 
movement to the city for employment purposes (1973: 109). 
Elkan noted 
Young men leave their families to tend their 
land, while they try to secure work in the city, 
thus creating a large pool of unattached males 
who.e main goal is to accumulate money (Elkan, 
1960: 95) 
Another question that arises and which seems relevant at 
this stage is why the •• youths could not remain in the 
rural are.s and help their families tend the land and 
produce enough food for all. What compelled even yaung 
women to leave the rural areas for "strange and alien 
towns" so to speak, and "once there what forces propelled 
the." into crime? BUjaa's research findings (in Sumner, 
1982) .tressed the influence of colonial intrusion which 
disturbed the traditional ways of life. The whole 
population of the developing countries "were affected by 
the disturbed conditions of life in the last few 
decade. of the nineteenth century. Colonial intrusion was 
only the . . . catastrophic episode which upset the 
condition for normal life in this period" (1982: 126). In 
the previous .ection, it was noted that the colonial lords 
levied head and land taxes on the citizens of colonised 
developing countries. There were two reasons for this. 
One was a. a revenue measure and the other was to force 
the yaung people off the land into the unpleasant factory 
jobs in the urban are.s. Therefore, in addition to the 
care for the aged population in the villages, money was 
also needed to pay the head and land taxes levied on the 
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people by the ~olonial administrators in most parts of 
Afri~a. In Uganda, for example, apar-t fr-om the early 
~esponsibility by the youths for their families, money was 
often also needed to buy land - then referred to as "Cro~.," 
land", belonging to the Queen and to pay a bride-pri~e 
in marriage (Clinard and Abbott, 1973: 96). 
This was inte~preted by Clinard and Abbott to account 
generally for a concentration of youths in the urban areas 
which offered opportunities for employment and/or 
alternative illegal means of acquit-ing wealth. 
Delinquency and shanty prostitution are such alternative 
ill egal means. Urban areas offered even mOt-e than these 
incentives. Apart from the job market that cities 
offered, "greater freedom can be had in the choi~e of and 
permanent relationships with the opposite sex" (with fewer 
formalities) as more female migrants without jobs tend to 
~esort to prostitution. More educational opportunities, 
as has been noted, are possible in the cities. The great 
numbers of students from developing countries studying in 
overseas universities further illustrate the attitudes of 
young people to urban society as a sou~ce for better 
and/or academic facilities. These opportunities 
facilities have eluded rural areas as well as some of the 
urban ~ities of most developing countries. 
Other works on this area suggest that people migrate to 
urban areas because the cities "serve as primary initiator 
for an entire country's changing goals, values and 
normative patterns" (Marshall, 1965: 7>. Man-Gap Lee 
(1971) noted that education, cultural resources and the 
desire for urban life are the three major factors that 
pull youths to the city. In Free Town, attraction to town 
includes "novel material benefits" (Banton, 1957: 214). In 
Niger, youths migrate to urban areas because the 
people of the city see many things to enrich 
their lives even though they cannot read or 
write. In the city where it is civilized, one 
dresstifs well, speaks well, sees ne~'1 things, in 
the cities there are cinemas, the dancing hall, 
the weekend activities (Bako, 1971: 3). 
Among the Efiks in the Cross River States and the !shikos 
in the Bendel States of Nigeria, the city anonymity offers 
opportunities for social, economic and political mobility 
for those depressed by their tribesmen. It is logical to 
argue that the majority of Eastern Nigerian youths who 
migrated to Lagos and other big cities soon after the 
Civil War were in the deprived and depressed categories 
who later formed the exploited labour force, whilst being 
excluded from political participation in society until 
early 1979. Status ambiguity and peripher-ality no doubt 
affected them in relation to the overriding governmental 
framework. These groups, like the Indian "untouchable" 
(Clinard and Abbott, 1973: 110) usually find opportunities 
for socio-economic and political mobility in urban areas 
3 
where they can maintain anonymity. Some of them also tend 
to join delinquent or criminal gangs. 
Finally, Professor Mabogunje of the University of Ibadan 
pointed out that the recent rapid mass movement of young 
people into urban areas was motivated by the development 
of African cities and the colonial attitudes toward 
Africa. Mabogunje remarked: 
The development of African cities was long 
held up because they were regarded largely as 
markets for European consumer goods rather than 
production centres, with subsequen't restriction 
on educational development. In most African 
countries after independence, the flood gates of 
migration from rural to urban areas seem to have 
been thrown wide open (Mabogunje, 1971: 111). 
Another causation factor closely t4 elated to youth 
migration is the urban proble~s of ~igrant youths. Here 
the focus of attention is on the problems encountered by 
migrant youths and the ways in which these tend to induce 
them to deviate. Reference has been made to the rapid 
• 
urbanisation of the developing countries. with its 
concomitant improvements in communication and 
transportation systems (Sjoberg, 1960). These improvements 
necessitated mass migration of unskilled and poorly 
educated youths from rural areas (Ferrier in Marshall, 
1965), resulting in a concentration of young people in 
metropolitan areas. The resulting extensive urban 
unemployment and rising standards of urban life have, as 
was the case in developed countries, forced the migrant 
, youths to a situation many writers have regarded as being 
at a "crossroads". The only alternative, it seemed, for 
some of the deviated youths was found in anti-social 
behaviour. Thus, cities in developing countries today are 
harassed by delinquent youths, a problem also found in 
developed countries. 
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Uneaploy.ent, the first problem encountered by migrant 
youths, became reason enou~h to be involved in 
the second aspect which perhaps imparts a 
character of lawlessness to life in Colombia, 
••• the very crime in the street which is 
mentioned ~y the Miami Herald ••• Colombia does 
have more crime than other countries, its crime 
rate has, in common with global trends, been 
rising in recent years CBirkbeck in Sumner, 
1982: 166) 
Unemployment, of course, has been a global trend. 
Empirical studies in some developed countries have 
produced evidence that the problems of migrant youths in 
the urban areas includes Cultural Conflicts. Cultural 
conflicts tend to precipitate anti-social behaviour which 
may result in delinquency. A study of "juvenile faults of 
immoralities and crime" documented in "reports from Italy, 
France, Germany, Austria, RUSSia, England and India as 
well as the United States, indicated that urban migration 
has a distorted .~fect on young migrants with regards to 
their relationship with authorities, the parents, the 
school and the larger community" (Baker, 1971: •• >. Bender 
(in Cohen, 1957: 81) stated that the second hal~ of the 
nineteenth century was a period of great urbanisation, 
"urban population was increasing at the expense of the 
rural and this was thought tq be favourable to youthful 
crime" because of a divergence in conduct of norms. 
Shoham at ai's (1966) work on immigration, ethnicity and 
ecolo~y as related to delinquency in Israel, noted in the 
previous section, provides an interesting illustration of 
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the problems created by cultural conflicts and the process 
of integration. As a rule, the ~norms~ of the migrants 
differ greatly from the prevailing ~norms' of the urban 
cities to which they migrate, a remarkable difference from 
village life indeed and so: 
the process of integration may also injure and 
sometimes shatter the social and economic status 
of the CmigrantsJ ••• This and other effects of 
the process of integration may weaken the 
cohesion of the family unit and hamper the 
family control over the young. All these 
factors presumably increase the susceptibility 
of the children ••• to absorb the so-called 
estreat culture~ and to become juvenile 
delinquent (1966: 139). 
In Zambia, it was reported that most migrant youths had 
no "real understanding of the traditions and customs of 
the tribes to which they belonged" (Ferrier in Marshall, 
196~: 118) and these constituted half of the migrant 
delinquents. 
Urban migration in most developing countries is 
structurally heterogeneous. Persons from various tribes, 
linguistic groups and cultural/traditional backgrounds 
move to urban areas. Here, the language probl~n tends to 
be one of the fir-st problems encountered by the migrants. 
It has become obvious that in most urban cities of 
developing countries today, the so-called local languages 
are often European languages. These tend to present a 
great problem of communication to the new migrants who 
lack a knowledge of English in English speaking developing 
countries. This is also true of Spanish or French 
speaking developing countries. A study in Mexico showed 
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that "lack of communication, due mainly to inadequate or 
nonexisting knowledge of Spanish, is a contributing factor 
in p~oducing maladjustment and subsequent crimes in Lt~ban 
areas" (Hauser, 1960). 
Another problem associated with migration is the 
ties to the village. While in urban 
environments, even though a migrant continued to act under 
the tribal influences, he lives in diffe~ent groupings, 
earns his livelihood in a different way, comes under 
diffe~ent and conflicting autho~ity (Ma~shall, 1965). He 
has shifted from the balanced ties with his family to a 
socially disorganised city life. The migrant becomes, as 
Mayer in Marshall (1965) puts it, "genuinely urban or has 
been effectively urbanised once this shift has become 
decisive, so that its extra-town ties have collectively 
shrunk to negligible proportion as compared with its 
within-town ties". 
A 1967 analysis <Clinard and Abbott, 1973) of young 
migrants and the increase of juvenile delinquency in India 
showed that urbanisation and industrialisation seemed to 
offer employment opportunities for youths who migrated in 
large numbers to cities from the rural areas. Most of 
these youths lost ties with thei~ families, and this 
resulted in a disintegration of the controlling so~ial 
forces which in turn lead to increased crime and 
delinquency rates. Also, because old families 
are replaced by a nuclear family consisting of 
parents and children cut off from other 
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relations and a neighborhood in which the 
mores are not homogeneous and the behaviour of 
one person is a matter of relative indifference 
to others ••• The family and the neighborhood 
are, therefore, no longer competent to control 
their members (1973: 119). 
Role structur~ posed yat another problem to urban 
migrants in developing countries. Clinard and Abbott 
(1973) noted how Southall~s Study of Kampala indicated 
that "in general, town life is characterised by role 
relationships that are more narrowly defined, more 
specific, more unequally distributed between peers and 
extensively developed in latent role structure, more 
numerous as a whole in relation to persons who are 
themselves living at a high spatial density and more 
fleeting" (1973: 111). Urban role structure, and the 
conglomeration of city life, thus tend to create a 
situation conducive to delinquency amongst migrants who 
are removed frOM traditional family and parental control. 
The S •• rch for Urban Excit ••• nt also tends to create 
problems for the new-comers. United Nations Summary 
Report for the Third World showed a high incidence of 
crime and delinquency among the migrant youths 
developing countries. One such report noted: 
The tendency of rural youths to seek 
excitement in the city frequently ends in 
juvenile delinquency. There is no doubt that 
urban ideas and influences now reaching into the 
countryside are causing wide-spread restlessness 
among the rural youths; some of them are 
reported to migrAte hundreds of miles in search 
of the excitements and the prestige of urban 




While it can be argued that employment, and not 
excitement, is the main cause of youth migration to and 
the immediate problem within the city, the lust for city 
excitement and material values tend to induce the majority 
to deviate. According to Sjoberg (1960) in Ghana, most 
o~fences in urban cities are committed by youths from the 
countryside. A case from the Central African Republic is 
reported in Clinard and Abbott (1973) showing that the 
serious crime problems facing the urban areas o~ the 
country are those committed by young migrants from the 
rural areas. In Peru, there has been found to be a 
relationship between urban crime and delinquency and youth 
migration (Ferrier in Clinard and Abbott, 1973). 
Finally., any analysis of youth migration and its 
relationship to delinquency causation must take note that 
net all migrant youths are o~fenders. While urbanisation 
and industrialisation in both developed and developing 
countries had a delinquency effect on youth generally, its 
influence on migrant youth seems greater irrespective of 
country. It is little use to say that youths born in the 
city have their own share of delinquency, for it is they 
who incorporate the migrants into a gang culture. The 
influence of city life and its concomitant cultural and 
tribal differences have a great effect on producing 
delinquents. 
.~fects on 
Urbanisation also has delinquency oriented 
traditional institutions. It is to analyse 
the.e that attention now turns. 
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The view of several studies on developing countries~ as 
was noted in the previous section~ is that the rapid 
pr~cess of urbanisation has not been matched by an 
development of social re~ulation; and that at 
equal 
best~ 
urbanisation upsets the old structures and values whi=h in 
the past constituted a framework strong enough t~ maintain 
a state of equilibrium and stability within the society. 
The works of McCords (196~)~ Tobias (1967) and Johnson 
(1979) have been influential studies in relation to the 
rapid process of urbanisation and development of social 
regulation, as have Shaw and McKay (1967), Ferman et al 
(1965), Winslow (1969) and Sumner (1982). These authors 
postulated t~at rapid urbanisation in most developing 
countries today has had a distorting effect on family 
institutions and other cultural institutions. 
Urbanisation offered a broader experience and an increase 
in education. Essential as these are for the normal 
development of modern developing countries~ they seem to 
have weakened parental authority and other traditional 
controls over young people. 
A study in Vene2uela indicated that the unity of family 
life in rural areas allowed "only rare cases of 
delinquency amon~ rural youths~ and possibly many fewer 
examples of misconduct among the children" (Chiossone et 
al~ 1968: 34). Writing about the impact of rapid 
urbanisation on the family and tribal institutions in 
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Liberia, Zare (in Milner, 1~69) stated: 
The effectiveness 04 tribe and family as 
agents of so=ial control has always depended 
upon the cohe~iveness of the particular unit. 
In the urban areas, cohesiveness increasingly 
gives way to individualism and the vacuum 
created by the decline in family and tribal 
authority has only been filled by the impersonal 
sanction of law (1969: 194). 
This impersonal sanction or inadequate development of 
social regulation in urban areas seems to be very weak or 
at least not strong enough to control misconduct among 
children and young people in developing countries. In 
Zambia~ for example, urbanisation created a situation 
where, 
the familyP s ability to exercise close control 
over the activities of its members diminished 
and the pressures of a homogeneous community of 
common family ~esidence and traditional respect 
for age and authority, dissipated (Clinard and 
Abbott, 1973: 90). 
In Iraq, Kadhim (1970) found that with the coming of 
urbanisation to Iraq, 
The fatherPs old supreme authority over his 
family has Qradually been diminishing. Sons do 
not obey their fathers as they used to do and 
those who may marry often now leave their 
paternal homes. On the other hand, the 
adherence to religion has become weaker, 
especially among the new generation. Thus~ the 
ethical effects of religious teachings on the 
prevention of crime and delinquency is 
disappearing. This diminishing social control 
finds its reflection in the crime situation in 
towns, especially with regards to the migrant. 
For e~ample~ offenses of dishonesty are 
infrequent among rural communities. The strong 
tradition regarding such offenses as a disgrace 
is a preventive factor. However, the tribesman 
who migrates to town loses his sense of 
responsibility towards his followers and is thus 
more inclined to commit offenses of dishonesty 
as he has no feeling of identification with 
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those by whom he is surrounded (1970: 4-5). 
In Moroccc~ El Bacha explained the concentration of 
crime and delinquency in urban areas in terms of a 
collapge 04 the "traditional family and the transition 
4rom a tribal group to a small unit, with subsequent 
weakening 04 the 4amily as an institution 04 social 
control in urban areas" (1971: 90). The weakening 04 the 
4amily as an institution 04 social control, he argued, 
also tends to result in family instability and divorce, 
which previously in the rural, paternal societies 04 
developing countries was regarded as a taboo, and a crime 
againgt the godg 04 marriage and love. The structure 04 
families in urban areas, thug, tends to make urban women 
more gelf-suf4iciant, more demanding 04 equality and less 
satisfied with their traditional roles· in the family. 
There is evidence to show that this situation has not only 
changed the structure of family life, it has also had an 
e4fect on the high rate of delinquency among young 
people. 
In most West A4rican countries, children~s behaviours 
are contrOlled by the informal means of instilling respect 
for their elders. Children learn by informal means that 
cursing, fighting, stealing, insolence, runing away, 
telling lies, lazin.ss, causing damage and illicit sexual 
relations or the like, constitute bad and abnormal 
behaviour. The influence of urbanisation and its new 
value systemg tended to replac9 the traditional respect 
for elders and culture. Urbanisation created norms that 
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contradicted those enforced by the traditional 
institutions. By encouraging a reduction in the role of 
the family and the elders as the main socializing aQents, 
without adequately replacing them with other institutions 
of social control, urbanisation has resulted in 
behavioural patterns among youths that differ radically 
from family and societal expectations. The schools, 
churches, court and police all seem to have failed in 
their attempts to replace the family~s role in urban 
areas. Thus, given the inherently contradictory nature of 
complex urbAn centres, youths are caught in a network of 
conTlicting values, and are expected to choose between a 
culture that demands behavioural solutions which carry 
greater risks oT deviation. 
Urbanisation also has a great effect on religious 
beliefs, especially traditional religion. As McCord and 
McCord (196~: 36) put it, "the urban environment has a 
.ecularizing effect on man~s beliefs and relationships, as 
contact with modern science minimizes strict adherence to 
traditional religious views and practices". In the urban 
areas of developing countries, as well as in developed 
countries, churches and religious beliefs now symbolise an 
institutional community for old men and women only. 
Evidence has shown that young people in urban settinQs are 
incited to adopt somewhat conjugal patterns - "few kinship 
ties are kept with distant relatives ••• the heterogeneity 
of the city also brings the people into contact with 
varied patterns of living" (Goode, 1963), including 
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religious belie~s. 
In rural areas, young men undergo a series of 
traditional rites be+ore being accepted into manhood. In 
urban areas, these celebrations are never performed and 
youths cannot help but pass to manhood through 
uncoordinated individual urban experiences with no 
preparation for adulthood. The unitiated youth soon ~inds 
that urban life is very uncomfortable~ o~ten revolting. 
Because he is not adequately prepared, and has very little 




may get involved in small time crime in his 
In Daker, for ~xample Hugot (1968) has shown 
youths become delinquents much younger than 
those in rural areas. Hugot~s findings tend to lend 
support to the hypothesis that passing through traditional 
initiations into 
relationships and a 
manhood, keeping close personal 
rigidity of customs and conventions 
tend to prevent any disapproved practice ~rom flourishing 
in the village and rural areas. 




ef~ect on traditional 
sanctions. In most 
traditional developing societies, +or example, the+t was 
always condemned. In addition, it was difficult and 
sometimes impossible for anyone charged with theft to 
marry in his tribe. When a man steals from his community 
where he is known, he can even be killed. 
Uganda, for instance, thieves are 
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In Nigeria and 
shot or hanged 
publicly. A thief is considered as a bad person who wants 
to spoil the good name of his community. Hypothetically, 
such practices often frighten others and deter them 
especially youths - from deviating. The dependence in 
urban areas only on the control that is exerted through 
such formal a~encies as the schools, courts and police, 
tend to give urban youths more freedom and choice of 
behaviour. They lack the constructive influence of their 
. 
elders, parents, friends and relations which their peers 
in the rural areas have. Some of them soon find 
themselves at the crossroads between ancestral values and 
the urban values which they are not able to assimilate 
completely. This anomie unfortunately tends to cause 
confusion, along with psycholo~ical and social 
maladjustment and ultimately delinquency amongst urban 
youths in developing countries. 
The influence of urbanisation tends to destroy village 
or traditional sanctions on extreme abnormal behaviour and 
rewards for excellence. The complex structure of the city 
and its transformation into the endemic centre for 
predatory delinquency make youth develop feelings of being 
unwanted, of not belonging, being uncared for and above 
all rejected. As a consequence, they tend to become 
confused, see a distorted picture of themselves and their 
relationship with the city and its authority. Because 
they have also lost links with traditions and with their 
rural extended families, they tend to develop a greater 
sense of freedom - freedom to do as they please, to steal 
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and to indulge in deviant behaviour. 
In summary, delinquency in developing countries is an 
urban phenomenon involving mostiy migrant youths from 
rural areas. 807. of delinquent youths in the urban area 
of Lagos, for example, are migrants from rural areas and 
immigrants from neighbouring countries (Federal Ministry 
of Information, 1977). The city offers the camouflage 
opportunity to commit crime. The youths in urban 
environments are released from the traditional and 
cultural bondage, so to speak, free from close personal 
relationships, kinship and the traditional extended family 
systems. These tend to give urban youths freedom to 
indulge in disapproved practices. Clinard and Abbott 
(1973) provide a helpful conclusion in this respect: 
Development or at best urbanisation brings 
with it a great increase in certain forms of 
[anti-sociaIJ behaviour. Increased freedom from 
relative and traditional custom is also a 
concomitant of modernisation. Eventually, sllch 
youthful offenses as vandalism, theft, etc which 
is characteristic of highly developed countries 
will also increase (1973: 95). 
The urban areas in all developing countries tend to have 
acquired the same structures and influences which are 
characteristic of developed countries. 
• rapid urbanisation on traditional 
The effects of 
institutions and 
subsequently on youths tend to suggest that most of what 
has be.n written about delinquency causation in the 
developed countries of America and Europe applies to and 
is relevant in developing countries. 
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Poverty is another problem associated with delinquency 
in developed countries. The application of this factor in 
the developing countries, however, depends on a number of 
variables. Among these are: 
a)' Environmental <urban or rural) influence 
on the youth. 
b) Association with (rich or poor) peers. 
c) Nature and influence of distribution of the 
national wealth, etc. 
Poverty is one of the marked differences between the 
developing and developed countries. The behaviour of 
youths from poor families in developed countries satisfied 
the association of poverty with delinquency in these 
countries. Delinquency, especially property delinquency, 
as cases in the developed countries have shown, began with 
the need for economic satisfaction. Empirical studies and 
theories abound, showing that the basic causes of crime 
and delinquency are low wage income and social 
inequality. Galbraith (19~8), Lopez-Roy (1970), Sheth 
(1961), Miller and Rain (1966) and Leacon (1971), in their 
respective works on developed cOL1ntries, have produced 
evidence that poverty and economic factors could be 
associated with the social problem of youth crime. 
In developing countries, evidence has indicated that, 
depending on the above variables, poverty may not only be 
associated with delinquency, but is also attributed to the 
alarming increase in its incidence (Lopez-Roy, 1970: 21). 
A report on the prevention and treatment of crime in 
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Algeria in 1970 supported the notior. that poverty and 
inadequate economic development accounted ~or a greater 
incidence of crime and delinquency in this country 
(Ministere de la Justice, Algeria, 1970). Here, like other 
developing countries, the majority of the population are 
in dire need of the economic and essential fundamentals 
for survival. Most of the families are so poor that they 
live a hand to mouth existence. Some still cannot find 
employment. Those who are employed earn very low wages. 
They live side by side with their rich urban neighbours 
whose consumption attitudes arouse jealousy which may and 
often does result in personal and/or property delinquency, 
as we shall see later. 
It has been noted earlier that in urban cities of 
developing countries, the major problems facing most 
migrant youths are a shortage 
underemployment or both and 
of money, unemployment or 
higher living costs. In the 
rural areas, they have the same monetary problem, although 
it is much more acute in the urban areas. In the village, 
they may grow vegetables or fruit and they may buy them 
cheaply. They even own their houses or live with their 
parents. In which case, the 
delinquent manner may be less. 
brings the migrant close to 
temptations to act 
The wealth of urban 




deprivation, and "these feelings of deprivation lead to 
antagonism towards the society; an antagonism kept alive 
by a feeling of oppression and absence of social justice 
which was considered to be one of the major elements of 
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delinquency amongst both adults and juveniles in these 
countries" (Clinard and Abbott, 1973: liS). Youth in urban 
areas tend to become intensely sensitive to the inferior 
economic status of their families. These economic 
circumstances set definite limitations upon young people's 
contacts outside of the home, acting as a determining 
factor in their choice of companions. Their companions 
are almost always from their own kind of family where 
poverty forces people to go for days without food; and 
young people from these families learn at an early age to 
support the family partly by theft. 
Clinard"s (1973) study showed that among youths in 
Kampala, "stealing is just caused by a feeling that one 
should be as rich as others without any job to get the 
money", and "to make the rich poor also" <1973: 115). 
Others do so to help their families or poor relations. 
Thus, youths in developing countries do not reject 
dependence on their families (Burgess, 1981>; rather, 
because of poverty, the youths, especially those who 
migrated to urban areas, are expected very early to 
shoulder responsibilities for themselves and their family 
4 
without adequate traditional or conventional 
preparation. In Uganda, for example, Clinard and Abbott 
(1973) noted a relationship between delinquency and 
economic needs in families where youths are expected to 
play the adult role of providing for the family. One boy 
interviewed in Uganda said: 
Two friends and I stole a car in Kampala at 3 
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p.m. near the hotel. My friend had a key and 
we drove it to the road where we dismantled it 
and sold its parts to customers. I got about 
four hundred shillings, some of which I gave to 
my sister to pay the house rent and to buy 
herself some clothes (1973: 43). 
Other delinquent respondents commonly said they steal or 
indulged in some other delinquent behaviour, in order to 
get money "to maintain their girl friends by buying them 
goods, clothes, watches, nice shoes and paying their 
rents" (Augi, 1970: 61). 
The writer has personally witnessed a situation where an 
unemployed 18 year old boy was asked to pay the school 
fees of his employed girl friend's brother, if he was to 
keep her. This boy became confused, according to him, 
that he had to steal in order to meet the girl's serious 
demand. From the foregoing we may see the difference 
between motivation for delinquency in developing countries 
and delinquency in developed countries. Some delinquent 
behaviour in developed countries may be considered as the 
common and perhaps accepted play activities of a 
particular group, expect organised and more serious play. 
In Italy, for example, some youths are in the habit of 
destroying public property. Some even think it is silly 
to pay fares on the buses, if they can avoid it. These 
and similar delinquent acts are conceived as accepted play 
activities rather than attempts to achieve monetary gain, 
for soma youngsters even throwaway, on their own accord, 
the items they have shoplifted soon after leaving the 
shop. This action may be conceived differently by 
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different views, but in this context, it seems that the 
boys want to win the approval and approbation of their 
fellows. Thus, their delinquent experiences always occur 
while they are in groups. It is an entiCing experience 
influenced by affluence rather than a challenge by urban 
conditions as such, or ptessure on the youths to work in 
order to provide not only for themselves but also for the 
members of their large families as in developing 
countries. 
In developing countries, on the other hand, the gang is 
habit forming, motivated mainly by economic gain. What 
tends to be so demorAlising is that youths enter into 
delinquent or evan criminal gangs earlier in developing 
countries. This become. clear, however, \-.hen we reflect 
in developing 
to free their 
on the poor conditions oT families 
countries. The knowledge of and the urge 
fillDili •• from poverty tend to induce the 
sevan And eight to engage in property 
there are always dealers available who 
young boys of 
goods. 
delinquency, and 
will buy their 
Most developing countries have been referred to as 
consumers and not producers. The consumption attitudes of 
these countries accounts to a large extent for their 
poverty in relation to the aspirations and the 
expectations of a ~new culture' influenced by the rise of 
urbanisation. The new values and culture of urbanisation 
has thus created a situation where the developing 
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countries have had to abandon their consumption culture 
and have replaced it with a Western cultural orientation. 
These days, the average African, for example, wants to 
live and adopt a living standard similar to that of 
developed countries, even 
Among youths in particular, 
American goods is high. 
though he cannot afford it. 
the desire for European and 
Unfortunately, little, if any 
attention has been given to attempts to correlate these 
new patterns of value culture with effective economic 
output which can provide the means for satisfying these 
urges legitimately. 
The attitude to affluence amongst those who can afford a 
western standard of living has, thus, influenced the 
children of the poor, who live siqe by side with the rich 
in urban neighbourhoods. What happens here tends to 
conform to the theory of class culture in developed 
countries. It has been pOinted out that, as the youths of 
both classes live and move in contact with each other, 
play together and in most cases attend the same schools 
within the urban environments, the poor become more and 
more conscious of the affluence of their rich peers and 
become aware of their own deprived economic status. The 
strong desire to be identified with their rich, idle 
friends contributes much to the early delinquent 
activities amongst poor youth (Burgess, 1981). Reina 
(1978) interviewed a boy in Cali who was reported to have 
said: "The poverty was so great that I saw that I must 
start in crime, without knowing what is good or bad or the 
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merits of either" (in Sumner, 1982: 178). 
In Italy, from the writer~s personal experience, any 
delinquent "who pleads poverty before a court knows that 
he can expect a little more sympathy". It is as though 
saying that to survive, one has to steal to overcome 
problems posed by poverty. 
The poor in developed countries, as in developing 
countries, tend to live in the slum areas of the larger 
cities. Theories of delinquency causation in developed 
countries referred to these areas as delinquency producing 
areas. In Africa, these areas tend to permit a high 
incidence of crime. For example, in the deteriorating 
5 
slum areas of Idioro in Lagos near the railway line, 
stealing from the railroads is a common form of youth 
crime. The writer was himself a witness to this when a 
gold wrist-watch was bought at a considerably reduced 
price. In the normal market the watch was worth N100 
(£90.00), but it was sold at N10.50 (£9.30). A boy of 
about 16 or 18 years, poorly dressed~ wanted money and 
would have even sold it for much less, had the buyer had a 
choice. The boy had stolen the watch from one of the 
passengers while the train was about to move. The real 
owner was in the next coach and apparently overheard the 
man telling us of his good buy. He came around and begged 
the man to refund the money in order to get his watch 
back. This clearly indicates that poverty is a 
fundamental factor which can lead people into bad ways. 
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However, critics of theories which associate poverty 
with delinquency have argued that: 
in the case of less developed countries, an 
increase in per capita income could mean little 
as far as reflecting an actual increase in the 
standard of livin9, since national income may go 
primarily to the elite and wealthy groups within 
the country. Actually poverty is too simple an 
explanation for a more complex process of 
socialisation into criminal norms (Clinard and 
Abbott, 1973: 176). 
To illustrate this point further, they quoted the work of 
Bargalli (1972: 66) suggesting that: 
It is simplistic to apply a pure economic 
model to the explanation of crime. If poverty 
was a cause, then all states in Latin America 
should have a much higher crime rate than the 
United States, whose income per capita is much 
greater than any Latin American country (1973: 
176). 
Therefore, they argued, the theory of poverty as a cause 
of delinquency in developing countries should be analysed 
in terms of the "society~s failure to provide adequate 
goods and services, and housing for everyone, and 
economic fluctuations and the maldistribution of wealth" 
(1973: 176-177), especially within the urban areas of 
these countries. These factors and not those accruing 
from individual poverty - according to Clinard and Abbott 
- permit crime and other forms of deviant behaviour. 
Experiences in the developing countries have shown that 
the wealth of these nations are in the hands of very few 
individuals. Here youths are also denied financially 
rewarding employment and the majority of the population 
live in poverty. This perhaps conforms with Homan"s 
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(1974) hypothesis, "When a person~s action does not 
receive the reward he expected, or receives punishment he 
did not expect, he will be angry; he becomes more likely 
to perform aggressive behavior" (1974: 43). Crime and 
delinquency for most of the angry youths in developing 
countries have become the only ways of showing their anger 
at the society that has failed to provide for them, or 
give them adequate rewards for their normative actions. 
Youths become involved in delinquency in so far as it 
offers them the chance to seek revenge for bad housing, 
econ,omic deprivation, etc. 
Some families in 
that they offer 
developing 
practically 
countries are so deprived 
no facilities for the 
satisfaction of their children's fundamental wishes. 
Education has become so expensive that only a few can 
afford to send their children to school. Irurzun's (1968) 
differential structure of education and Friday's (1970) 
differential opportunity and differential association 
concepts are quite influential in the assumption that the 
deprived children's feelings of inferiority, and their 
sense of economic insecurity tend to induce them to act 
aggressively towards their rich peers and then to the 
larger society. In Nigeria, for example, the youths tend 
to become involved in delinquency and armed robbery in 
order to compensate for their being excluded from social 
and economic participation in community life. For these 
groups, social misconduct is translated to mean a form of 
relationship with society in which they have to give what 
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they have (crime, aggressive behaviour) for social and 
economic participation denied them in the urban areas. 
Thus, the awareness and/or the differential effect of 
poverty on youth delinquency in developing countries is 
relative to exposure to urban areas. In rural areas, 
apart from being given the chance to participate in the 
social and economic life of the community, tradition 
weighs heavily on these young people and influences the 
extent of their reactions to opportunities denied. There 
is little evidence, either empirical or theoretical, to 
prove cases of child abuse, deprivation of love and 
affection or inadequate parent-child reltionships in poor, 
but purely traditional, rural African countries. Several 
theories indicate that poor families in these settings 
maintain stronger relationships, with each member trying 
to encourage the success of the other (Hugot, 1968; Goode, 
1963; Kadhim, 1970 among others). As one observer puts 
it, the poorer the parents, the stronger the love and 
affection for the children, who they believe are their 
only possessions and future hope. 
The above analysis, thus, ind~cates that poverty may be 
associated with delinquency in relation to geographical 
situations and exposure to a variety of urban settings and 
improved social se~vices. Improved living conditions, 
social services or, what Middendorff (1978) has termed "a 
bette~ standard of living" does not necessarily, by 
itself, reduce juvenile delinquency and crime. 
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Moreover, the crime and delinquency rate of 
many highly develQped countries negate the 
hypothesis that an increasing high standard of 
living and the provision of a variety of social 
services diminish crime. In fact, a strong case 
can be made for the relation of affluence to 
crime. Criminal behaviour has not markedly 
decreased. It has even increased over the last 
century even though there has been a constant 
~ise in the living standards of such Western 
European countries as Sweden, the United Kingdom 
and Germany. Today the two countries with the 
highest per capita income - Sweden, in which 
there is also a fairly equitable distribution of 
wealth, and the United States - have particular 
crime problems (Clinard and Abbott, 1~73: 175). 
In conclusion, the Western theories of poverty in 
relation to delinquency apply only in the urban areas of 
developing countries. In rural areas of these countries, 
these theories do not effectively apply or their 
application may not be substantiated easily in a larger 
context. This might be because of the strong influence of 
traditions, cohesive kinship and family ties which are 
prevalent in traditional rural areas of 
countries, features which preclude and help to control 
social misbehaviour amongst the young people. 
While the experience of economically developed countries 
has been the opposite, the opening avenues for education 
and its concomitant economic opportunities in developing 
countries seems to reduce delinquency. Education, since 
the independence era, has been the primary means of 
attaining economic success. As a result, most young 
people in developing countries, especially in West Africa, 
aspire for education. In order, therefore, not to 
jeopardize their future by engaging in cr-ime~ the educated 
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youths and students in these countries are mora in contact 
with non-criminal patterns and less with criminal 
patterns, even in urban environments. It can be argued, 
therefore, that only the school dropouts who cannot find 
jobs in the city, and for various reasons have refused to 
return to their village, become delinquents. This 
argument has received the support of some authors. Lloyd 
(1961) and Elkan (1960) both shared this view. The 
Kampala study reported by Clinard and Abbott (1973) also 
showed that poorly educated youths are more often involved 
in crime. Among their sample, 43.37. of non-offenders had 
more than primary education, compared with only 18.9y' of 
the offenders. 
Some years ago, youth crime was prevalent only in the 
developed countries of Europe and the United States. Today 
the process of development is bringing pronounced changes 
in developing countries and among the more serious changes 
is the general increase in delinquency. Developing 
countries have shown only rec9ntly some similarities to 
situations in which delinquency causation theories 
developed in Western countries ~ould be applied in 
developing nations. Nevertheless, there are some 
limitations. 
The theories of urbanisation, cultural conflict and 
unemployment have been shown to be very relevant to the 
problems of developing countries, as youth in the urban 
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areas are exposed to experiences quite similar to 
si~uations encountered by adolescents in the developed 
world. In highly cohesive rural and traditional areas, 
other theories such as theories of broken home, subculture 
and poverty may ~ind less application. Unplanned social 
and economic changes in urban areas, along with high rates 
migration, have accounted ~or high levels of 
delinquency in both developed and developing countries. 
However, other variables seem unique to the youths in 
these countries, highlighting a failure of personal and 
social control (Graves, 1967). 
The following asymmetries, however, may account for the 
high incidence o~ 
countries. 
delinquency in most developing 
1. Rn i~balance between the concentration of ~odern and 
econo~ic power in urban areas and the bacKNardness of the 
rural areas. This situation has encouraged the migration 
to urban areas of increasing numbers o~ skilled and 
unskilled youths in search o~ employment (Clinard and 
Abbott, 1973: 10-11). 
2. Rn i~ba!ance between population growth and the 
ability of the econo~y to create e~p!oy~ent for young 
people. Evidently some unemployed youths have ~~und the 
best alternative in small-scale enterprises, such as 
street selling, shoe shining etc. The majority, howeve~, 
are inclined towards delinquency and crime. For these 
groups, property delinquency and begging seem the best 
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alternatives. 
3. Rn i~balance between the de~ands for talent by the 
~~ono~ic syst~~ and the deve!op~ent of skills. In 
Colombia~ for instance, both skilled and unskilled are 
paid very low wages when able to find employment. 
Delinquency and crime in such cases may be "selected out 
of preference, either because it is perceived as 
representing an easier way of making money without working 
or because it offers an inherent challenge and escape from 
lower-class and very boring work" (Birkbeck in Sumner, 
1982). 
1. The non-material culture is synonymous with rural or 
traditional societies (otherwise called pre-colonial 
culture of the traditional developing societies) which 
was influenced by the imposition on her, of material 
culture which is associated with urbanised societies 











socialistic type of culture which favoured traditional 
status qua development. 
2. United Nations Report on Juver.ile Delinquency in India 
in 1967, in the United Arab Republic in !966 and in 
Zambia in 1967 has shown that in all, there are 
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similariti~s between urbanisation and official r~tes 
~f delinquency in developing 
developed countries. 
countries, as in 
3. In India some groups of people are traditionally 
discriminated against in the village. These groups 
are regarded as the untouchables. They have no 
political rights within the community (e.g. Husijana) 
in which they live. 
4. Mays notes, "Boys gradually acquire adult status via a 
series of graded steps. These steps co~respond to 
critical phases of their lives when they feel 
conscious of themselves moving forwards and upwards in 
the World" (19~4: 87). 
~. Idioro is a small town along the railway and provides 
accommodation for low economic and unemployed groups 
in Lagos. 
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In turning fro. .n analysis of the application oT 
We.t.rn theori.. oT the causation of delinquency to 
d.veloping countries to the analysis of pre-urbanised 
patterns aT child care, one quickly finds just how little 
hAS b .. n written and how . inadequate the statistics are 
About the nAture of delinquency in Nigeria. In practic., 
Nigeria f.ce. mAny proble •• in the provision, management 
and utiliz.tion of youth treatment institutions. This 
proble. become. mare acut. youth delinquency 
incr...... Vet little Attention~ if any, is given to a 
clearer understanding oT the cause. of the problem of 
d.linquency in Nigerian cities. 
In analysing the c.us.. of delinquency in urban 
environments, MAY. (lq72) has argued that the eKistence of 
Qood ro.ds~ tran.portatlon, communication systems and the 
.. tAblishment of commerci Al , government and public 
utilities in urban area. h.ve led to mass migration oT 
job-... king young people from rural environments. Those 
who have failed to oet jobs and are ashamed to return to 
th.ir village. without a 'golden Fleece' may join 
delinquent gano. as an alternative. Espten (1957) and 
McCord. (1964) have contended that the anonymltv of the 
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urban environmant with its complex life style, consumption 
and high aspir.tions .ncourage young people to behave 
anonymously ~d practice delinquency. 
The hypothetical assumptions of th ... authors are in no 
way contradictory. They .re twa sides of the same coin. 
Urbani.ation, whatever its form, tend. to pull job-seeking 
youngsters to the City, but insufficient employment 
opportunities coupled with urban anonymity tend to give 
reason. for d.linquency. The unique relationship between 
traditional and urb.n cultures in Nigeria can b. viewed in 
ter.s of continued cultural conflict, leading to anomie 
and social disorganisation, with delinquency often the 
r •• ult. With the incr •••• d contact between urban and 
traditional culture., for .xample, there is evidence of a 
high incidence of drinking, drug abuse and ather criminal 
and delinquanct behaviour among Nigerian youths (sea Table 
4.1). Urban life h.s a ch.racter that tends to detach the 
individual from his prim.ry cultural affiliations. Youths 
especi.lly suffar the social disorganisation and 
concomit.nt cla.h in value system. arising from competing 
urban and rural cultural narms. The detachment of the 
individual from his primary cultural affiliation may b. 
incr.ased a. a r.sult of the cultural clash. In this 
case, the youth. that deviate do so because of bicultural 
loy.lties. Thu., it can ba argued that delinquency among 
Nigerian youths is an outcome of bicultural loyalties. 
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In many r.sp.cts~ Nigerian youths portray a classic 
axample 04 what Minnils (1963) called "marginal man l '. 
Briefly, the marginal man, in this context~ is one who is 
socialisad into two cultures without being fully committed 
to or accept~ by eithwr. This concept has been used in 
the previous chapt.r to explain the inadequate 
acculturation and assimilation process o-f Western culture 
which was hypothetically assumed to result in alianation~ 
anomie, social disorganisation and varying forms of 
behaviour, including delinquency. Thus!'! in 
Nig.ria, the nature of involvement depends on the degree 
of .arginality. Far exampl.~ Alakija (1984) studied 
juvenile delinquency in Benin, capital city of Bendel 
His findings indicated 
that more mal.s were convicted than -females and more 
f.-.l .. under the ag_ oi 14 years were convicted than 
those in the 14-18 ag& range. Those who belong to this 
category were very youn9 and perhaps unabl_ to withstand 
the influence of bicultural con-flict. 
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Y •• ~ly c.ses of c~i., known to the Polic, in 
B.nd.l St.t.~ Hig.~i. 
------._----------._---------------------------------------------
Y.ar Total Crime 
(Juvenil. & Adult) 
No. Juvenile Crime 
Percentage 
---------_.-------------------------------------------------------
1967 15~717 219 1.39 
1968 13,178 244 1.8~ 
1969 15~208 217 1.42 
1970 19,~06 337 1.72 
1971 22~995 63~ 2.76 
1972 17,181 268 1.56 
1973 17~491 512 2.93 
1974 1~,778 306 1.94 
19~ 16~100 361 2.24 
1976 16~~9 405 2.44 
1977 20,238 366 1.81 
1978 13,216 461 3.49 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Th. Tabl. shaws An incr •••• in the incidence a.f crime and 
d.linquency from 1970. The first high incidence was in 
1971. Thi. may b. r.lated to the end of the Civil War in 
Nigeria which •• rked the beginning of the oil based 
ecanatny, canst.nt rapid socia-economic change and 
urbani.ation proc...... The dramatic change in Incidence 
in 1972 i. nat surpri.ing, as this marked the year in 
which children returned to school en ma.se after the, 
disruption a.f the Civil War. The y.ar 1970-1971 was a 
period of rehabilitation and by 1972 mast parents were 
able fin.ncially to .end their children back to school. 
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T.~le 4.2* Typ.s of Cri •• eo •• itt.d by Juveniles as a 
P,re.Dt.g. of Tot.l Cri.e knowD to the Pol ie, 
(1967-1971) 
-------------------------------------------------Type of Cri_ Perc.ntage of Total 
Und.r 14 years 14-18 years 
Total Crime 























.TAbI .. 4.1 and 4.2 were extracted from Alakija (1984) 
Juvenile Delinquency in Bendel State, Nigeria, 
~YCD.l_gf ~i~_~A1~b, Landon, 98: 33-37. 
orap.rty was the co..an .. t amongst 14-18 year aids. 
Assault on people Mas the commonest crime. Crime against 
lawful authority includ .... cape and crimes against public 
ord.r and th .. e ranked high amongst youths in the 14-18 
age range. 
Because statistics obtained from ofTicially recorded 
figur~ in Nigeria are inadequate, Me have chosen to 
illustrate the nature of delinquency in Nigeria with the 
data collected by Alakija in his study of the problem in 
Sendel State. This study revealed that delinquency against 
property ranked high a.angst those convicted (Table. 4.1 

















incid.nce of d.linqu.ncy in Nigeria. Records from remand 
ho ... in L .. gos (197~-1977) have lack of parental care and 
prot.ction a. the m .. jor r.ason for committing juveniles. 
The .. n .. ly.is of reported family welfare case. in Imo and 
S.nd.l Stat •• (1976) also showad that neQlect, desertion 
And provoc .. tion were the commonest cases dealt with~ while 
the l .... t frectuent w.r. "disputed paternity". Evidence in 
dev.loped countries showed that children reared under 
d.fectiv. disciplin. are more prone to delinquency, while 
in Nigeri .. , the relinquishing of dependent roles on family 
.. nd schools and too e .. rly identification with adult roles 
by young people was .. Iso .. ssociated with the upsurge in 
delinqu.ncy. 
If the above findings do not contradict the hypothesis 
th .. t the rur .. l and traditional structure of Nigeria in the 
pre-urban period mad. the knowledQe and existence o~ 
.ocial devi .. nc., such as those presented by youth 
wrong with the traditional 
institutions of child care in Nigeria. This has made 
fa.ilies r.l .. x th.ir responsibilities for child care and 
control. In order to understand the problem, it will 
prove illumin .. ting to present a brief overview of the 
pre-urban .tructure of NiQerian family life. Our aim is 
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to illustrate the interplay which exists between urban and 
traditional institutions and the influence of the 
re.ulting conflicts on Nigerian youths. It is hoped that 
the analysis of th.se institutions will be understood in 
their own ter.s. Far this reason~ we provide here an 
historical analysis of these institutions. This approach 
Nill enhance understanding of the comparative impact of 
social chanoes r.sulting from urbanisation, as stated 
above. To begin Nith~ particular attention is given to a 
brie4 review of the occupations of pre-urban Nigerian 
people, and Nill extend to a consideration of family 
structur •• 
pre-colonial African countries. It Nas noted that 
virtually the entire Afric~n population lived in the rural 
sector wher. the control and us. of land Na. of central 
i~ortance. Pre-colonial and for that .atter 
pre-urbanised Nigeria laid unequivocal emphaSis an the 
social value of productive agriculture. According to 
Nadel (1972), a.ang the Nup. people in tht! North, young 
..., co..,.ted in work parti •• and the champion would beco_ 
-sol.- - the second high.st title that can be bestowed on 
a young man. AMong the Hau.a of Zamfarr, special esteem 
was r.served for the .. n Nho could produce a thousand 
bundles of .ither Guin.. corn or millet, and this Nas a 
pre-condition fer taking the title of "Sarkin Nom." - king 
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The Igbo gave the title o-f IIEze jill or "Ogbu-jill - King 
o-f Va. - to a _an who could produce equivalent numbers of 
ya. (ji). A ~n would beco .... IIEze Nwanyi II - Queen o-f 
Wonten if she could vive to her daughter on her wedding a 
hundred baskets -full o-f coco-yam. (This is a member o-f 
the y.. fa_tly and is the main agricultural product 
cultivated by women among the Igbos.) 
The .. phasis on agriculture in pre-urbanised Nigeria is 
-further highlighted in Millson (1891). Writing about 
Voruba-Iand, Millson noted, 
Far and wide, the land has -for generations and 
indeed -fer centuri.s bean cultivated by this 
industrious nativ.. The hatchet, the -fire and 
the hoes have reMOved all trac.s of the original 
fere.t, save indeed where a dark trail of green 
across the landscape shows the valley of some 
narrow water course on the large river (1891: 
S84) • 
Allang the Islanders of Vauni, Harries (1930) noted that 
as the head far.ar. -Balkeri was the second mast important 
.an in the political organisation" of the island. He 
"controlled the organisation of coamunal labour" force; 
and "the village head is powerl.s. i-f Balkari is 
disloyal". Kai of Ka... who died in the thirteenth 
century is today remealb.r.d by his people IIfor his 
int.r .. t in agriculture". In Ibadan, Oluyole was another 
_inant far...,. r ..... b.r.d IIfor his passion for farming". 
He had seoarat. far.. for Okoro beans, vegetables. corn 
and ya •• , and grew an e)(perimental yant so large '"that a 
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single root should be large enough for a load" (Johnson, 
19731 73, 283). 
In Arochukwu in Igbo1and, Casement (1894) has noted that 
all the land 
had been cle.red entirely of the original 
far .. t, only a few of the tr __ being left here 
and th.,... ••• The absence of forest was 
ca.pen .. tec::l far by the nwnbers of pal m tree. 
(econaaic trees) extending in all directions 
round the village (18941 63). 
Lea Africanaus, in the early sixteenth century, saw Kano 
•• an "exceedingly fruitful field of zazzau" and remarked 
that lithe field abounds with rice, millet and cotton" 
(19781 93-4). 
Apart fro. agriculture, Nigeria engaged in trading as a 
subsidiary. Be4are the European contact, how.var, trading 
was principally a wa.en~s ac:cupation, especially in the 
south. Trading was carried out in rural village mark.t_ 
in which exchange wa. without maney. The goods exchanged 
were aainly da.estic goods. Long distance trade autsida 
the vi 11 age , but wi th i n the c.auntrv was mai n 1 y f or men and 
here, slav .. , .alt and ather co •• adities were exchanged. 
Colanial contact .. w an improvement of roads, tha coming 
of railways and other mades of transport, 
ca.aunicatlan,grawth of citi .. , etc. Farming, lac.l and 
villaga trading etc. became inadequate to maintain the 
new standards of living which resulted from the contact 
and subsequent chang.. in cui ture. 
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It was noted in Chapt.... 3 that the colonial 
administration imposed land and head taxes on the native 
farm.r-s. Th_ And othllr reasons farced many afT the land 
to ... k wage labour in the emerging urban centres. In 
ord.r- to pay the tax~ the remaining village far .. rs no 
longer produced for dome.tic us •• alane, but in addition 
.. de ~farts to produce cash craps to acquire valuable but 
scarce money which had also become the only means of 
exchange. Tho .. who could nat produce enough food to meet 
the d ... nd for tax money <and these were in the majority) 
left the rural agriculture for urban area. to seek wages. 
Th .. e groups, the majori ty of whom were youths, provided 
cheap labour far the colonial factories. This marked the 
beginning of rural migration, a decrease in agricultural 
occupation and the consequent urban influence an migrant 
youths and traditional institutions in general. 
For exa.ple, P.tt.~ns o~ f •• ily lif, were greatly 
influenced by urban immigration. In Western Europe and 
the United Stat .. of America, traditional family patterns 
have gradually declined since the end of the Second World 
war. Most of the functions formerly performed by the 
fa.ily have b..n taken over by the voluntary and state 
organisations. It would, however, be a sw.eping 
gan.r-alisation to suggest that the extended family a 
characteristic of fa.ily patterns in developing countries 
h.s disappeared completely in the industrialised 
countri .. of Europe and the United States of America. 
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Sa.. studies in developed societies have indicated the 
presence of extended families in these countries. For 
instance, Young and Willmott (1967) showed that the 
extended family is still very much a part of community 
life in London. Morris (1967) carried out a similar study 
in London and stated, UAfter one hundred and fifty years 
of an industrial society, the people of Bethnal Green 
.till .... ad ••• to belong to widespread, cohesive kinship 
groups" (1967: 40) • 
In France, Canada and Japan, Greenfield (1961-1962) 
argued that the extended f.-ily could still be found in 
spite of urbanisation and industrialisation. From the 
Mriter·s personal experience, .any people in West Germany 
are prepared to suffer ~ great deal just to b. able to 
eros. over to East Germ.ny and stay for some time with 
relatives caught behind the Iron Curtain. On the other 
hand, .any people in East Ger.any look forward to becoming 
~ years old, as this is the age at which people are 
aiiONed to CODe to West Germany and spend time with their 
separated family. 
However, the fa.ily patterns of industrialised societies 
differ a gr.at deal from those of industrialising 
societies. In industrialised societie., the kinship ties 
out.ide the pri.ary fa.i1i •• are limited in scope and 
function. Firth and Djamour (1975) concluded, after a 
long study of Fa.ily and Kinship in We.tern societies, 
that "th. .ignificance of kinship ties outside the 
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el..-ntary f.-ily in contemporary British society lies 
primarily in the positive .oci~l cont~cts, in visiting, in 
exchange of news ~nd advice ~nd ~ttendance on ceremonial 
occ~sions" <19~1 143). 
MOore (196S) argued that in the urban environment of 
industrialised sacieti'" Nth. sacial responsibilities to 
kins..n beyond the nuclear fa.ily of p~r.nt. and immature 
offsprinv bacDae Meak and permiSSive rather than 
obligatory" as it was in pre-industrial societies (1965: 
102) • 
Nigeria is a with a strong patrilin.al 
.-phasis. This .eans that the whole society can be mapped 
into a number agnatic groups, Nhich is to 5~y groupings of 
.. 1 .. and f ... l .. who are rei ated by descent from a COINllCl'l 
male anc .. tor. This determines the member.hip of a family 
group, as Mell as the lin. of inheritance and succession 
to na ... and office. NormAlly, the Nigerian child was 
brouvht up in his father·s lineave. As he grew older, he 
NAS constantly brought into contact with his mather·s 
lineag.. As he gr.w up, he would be made increasingly 
aware of aspects of the wider social world, the mast 
i~ortant of which NAS his father·s mother·s lineage and 
his mather·s .ath.,."' s 1 ine.ge. When he marri.s, he 
acquir .. close links with his wife·. or wives· lineage, 
playing an i~ortant role in the social life of his 
children. These five lineag.. constitute for Nigerians 
their .ast i~ortant .xtended family network. A person, 
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esp.ci.lly ..eng ~he Igbos, takes mos~ of his jural rights 
in land, in social, economic and poli~ical pOSition from 
the lineaga of his f.~her. 
Throughou~ life, a child wa. attached to his family. To 
los. ~his con~.c~ wa. to become • slave. A slave in 
Nig .... ian ~ ...... , is one who do .. no~ know or recognise his 
roa~s. As long a. th ... f •• ilial root. were knoNn and 
con~ac~ .ain~.ined, • Nig .... ian youth remained a member of 
his fa.ily Nhich wa. in turn also very conscious of him 
and his probl.... This sense of belonging was kap~ alive, 
irrespec~iv. of ~he geographical differences in locali~y. 
Th. achiev..-nt. of on. were equally tho •• ~ his family 
and of the tIOCi.~y fro. which he h.iled. Equally, his 
failur .. were r~r.t~ed by all conc.,.ned. 
In tradi~ional Nig .... i.n society, a .an was praised or 
repri.anded ~hrouQh his f.mily. The people knew ~hat this 
was the .cst effec~iv. and e4fician~ way of bringing a 
person ~o ord..... Thus, in ~h. majority of ca... in 
Nig .... ian soci.~y, family r.la~ion. - those between parent. 
and children, b.tween siblings, uncles and nephews, 
grandparants and grandchildren, between one in-law and 
another .nd so on were 
behaviour governing al.a.~ 
betwe.n p.,.sons and groups. 
parts of a large framework o~ 
all the importan~ relations 
Thi. will be discussed in 
full later und.,. the extended family system. Meanwhile, 
i~ is the influance of ~hi. family rela~ionship on you~hs· 
behaviour that our attention now turns. 
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NigeriAn individualism did not follow the pattern of 
"rugged" individual i •• found in Western societies. It was 
individuali .. rooted in group solidarity, with the kinship 
syst.. a. the basic factor in the social structure. 
Kinship solidarity helped to eHplain why if a person 
ca.aitted a crime or delinquent act, the whole family felt 
the sha .. and guilt with him. 
It was the duty ~ each person to take the initi~tive in 
correctinG any errinG person so .s to maintain a good 
f.-ily reput.tion. If a person proved unamenable to 
correction, then he NOUld be disowned by his parents and 
ki n..-n , losinG .11 right. and privileges that were due 
hi. fro. the fa.ily. A.an "expelled from his clan feels 
himself .1.0 •• cond .. ned to lead a vagabond life in the 
next NOrld" (Silberman, 19511 101). It was this widespread 
superstitious .ttitude to life and retributive punishment 
that helped to keep all, espeCially the young people, 
Nithin the fr • ..work of nor.ative behaviour. 
In Nigeria, •• pecially among the Igbo, a man~s strength 
NAS thought to be eabedded in his corporate existence with 
his kin. "-ny p.apl. articulated this philosophy in their 
n .... to highlight its ideology. Such names as ~Igwebuk.~ 
.. ans that Unity is Strength. A vivid description of how a 
recalcitrant person who ignored all counsel was dealt with 
in the cont.xt of Nigerian tradition, will perhaps 
illuainate the fa.ily position over misbehaviour. 
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Okonkwo, a charilcter in Ac:hebe"s (1962) "Things Fall 
Apart", saw that his first son Nwoye was not ready to take 
any correction, and ha resolved to disown and reject him 
from his house. He called in his other five sons so that 
they might learn a I_son -frolft 
Iftisdemaanour. He said "You have all seen the great 
abomination o-f your brother. Now, he is no longer my son 
1 
or your broth...... I will only have a son who is a man 
If ilny o-f you prefers to be a woman, let him follow Nwoye 
now while I am alive, so that I can curse him" (1962: 
136). O-f course, none of the children dared opt to follow 
Nwoye. The fact that Nwoye found hilftself isolated even 
be-fore the pronouncement o-f the curse was made, was enough 
punish .. nt for hi.. Others knew exactly what awaited them 
i-f they deviated. 
Haw different the world of delinquency and crime, 
especially terrorislft and armed robbery, would be, if all 
the parents in today·. industrialised and urbanised world 
w ..... e still bringing up their children in such a way. The 
deterrent would not be life imprisonment or the death 
penalty in the ca.e of terrorism or armed robbery, but the 
-fact that one would be separated -from one's roots. 
Nigerians have d..anstrated a capacity to enter into 
relationships based upon other than kinship 
considerations, and are able to adapt to rapidly changing 
social and political structures, brought about by such new 
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relationships. One way to enter into a relationship with 
other persons outside the kinship circle is through 
marriaga. 
Patterns of marriage are, therefore, discussed here to 
illuminate further the urban influences on the life of 
young people, the patterns of intergroup relationships and 
changes that have taken place in the traditional 
institutions of marriage. That this is ~rucial will 
become evident when we discuss the relationship between 
the extended family and the child, espeCially those 
betw.en youths and their maternal kin. Andener (1953), 
Otta.berg (1~63), Goode (1~64) and Obi (1~66) have all 
noted that the behavioural patterns rights and 
obligations resulting from such relationships are 
crucial to the development of a noraal personality. 
"-rriage in Nigeria, especially among the Igbos of the 
Eastern States, is 
one·s local groups • 
• ag .. nt of one·s 
exogamous - that is, marriage outside 
Marriage between persons within the 
or mother'. 
patrilineage is considered as a taboo and prohibited. For 
this reason, initial inquiries are conducted by the 
famili .. concerned at the earliest point in the marriage 
negotiations to ensure that the rule of lineage exogamy is 
not broken. 
Finding a good wife for a young man is a task for tha 
family. The family here refers to the primary as well as 
the extended family which will be discussed in greater 
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d.tail lat.r. The young man's parents, brothers and 
sisters, parallel and cross cousins and aunts, all the 
extend.d family in-laws, all his friends and their 
families all join in to find him a wif.. The search do.s 
not indicate that women are .carc. but that good woman of 
good quality from criminal-fr .. families are found only by 
the r.comm.ndation of good relatives andlor friends. 
Thus, before the contact with We.tern civilization and the 
con.equ.nt urbani.ation, "it r.mains true that marriage 
wa. not a p ... ivate bu.in ..... (Shapiro, 1970: 270). 
Ev.ry m • .,.... of the 1 a ... ge or 
int ...... t in finding a wife and 
this wife fo... th.i... b ... oth.r 
·brother' cannot.. any male 
extended family took an 
.ven contributed towards 
if need be. The word 
member of ~he extended 
family. The woman, when ma ... ried, becomes "our wife" even 
in r.lation to distant relatives of the husband. She was 
a wife .xclusiv.ly for her husband only in so far as 
ma ... it.l •• x is concerned. Housing her, giving her gifts, 
f.ading h .... and disciplining h.... and her children were 
open to any me~.... of the large family. In dOing thi., 
howev .... , c.re was taken not to interfere with her p .... sonal 
human rights. 
, 
Cont ....... y to urban culture, the man's parents played a 
significant role in the choice of a wife and the marriage 
c ..... monies of their son. This gave traditional parents, 
aMong oth.... things, the right to see to the normal 
behaviou ... of th.ir daughter-in-law and their 
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grand-children. It was a duty incumbent on a father to 
marry a wife for his son and other sibs. The word ~sibs~ 
is used here in a purely anthropological sense, meaning 
"all persons descendlld from a single ancestor either male 
or femala line, according to the system of reckoning 
kinship in a given society" (Horace and Ava, 1970: 501). 
Thus, histo-culturally, a father marries a wife not only 
for his son, but also for all other relations who, because 
of the loss of their own father, have accepted him as 
their step-father. It was in this sense that he was bound 
to marry for his siblings and ware he to fail in this 
paternal duty, the adopted children would reciprocally 
lose all filial resp.ct and oblldi.nce which they owed 
him. He would also lose his status in the community. 
Thus, the principle of "do let d .... , that is "I give that 
you .... y give" is illuminative in Ok.,.. (1973), "If you 
have the obligation of a father toward. me, then I have 
the obligation of a son towards you" <1973: B). 
Meanwhile, different persons from the young man~s 
and kin come to give reports on a number of girls. 
kith 
A 
careful account is taken of any report, no matter how 
casual or ane-sided it is, in the sense that the young 
.an~s family just tria. to see whether or not it is 
worthwhile making approaches. Perhaps three or four of 
such marriageable girls are found who are looking for 
husbands. With the consent of the parents and the 
pr .. u .. d con.ent of the dead anc.stors, the parents of 
which ever girl that was chosen are then approached and 
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the traditional processes started until the girl is 
finally marri~. 
Marriage is a milestone to which both Nigerian men and 
women aspire. In some parts of the traditional Nigerian 
society, the important and most immediate urge in young 
people approaching puberty was to establish a family. 
Some youths came to de.ire marriage more eagerly than 
secure employment or the acquisition of some economic 
.ecurity. This perhaps helps explain the comparative 
poverty in the •• societies. However, early marriage was 
possible, becau.e there was no fixed age for marriage in 
traditional laws. one married whenever it was thought 
n.c .... ry and pos.ible, eYen before the age Df puberty and 
adequate s.curity for the future of the off.~ring was 
.. de. In .uch a ca.e, these wive. would grow to maturity 
with their young husband under the man~. mather~s roo4. 
In .a.. parts of the North, child marriage was the most 
co .. on practice. It w.s said that child marriage was in 
keeping with Muslim rules. In such marriages, the child~s 
parents act for her right. In all case., the new wife was 
introduced and integrated into the husband·s family and 
its extended network. 
In Nigeria, marriage was and to a large extent still is, 
an alliance or a contract between two families and not 
.imply a contract between two agreeing individuals - which 
is chAracteristic of industrialised citie., as we have 
nDt~. This alliance also placed the burden of child 
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rearing on the two families, but very much more was 
expected from the patrilineal families. The children of 
the marriage in traditional Nigerian society were the sole 
inheritors of their parents~ properties. Since tradition 
had established rules on which the sharing of parents~ 
properties were based, a will was not necessary. 
Inheritance rights to property of parents was determined 
2 
by the number of male children. Thus, a woman who had no 
.. Ie child might and usually did decide to take a wife to 
get a .. Ie child. Such action ensured that a distant 
of her husband~s would be prevented from 
inheriting the property. 
8e4are acculturation made church marriage, marriage by 
3 4 
photo and .. rriage by ordinance possible, marriage in 
Nigeria was regarded as a natural institution. This 
situation .. de divorce impassible, .. pecially amonv the 
nan~sli .. in the East and South of the country. Today, 
there is a scholastic debate concerning the institution of 
aarriave. While beyond the scope of this study, it is 
sufficient to point out that arguments in favour of 
aarriave as a social institution is now popular in 
Nigeria. This is because of the acceptance and adoption of 
&cculturised systems of marriage. 
The natural institution of marriage made the husband and 
wife relationship more or less a master and servant type. 
It helped men to acquira a wide rang. of rights over 
women. For ex.mple, • woman had no home other than her 
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husband~s home. She acquired social status only through 
her husband. Nigerian wives, especially Muslim ones, were 
expect~ to give slavish obedience to the men they have 
married, ev.n when love wa. not present in the earliest 
point of the .arriag_ negotiation. Because marriage was a 
natural institution, love in .arriage developed gradually 
aver a lang period of time. It was nat only a natural 
union of a man and a woman as husband and wife, but also 
included the sharing of the 
r .. ponsibiliti.. of bringing up 
IlArriage. 




the children of the 
arrival of the Euro-Amarican tradition, the 
authority aver their children~s m.rriage 
This new tradition .. phasis~ romantic love and 
individual choice of a partner. In traditional Nigerian 
culture, the .-phasis was pl.ced on love growing out of 
the f.-ily, CeMented by .arriaga. Thus, divorce was rare 
a. we have noted and women as well as Men looked to their 
children as their only hope for the future. This was the 
bond that held them together. For this and other 
histocultural r.ason., children were given all 
parental love and n.c •••• ry for norlBal 
d.velap..nt in traditional .nvironm.nts. Nigerian mothers 
who WDuld receive all the blame . accruing from their 
children·. do ... tic and soci.l misconduct ensured that 
their children were law-abiding. A good child, they said, 
was the math.,.·s hope and pride - tlNwa bu ugo nneya" or 
"AQwa bu nuna ". 
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It has been noted earlier that in Nigeria, married life 
is seen as the normal condition for an adult. What needs 
to be pointed out here is that polygamy for most men and 
wo.en "a. -the ida.l, baing an important social status 
indicator" (Murdock, 1966: 2>. 
A polygamous family consists of two or more nuclear 
f.-iii .. affiliated by plural marriage, that is, having 
the husband in common. It was a socially approved 
institution involving the marriage of one man to two or 
.are WOMen at the same time. Polygamy was a symbol of 
high social And economic status, and above all a sign of 
fulfilment ~ religious obligations among the Muslims in 
the North and South-west of Nigeria. Reflecting not only 
the erroneously assumed proce •• of economic circumstances, 
but the new tendency ~ the literate professional and 
3 
whit. collar class to acquire status symbols, the great 
.ajority of the Eastern parts of the country have remained 
..anQ9al8Dus. Christians in other parts of Nigeria have 
also r .. ained monoga.ous. Table. 4.3 and 4.4 sh~ that 
Ab.akuta, "ith a high population of Christians, is far 
.are IIOnOQa.aus, while Ife and Ijebu with a 
predominantly Muslim population have the highest 
proportion of polygamous families. As we shall see later, 
monoga80us relationships have guaranteed the status of the 
childr.., of marriage more than polygamous 
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Table 4.31 Prevalence o~ Polygamy in Nigeria' 
HLiIfBEP. OF HlflES 
NO WIFE I'tONOGAMOUS POLYGAMOUS 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Abeokuta 0.6 48.7 
Ijebu 24.0 
Ibadan 3.5 38.0 
I~e 2.4 24.1 
II_ha 3.7 35.0 
Ondo 3.3 30.9 
All are.s 2.5 34.5 
-----------------------------------------
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.Tak.n fro. a survey o~ 776 ~amili •• by Galletti, 
Saldwin and Dina, 1956: 72-73, Tables 25, 26. 
relationships between husband and wife in a 
polygaMOUs family were complicated by the husband"s 
relationships with hi. other wiv... In a similar way, the 
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relations between the siblings were somewhat different. 
Here full brothers ware expected to and did love one 
another. Though all the children and co-wives shared 
po •••• sion. in com.an and the children played together 
when they w.re young, paternal half-brothers tended to 
insist on th.ir rights but tried to evade their 
obligations. As they grew older, they often grew apart 
because of quarrels over po.se.sions, for example, about 
the inheritance of the father·s property. The braaking of 
lineage and the dispersal of patrinal kin. were also the 
sources of qu.,rel. between half-brother.. This drift 
apart that frequently occurred weakened the father·s 
control over his children. When the father died, his 
personal property was divided into approximately equal 
shar •• according to the number of his wives who had .. Ie 
children, regardl ... of the number of children each wife 
had. The rule was that a wife who had no children, and 
this included a wife with only female children, received 
only a nominal share to provide for her until she was able 
to re.arry or har daughter married, if she had Any. 
E •• entially, it wa. only the male children who inherited 
and not the wive •• 
As the property was shared according to house. and of 
cour ••• ach wife had a hou.. to hers.lf and her children 
called ·Ulo Nne', the olde.t mal. child of each wife took 
one share in the naMe of all his mother's children. He 
.ight k .. p and u.e hi. inheritance as he saw fit, but he 




their education. Thus, the state of 
the ""ive. 
polygamous fa.ily structure ""as 
And tension which ... y, and 
and their siblings in a 
that of constant jealousy 
in fact frequently did, 
adversely affect the normative behaviour of the children. 
When, therRfore, it is said that the average Nigerian 
family has changed since the colonial period, it is the 
baseline ~ the polygamous and extended family system that 
has been used ""ith special respect to the predominantly 
Christian papulation in the South. Why this was so, and 
what follONad in relation to youth problems, will be the 
subj.ct ~ latar chapters. 
In traditional Nigeria, a girl~. life was essentially a 
preparation far Marriage. Mothers last no time painting 
this out to their daughters and reminding th.. that 
certain types of behaviour would nat be tolerated. "You 
are nat a bay, but a girl. You must marry one day", was a 
cam.ent frequently .. de by irritated mothers attempting to 
turn would-be deviant girls back to SOCially acceptable 
behaviour. Girls were made to understand and to believe 
at An early age that their great objective in life ""as 
marriage and that a woman·. glary was her children and to 
have children she must have a husband. To be a single 
fe.ale parent ""as an abomination, a taboo (AID or Nscala). 
It was this concept that made the role of women in 
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traditional Nigerian society the role of child-bearer and 
house-keeper. To serve her husband and his numerous 
extend~ family relations and to care for their children 
including those of the co-wives or of their husband~s 
relations if need be. Until recently, .ex was very 
definitely a determinate of SOCia-political status in 
Nigeria. The most lowly man was considered more important 
than the .,st powerful woman. This histo-cultural 
tradition further explains the familial role relationship 
in traditional Nigerian society and perhaps too the reason 
for the very low ·rate of divorce. The powerful influence 
of.an over ~ was also extended to youths who had an 
ideal belief in the system of respect for their elders. 
Cohen (1967) studied the Kanuri of Bornu in the Northern 
Stat ... Talking about the role of traditional MDm.n of 
Kanur i he wrote, 
CUltural tradition has ordained that men are 
the da.inant .. mbers of SOCiety, and wo.an, .are 
.. pecially wives, are to be submissive ••• It is 
good and _ .. ml y for a woman to obey her husband 
and to appear humble in his presence. Men 
decide where the fa_ily is to live, who a 
daughter is to marry, and a multitude of 
day-to-day questions on every aspect of family 
life. For a wife or inde~ any family member to 
.ake decisions without consulting the husband is 
asking for trouble (1967: 43). 
This point was further illustrated by referring to a 
case of dispute between a husband and a wife where the 
husband beat the wife for alleged breach of his authority: 
Disputes between a husband and a wife in which 
a .an can refer to a breach of his authority as 
the cause of the disagreemant are invariably 
settled 1n his favour and might include physical 
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punish~.nt by the husband Thus a district 
head ruled against the plaintiffs in a case in 
which the husband had been accused by the wifePs 
relatives of a beating which he had administered 
to her. The district head ruled that the girl 
had been grossly disob.dient and that it was the 
hu.band·s right to punish such an act, 
especially in one so very young who was still 
learning how to be a proper wife (1967: 43). 
The role of woman in Nigeria was claarly illuminated by 
an answer Cohen got when he asked man why they wanted to 
get married: 
In answering this question, men constantly 
reiterated cooking, food producing and child 
bearing ••• Woman are al.o prized for their work 
in the field. Indeed .an e.tt.ate an annual 
increa.e or d.cr •••• in crop yield by refarring 
aaang oth.r thing., to the 10.. or gain of a 
wife (19671 41) 
"Musli.. think of marriage •• a relationship involving 
.are or 1 ... ~purdah· or wifely confinemant within the 
hou.ehold" (Cohen, 1967: 4~). In the Hausa society as 
well, there wa. a division into male and faaale, exclusive 
but int.rdependent worlds. The female i. excluded from 
political, economic and social activities which take place 
aut.ide the home and even from same Muslim rituals. 
familial relationships were operative only at the domestic 
lev81 and in "aristocratic and occupational lineag8." 
(Bascom, 1969). The impo.ition of radical Islamic 
obligations an woman, which among ather things had 
excluded them from socia-economic and political 
.ctivities, •• de it difficult for women to lead 
independent live. in traditional Nigeria. The impact of 
the exclusion in relation to youth delinquency will become 
evidence in the course of this study. Suffice it to say, 
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however, that Islamic religion also gave men the right to 
polygamous marriage which further relegated womens~ social 
role to the background. 
Among the Yoruba, wo.." ware reglU"ded or 
ter.s of those Mho can be seen but not heard. 
compared in 
They had no 
role of authority or respect even in their matrimonial 
homes. A Yoruba proverb said it all: "Wives come and go 
and after divorce one has nothing to do with them, but one 
can never change one's consanguinal relatives" (Bascom, 
1969). Thus, women were also regarded as commodities. A 
man was given traditional backing to marry as many wiv •• 
as he could support, and he could throw them out at will 
or change the. a. though they were clothing. 
In polygamous families, the senior wife had, by virtue 
of her status as the first wife, authority over the 
co-wiv .. and could a.k the husband to send away any of the 
wives who, in her opinion, was bad or not helpful. The 
final dacision, however, rested with the husband, but this 
was the one and perhaps only authority a woman had in 
traditional Nigerian SOCiety. Cohen~. (1967) study in 
80rnu noted one such case in which a senior wife asked her 
husband to "get rid" of a newly married co-wife because 
"she was not helpful". 
It is not within the scope of this study to trace the 
origins of communal relations or extended family systems 
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in pre-colonial Nigeria. However, some literature shows 
evidence ~ collective behaviour in the economic realm, 
existing in West Africa for many centuries. For example, 
Ames (1963) described the co-operative work group aeong 
~ Gambia and Sen eq a I , and Goody (1958) 
docu.-nted • ca.parable phenomenon in Ghana. Similar 
evidence wa. recorded in Nigeria (Bascom, 1952). 
For instance, co_munal work projects were prevalent 
among the Igbos ~ Eastern States as well as contributions 
to clubs and organi •• tions. These clubs allowed a person 
to partiCipate in an investment with potential returns far 
beyond what an individual could normally realize working 
all by himself (And.ner, 1953 and Ottemberg, 1963). The 
Yorubas practised collective economic activity long before 
the colonial period. The cesusu» is a contribution 
organisation similar to those found among the Igbos. 
Littl.»s (1957) and Ba.com~s (1952) analys .. refer to the 
Cesusu» as -a voluntary, but communal organisation which 
has existed before the colonial period" (Little, 1957) The 
collective behaviour prevalent in traditional Yoruba 
society was again studied by Schwab (1953). Ha notad that 
a lin.ag. has a collective responsibility for economic and 
social support ~ it. members: , 
Although work is not organised on a co_munal 
ba.is within a lineage, economic relationship 
and obligation in terms of exchange of services 
and goods extended beyond the basic unit of 
production and consumption father and sons 
to the whole patrikin group. A line.ge has a 
collective responsibility for the contribution 
~ goods and services for the marriage and 
funeral cere.ani .. of its members. It shares in 
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, 
the execution o~ religious and ancestral 
ceremonies. It provides for the care o~ the 
elders and the indigent and performs mutual 
labour services during critical periods o~ the 
farming cycle, for the construction o~ a house 
or any other important task undertaken by any ~ 
its members (1955: 357). 
The importance of communal solidarity among individuals 
in ter .. of relations between what Bascom (1969) called 
Nim.ediate primary family and clan and sub-clan", further 
illuminates the significance o~ the communal or .xtended 
family system in traditional Nigerian SOCiety. According 
to Bascom, in Yorubaland, 
The clan and sub-clan (consanguineous 
ca..unity) overshadow the immediate family in 
importance. The immediate family consisting of 
a man, his wif.(s) and their childr.n is 1 ... 
significant and is known only by a descriptive 
name referring to the dwelling which it occupies 
- ·my house P (ile me) (1969: 46). 
Finally, ~ evidence of communal action can also be 
found among the Hausa. For instance, houses or compounds 
cooperated with each other to clear shallow rivers~ canals 
and farm lands. Each house was usually assigned a section 
of the land to clear. 
Though communalism is not entirely unique to Nigeria, it 
arovided conditions which emphasised the equality of all 
and adherence to normal ways of life. It precluded an act 
of social abnormality and delinquency among the young 
members in particular. 
Some writers have attributed the existence of communal 
cohesivene.. and kinship tie. which prevailed in 
traditional African SOCieties, especially among the West 
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and East Africa, to the so-called primitive and 
economically backward nature of these countri.s. Whatever 
theories, however, were expounded to explain this, it 
.... s obvious that as far back as we have historical 
.videnc., human b.ings have established institutions for 
th .... lv.. and discovered better ways of solving their 
problems and m •• t~ng their needs at diff.rent points in 
ti .. ~ whether in simpl. or complex societies. One such 
institution in Nigeria, especially among the Igbos in the 
Southern and Eastern States~ was the extended family. 
In Nigeria, the family was defined in t.rms 
and the constitution of its extended syst ••• 
was and still is also a basic human 
of its role 
Th. family 
and social 
institution. Nigeria upheld strongly the biblical 
philosophy that the multitude is strength and that it is 
important to learning how to live together in a community 
of extended meMbership. There is a common saying among 
the Igbos that -man is not an island~ living only by and 
to hi .. elf-. He must r.late to oth.rs and help one 
another in .xtanded~ r.ciprocal relations. This was the 
philosophy of communal existence in the extended family 
syst ••• 
In rural are.s, Nigerians tra~e and maintain relations 
with all the descendants of their great grandfathers and 
their relations bec.use they say II man is an animal 
impelled by his nature". Not only do they live and relate 
with one another, but Hthey are also expected to live in 
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polis (community of others)" (Micheal, 1967: 73). It was 
gointed out earlier that in most traditional countries, 
families did not consist of only a husband and wife or 
wives, and children (the primary family). It was also 
se.n as a M.utual .nvironment in which man is born and 
acts, in which he finds the necessary support, protection 
and s.curity, and eventually throu9h union with the 
anc •• tors has continuity beyond earthly life" (Pope Paul 
VII, 1969). 
The above d.finition of the family tends to explain how 
eaphasis was placed on attachment to one~s community and 
why Nigerians r-oarded as brothers thos. who were not 
n.c .... rily barn of the sam. parent but anyone with who. 
there was a trace of a blood relation, regardl .. s of any 
differenc .. in g.agraphical lacation. "Everyone liv.s his 
life en .. shed in a network of family rights and 
ablivations call~ role relations" (Goode, 1964). To los. 
contact with the rights and obligations of the family was 

















tr.c~ fro. a common ancestor of all the living members of 
• fa_ily to th.ir posterity" (Uchendu, 1965) Thus, the 
concept of the .xtended family was consciously felt by all 
its .. mbers in traditional Nigeria, irrespective of their 
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geographical separation, as noted earlier. It is this 
concept that lead Obi (1966) to define the extended family 
aSI 
A social institution consisting of all the 
persons who are de.cended through the sa .. line, 
from a common ancestor and who still owe all 
authority to one of their mambers (usually the 
Okpara - the first male son of any individual 
fa.ily) as head and leoal successor to the said 
anc.stor who though not blood descendants of the 
founder, are for some reasons attached to the 
household of persons so descended or have 
otherwise been absorbed into the lineaoe as a 
whole <1966: 9). 
According to Murdock (1966), the extended family 
consists of .. two or more nuclear families affiliated 
through an extension of the parent-child relationship 
rather than the husband-wife relationship i.e. by 
joining the nuclear family of married adult. to his 
parents" (19661 2). In this case, the extended family is 
the opposite of a nuclear family which consists typically 
of • .arried .an and WOmAn with offspring, mainly found in 
developed Euro-American societies. The form.,.. is the 
concept of the extended family used in this study. 
The extended family system in traditional Nigeria, like 
the society in which it operated, was based on the 
cultural lineage of a structured patriarchal line. The 
council of elders a body of all the heads of individual 
families or their representatives and selected leaders of· 
age-grade, secret and title holders constituted the 
governing body at the village level. The head of each 
individual family was/is the Okpara - the first male son 
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of the family. The council of elders was the highest 
ruling body in any traditional Nigerian village. 
Historically, Nigerians lived in small communities, 
o~t.n called villAge democracies. This arrangement made 
every village independent of adjoining ones (Njoku, 1973: 
13). A villAge contained as many extended families as 
there were families. The court room of the extended 
~amili .. was the Obi o~ the legally constituted senior man 
among the elders. The legally constituted ·senior man~ 
was not necessarily the most senior of all others in the 
usual sense of the word. He was rather the representative 
of the ancestor who was recognised as the head by other 
ancestors in the village at the time it became one 
entity. That the meeting was held in his Obi, gave him no 
more extra authority or rights other than recognition as 
the ·Okpara P • Njoku (1973) puts this rightly: 
Although the Okpara (the elder owning the Obi) 
held ritual authority, he had no power of 
political or legislative initiative, ••• The 
lineage council compos~ of the heads of the 
individual households who sit in the council and 
play vital roles in policy decisions (1973: 13). 
The council of elders dealt with all internal and 
external affairs of the village. It heard, considered and 
decided all disputes between one family and another, one 
man and another. It took decisions on how to provide for 
the youths of less privileged families. For instance, the 
extended familv provided the youths of poor parents with 
land to farm and at the age of 24 - 30 years, a wife and a 
hous., and helped him get started in normal adult life. 
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The cost of his initiation ceremony was paid by family 
members. Other functions of the extended family in 
relation to child and youth care will be reviewed in the 
course of the study, but it is imoortant to note here that 
among the member. of extended families, there was a belief 
that children bring fame and recognition to their 
individual family·. name, and therefore should be valued 
over and above material wealth. This belief still holds 
in rural areas in Nigeria. Thus, the young members of 
extended families were given reason to suppose that there 
was something more to growing up than just growing. A 
reasonable deoree of lava and attachment was seen to exist 
between parents and their children, and between children 
and other members of the extended family system. The 
extended f.-ily ensured that young people were not 
deprived of necessary material goods, if the immediate 
family wa. poor. The lack of such material goods has been 
associated with delinquency in Western countries, as noted 
by Winslow (1969), Platt (1969), Shaw (1931), Mays (1973) 
and Hoghu~hi (1983) among others. 
Culturally Nigerian. like and value large families. 
Though the majority tend to have intense emotional 
relationships with their children, this is particularly so 
aaong those in polygamous families who found a polygamous 
household 1... than wholly satisfactory. It is 
unnece •• ary here to give additional reasons for the desire 
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on the part of traditional Nigerian parents to have large 
6 
families. Suffice it to say that father and sons make an 
~fective farming unit, formalised in the 
relationship in Hausaland, and of course children form the 
only source ~ support for parents in old age. 
In view of the above, it seems easy to conceive that the 
process ~ child training in different societies provides 
sat. of values which are dependent as well as related to 
tha cultural value. of individual societies. Thus, while 
the Igbo father, for example, would place stress on 
Western education for his children, the Fulani father 
would emphasize bravery for his children. Whatever the 
emphasiS, the institution ~ the family unit ra.ains the 
basic institution for the education and caring of children 
• 
in all societies. This is aspecially trua in Nigeria 
where social security services are still at a very 
rudi..ntary level, if presant at all. 
In Nigeria, as in every other SOCiety, children receive 
their initial training for life from their mothers. 
Mothers who fail in their duty to their children at that 
early stage of life, do irreparable damage to their 
childr.n. It has been noted, however, that in traditional 
Nigerian society, the socialisation of children was not 
the exclusive work of families. However, it was and is 
the family that stimulates the process of initiating 
childr.n into accepting the norms of their society. Today 
other institutions such as the school, the church, peer 
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groups or working and political associations (society> all 
co-operate to play definite roles in the primary and 
secondary socialisation of society~s members. 
From a traditional Nigerian point of view, socialisation 
is one of the surest methods of transmitting the people's 
culture from generation to generation. It is what Homans 
(1973) describes as 
the process of growing into a human being; a 
process which necessitates contact with other 
people. It is through this process that the 
growing child acquires the language and the 
standards of the social group into which it has 
been born (1973: 9~). 
but it requires collective and constant direction. Thus, 
the advocates of children's freadom who argue that 
children should be left to discover what is good or bad 
for themselves will not receive much support from the 
Nigerian people. Traditional Nigerians believed in 
helping children, sometimes forcefully, to discover their 
surroundings and their potential. They were in agreement 
with Mussen (1969) who said that: 
the parents' duty towards the child is to 
guide the child's acquisition of personality 
characteristics, behaviour, value. and motives 
that the culture considers appropriate. 
Essentially as the agents of socialisation, the 
parents direct the child's learning of what the 
culture define. as desirable characteristics and 
behaviour at the same time encouraging him to 
inhibit undesirable motives and behaviours 
(1969: 2~9). 
Nigerian mothers enjoyed spending time in raising their 
children. No amount of time spent on this task was too 
long. It was accepted practice that mothers should rear 
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their children for about three or more years before they 
have another child to whom equal attention would be 
given. "Sexual relations between husband and wife are 
forbidden during the nursing period of 2-3 years" (Green, 
1964: 18). This was particular.ly true amonQ the Hausa, the 
Igbos and the Eficks of the Eastern States. This trend 
contradicted the culture of Western and other urbanised 
societies where mothers perform such tasks for shorter 
periods. A short period for each child was a regrettable 
importation into Nigerian traditional society which has 
altered the mother-child relation to. the disadvantaQe of 
children and society. 
Nigerian mothers were ready to foreQo all selfish 
interest and pleasures and focused attention on this one 
important job of socialisation of their children. 
Pre-urbanised Nigerians knew that a woman must be very 
sick if she failed to show the usual motherly affection to 
her child. A personal experience at Salvatori Mundi 
Hospital in Rome in 1973 provides an illuminative account 
of this situation~ one which clearly highlights the 
differences between the child care role of pre-urbanised 
and urbanised mothers. Two urbanised Italian mothers 
refused to breast feed their babies riQht from the start. 
On the other hand, a Nigerian moth.r~ on whase account the 
visit was made, was crying because her child refused to 
suck the milk from her breasts. Though this woman found 
herself in a civilised and hiQhly developed SOCiety, she 
preferred to stick to the traditional way. 
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Theories in developed countries have shown that mothers 
who isolate themselves from the warmth of their children, 
denying them attachment~ love and affection. endangered 
the life and personality development of their children. 
Defective parent/child relations is associated with 
delinquency in several studies in Europe and America. 
Weigher (1979), discussing the problems of family 
disorganization and personal identity loss, noted: 
The painful loss of an irreplaceable and 
parsonal identity is a common theme of human 
existence. Reflection on such sources of such 
loss laads to recognition of the unique, 
particularistic relationships constitutive of 
the family as a source both of identity bestowal 
and identity loss (1979: 112). 
The love and affection of a mother can remedy this. 
In pre-urbanised Nigeria, as in parts of some other 
daveloping countries, the father was the centre of 
authority and the economic provider. In others, he was 
also a major source of affection. In both situations 
sometime. there tended to be a clash in role relations 
between fath~s and their children, especially the male 
children. The psychological tensions and conflicts that 
may result from such clashes in role relations were 
inherent in the histo-cultural system of the child·s 
succession to his father·s position. For instance, among 
the Efiks of the Cross River States, the father avoided 
his eldest son. They did not even have to eat together. 
Traditionally, he showed affection instead to his 
daughters and his younger sons. The prevailing conflict 
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expressed in the attitudes of a father to the eldest son 
was related to the child's succession to his position as 
we mentioned above. Ameng the Hausas, the father and the 
eldest son did not need to live 
sons was allowed into their 
together, and none of the 
mether's room witheut 
pre-expressed permission. 
In seme matrilineally organised societies ef Wast 
Africa, where the father has little or no authority over 
his children, such clashes of interest are traditionally 
avoided. In Ghana, for example, the centre of authority 
is the mother's brother who is not permitted to live 
together with the children. The duty of educating and 
socialising the children is the responsibility of the 
mother and other members of the family. In Nigeria (a 
patrilineal SOCiety), among the Igbos, the education of 
the girls was usually left to the mother who taught them 
how to cook and perform other domestic work. Among the 
Fulani in the North, where the chief occupation was cattle 
rearing, the elder brother or the patrilineal uncle taught 
the young ones how to herd cattle. The junior ones in 
both ca ••• have a duty to obey their seniors. 
respect was accorded to the father. 
Special 
The term father could literally be applied to all males 
of one's father~s generation - age grade in the lineage, 
and these had the cultural obligation to care and to 
discipline all persons called children. Ironically, not 
all the males of one's father's generation had children of 
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their own, or were even married. Yet by virtue of their 
birthright which culture has bestowed upon them~ they had 
authority to discipline all persons called children, even 
though they knew little about raising children. In much 
the sa .. way, all females of onePs motherPs generation 
were culturally authorised to care for and to discipline 
all persons called daughters. Thus, all the members of 
the extended family took part in the child rearing as they 
do in most traditional rural areas today. The 
significance of this communal caring and disciplining of 
children is expressed in the Igbo saying "Igwe bu Ike or 
Umunna bu Ike" - there is strength 
delinquent implications of this 





A. mentioned above, among the Igbos and the Yorubas, 
kinship was another important institution for the 
~ucation and socialisation of the children. The extended 
family, like the primary family, played and in most rural 
areas has continued to play a profound role in the 
patterns of child care in Nigeria. The activities of 
extanded families in pre-urbanised Nigeria included child 
SOCialisation, education, acculturation, marriage 
arrangements and other economic aids to the le.s 
privileged members. The philosophy of mutual help as we 
have noted earlier, was based on several factors. First, 
there was a need 
criminal behaviours 
family. The sense 
to protect members from exhibiting 
which might bring shame to the entire 
of family honour and shame was, 
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therefore.. a constantly compelling force on all the 
members of the extended family. Keeping the family honour 
implied that the family had historical and cultural 
obligations for the success of its members, especially the 
young members. Secondly, it was necessary to enable the 
members to set up their own primary families and bring up 
children. These children were expected not only to 
contribute to the overall well-being of the family but 
.lso to care for the old and aged members of the family in 
the future. 
The extended family served as a means of communication, 
politic.l .nd social mobility as wall as being an agent 
for maint.ining and promoting social, kinship and 
co..unity cohesion, all of which, we cont.nd. are 
n.c .... ry conditions for normal gersonality development. 
Experi.nce has shown that members who maintain the social 
nor •• and su.tain mutual relationships with all other 
members of the family group. have an adv.ntage over 
persons born and socialis.d outside the extended family 
system. The former learn the deficiencies in the family 
norm. (if any) which m.y have contributed to their soci.l 
imm.turity. They can then become aware of these patterns 
, 
and controls while growing up. 
Thus, it has b •• n argued that the extended family holds 
a central place in the life of its individual members 
which is exhibited very clearly in the kind" of structure 
pre.ented by some cultural analyst.: ..... the first will 
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be concentration on the importance oi the iamily~ in 
handing on the folk ways and knowledge of the culture as 
well as its property and accepted obligations" (Silberman~ 
1951: 101). 
It was the primary duty oi the members oi the extended 
family to ensure the transmission of social customs and 
religious ideas and practice to every new member of the 
family. Hypothetically, it could be argued that this act 
elimin~ted the chances of delinquency amongst 
pre-urbanised Nigerian young people and conformed with the 
social theory which argued that: 
It is largely in the family that cultural 
continuity and the handing on of the social 
haritage is accomplished, since parents 
(including the members of extended family) train 
their children in the culture of their society 
(Gluckman in Bell and Vogel, 1960: 46). 
In pre-urbanisad Nigeria everyone took part in the 
socialisation oi children. Parents, brothers, sisters and 
relative. all played ~n important p~rt in the care and 
training of children. In other words, the cOmunna' 
(agnates) were the source of strength. The Omunna 
p~ovided social security and comfort needed for the normal 
development and social mobility of the children. In rural 
areas this continued in times of n .. d throughout their 
whole lives. youths were reared and given a stake in life 
among lineage members because, according to Nigerian 
philosophy, "character formation is not a one man affair-
(Igbo Philosophy 1971: 27). Everybody took up the 
responsibility of raising the young people, directly or 
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indirectly. Among the Yoruba~ for instance~ children were 
not always raised by their own parents. At the age of 
five or six, all children were supposed to be apprenticed, 
as they called the programme~ or moved to the house of 
other relatives who became their masters and taught them a 
trade. Supporting this ideology, some members of Yoruba 
communities have argued that it was easier to discipline 
another~s child than it was one~s own child. It was 
argued that parents tended to spoil their children by 
pampering them. This ideology was then perceived as the 
best for objective training of their children. 
Among the Hausa, male children often left home for 
religious instruction at the age of six or seven. "In 
some cases the teacher lives nearby and both boys and 
girls go there to learn their prayers and the beginning of 
Islamic theology. However, during adolescence, this 
training become. more serious and boys who are not sent to 
live with their religious teachers before, may go off to 
l.arn Islamic practice in greater detail" (Cohen, 1967: 
62). The relationship between the boys and their teachers 
(masters in the Yoruba concept) is summarised in Cohen as 
Your mallam (religious teacher> exceeds your 
father. In ather words, a boy~s religious 
instructor exc.eds his father in fatherly 
qualities and he must be respected and obeyed as 
a superior whose authority is unquestioned 
(1967: 62). 
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To highlight further the Nigerian philosophy of collective 
7 
character formation. Cohen noted: 
••• it means again that the actual people in 
the young person~s relational network are many, 
many times more fluid and changing than is the 
case in Western society ••• We may say that it 
is a rare Kanwu who has passed through childhood 
with a stable set of interpersonal relations to 
sibling or adult members of his household. This 
means that in child-training~ the relationships 
with specific persons are not stressed as much 
as the norms of behaviour (1967: 62). 
This normative character formation process could be 
diagrammatically represented as in Figure 4.1. It bri"ngs 
into focus the patterns of child care in traditional 
Nigerian society. These patterns have~ however~ been 
altered considerably by urbanisation~ economic and social 
changes. 
It was pointed out earlier that a man was praised or 
reprimanded through his family, and that a man was also 
generally known by his family of origin. A young man will 
therefore know what to expect from his family and his 
village if he behaves in a socially inappropriate way and 
this fact will pattern and determine his choice between 
normal and abnormal behaviour. If he chooses the latter, 
he loses all contact with his family and automatically 
becomes a slave or social outcast. The personal identity 
through one~s family thus bound young people to their 
family and made parent-child relations quite normal. No 
break in the family tie means that the dust heap of 
individualism without link to one another which is 
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frequently associated with delinquency is not emphasised. 
Another aspect of child rearing institutions in 
pre-urbanised Nigeria was the ~Age Grade' institution. 
The association of age grade was common in traditional 
Nigerian society. This institution played an important 
role in socialising and 
Among the Abiribas of 
powerful institution 
educating the younger generation. 
education 
Imo State~ the age grade was a 
providing, among other things, 
and economic support to youths who must 
themselves belong to their own age group according to 
their date of birth. 
All children born within the game month were graded into 
the same age group. The seclusive initiation ceremonies 
were celebrated when the children ~ttained the age of 15 
years. Males were separated from the females during 
special lectures and lessons. This was the time when the 
young men were taught tribal folklore and war songs. 
Rules of conduct were also given. The females were taught 
separately the cultural values of womanhood and other 
aspects of their role - motherhood, cooking and other 
domestic work. In addition, rules of conduct, including 
sexual codes of conduct, were taught. 
Thus. during initiation, children were taught the 
communal activities and responsIbilities of adult life 
within the societal standard. During 
training which followed, male children 




They were taught 
stories, poem.~ riddles etc. which conveyed the morals 
and values of their society. In Benin, the capital of 
Bendel State, all children were recruited into various 
associations where they were required to be present during 
ceremonials and rituals. Here they gradually came to 
understand and learn formally the communal as well as 
individual activities of their seniors and so those of 
society at large. 
Hausa children were expected to follow the trade of 
their father or nearest relation. In thls case, the 
father or a relations~s duty was to begin from an early 
period to educate the child in the trade. In most cases, 
children ware assigned to a Muslim teacher. There was ona 
• in every community and they were taught the Islamic 
religion and to read and write the Arabic language. 
Others. especially the Fulani~ were initiated into the 
mysteries of totem and totemism at a very early stage to 
mark the beginning of a life time~s ritual education. 
This process ensured an acceptance of general behaviour, 
II secret i veness and a sen5e of responsibi I i ty·· (Cohen, 
1967: 6S) by individual children within Fulani society. 
It is important to note here that in pre-urbanised 
Nigeria, the culture demanded that when divorce occurred 
(very common among the Muslim. and very rare among 
non-Muslims), the children remained with their father 
unless they were still nursing. 
generally sent back to their 
After nursing. they were 
father·s household. Girls 
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were permitted to stay longer with their mothers to 
receive their training. Children of such broken marriages 
Mere cared for by their father~s co-wife or by some other 
relative of their father~s. A rare alternative was the 
mother~5 mother or some relative of the mother, preferably 
the sister or the mother herself. 
Green (1964) studied early patterns of community 
development in Agbaja in Southern OkigMe District of Imo 
State. What appealed to her most was the willingness of 
every individual to contribute to help lithe town to get 
up" • 
In the early days, before contact with Wa.tern 
civilization and the subsequent urbanisation. the prestige 
and influence of a town was measured by the strength of 
its able-bodied youths. These young men would be trained 
as future warriors and diplomats who would deal with their 
neighbours and make possible access to long distance trade 
rout.s~ spreading the importance of their market place and 
the degree of their craft specialization. Finally~ the 
power of its oracles was of great importance. As we have 
noted, almost from the start~ the individual youth Mas 
aware of his dependence on his group and his community. 
He also realised the necessity of making his own 
contribution to the group to which he owed so much. He 
seldom. if ever. became really detached from the group, 
wherever he lived. His concern for the progress of his 
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town and his people made him loyal to it. The village was 
the apDropriate place to enjoy one 7 s wealth and to provide 
a place ~or retirement. The city~ where it existed, was 
merely a place to earn money. 
contributing to the progress 
its prestige that his own 
enhanced. 
It was, therefore~ only by 
of his town and increasing 
~eeling of security was 
Though this represented community development action for 
which some Nigerian societies are noted, its achievement 
was not an easy task, ~or community development depended 
on self-help. Taxes were levied on villages. sometimes on 
families or on individual, heads. To pay for these taxe., 
some families had to sell their piece of land or some 
economic trees. To reclaim the sold property or purchase 
another to replace the first, the members of the ~amily 
concerned had to work harder. 
children were taught to assume an 
young age. What today is called 
Under the circumstances, 
adult role ~rom a very 
child labour was very 
common in pre-urbanised Nigeria. Thus, unlike their 
counterparts in developed countries, "who are often 
con~ined to their own world, pre-urbanised Nigerian 
children grew up and partiCipated in two worlds the 
world of children and the world of adults. They took an 
active part in their parents 7 social and economic 
activities" (Uchendu, 1965: 61). 
Children in traditional Nigeria were taken to and worked 
in the market and on the ~arm. and attended the ~amily or 
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village tribunal and funerals etc. At home they helped 
entertain their par.nt5~ guests, attended to domestic 
animals and helped care for the younger children. To play 
these roles effectively and objectively, children were 
trained to adopt the ·berzum- or discipline to respect 
relationships not only with their parents or members of 
their immediate families but also with all senior members 
of the community, as we have noted. 
Seniority is an important status principle, enforcing 
discipline in traditional Nigerian society. This is 
reflected in the council of elders in the extended family 
system of Igboland and in the Supreme Council of elders in 
Yorubaland. The head of each family group exercised 
authority roles over its members, who in turn could appeal 
to him if they felt they had been unjustly treated. 
Behaviour between kinsmen and non-kinsmen was also 
regulated by the senioritY-juniority principle. The 
seniors in all cases were the moral agents of the young. 
It was the duty of children to greet their seniors first 
whenever and wherever they met. In chi I dren - s 
playgrounds, leadership and authority were informally 
vested in the older boys or girls. Among the children of 
the same mother, and among the children of the same father 
but different mothers and different age grades, the 




been noted (Homans~ 1973; Silberman, 1951; Cohen 
Igbo Philosophy~ 1971) that everyone in the 
community, especially within the Umunna agnates, took part 
in the socialisation of children. Consequ.ntly~ everyone 
in the community also played a role in the disciplining of 
children for any bad behaviour. The term usually employed 
when referring to the children was "our children" or "our 
child" respectively -Umu ayi' or -Nwa ayi" and "my 
children" (CUmum') or "my child" ("'Nwam"). This collective 
ownership oT children defined a collective right to 
participate in the socialisation of children and the 
consequent right to punish children when they were 
misbehaving. Thus, discipline and respect were modelled 
on what could be called father/son relationships in 
developed countries. In Nigeria~ however, such 
relationships ware based on community or extended family 
relationships. 
In addition to what has been said above, this ideology 
is based on the philosophy that the community or extended 
family, indirectly i.e. 
the father or the elder 
through the head of the 
uncle 
house 
security, food and shelter, a 
- gave a child protection, 
place or status in the 
family and therefore in the community as well, helping him 
to arrange his marriage etc. In return, the child was 
expected to give complete loyalty and obedience to the 
community or extended family through the father and all 
the elders of the father's age as well as to all the 
child"s immediate seniors. All seniors must be respected, 
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because they are elder men with authority in 
the household. Thus, all senior relatives, 
alder siblings and paternal uncles receive 
respect and although it may nat have the intense 
quality of the father-san relationship to begin 
with, everybody knows they may have to treat 
such a person as if he wera a father in certain 
circu.stances ••• Other persons in society are 
indicated as being like your father or greater 
than your father in amount of discipline and 
respect that they require (Cohen, 1967: 46). 
On the whole, the discipline-authority role pre-supposed 
an authoritarian discipline of children in pre-urbanised 
Nigerian society. Children were beatan for minor offences 
and omissions. In mast cases, reasons for beatings 
involved dereliction of same duty. It is important to 
note here that children are always, aspecially in poor 
families, delegated duties above their age. For example, 
in Cohen"s study <1967: 61> "a young boy was beaten for 
continually omitting to gather grass for his father~s 
horse. This is a skill that a boy should acquire by the 
age of six or eight, possibly nine at the very latest". 
Cohen noted also that punishment in traditional Nigerian 
society was very severe, and all other "children within 
earshot or ward" (Cohen, 1967: 46) learn from the beating 
of that child. 
There were two principal religions in pre-colonial 
Nigeria. These were the Islamic and Traditional 
religions. When contact with Western civilization 
occurred, the Traditional religion was replaced by 
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Christianity. 
The in~lu.nce o~ Islamic religion in Nigeria came with 
the Fulani ~rom the Arab World in the middle o~ the 
eleventh century. Kanem was the ~irst Islamic town in the 
North and in the late ~ourteenth century~ Bornu ~ollowed 
and later became an important centre ~or Islamic 
learning. In about 1830, Islam became strongly 
established in the North and children wara sent there to 
receiva Islamic education. As the Lander (1872) put it, 
the children were "very diligent in their exercises and 
arise every morning between midnight and sunrise and are 
studiously employed by lamp-light in copying their prayers 
(1872: 143). Since then, HIslam has inevitably borne the 
marks o~ its Arabian origins" in Nigeria (Levy, 1969). 
In the south, though, the influence o~ the Christian 
religion began about ISIS when the first missionaries came 
to Nigeria along the River Niger. The new religion 
modi~ied and in e~~ect replaced the Traditional religion 
and made human and animal sacrifices abominable acts, but 
it was not strong enough then as Muslim in the North to 
have any further e~~ect on the people·s culture until the 
18805. The reason ~or this time lag 
missionary activities within this 
couid be found in all 
period. Unlike the 
Muslim Fulani, Christian miSSionary activities in the 
early nineteenth century, like the C.M.S. missions on the 
Niger and in the Oelta and elsewhere in the south were 
entirely an African af~air under a black Bishop, Samuel 
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Ajayi Crowther until the white man took over in the lBBOs 
(I5ichei~ 1983: 322). 
Religion in Nigeria thus seemed to have ~ollow.d 
geographical patterns and divided the country into two 
principal religious entities as noted above 
dominated North and the Christian dominated 
the Muslim 
South. The 
south is ~urther divided into the 
West and wholly Christian dominant 
the religious dif~.rences are 
quasi Muslim dominant 
East. Resulting from 
also cultural and 
traditional 
conventional 
differences which have af~ect.d the 
and traditional patterns o~ child and youth 
care .ervices in Nigeria. In some ca •• s, this has posed 
the problems in defining youth delinquency. It 
youth delinquency 
is 
variation in definition that has 
actually affected the treatment of youthful offenders. 
For example, while street begging may be regarded and 
treated .s social misbehaviour and considered delinquent 
among the Western world, in the Muslim world begging and 
alms giving may be regarded as a part of religious 
doctrine and therefore a socially acceptable phenomenon. 
Studying religious cultural differences in Nigeria, the 
concept of culture invented 
has been adopted. Wissler 
area as a geographical 
by an American anthropologist 
(193B) conceived of a culture 
area occupied by people whose 
culture exhibits a significant degree of similarity with 
each other as well as a significant degree of 
dissimilarity with the culture o~ the others. In this 
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case, a culture area is conceived o~ as geographical 
regions, because it seems that culture reflects 
geographical conditions. Hence, culture may be used to 
describe the ways of li~e of people in a geographical 
area. Although this concept is based on geographical 
are .. s, it could be extrapolated to apply to religious 
groupings in Nigeria <see the map of Nigeria). 
Consideration of dissimilarities in Nigeria is based on 
religious and language dif~erences grouped into East, West 
and Northern languages. To avoid what might seem 
ambiguous reitllration, the term "Christian States" will be 
used to refer to the Eastarn and Christian Western States, 
and the tarm llMusl i m States II wi 11 be used to refer to the 
Northern and Western states <Muslim population only). 
The Islamic religion, unlike Christianity, emphasises 
the dignity and spiritual values of poverty, and makes 
alms-giving and begging an absolute 
necessity. "He is not a true Muslim who eats his ~ill 
wh.n his next-door neighbour is hungry" <Ahmad et ai, 
1980: 208). Ahmad argued that 
God given resources are for "you", which is 
addressad to all people and not to any 
privileged groups or class ••• and, therefore, 
the have-nots have the right to take ~rom the 
haves <1980. 199). 
In another place, Ahmad quoted the Holy Prophet Bukhari 
as saying: 
Your employee. are your brothers whom God has 
made your subordinates, so he who has his 
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and clothe him what he clothes himself and not 
burden him with what over-powers him. If you do 
so then help him (1980: 207). 
The Muslims also believe that there is a heavenly reward 
for the idle poor. This belief seems to explain why most 
choose to be without work in order to remain beggars. 
Thus, they live with greater hope for paradise in life 
after death. A beautiful Hausa story tells of Mallam who 
never left his house in Kana, relying entirely on the 
providence of Allah. II God feeds his slave", he said. 
Another described a man who was eating a meal, which he 
refused to share with a beggar. The man later became 
poor, his wife left him and he himself became a beggar. 
One day he knocked at his former wife~s door. She gave 
him food, crying as she did so (Skinner, 1969). 
Begging is thus justified in religiOUS teachings, 
suggesting that the rich should provide for or share with 
the poor; and the poor should be prepared to accept help 
becau.e .. the have nots should not be ashamed to ask fro .. 
tho.e who have, for Allah intends that the rich are the 
care takers and shoul d gi ve al ms to the have not s II - the 
beggars (Skinner, 1969: 32). 
Theft in some Muslim tribes is not regarded as an 
offence. Amongst numerous Arab tribes, it was ".ven 
regarded as a mark of prowess to steal horses or other 
property from those with whom the thief has not broken 
bread" (Levy, 1969). In some other pre-colonial Christian 
states, it was traditionally acceptable to steal from a 
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stranger or ~rom an enemy. In Tiv (predominantly 
Christian) in Banue State Nigeria, for instance, before 
contact with the Christian religion, it was an o~~ence to 
steal from one~s segment, but an act of bravery to steal 
from those outside the segment. 
A man must net steal within his minimal 
segment; to do so is magically dangereus (be) 
and morally bad (dang). The elders might in the 
past respond to reported o~~ences by selling the 
offender as a slave or killing by witchcraft. 
On the other hand, the~t from those whom one may 
fight with bow and arrow (those outside the 
minimal segment) is by Tiv linked to welfare and 
might be called individual raiding. It was a 
laudable activity, regarded as a normal 
relationship between members o~ certain groups 
<Laura 1969: 27). 
Thus, while the~t of all kinds, no matter ~rom whom, or 
raiding were regarded as social offences or acts of 
vandalism in developed societies and in some Nigerian 
states, it was seen as a praiseworthy activity in other 
parts. 
It was noted earlier that Islamic law allows a man to 
marry more than one wife, up to a maximum of four. Women 
married to Obas and Alhajis or Hallam. were, by religious 
culture, expected to remain in seclusion in heavy walled 
compounds belonging to their husbands. Muslim women were 
thus excluded from all social and political activities. 
Married Muslim women were not permitted to work on the 
street during the day, and were not supposed to be seen by 
any man other than her husband. Should theY be seen by 
necessity on the street, they must have their faces 
cov.red. Among the more radical Muslims, the SOCial 
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status of women and their economic rights depended on the 
form of their marriage. Those married according to the 
CKulle~ or cPurdah~ for example were held in greater 
respect than those who were married according to one of 
the other forms. 
Apart from early and forced marriages for girls, male 
children aged 16 years were also forbidden by Islamic law 
from interacting freely with their mothers, just as the 
girls of the same age were restricted from interacting 
with their fathers. This meant that mature young people 
were not allowed to maintain social and close parental 
relationships with their parents - boys with their mothers 
and girls with their fathers. Writing about child-parent. 
relatlons in the Muslim state of Bornu, Cohen (1967) 
remarked: 
Although man respond to questions by saying 
they have Similar discipline and respect for 
both their father and mother, there is in 
addition an emotional quality to the mother-son 
relationship almost lacking in that between the 
father and his children (1967: 47). 
This tends to suggest that emotional relationships 
existed between the mother and the son psychologically, 
but ironically, the Islamic law forbids their physical and 
social contact. 
A Muslim student we talked to explained the situation in 
terms of sexual attraction and respect for privacy. 
Whatever the motive or justification was, it can be argued 
that a situation that excludes parental attachment and 
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free parental relationships has an effect on young 
people. While this will be discussed further in Chapter 
5, it seems that there is a strong need for some empirical 
research to SUbstantiate the relationship between the 
Muslim parents/child relationship and youth delinquency. 
Cohen~s (1967) study also revealed that children were 
also subdued, self-controlled and constantly restricted in 
their behaviour to very limited traditional patterns. "In 
the extreme, young people ••• would not eat together from 
the same bowl with older people" (1967: 47). An 
illustration of this issue is found in the following case 
study. Hopefully, it will highlight the consequences for 
a young girl who did not exhibit this subdued and 
restricted behaviour. Perhaps this will help also to 
illuminate among other things, why children and especially 
girls, are subdued and restricted in their behaviour in 
Muslim states. According to Cohen's record: 
In Maqumeri one young girl about fifteen or 
sixteen who was well developed phYSically had 
not yet marriad. There were many rumors and 
much gossip to the effect that she was no longer 
a virgin and that men of the town slept with 
her. Her father, it was said, would have a hard 
time arranging her first marriage. This girl 
herself seemad to be suffering increaSingly from 
her inability to sea herself in the role of a 
child awaiting marriage instead of that of a 
developing young matron - the new role now 
common among her young age (1967: 64). 
The above illustration clearly manifests the patterns of 
child care in Muslim states. It suggests that "in order 
to take up a normal position in society, girls are 
supposed to have their first marriage in and around the 
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time of puberty. Failure to do so indicates a deviant and 
degrading development" (Cohen~ 1967: 64). It also tends to 
explain why girls were denied education. Those who went 
to school were termed "spoiled" and if it cannot be 
avoided, they should "never be allowed to stay in school 
beyond the traditional age of marriage". 
Before analysing what "the first marriage" pre-9upposes!' 
it is important here to point out that young girls have no 
choice in the first marriage. Since, as we have noted, 
children were culturally supposed to respect and show 
obedience to the wishes of their parents, they must comply 
with the marriage arrangements made by their parents. 
Cohen noted that indeed many Kanuri, both men and women, 
knew very little about their first marriage arrangements 
at all, since these were made entirely by their fathers or 
the head of the compound in which they were living at the 
tima, and "since many Kanuri girls marry for the first 
time with men sometimes their own age, which enhances the 
traditional seniority of the husband as well as taking any 
romance out of it for the girls" (Cohen" 1967: 65). 
The Muslim religion also allows its adherents to have 
and to keep slaves and concubines" such that "men and 
women move in and out of marriage" (Cohen, 1967: 6~-66). 
The "first marriage", therefore, marks the beginning of 
this movement "in" and "out" of marriage and pre-supposes 
that it is a perfectly normal pattern of life in Muslim 
states - Iia land where divorce. are very common and 
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marriage break up is never 
catastrophe it can easily 
the social and psychological 
be in the West" and other 
Christian states (Cohen~ 1967: 66). However~ it seems that 
divorce in the West today has increased just as the eTfect 
oT divorce has also increased the number OT delinquent 
cases within recent years. 
It has been noted that children in Muslim states are 
sent to Islamic teachers very early in life (at about the 
age oT 4) to receive religious education, because "all 
Muslim children should receive free education Trom a 
Muslim teacher - the Malam" (Ahmad et al~ 1980: 198) The 
Malam is expected to be responsible during the teaching 
period to provide adequate food and clothing as well .s 
comfortable housing. In return~ the children must work 
Tor him, as a means oT developing those innate abilities 
which will enable each individual to take care of himself 
without becoming a burden on others (Ahmad et aI, 1980: 
200), thus, making child labour a common characteristic in 
Muslim states. This situation is also noticed in 
Christian states. 
Perhaps the most striking religious diTferences between 
the Muslim and Christian states concern the philosophy oT 
the "real world" among the pre-colonial Christian states. 
8eTore contact with Christianity~ the world was conceived 
oT as being a real one in every respect by the Christian 
states. The world OT man was to be peopled by all created 
beings and things, both animate and inanimate. The spirit 
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world was the abode of the Creator, the "deities", the 
disembodied and malignant spirits and the ancestral 
spirits. This was the future place of the living after 
death. It was the philosophy that correctly defined the 
Traditional religion and explained why Christianity was 
accepted without Much ado. 
The constant interaction between the world of man and 
the world of the dead, a dual but interrelated phenOMenon 
involving the interaction between the material and 
spiritual, the living and the dead~ formed the concept of 
social life in the pre-colonial Christian states. The 
world of the dead was a world full of activities. The 
dead continued their lineage svstem, and the principle of 
seniority made the ancestors the head of the lineage as 
noted in the extended family of man-s world. Death for 
this group was a necessary pre-condition for joining the 
ancestors and later reincarnation. There was also a 
strong conviction that there was a carryover of social 
status and other personal qualities from the world of man 
to the world of the dead. This conviction also governed 
the patterns of life on earth the world of man. 
Apparently, normal behaviour in the world of Man was 
considered to be an essential passport to having high 
status among the ancestors and to maintain cOmonna-
lineage in the life (Uchendu, 196~). 
Thus. the Christian states P conception of the world 
differs from the Muslim statesP conception in which the 
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world is seen as a "natural order which inexorably goes on 
its ordained way according to a master 
1930). The natural order o~ poverty and the 
plan" (Harris, 
provision by 
the rich for the poor ~inds accommodation among the 
Muslims and enhances the institutionalisation o~ begging 
and increases the incidence o~ crime and delinquency. 
Table 4.5 illuminates a remarkable variation in prison 
admissions resulting from crime and delinquency between 
the Muslim and Christian population. 
The Christian states see the world as a dynamic one. It 
is a moving phenomenon constantly threatened by natural 
and material-social forces, such as famine, poverty, life 
and death, epidemic diseases and so ~orth~ resulting from 
the violation of social taboos and norms de~ined as ~Nso 
Ala' such as stealinQ, cheating etc. These groups 
believed that social and/or ~natural' calamities, 
including poverty, can be controlled by living within the 
limits of the countervailing powers of the ancestors and 
cosmological balances in the world o~ man~ i.e. by 
keeping the laws of society and of course every society 
whether primitive or civilised, Muslim or Christian, has 
its own do's and do nots which are called social norms. 
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8,179 8,415 6,490 
-------------------------------------------------------
Total 69,391 81,787 84,150 87,947 
-------------------------------------------------------
Religious Group 1976 1977 1978 1979 
Christian Roman 
Catholics 22,637 24,637 30,734 29,359 
Christian 
Protestants 20,818 18,738 23,840 27,186 
Moslems 42,824 44.183 44!f523 47.789 
Traditional 
Religion 9,414 9,254 11.211 10,078 
Atheists 51 699 974 673 
Others 11,989 15,202 16,767 14,533 
-------------------------------------------------------
Total 107,733 112,713 128.049 129,618 
-------------------------------------------------------
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Tabl~ 4.S(b): P~rceDtage PrisoDs ~d.issioDs Classified 

















1973 1974 1975 
19.0 2".0 19.0 
36.0 35.0 36.5 
35.0 36.0 37.1 
10." 10.0 7.4 
-~-----------------------------------------------------Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 1"0.0 
-------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------
Religious Group 1976 1977 1978 1979 
-------------------------------------------------------
Christian RomAn 
Catholics 21.0 21.~ 24.0 22.7 
Christian 
Protestants 19.3 16.6 18.6 21.0 
Moslems 39.8 39.2 34.8 36.8 
Tradi tional 
Religion 8.7 8.2 8.8 7.8 
Atheists 0.0 0.6 0.8 0.5 
, 
Others 11. 1 13.5 13.0 11.2 
-------------------------------------------------------
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: Prisons Oepartment, Statistics Unit, Lagos 
Service. by the Federal 'Office of Statistics, 
LAgos. 
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Pre-colonial Christian states blamed death, especially 
children~s death~ poverty and the like on the sins 
committed during their previous life on earth. Such sins 
included among other things behaviours such as giving 
false oaths~ theft, adultery, marriage to a run-away wife, 
etc. If serious breaches of taboos were involved, such as 
stealing, bodily harm resulting in death of a kinsman, 
rape and/or divorce etc. the offender would be denied 
ground for burial. The corpse would be cast into a "bad 
bush" - ~Ohia OjO~ and a costly purification ritual was 
required to establish the ritual balance, allowing breach 
of taboo to be destroyed (Achebe, 1962). 
In this society, whatever threatens the life or security 
of the individual threatens the life of all and is 
interpreted by this group as a warning sign that things 
must be set right. "Getting on well with neighbours among 
this group does not mean letting them alone. What one 
person does is of great concern to others" (Uchendu, 1965: 
14). 
Women in this group also enjoyed a considerable freedom 
of movement and were more involved in socio-economic 
activities. However, they were excluded from political 
, 
activities until contact with Western civilization. 
Nevertheless, most of the cultures have been modified or 
replaced by the spread of Western civilization and Western 
education, especially since the age of rapid urbanisation 
in both Muslim and Christian states. 
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Thus far, we have attempted to give a brief review of 
pre-urbanised Nigerian society, its patterns of marital 
relations and its institutions of child care. Until 
contact with Western civilizations, patterns of marital 
relations and institutions of child care in Nigeria 
remained purely traditional. We noted that religious 
differences suggested that there were also cultural 
differences and together these created additional problems 
in respect to the definition of juvenile delinQuency and 
treatment of the problems. We noted too that the 
traditional flexibility and the philosophy of the Creal' 
but dynamic cworld' among the Christian states antiCipated 
and perhaps facilitated Nigerian receptivity to European 
culture. This culture later affected her traditional 
culture as wa shall see in later chapters. 
During the pre-colonial period Nigeria adapted communal 
patterns of political, social and economic structures 
which enhanced control over the behaviour of children and 
young people. For example, each level of Nigerian society 
was comprised of an impliCitly s~able structure. Towns 
w~re divided into villages, villages into small units of 
primary families. thus creating stable structures where 
everyone knew everyone else. This structure, as we noted, 
eliminated anomalous behaviour among the youth as well as 
among the adults. 
Contact with Western culture brought changes of a very 
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profound nature to Nigeria. It saw the introduction of new 
legal and political institutions. socio-economic 
reactivation - stores selling imported goods; the use of 
money for exchange of goods; and the building of some 
factories in the cities that emerged. Exportation of 
local goods was introduced. the chief exports being cocoa, 
palm oil, rubber and for the first time farming became an 
economic oriented activity. Good roads and railways were 
built~ ports were developed on the coasts and airports 
were constructed. Christian churches and schools were 
established and many Nigerians were converted to the new 
faith. For the first time. land and head taxes were 
introduced. All these encouraged the migration of young 
caaple to city centres where facilities and cheap wage 
labour abound. 
Nigeria's ability to adapt to rapid social and economic 
changes and the consequences of such changes on 
traditional institutions associated with youth care and 
juvenile delinquency will be our next focus. First, 
however, it is necessary to analyse some asoects of the 
traditional structure that may have encouraged deviance 
among youth in pre-urbanised Nigeria. 
1. A normative person: a person who keeps the law of the 
land, obeys traditions, rule. and obligations is 
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described by Nigerians as a "man n • The person who 
deviates is considered to be a "woman". For further 
details, see Achebe, 1962. 
2. In Nigeria, female children were excluded from 
inheriting from their parents and their agnatic 
lineage. They were expected to inherit through their 
male children in their husband and his lineage. For 
details, see Nigerian marriage law. 
3. Marriage by photo is a type of marriage which 
develoDed during World War II, known as the Nsend me a 
wife" programme. This type of marriage was initiated 
by 19bo soldiers serving in other parts of Nigeria or 
overseas. Under the programme, prospective grooms and 
brides, who could not possibly meet for sometime 
before their marriage, exchanged pictures and made up 
their minds to. marry. Their respective families 
proceeded with the marriage negotiations after the 
deciSion making period. It later became a system 
followed by some Nigerians who worked in the then 
Fernando Po, Ghana and other parts of West Africa. 
4. A civil marriage or marriage by ordinance is one 
contracted before a· court registrar who issues the 
couple with a marriage certificate. 
5. This new status conforms to the ethics of early 
contact with white culture and the norms of their 
religion (Christian faith). Adherence to the norms 
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and ethics of Christian faith was emphasised by the 
early missionaries to the Eastern states of Nigeria 
and this has remained the backdrop to the patterns of 
marriage among the Christians in the country today. 
6. Silberman (1957). Sembagwe (1979). Kirk (1967) and 
Mabogunji (1972) are all influential in this reseect. 
Nevertheless. this will be discussed further in 
Chapter ~. 
7. A report from Cohen~s (1967) informant is a case in 
point and helps to explain the socialisaton process of 
pre-urbanised Nigerian children. According to him, 
the informant was sent to his father~s brother at 
weaninQ, to a religious teacher at six, returned to 
his father at the age of eight, and then sent to the 
household of the district head at thirteen. 
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This chapter is an attempt to analyse the extent to 
which family structure and patterns of child care in 
pre-urbanlsed and traditional Nigerian society endorse 
modern sociolo9ical theories which claim that dellnquent 
behaviour as well as normal behaviour 1S a product of the 
social environment. We wish to examine some variables in 
the structure of the soclal environment, with a view to 
discovering WhlCh o~ these seem to encourage or increase 
the likelihood of delinquency. rt is hoced that the 
ide~tification of such variables will help inform 
recommendatlons for delinquency preventlon. For example~ 
the extended family as an interactlonal system. is almed 
at precludi~g opportunities for crime and delinQuency~ but 
its functional structure can lead to disse"tion~ rivalry, 
envy, jealousy and consequently conflict and delinquency. 
Dentsch.r~s (lq62) concept of symbolic interaction is 
used by Clinard (1963) who argued that "any form of 
deviant behaviour~ for instance delinquency. arises in 
interaction with others just as conforming behaviour". 
The important ~actor to determine the possible causes of a 
given behaviour. therefore. is the reaction of the 
interactional variables (Becker~ 
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studies (!u~iel, 1966~ 1973, 1974: Kohlberg, 1969; Denney 
and DU~TY, 1974; Simor. and Ward, 1973) have established 
that the condition o.f the social envi~onmen't i·a an 
important factor in the development o~ ~or~al and abnormal 
parsonality_ 
Our concept o~ .the socla1 environment, as used in this 
chapter, is the .family and its concomitant role 
performance and its socialisation structures. There lS no 
doubt that in traditional societies, the family is the 
t 
most signi.ficant group to which young peocle belong. 
Ther.~ore, the power~ul formative in~lu.nces which the 
family exert on a Child. his character ~nd his 
relationships within the fami Iy circle are vital 
determinants of his future development. 
Theories in developed cour.t~ies have shown that 
inadequate interactional networks Qf human relationshiD~ 
within the .family tend to have a rejecting e~fect on the 
child which may lead to engagement in delinquent 
activities. In traditional Nigerian SOCiety, we have 
noted the presence of collective human rel~tion$hips the 
interactional networ~ o.f human relationshlps within the 
extended family. Broom and Selznick have 
conceptualised that ~he socialisation of the child is 
accomplished th~ough person to person interaction and the 
~ami ly is the major agency through which this 
socialisation takes place. Our proposition~ therefore, is 
that, although the perslstent historical and cultural 
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socialisation role oT the family in tradit!onal Nigerian 
society ~ided the control of crime and delinquency, there 
seemed to have been some inherent structures in the family 
role relations and p~tterns of child care that tended to 
lead to the development of delinquent behaviours. These 
delinquency motivating role relations seem to be common in 
polygamous families. This proposition may be broken down 
into the ~ollowing hypothesis: 
1. Inequality of marital role relationships which 
characterise traditional family life in Nigeria m~y lead 
children to engage in delinquent activities. For example~ 
there is evidence of a remarkable inequality in marital 
structures within polygamous family which tends to create 
a gap in communication between children and their 
parents. 
2. Traditional polygamous families are expected to show 
a higher incidence of children who develop delinquent 
tendencies. since the families tend to be characterised by 
inadequate relationships between brothers and other 
siblings and between co-wives and the children c~ other 
co-wives. 
3. Collective and authoritarian child-rearing practices, 
characteristic oT traditional Nigerian ~~milies, may 
induce children to practice delinquent behaviour. such as 
oeogino. running away from home, stealing. etc. 
4. The culture in which children are expected to adopt 
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adult roles from a very early stage in their lives, such 
as child brides, may promote delin~uency in selected 
instances. 
s. Early and forced marriages, inherent in traditional 
Nigerian culture, tend to result in a high incidence of 
divorce. Children socialised in such unstable families 
tend to lack personality identification and may develop 
emotional responses which lead to delinquent acts. 
Throughout this chapter~ case studies from child welfare 
.itu~tions in Nigeria will be used to illuminate the basis 
of our propositions. 
The major aim of ~his hypotheSiS is to examine the 
relationship between delinquency and children who come 
from famlli •• characterised by polygamous relationships. 
The assumptions underlying the hypotheSiS are: 
(a) Since the father in a polygamous family removes 
himself socially from the mother/child unit. in order to 
maintaln impartial relations and to discourage 
disagreement between his co-wives. his af+ection for his 
many children may become dissipated. 
(b) Relationships oetween siblings as well as ~o-wives 
in polygamous famllies are characterised by almost 
constant jealousy, envy and quarrelling around matters of 
status rights and obligations. Chilcren raised in this 
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type of ~amily structure may develop aggressive attitudes 
towards their hal+-brothers and 5ist~rs as well as to 
their mother~s co-wives. The5e attitudes may be later 
directed towards the larger society. 
Oenga (1981), in his study of the relationship between 
polygamy and delinquency, found that a greater number of 
delinquent children came ~rom polygamous homes (see Table 
5.1). Oloruntimehin's (1Q70) study had earlier shown a 
strong association between polygamous famllies and 
delinquency. Oloruntimehin made a study 0+ 220 delinquent 
children aged between 10-14 years from 103 schools in 
Lagos. His sample was obtained from the delinquent 
register containing the names of delinquent children in 
various schools kept at the juvenile welfare office in 
Vaba Lagos. These were compared with non-deliriquent 
children as a control group, aged between 10-14 years. 
The r.sults of this showed that a high proportion of the 
delinquents came from polygamous +amilies (~ee Table 5.2). 
Polygamy bv itself does not cause delinquency. 
Therefore, one might assume that certain aspects of the 
polygamous structure tend to generate the delinquency 
causatlon factors that we are attempting to analyse. 
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Table 5.1: P~rc~ntage Fre9uency of Delinquent Eehaviour and 
Fa_ i 1 y Tv pe * 
OF~ENCE FAMILY TYPE TOTAL 
MONOGAMOUS POLYGAMOUS 
~5lo.gAii.~m 
3 times or more 29.6 43.1 36.7 
1-2 times 11.4 11.4 ! 1. 6 
Never occurred 59.0 45.7 51.7 
Ic:!:!~o.£~ 
3 times or more 19.9 28.0 24.1 
1-2 times 10.4 11.2 10.8 
Never occurred 69.7 60.8 65.0 
§!.Aiio.9L§h2aiiftio.9 
3 times or more 52.4 76.0 60.6 
1-2 times 2'3.0 8.3 17.9 
Never occurred 24.6 15.7 21.5 
§mg~io.g_~5lc:£g!i.£. 
3 tim •• or mora 45.4 74.4 .60.~ 
1-2 times 25.9 10.7 18.0 
Never occurred 28.7 14.6 21.5 
bung 
3 times or more 4.5 6.8 5.7 
1-2 tim •• 17.1 29.9 23.7 
Never occurred 78.8 63.3 70.5 
---------------------------------------------------------------
'Extract ~rom Denga (1981) 
Table S.2: Correlat.ion bet.~een polvga_ous role-relat.ionships 
.nd delinquencv" 
---------------------------------------------------------------






Polygamous 58 97 
Monogamous 33 95 
Total 91 182 
---------------------------------------------------------------
"Extract ~rom Oloruntimehin (1991). 
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Polygamy was defined in the prevlous chapter as 
"consisting o~ two or more nuclear families affiliated by 
plural marriage, having one husband in common". This 
definition presupposes that there are multiple 
relationships in a polygamous family and that any or ail 
of these may be characterised by strains, such as jealousy 
and rivalry among co-wives on the one hand and the 
siblings on the other. A further characteristic may be 
neglect of the children by the father or pre~erential 
treatment for the children of his favourite wife or 
wives. One might argue that members of polvgamous 
families, especially those that are not the husband'. 
fAvourites, are always aware of the adverse effect of 
polY9amous structure. Wives are, therefore, prepared to 
do all they can to protect themselves and their children 
from these effects. It is also possible that mothers in 
polygamous familie. tend to bear more responsibilitv for 
th.ir children than mothers in monogamous families. In 
arguing thus, however, attention needs to be focused on 
the role of women in pre-urbanised 






Some writers hAve noted the existence of inadequate 
Darent/child relationships in polygamous families and the 
extent to which this is assoclated with delinquency. A 
displAY of favouritism by the father in traditional 
polvgamous families may cause some children to develog 
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4.elings 04 deprivation, of being unwanted and rejected. 
This may later develoc into a rejection of the parents~ 
val u.s, and disobedient and aggressive attitudes towards 
the children of a favourite wife or wives who receive 
greater af4ection from the father. The Old Testament 
story of Joseoh, with his coat of many colours and 
ill-treatment by his brothers offers a simple illustration 
04 this point. The tension resulting from differing 
treatment may lnduce children to become involved in 
delinquent behaviour~ such as stealing, hostility or 
4ighting, often resulting in physical injury. 
For example, we noted in the previous chapter that half 
brothers in polygamous families usually drift apart due to 
constant quarrels over possessions. This drift apart in 
turn we.kens the father~s control. The death of the 
4ather in a polygamous family is frequently marked by a 
new dimension of tension, quarrels and hatred between his 
surviving children. caused by the sharing out of personal 
property. 
The cultural right of the eldest son in each nuclear 
house in a polygamous family, to keep and use the 
inheritance as he sees fit, is another source of tension 
and 4rustration which may lead to dellnquency. It could 
ba argued that while Nigerian familv structure seemed to 
have precluded the likelihood of dellnquency, in 
polygamous families in particular. evidence tends to show 
that there are likely correlations between delinquency and 
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familie. where the father shows greater affection for and 
m •• ts the needs of a particular wife and her children at 
the exp.nse of another wife or wives and their children. 
The strenQth of this assumption, however. needs to be 
substantiated empirically. It is important to note that, 
in an ideal family where relationships betwe.n parents, 
between parents and children and between children and 
other siblings are cordial~ and where parental roles 
.specially those of the father - are fully activated, the 
attitude. that would emerge would be conformity. 
On the oth.r hand, children who come from families where 
there i. no cordial relationship between parents will tend 
to b.come d.linquent • Th. results of Oloruntimehin's 
• tudy - as .hown in Table 5.3 
2 
clearly support this 
•••• rtion. S.. Hirschi (1969) for the effects of 
inadequate par.nt/child relationshIps. 
T.bl. ~.3: Corr~l.tion of Uncordial Child-Parent Relationships 
and Delinqu.ncv. 
---------------------------------------------------------------







Par.nt relationship ~8 4 62 
Cordial Child/ 
Par.nt relationship 33 87 120 
Total 91 91 182 
---------------------------------------------------------------
.Extracted from Oloruntimehin (1981) 
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A common characteristic oT polygamous Tamilies and one 
which is associated with inad.quat~ parental care and 
disrupted parent/child relationshios is Large F •• ilv Size. 
Sembajwe·s (1979) study oT Muslims in Yoruba showed 
polygamous Tamili.. were larger in size. One possible 
explanation oT large Tamily size in polygamous Tamilies 
was given by Sembajwe "Perhaps WQmen in polvgamous 
Tamilie. compete to outdo their co-wives in c:hild bearing" 
<1979: 341> 
It was pointed out that the Muslims have higher rates oT 
polygamous marriages in Nigeria than the Christian sec:tor 
of the population. This situation may be explained as an 
inclination towards traditional Islamic: norms whic:h favour 
polygamy and large numbers aT c:hildren (Kirk, 1967> • 
Within the past decade, there would s~.m to be a 
discernible change oT attitude among Muslims in relation 
Mabogunje (1972), Page (197~), Podlewski (1975) and Lucas 
(1976) have reported lower rates o~ fertility among 
Muslims than among the Christian~ in tropical Africa. The 
explanation given was that Muslims are less educ:at~d, and 
are c:onsequently, more likely to observe longer periods of 
post-natal abstinenc:e than Christians. 
This assumption, MQWever. dQes not applv in the Nigerian 
situation. The foster system p~ovlded by the extended 
family allows for collective child care practices. This 
means that in NIgeria, Muslim mothers like the 
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Christians ~oster their children to members o~ the 
extended ~amily very early <evidence shows that the 
children stop br.A.t-~eeding at the age o~ 1 or 2) so that 
they can th.n b. ~re. to become pregnant again. 
Furthermore, the competition among co-wives to out-do one 
Another in child bearing, as already noted in Sembajwe~s 
(1979) study, chAllenge. the above assertion as ~ound in 
the Niger1an context. What these rasearchers seem to have 
overlooked is that, unlike the Christians, Muslim women 
scorn the use 04 contraceptives. However, since this is 
not the ~ocus o~ our studv. sU~~lce it to say that in a 
polygamous ~a.ily with several wives, there would 
logicallv be more children, and more children mean larger 
fAmili... Th.r.~or., any study 04 the traditional 
structure o~ polygamous ~amilie. in relation to youth 
proble.s 1n Niger1a is inadequate without examining the 
relAted effect o~ ~amily size upon familial 
relAtionships. 
.~~ect 04 this vital 
dimension mav not be so serious because o~ Government 
policies, marriage structure, individual and public 
Industrial and 
technological developments have over the years been 
accompanied by a considerable reduction in the size of 
famili... Thus. the problems created by overly large 




In Nigeria, families of five would be considered as 
small. The av.rag_ number in a Nigerian family is 
somewhere between 8-10 in monogamous families and 10-20 in 
polYQamous familie.. We noted earlier that the majority 
of Hausa families in the North and Yoruba Muslims in the 
w..t are predominantly polygamous. These groups, in 
pre-urbanised Nigeria, belonged to the poorly educated and 
low occupational status category (see Tables 5.4 and 5.5). 
That the parents in the •• groups were neither physically 
r.ady nor financially capable of caring adequately for 
their numerous children becomes obvious when we consider 
the average income per household per month in Nigeria. 
Lack of statistical data on traditional Nigerian incomes 
per household has 
in 1974. It is only 
necessitated the use of data collected 
hoped that this will help illuminate 
the relationships Housfthold aDd 
The data on Hou.ehold Expenditure obtained from the 
nationwide consum.r survey of 1975 conducted by the 
Hou.ehold Survey Unit of the Federal Office of StatistiCS, 
showed that the average monthly income of urban households 
(with considerably smaller family size) exceeded by 
than 80X that of rural or traditional households 
more 
(with 
much larger famili •• ). This suggests that the income per 
month for rural hou.ehold. was far from adequate. 
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UPPER MIDDLE LOWER RURAL 
TOTAL 
NO. OF FAMILIES 
-------------------------------------------------------
1 49 44 37 30 160 
2 1 6 4 14 25 
3 4 4 8 
4 4 1 5 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Total No. 




NO. OF FAMILIES IN 
UPPER MIDDLE LOWE~ RU~AL 
TOTAL 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1-3 15 18 ... ., .L_ ... .., ~.i!.. 77 
4 4 12 7 6 33 
5 12 6 ::; 7 30 
6 11 4 4 4 23 
7-18 4 10 12 12 11 
---------------------------------------------------------------Tot.l Families 50 50 50 200 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Note. The data was collected from Anambra State in Eastern 
Ni;eria. This is predominantly a" monogamous State. 
The data could be expected to differ substantially 
,in A predominantly polygamous Northern state. 
*Extract.d from Mudambi (1980) 
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r.ble 5.6 ~v.r.9. Hous.hold Inco.e per Honth 




L M u L M u 
-------------------------------------------------------
Basic Cash 
Income 82.12 20S.79 489.94 4C?92 192.37 610.36 
Othe ... Cash 31.89 40.25 20.44 16.85 60.07 53.87 
Total Cash 114.01 246.04 510.38 66.77 252.44 664.23 
C.O.P. 1.17 0.50 0.11 1.91 1.06 0.05 
Inca ... 
in Kind 1.13 0.88 0.65 1.14 0.45 2.51 
Imputed Rent 2.74 3.86 7.55 4.89 8.75 15.86 
-------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 119.05 251.28 518.69 74.71 262.70 682.65 
-----------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
All U ... ban Ru ... al All 
Nige ... ia 
------------------------------------------------------------
Basic Cash IncOfl. 81.09 36.63 42.01 
Oth .... Cash 24.88 12.43 13.93 
Total Cash 10S.97 49.06 5~.94 
C.O.P. 1.49 7.21 6.52 
Incam. in Kind 1.07 2.72 2.52 
Imput.ed R.nt 4.38 2.67 2.88 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 112.91 61.66 67.86 
------------------------------------------------------------
Not.1 C.O.P. - Consumption from Own Production 
Sourc.s Fed.ral Offic. of Stati9tics, Lagos. 
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Table 5.7 Rverage Inco.e in Haira per Household 








Latjlos 137.37 270.70 625.24 
West 130.21 270.15 575.73 
Mid West 121.26 263.35 493.99 
Rivers 63.06 202.10 527.83 
East Central 143.70 253.11 406.22 
South Ea.t 132.19 233.84 636.01 
Senue Plat.au 88.46 208.00 
K""ara 116.98 262.27 619.43 
North West 119.85 275.55 723.00 
North Central 88.25 261.94 534.23 
Kano 103.43 242.68 669.61 
North Ea.t 106.87 155.67 




STATE SELF EMPLOYED ~URAL 
L U 
-------------------------------------------------------
Lagos 106.58 274.74 5S6.15 142.66 
west 64.74 345.37 832.70 51.43 
Mid West 74.22 241.26 758.34 92.23 
Rivers 69.28 182.61 103.10 
East Central 79.38 230.12 755.00 61.28 
South Ea.t 81.83 374.79 609.94 46.90 
Senue Plateau 78.81 91.80 
K""ara 269.85 208.07 632.99 35.34 
North We.t 70.83 227.81 '576.41 65.63 
North Central 65.45 212.82 582.49 37.44 
Kano 59.95 217.64 421.85 44.24 
North East 78.06 198.13 69.75 
All Nigeria 262.70 262.70 682.66 61.65 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source. FederAl Office of Statistics, Lagos. 
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Tabl. 5.8 ~verage Household IDCO •• p.r Honth bv Source 
as PerceDt.g. of Total Household Inco •• , 1975 
-----------------------------------------------------------
SOURCE URBAN 
Wage Earner Self Employed 
L M u L M U 
------------------------------------------------------------
Basic Cash 
Income 69.0 81.9 94.5 66.8 73.2 89.4 
Other Cash 26.8 16.0 3.9 22.6 22.9 7.9 
Total Cash 95.8 97.9 ~8.4 89.4 ~6.1 97.3 
C.O.P. 1.0 0.2 0 2.6 0.4 0 
Income in Kind 0.9 0.4 0.1 1.5 0.2 0.4 
Imputed Rent 2.3 1.5 1.5 6.5 2.3 2.3 
-------------------------------------------------------TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------" 
All Urban Rural All 
Nigeria 
------------------------------------------------------------
Ba.ic Cash Income 71.8 ~9.4 61.9 
Other Cash 22.1 20.2 20.5 
Total C •• h 93.9 79.6 82.4 
C.O.P. 1.3 11.7 9.6 
Income in Kind 0.9 4.4 3.7 
Imputed Rent 3.9 4.3 4.3 
-------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 
------------------------------------------------------------
Source. Fed.r~l Office of Statistics~ Lagos. 
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Tabl~ 5.9 P,r Capita ~onthly Inco.e in Haira by 
Inco •• Group aDd E_ploy.eDt Status~ 1~75 
L 



















































Source: Federal Office of Stiltistics!, Lagos. 
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Tabl. ~.JO Average HODthly Household ExpeDditure 























































-------------------------------------------------------Grand Total 75.79 244.88 580.65 
-----------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------SOURCE All Urban Rural All Nigeria 
-------------------------------------------------------
Food 42.73 18.52 21.45 
Non Food 42.87 18.47 21.42 
M.T. 19.51 0 2.36 
Total Cash 10:5.11 36.99 4~.23 
.Nan Cash 7.03 12.60 11.93 
-------------------------------------------------------112.14 57.16 
-------------------------------------------------------
Note: 'Non Cash refers to the value of 
home production, income in kind 
and imputed rent. 




TabI, 5.11 Rv,rag, Exp'Dditur, iD Haira p,r 
















































STATE SELF EMPLOVED RURAL 
L 1'1 U 
-------------------------------------------------------
Lagos 131.60 237.88 623.68 116.36 
West 61.77 307.18 789.48 40.34 
Mid Wes1: 88.68 256.42 757.21 68.22 
Rivers 83.66 193.84 120.85 
E •• 1: CentrAl 65.95 217.15 435.00 48.71 
South EAst 81.05 224.85 394.96 52.30 
Benue PlAteAU 100.88 57.70 
KWArA 48.07 231.60 333.00 25.32 
North Wes1: 67.34 246.89 583.24 42.80 
North Central 66.95 154.94 403.22 24.00 
Kano 50.81 183.04 336.75 27.20 
North Ea.t 72.71 219.16 40.54 
All NigeriA 75.79 244.88 ~80.65 49.59 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: FederAl O-f-fice of Statistics, Lagos. 
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• 
Table 5.12 Hous.hold Honthly Expenditure by Type 
.s P,rc,nt.g, of Total Expenditure, 1~7S 
--------------------------------------------------------URBAN 
LWE I"IWE UWE LSE MSE USE 
------------------------------------------------
Food 36.9 31.8 27.6 44.6 36.5 20.4 
Non Food 36.3 46.4 49.4 32.4 46.3 52.6 
Monetary 
Tr AntUact ions 22.7 19.5 21.4 12.5 13.0 23.8 
Total Cash 95.9 97.7 98.4 89.4 95.8 96.8 
Non Cash 4.1 2.3 1.6 10.S 4.2 3.2 
Grand Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
-----------------------------------------
All UrbAn Rural All Nigeria 
------------------------------------------------------
Food 38.1 37.4 37.5 
Non Food 38.2 37.2 37.5 
Monetary 
Transactions 17.4 0 4.1 
Total Cash 93.7 74.6 79.1 
Non Cash 6.3 25.4 20.9 
Grand Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
-------------------------------------------------------
Source: Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos. 
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.. 
Table S.I~ Per Capita Household Expenditure per 




UWE LSE I'ISE USE 
--------------------------------------------------------Food 8.96 11.97 22.74 6.15 10.34 13.21 
Nan Food 8.81 17.44 40.72 4.46 13.10 34.14 
Monetary 
TrAnsActions 5.49 7.3:; 17.62 1.73 3.68 15.40 
TotAl Cash 23.26 36.76 81.08 12.34 27.12 62.75 
Non Cash 1.00 0.85 1.3:; 1.44 1.19 2.05 
6r"and Total 24.26 37.61 82.43 13.78 28.31 64.80 
--------------------------------------------
All Urban Rural All Nigeria 
--------------------------------------------------------
Food 7.79 3.79 4.3 
Non Food 7.6 3.77 4.3 
Monetary 
Transactions 3.4 0 0.5 
Total Cash 18.5 7.:;6 9.1 
Non Cash 1.3 2.58 2.4 
6r"and Total 19.8 10.14 11.5 
-------------------------------------------------------
Sourcel Fed...-al Office of StAtistics, Lagos. 
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For the purposes o~ the survey, urban areas were divided 
into localities. Localities containing twenty or more 
enumeration areas constituted the urban ~rame. An urban 
locality contained 20 or more enumeration area (EA~s). 
Each o~ the enumeration areas contained a population o~ 
about 1,000 people at the time o~ demarcation in 1973. 
Thus, each urban locality had an estimated population o~ 
2,000 persons or more. Other localities were classi~ied 
a. rural. At the time o~ the survey, the country had 
twelve stat.. (there are 19 states today). 
Str.ti~ication. o~ urban localities wera done within 
.tate.. The •• localities were 
according to the number o~ 
Th. ~irst stratum 





capitals. The second made up o~ non-state capitals~ 
containing over 100 EA., while the third stratum was mad. 
up o~ localities containing between 20 and ~O EAs. 
In the rural areas, the districts were ordered in a 
continuous manner and 1S0 zones per state were created 
from each o~ Nhich two enumeration areas were selected. 
From the.e 1~0 pairs o~ sampla enumeration areas were 
.elected. Sample household. were systemmatically drawn 
~rom the .elected pairs o~ anumeration areas. The survey 
covered the twelve months o~ 1975. 
Table ~.O show. average income. o~ N112.91 and N61.66 
(£110.70 and £~9.4~) ~or urban and rural households per 
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This indicates that the average 
monthly income 04 urban heuseholds is 80X more than that 
04 rural households. In the lower income group among the 
urban dwellers, the wage earners earned more per month 
than the sel4-.. ployed in the traditionally large 4amilies 
in the agricultural .ectors, as illustrated by Nl19.05 and 
N74.71 per month 40r the wag_ earner and sel4-employed in 
this group respectively. This trend supports the 
hypothe.is that par.nts in polygamous 4amilies whose 
4amily size was large were neither physically ready nor 
4inancially capable 04 caring adequately for their 
numerous children. In large 4amilies, N74.71 per month is 
clearly inadequate. Hence, it could be concluded that in 
traditional large 4amilie. with inadequate monthly income, 
the childr.n-. daily needs w.re nat always met. As a 
result, hunger and deprivation may force such children 
into anti-social behaviour, such as inter-hou.e stealing, 
and aggressive attitude. towards half-brothers and 
half-sister •• 
Table 5.7 which shows the average income per household 
per .anth by state, mare or less tallies with the patterns 
04 Table 5.6. The data further illuminates the fact that 
the manoga.au. southern state. with 4airly small 4amily 
size earn more per month than the whole 04 the Northern 
States with their predominantly polygamous and large 
4amilie.. The di4ferenc •• in income per household tend to 
illuminate the di44erenc •• in the patterns of crime and 
delinquency in the country (see Table 5.14). 
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Tabl. ~.8 shows the percentage trans~ormation o~ Table 
5.6. The basic income of all urban households is N71.78, 
compared with the basic income of only N~9.4 for all rural 
hous.tlolds. A;ain this determine. the patterns of 
consumption per household and its ability to satisfy 
childrenPs basiC n.eds. Table ~.9 shows the per capita 
income per month of both urban and rural households. As 
can be seen from this Table, the highest per ~apita income 
of NB4.20 was recorded in the upper income bracket of 
urban wage earners. This may well have somethin; to do 
with the household size o~ 6.16 as against N13.S8 for the 
s.lf-employed income bracket with a larger household size 
of 8.65. 
illustrate the different monthly expenditure per household 
in urban and rural areas resDectively. The data was 
obtained from the nationwide consumer survey of 1975, 
conduct.d by the Household Survey Unit o~ the Federal 
Offic. of StatistiCS, Lagos. This data shows that lower 
incom. households in urban areas spend an average N121.82 
AS Against th.ir monthly income of N119.0S respectively. 
Their •• If-employed counterparts spend on average N75.79 
A. Against their income of N74.71. The rural households 
spend on average N49.~9 as against their income of N61.66 
<see Table 5.9). Whereas rural households get some 
consumer goods from their own production (farms)~ the 
urban self-employed households buy all their goods. 
Table 5.10 depicts the average expenditure per household 
p.r month which highlights the same trends as Table ~.11, 
with the addition that it has been brokan down to show 
state figur.s. This again highlights differences in 
expenditure betw .. n the two states (Muslim states and 
Christian Table 5.12 is a percentage 
trans~ormation o~ Table 5.10, while Table 5.13 shows the 
p.r capita households expenditure per month which rises 
with the level of income in urban areas. It is observed 
from the Table that the average monthly expenditure per 
h.ad among wage earner households was higher than the 
corresponding expenditure in self-employed households with 
the .ame level of income. Also average per capita 
expenditure per month is higher in urban households than 
in rural are.s just like the income. 
A break-down o~ total expenditure on family wel~are such 
as food, clothing and other housing facilities may 
illuminate further relationships betw •• n inadequate care 
in large families, housing conditions and youth problems 
(Douglas .nd Bloo.~ield, 1958). 
, 
Table 5.14 .hows that average expenditure on such 
•••• ntial require.ents as food is N21.00 ~or the upper 
income groups, N9.00 for the middle income groups and 
N6.00 for the lower income groups. This means a decrease 
in ~ood allowance in the ratio of 7:3:2. The highest 
actual expenditure is a. high as N30.00 for the upper 
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income segment and N20.00 per person per month for the 
lower income households. It has already been noted how 
lower income households are characterised by large family 
T.bl. S.J~: Av.r.9' .oDthly .xp.nditure for food by 
sociO-'CODO.ic l.v~ls* 
---------------------------------------------------------------FOOD EXPENDITURE NO. OF FAMILIES 
UPPER MIDDLE LOWER 
TOTAL 
PER PERSON IN NIARA** 
-------------------------------------------------------
2-6 17 33 50 
7-10 18 17 35 
11-1~ 13 10 23 
16-20 14 4 18 
20-25 1:; 1 16 
26-30 8 8 
---------------------------------------------------------Average Exp.nditure 
to the Near .. t 
Whol. Numb.r 21 9 6 1:;0 
----------------------------------------------------
*Data extracted ~rom the ~gycnAl_gf_E.mil~_~.lf~L., 1980. 
For further d.tails, s .. Mudambi (1980). 
**On. Naira - British £.98 
TAble ~.1~ show. that rural children have very few 
cloth •• a. campared with their urban counterparts. One 
.ight argue.that since the lower and rural segments of the 
population spend about a third of what is spent by upper 
.egment. on food, they will provide more clothing ~or 
their children than do the upper segments. An alternative 
explanation may be ~ound in the way that large polygamous 
f~mili •• are over-repr •• ented in the lower class and rural 
group •• When the.e are compared with the smaller, 
monogA.au. urbAn ~amili •• , one quickly s •• s that money 
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left over after food excenditure will not always be 
suffic:ient to c:lothe c:hildren in the larger rural 
families. 
T.bl. 5.15: ~v'r.g. nu.b.r of cloth.s p.r child by differ,nt 
soci.l s.g •• nts* 
------------------------------------------------------CLOTHES AVERAGE NO. OF CLOTHES PER CHILD 
UPPER MIDDLE LOWER RURAL 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Hom. c:lothes S 5 4 
GoinQ out c:lothes 8 5 6 
Clothes for sl .. ping 3 2 1 
Under gar .. .nts 5 3 2 
Unsp.c:ifi~ c:lothes 10 6 3 
Uniforms for .c:hool 
c:hildren 3 2 2 1 
-- ---------------------------------------------
Total 27 27 21 4 
---------------------------------------------------------------
'Data extrac:ted from the ~gyCD.l_g£_E.mil~_~~l£AC., 1980. 
For further details, .ee Mudambi (1980). 
The kind of housing and the ac:c:ommodation available in 
ghetto-like. Table 5.16 reveals that 84Y. of families in 
Nigeria have an average of 4 eersons sharing a room. 711. 
of the.e are from rural areas with large families. We 
have already noted the relationship between over-c:rawded 
c:onditions and delinquenc:y. 
(19S8) study shawed an inverse relationshie between the 
number of c:hildr.n in a family and adequac:y of housing. 
Other .tudie., however, have c:ontinued to show 
interrelationships between family size and the quality of 
life (Mudambi, 1980). It is obvious that in NiQeria the 
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avarage expenditure pwr person for food~ clothing and 





NUMBER OF FAMILIES IN 




1 1 1 2 
2 1~ 8 7 13 43 
3 23 12 14 17 66 
4 9 22 17 9 57 
5-6 3 7 10 11 31 
7 1 1 
-----------------------------------------------------------Data far this Tabl. was drawn from a study in the Eastern 
stat.s of Nigaria. In the Northern state. with larger 
nuabers of .. all (usually on. room) hous.s, the data would 
show a r .. arkable inver •• proportion for the lower and 
rural famili.s. 
Idusogi.·s (1972) study in Ghana showed that there is a 
scaling dawn of this ratio in terms of quality of housing 
to cape with the incr.... in hou.ehold size; and the 
eff.ct on living conditions in many families may have 
delinquent consequences. 
Family size affects the education of children as well. 
Th. writer knows of someone who had to wait until his 
other five brothers had finished their primary education 
before h. could start • (This may, in part~ offer an 
• xplanation for why Nigerians generally start schooling at 
Sam. children do not even have the 
opportunity. Thu., many of the children who drop out of 
school s.am to com. from large lower clas. and rural 
famili... Morri.s and Heady (1955), Dingle at al (1964) 
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and Wray and Agirre (1961) also showed associations 
between family size and infant mortality, illness, 
malnutrition and inadequacy of housing conditions. 
It was pointed out earlier that Nigerian parents valued 
large families very highly. One possible explanation 
given to this trend was that in traditional Nigerian 
cultur., children were regarded as economic investments, 
and large families are therefore the most visible 
yardstick by which to •• asure people·s wealth and 
cons~uently their social status. Thus, Nigerian parents 
have shown. pre4.rence for larg. familie., even when they 
have not had the economic m.ans to sustain them. 
A United Nations (1964) report projected that the 
population of d.v.loping countries, of which Nigeria is 
on., will incr •••• to 74.4% of the world population by 
19~. If this happens, the profound effects on families 
can only b. imagined. Alr.ady soma African countries are 
finding it very difficult to cope with the rising cost of 
living. 
Inad.quat •• conomic support in large families has had 
adv.rs. consequ.nces on young people. 80me of these are: 
(a) Abandon..nt---
(b) Malnutrition ---
(c) Inad.quate family 
sociali.ation 
r.j.ction and deprivation 
impaired phYSical and intellectual 
d.v.lopment 
haphazard parent/child relationships, 
communication, love and affection. 
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Empirical studies carried out in developed countries 
have shown strong Association between these factors and 
delinquency, cri.e and youth problems. 
The United Nations~ Report on World Population (1964> 
suggested that 
the right to 
the size of large families denies children 
"A~f.ction, love, adequate nutrition, 
education to learn to be useful members of society and to 
develop individual Ability". Such a situation, they said, 
is a recipe for delinquency. Accordingly, Okobiah (1977) 
argued thAt the proble. areas ~Dr children are directly 
rel.ted to the interplay of the enVironment, the society 
and the ~A.ily structure into which the child is born and 
nurtured. 
Given the degr .. to which Nigerian youth d~pend on their 
parents (s .. Table ~.17), large families are not competent 
to provide equally fer all their children. Table 5.17 
shows that at all points in time, a higher proportion of 
children under the age of 20 years are dependent upon 
individual homes in Nigeria as compared with developed 
countries. It could be argued that those less provided 
fer •• y feel rejected, deprived o~ love and affection. In 
their search fer alternative., they may develop aggressive 
attitudes towards their family in the first instance and 
then to the society at large. Because of the burdens 
presented by over population, most Nigerian families even 
todAY have little time to care adequately for the Cwhats~, 
Cwhys· and the chows~ o~ better child-rearing practices. 
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Thus~ the socio-economlc structure of large families 
with the att9ndant social probl9ms at home and in soclety 
generallv - can greatly affect the behavioural patterns of 
young ceocle, especially in polygamous of 
traditional Nigerian society. 
Table 5.17: P~rcentage Population Under 15 ye~rs o~ a~e 









World 13.4 22.b 36.0 
Developed countries 8.2 lb.8 25.0 
Less developed 
countries 15.4 2~.0 40.4 
Africa 17.9 26.3 "'4.2 
Nigeria** 17.2 27.5 44.7 
---------------------------------------------------------------
*Source: Population Council (1974: ~-6) 
**Calculated f~om the Nigerian National Census, 




Although Nigerian families in general are very 
authoritarian in their approach. there is some vague 
realisation that punitive measures are not always 
5uccess~ul and that the bad behaviour o~ chlldren may be a 
resul t of the puni shment i!"'!f 1 i cted upon them. F'arents and 
guardians ~reQu.ntly find out ~or themselves that harsh 
measures do not always reform the delinQuent. 
Un~ortunately~ Nigerian parents resent what they consid9r 




The word ~ke' which is normally translated by the 
YorubaSi as Cpet" denotes no physical -form of endearment. 
Rather~ it 15 an attitude of being subservient to the 
child~ giving in to him, lettIng him have the odd penn1es 
or even clothes .. coaxing him to do his household tasks and 
making lavish promises which are not fulfilled. Lenient 
methods of training a child could be classified as 
petting. and what some people would regard as normal 
consideration shown to a child~ would be regarded by 
traditional Nigerian parents as petting. A cessatIon of 
punIshments in child training are frequently regarded as 
spoiling the child. Thus, a happy medium between too 
.evere and too lax discipline is not known to Nigerian 
parents. This may be attributed partly to theIr attitude. ,. 
• 
towards seniority in their relationships as we have noted 
earlier. You are either 'on top' senior or 
.' junior but never cside by side' 
equills. 
Nigerian parents believe that their children need 
• 
~othlng but very strict diSCIPlinary rearing to prevent 
them f~om getting 1nvolved in What. in the eyes of those 
parents. are delInquent behaviou~s. ChIldren who may find 
it difficult to adjust to what they consider antagonistic 
treatment from th.lr parents, often run away from home, 
and are .. thus. rejected bv their parents. Many of thesa 
become delInquents. 
In pre-urbanised Nigeria. delinQuency was primarily 
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regarded from the point of Vlew of parental or familial 
tolerance or rejectlon. A delinquent child was a child 
labelled as such by either the members of his own family 
or by the adult who had custody of him. Thus~ in colonial 
day., the only delinquent behaviours known to the general 
4 
public were tho.e brought before the juvenile courts 
where youths were charged with hawking or found 
wandering. The.e were classified as youngsters 1n need of 
care and protection. Another group were those who~ in the 
eyes of of their family or social welfare workers~ were 
exposed to moral danger: or those brought by their parents 
or guardian as being beyond their control. Delinquency 
was, thus, defined simglv in terms of any behaviour which 
was condemned by the parents or guardians with whom the 
child lived. Not. that the term CParents', as we have 
earlier noted. include. all the males of the father·. 
generation .s well as all the females of the mother's 
generation with1n the environment in which the child has 
been socialised. 
A child is considered delinQuent when he has disobeyeo 
his parents' authority~ no matter how such an authority is 
constituted. Running away is considered to be an act of 
delinquency. no matter the reason(s) for running away. A 
child is considered delinquent. if he refuses to play the 
adult role. such as hawking, ~etching the water or .ood 
for the animals. He is labelled lazy if ~e i. not out of 
bad by 6 a.m. or goes to bed by 12 a.m. 
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In the previous chapter, it was pOlnted out that 
Nigerian children, especially among the Yorubas and the 
Hausas, were not always reared in their own homes. Th' . "IS 
trend was attributed to the ideology o~ punIshment and 
authoritarian child rearing practices as the best way of 
rearing chi ldretn. This variable seemed to have a 
sIgnificant association with deviance in pre-urbanised 
Nigeria. Oloruntimehim's ( 1970) research highlighted an 
association between authoritarian child rearing practices 
and delinquency. Table 5.19 show!! the degree of 
relationship between punishment and delinquency. This 
variable tands to support the hypothesis which states that 
children who come from homes where heavy corporal 
punishment. starvation and withdrawal of comfort are 
~ommon featur ••• will tend to deVIate. The case study of 
Raufu further illustrates the relationship between the 
variables. 
Raufu. agad 1= years, was brought before the juvenile 
court for stealing a handbag. 
liThe father related that Rau~u was 5 year!! old 
when he was placed in a Koranic class from WhlCh 
he used to abscond. When sent to English 
class.s. he also absconded and ~oamed about in 
the neighburhood. About 3 years ago, he started 
absconding from home whenever he was threatened 
with a flogging for making a mistay-e or refuslng 
to run an errand. On the first oc:casion~ he 
stayed out for one night, later 3 or 4 days, and 
more recently. one or two weeY-s. Before he ran 
away, he usually stole a shilling or 50 from his 
orothers or from me or his mother; and his elder 
brother would thr@at@n to flog him. Then he 
absconded. Reports were brought to the house 
that he had stolen such things as money, cloth, 
nandbags, earrings. etc. A month ago he was 
•• nt to live with a maternal relative, but 
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absconded. Previous to that he hao always iivea 
with us. but was always beaten when he 
misbehaveo." Raufu descrlbed his ~amily li~e as 
"My parents live together. but f~eQuently 
quarrel. They abuge each other and father tells 
mother to go away. I was sent to live with a 
Muslim criest who flogged us always without 
r,ason. At home I was also flogged eithe~ by my 
parents, brother or any senior member of the 
family for tha slightest mistake. I ran because 
I was afraid of being flogged" (Social Welfare 
Report Book. 1961). 










~aultv DIscipline 81 3 84 
Non-faulty Discipline 10 SS 9S 
Total 91 91 182 
---------------------------------------------------------
.Extracted from Oloruntimehin (1970) 
Delinquency was also saen as a failure in what was 
a youth'. duties and obll gati ons, 
nen-compliance with orders or .lowness in obeying them~ as 
well .s a failure in on.~s duty to snow obedlent~ useful 
and submissive respect to all one~s seniors. Thus~ the 
Y~ruDa adult would endorse the definition of a d.llnQuent 
child as one who fails in his duty and obligations to the 
adults. While the adult ha. a complete right to d.fault 
on his obligations to the child, the child has no such 
rights. The ~nus was on the young people to earn the 
adult~5 obligation; and this has considerable bearlng upon 
the development of delinquency. Since y~ung people are 
expected to obey everyone who was senior to them~ and to 
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whom they would normally show reseect. those who are even 
as little as three month. their sen10r may order or boss 
about those who are regarded as junior. They mav also 
feel Quite f~ee to reprimand and abuse the jUn10r ones. 
Trouble can arise when a young one is left in the care of 
a so-called senior adolescent sibling who may well bully 
and ill-treat his juniors. The younger child's somewhat 
aggressive reaction in self-defence is normally treated 
Nith misgiving by the parents who usually uphold that at 
all cost the jUnlOr must be obedient and submissive to 
their senior. 
The cultural authority placed on all males of one's 
father's generation in lineage to discipline all pe~sons 
called children may seem both misplaced and conflicting. 
Since some of tho.e male. of the +ather~s generation may 
have no children of their own biologicallv~ and may not 
even be married, it could be argued that they have little 
or no knowledge at all of child PSYChology or 
processes or of a Chlld's needs and 
de.ire •• The conflict that may result from such 
discipline could lead children to misbehave. especially in 
a socjety whera refusal to obey the orders of one's 
.eniors, lrrespective of the rationality of such orders, 
is considered as deviance. 
It was noted that everyone 1n pre-urbanised Nigerian 
.OC1.ty is everyone else's b~other and keeper. Brother 
here is defined by mutual trust. helo, loyalty and 
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Iil-f-fection. A person recogr.izes ar.d appreciates the high 
social status achieved by agnates his brothers he 
boasts o-f them. and mlilv even place Mimsel-f under them so 
as to advance socio-economically. Thus, successful 
Iilgnate. are consulted -for advlce~ and in manv cases used 
.s example. to follow. Parents can be heard saying to 
their I... succe.s-ful children. "Do you not see the 
progress others are making?" or "Are YOU not of our 
blood?" OT course. this is the last question a Nigerian 
youth wants to hear~ not if he loves his mother; and it is 
su-fficient to set him thinking. Otherwise~ the mother 
takes the blame. She is accused of adultery~ and the 
particular child is regArded AS "not oT our blood" a 
half-ea.te. Thus. it could be argued that the attitude. 
OT Nigerian parents towards Achieving high socIAl status 
tend to create tensions. Unhealthy competition among 
youths, envy~ jealousy ar.d hostility may become strong 
enough to induce delinquent behaviour. 
Uchendu (1983) puts the concept oT high social status in 
pr.-urbanised Nigerian society in its proper perspective, 
wher. she compared traditional education with Western 
edUCAtion. She noted 
• TodAY We.tern education is regarded as the 
most important source of security. To deny a 
brilliant child good education is to deny the 
coming generation Iil better place 1n li~e (1983. 
6:5). 
TraditionAl educliltion. today supplemented by modern 
education~ Included initiation into vari ous soci al 
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institutions, status or title-taking~ +arming and/or 
agricultural knowledge, as well as an unaerstanding of 
societal and cultural norms. Like Western education, 
every parent ensured that his children were not denied 
these. The children on their own initiative aspired to 
aCQuire such knowledge. They resented any self-pity. 
They expressed great anxiety for the future and many felt 
much frustratlon in connection with personal failures but 
they considered self-pity as unmanly. Rather, they 
resorted to self-criticism in an attempt to assert the man 
thev are. "ls it because I have not taken the Yam title 
that you ride on me?" and '50 on • This type of 
•• If-criticism tends to result in DSvchological conflicts 
and frustrations. An extrovert youth may well turn this 
feeling onto the members of his family or to SOCiety. 
This was another cause of delinquent behaviour in 
traditional Nigerian societv. With one's Umunne (mother's 
lineage), a person has no socia-cultural rights of 
inheritance to either DroDerty or office. Rather he 
receive. unequivocal welcoma and depends on them to 
,protect his jural rights in his Datrilineage. should 
conflicts arlse. The degree of dependence is, however, 
relative to specific SOCial activities. For example, 
He seeks their support in any 
in which he mav be involved. 
bigamy or similar offence, his 
only place for his exile. 
serious cases, 
I';' convicted of 
Umunne is the 
When conditions become unbearable in his own 
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lineage, he geeks voluntary exile with his 
umunne. 
The title taken, the student who Dlans to go 
abroad for higher education and the ~~gbede' 
girls <debutantes) who are coming out of the 
fatting house in preparation for marriage, 
depends on the Umunne for substantial 
contributions and gifts. etc. 
It is important to point out here that the umunne kinship 
bond like its umunna counterpart is a permanent one~ and 
is even strengthened by the death of one's mother. 
In pre-urban Nigeria, all youths received love and 
allowed conSiderable latitude in their oehaviour. Like 
the umunna, all the help from the Umunne kin5 was given 
only to the socially well-behaved 
(grandchildren). As an outlaw, a delinquent child brought 
shame to their kin. Such children were not given the 
warmest welco.e, let alone any help or assistance in times 
oof trouble. 
Paradoxically, this social structure seemed to have 
failed to induce conformity. For examcle~ the humiliating 
remarks, the concept of self-criticism as well as the wide 
latitude of behaviour in relationships with the Umunne 
kin, do not only tend to generate conflict, it also 
create. competi ti on,· jealousy, envy and 
hostility_ The trend tends to endanger the social role 
relationships of the youths relative to their peers in 
particular and to society in general. The degree of 
freedom of behaviour allowed to a sister~s children, 
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esaecially the sons, also appears to allow them freedom to 
indulge in delinquent practices. For examDle, while a 
child stayed with his matrilineage, he was treated with 
much a~fection and his playmate. were warned about the 
danger of annoying him or making him spill his blood. He 
is also gIven the privilege of being allowed to take 
anything from his moth.r~s brother~s house without asking 
permission. He was, thus, able to make fun of everybody 
in the motherPs lineage. 
call a "spoilt child", 
He could become what the Yorubas 
and if his attitude was not 
checked, he could carry this attitude far into his 
adole~cence and exhibit the same type of behaviour outsida 
the home. If these privileges, which he now considers .s 
rights, are later denied him, he may then develop more 
antagonistiC attitudes towards those concerned. 
Relative to agnate~ or age-grades and individual 
success, if the aonat •• or aoe graders are the greatest 
supporters of individual success, as we noted among the 
lObo. of Ea.tern States, it may be argued that they may 
also be the gr.atest source of hostility. The writer has 
heard so.e lObO elders say "the same agnates that are the 
source of strength can also be the source of death and 
other social hostility". Aggression can be evident in 
children of the .a.e agnates, as can also be •• en a.ong 
co-wiv •• when tney quarrel and boast about the success of 
their individual children, their husbandPg greater love 
and affection, their individual families~ social statu., 
sisterPs in-laws, mother~s and dauQhter~s in-laws turning 
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Apart. All the~e tensions are found among agnates. The 
result is that those who are considergd socially inferior 
mAY express their hostility indirectly through destruction 
of property, deprecation, envy and otner emotions strong 
.nough to induce d.linquent or criminal actions. 
This is one possible explanation for collective child 
caring in Nigerian families. Because of the patterns of 
poverty in Nigeria, .speclally during the pre-urban 
p.riod, one can ~race a pAttern of delInquency from early 
childhood to late adolescence, which is common to nearly 
All who were fostared by relatives or were cared for 
collectively. 
poor neighbourhood in Cross 
showed that nearly all the River Stat •• His experIences 
children who were regard.d as in the 
neighbourhood were tho.e who ran away from home or who 
w.nt from home to home in search of food. The precarious 
economic conditions of these families deprived them of any 
opportunities for satisfving the fundamental wishes for 
phy.ioIOQicAI, psychological and cultural development of 
This situation bred in some vouths a 
feeling of in.ecurity in their own homes, of inferiority 
compar.d with others; and many ran away from home. Other 
children belong.d to families characterised by a 
collective car. svstem wh.re no one knew who had fed whom 
And in some c •••• fAmili.s that could not provide at least 
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one meal a day. The children of these familles became 
street bovs, beggars and pick pockets in the cinema. 
Some, how.ver, aporenticed themselves to trades while 
others took to hawking, and still learned bad things from 
the street. Some also joined delinquent gangs. 
FreQuently, their early experience in delinouency became 
more stimulating and lured them away from any form of 
conventional behaviour. Most of them did not realise that 
there was any particular hazard in their behaviour. The 
satisfactions derived from begging and from running away 
fro. home, plus the availability of food and sympathy in 
the ho •• s of other people as well as on the street 
encouraged them to stay on the street. StealIng, 
shop-liftinQ and picking pockets also brought rewards. A 
case study of Dende once again illustrates this point and 
qUIckly illuminate. the relationships between S211g~~1~~ 
SDil~_G~. and delinquency in traditional Nigerian 
familie •• 
D.Dd., aged 13 years, was brought before the 
Court for stealing. His parents seoarated when 
Dend. was only 4 vears old. His father. a 
government officer, was frequently transfe~red 
from one town to another. Dende said "I staved 
with .y father and was schooled when my mother 
took •• away and handed me to her friend. I 
absconded from the man and rejoined my father 
who placed ma with a teacher who lived in 
another town. I was ill-treated~ forced to eat 
pork and was beaten seriously if I refused to 
eat. I ran back to my father many times but he 
always took me back to the teacher. Then I ran 
to my mother. . Shortly afterwards, my mother 
placed me with a tailor. I ran from him because 
of ill treatment and went to my father. I ran 
agaIn because my fath.r~s naw wife ill treated 
.e. I was then removed to live with an Alhaji, 
a relative of my mother, who beat me frequently 
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and pinched ma until he left scars on the side 
of my ears. Then I ran. On the street, I was 
carrying loads for other people when an adult 
thief approached me and offered to care for me 
wall, if I went with him. So I did, and the 
thief taught ma how to steal. And that was it" 
(Nigerian Juyenile Court Racord Book, 1961). 
"And that was it" - a delinquent and criminal life for 
Oend. becama the only way out of his collective rearing 
croblems. Our observation here is that for most young 
people in Nigeria, delinquency is a result of 
circumstances, a chance and therefore, delinquency may be 
regarded as a circumstantial social phenomenon assocIated 
with survival. youths who become delinquents do so 
becau •• of conflict or disagreement with the circumstances 
in which they find themselves. Under certain conditions, 
become. the only option, the best 
alternative. 
While the parents se.med to disapprove of their 
children·s delinquency, their control over these children 
was weakened by their poor status, inadequate support and 
inconsistent supervision. Thus, one can see the lack of a 
strong identity to counterbalance the powerful influence 
of the gang over their youths~ behaviour on the one hand 
and the youths P reasons and interest in delinquency on the 
other. Other explanations for poor parents P free attitude 
towards their children could be that: 
1) Poor parents .e.m satisfied with and welcome the ill 
Qotten money from their children. 
2) The degr .. of poverty of some of the parents is so 
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severe that they tend to lose any kind of moral judgment. 
3) The desire o~ poor parents to avoid poverty tends to 
lead them to a wanton scramble for money. In Nigeria, 
this has be.n traditionally institutionalised. Here what 
counts is how much money or wealth one has acquired and 
not at what aQe or by what means it was acquired. 
4) Some families, however, may be so busy making ends 
me.t that they tend to take very little interest in their 
children. As a result, they became unaware of what their 
children were doing, how they spend their time, and so 
on. 
Children o~ poor parents se.m to ba oiven an excess of 
freedom. As has often been pointed out in this study, too 
much freedom (or tao little> frequently exposes children 
to "bad" company and the development of personality traits 
which may later develop into social maladjustment 
sufficient to be regarded as delinquency. 
culture has emphasized individualised 
achievement models. This is expressed especially through 
ind.pendent, economic activiti •• as the path to social 
status and political influence. Status and influence are 
not part of one~. inheritance in some parts of Nigeria. 
These were determined in modern Nigeria by individual 
initiative and economic performances. Perhaps this could 
be ane other explanation why the youths of poor parents 
were so vulnerable to anti-social behaviour and more 
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likely to join gangs which o~~ered greater economic~ 
social and political status mobility. 
Wealth was and is an important social and political 
resource from three standpoints in the Nigerian 
perspective. First~ the acquisition o~ wealth was taken 
as the most tangible evidence of personal achievement as 
Second, wealth was a requirement for 
admission into the secret and titled societies which hava 
continued to play a crucial role in community life. 
Exclusion from these bodies would sometimes mean the 
frustration of one~s social and political ambitions. 
Thirdly, and most important, wealth could be used directly 
to extend a personal network o~ social and political 
S 
contacts. 
For instance, great emphasis placed on the individual~s 
obligation to his family and lineage, meant that a man~s 
in~luance was largely a function of his generosity. As 
Uchendu (1983) puts it, indebtedness to the donor 
accompanied the generous donation and indebtedness was the 
first stuff out of which political influence was made. 
This could be another possible explanation for much o~ the 
corruption found in Nigeria today. 
A situation where .~f.ctive power and status rested with 
men who attained their influence not through their 
personal qualities of leadership but through their 
financial prominence, title taking etc may no doubt induce 
some o~ those who cannot achieve through honest hard work 
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to revert to criminal ventures as the best possible 
alternative. After all, virtually everyone wants both 
social And economic advancement. Little wonder then that 
material delinquency and stealing have continued to be the 
common patterns of deviance in Nigeria. 
To the poor delinquent, stealing became almost a daily 
experience. Accordingly, through these numerous 
experience. under the organising 
6 
influence of the 
tradition of the gang, the wish to acquire wealth became 
definite pattern of delinquent 
behaviour. 
The avert wealth of some rich Nigerians further induced 
the poor youths to crime and delinquency. Historical 
evidence show. that the ruling class in pre-urbanised 
Nigeria 
-suffered from a lack of productive investment 
outlets. Upon this, the wealth of the coastal 
merchants (who con.tituted the ruling clas.) 
obtained by their entrepreneurial skill. were 
too often wasted on prefabricated foreign houses 
or burriRd iron and copper bars" (Charskda, 
1972: 47; see also Abimbola, 1976: 37-39). 
The old city of Ibadan, for example, was once described a. 
the china plated City. This followed the traditional 
conspiciou. consumption culture of the Nigerian elite 
which has lasted until today. The impact of this culture 
on Nigerians, especially among the young people, was such 
that one can reasonably associate Nigerian false living 
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culture cheating, bribery and corruption with all 
sorts of crime in that society today. For example, in the 
past, human trade was acceptable within the whole fabric 
of the social structure in pre-colonial Nigerian culture 
because of its financial rewards. Recently, false living, 
cheating, bribery and corruption have motivated Nigeria's 
most well-known social problem - armed robbery. 
Leo Africanous in Hodgkin (1960) described the 
ostentatious living of Nigeria's ruling clas. during the 
early colonial period as: 
The King seemath to be marvellously richer 
(the co..an~s marvellously poorer); for his 
spurs, his bridle, plates, dishes, pots and 
other vess.ls wherein his meats and drinks are 
brought to the table are all of pure gold. Vea, 
and the chains of his dogs and hounds are gold 
also (Hodgkin, 1960: 132). 
Mast people poss.ss only the clothes they have 
an, so.. cooking pots and pats for brewing 
native beer, a long pipe with a brass bawl and 
so .. native tobacco. To these may be added a 
mat or twa, a bow and arrows and a knife and 
perhaps a spear. In mast Bass-keano homes this 
is all there is to be ••• n. The women sometimes 
have copper bracelets (Byng-Hall, 1908: 14). 
Poverty and a conspicuous consumption life style were 
further striking differenc .. between the Eastern States 
and the Northern States in pre-colonial Nigeria. The 
Northern States acquired wealth through trans-Sahara trade 
and lived a remarkably conspicious life. While in the 
East, there exi.ted a mare flexible and less polarised 
social structure, the Hausas in the North operated 
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established caravan routes across the Niger and enriched 
themselves from the slave trade. They maintained a highly 
polarised social structure and were comparatively richer. 
The Eastern people were, therefore, comparatively poor in 
the early nineteenth century. "Only the few wealthy men 
(Ogunanya) who have acquired their wealth by local trade 
or by success in war or by successful farming could, 
therefore, afford to marry numerous wives, keep slaves, 
retain armies, purchase titles, etc., but there were no 
gold chains in Igboland" (Isichei, 1982). This seemed to 
account for differences in the rate of social inequality 
relative to education and business in Nigeria today. The 
governm.nt~. policy which sought to bridge the educational 
gap betwe.n the South and the North would have 
materialised if it had b.en followed by a similar policy 
aimed at bridging the business gap betwe.n the two 
regional states. 
These constitute another aspect of the conspicuous 
consumption life style that seemed to evov.e crime and 
delinQuency during the pre-colonial period, especially 
amongst the poor youths playing adult roles. 
If during their life time the lot of the poor classes, 
as observed in Bra.s, is considered to be hard in some 
respects, and evoked the sympathy of the thoughtful and 
considerate, it is still more heartening to know that in 
death the body of one of this class 1S treated "with the 
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utmost indi.f.ferenc." (Tepowa, 1967: 57). That is the same 
as saying that in pre-colonial Nlgeria~ a worthy burial 
was .for wealthy people and .. to be thrown into the bush was 
good enough for the poor and bad people" (Waddell, 1971). 
This is an over-generalised statement and unfavourable 
to the culture of pre-colonial Nigeria, especially among 
the Eastern and South-Western people. The concept o.f 
expensi ve buri al arrangements for all .was w911 establ i shed 
and highly observed by all in Nigeria. ·In .fact, the 
socia-economic worth of a family was mostly dependent on 
the type o.f burial a family could give to its dead 
.embers. 
Among the less privileged, there.fore, the concern to 
give one~s parants an expensive burial which~ as we have 
noted above, wa. regarded as one o.f the greatest tests o.f 
manhood, constituted conflicting problems and worries to 
the youth who is not yet financially secure. The "child 
who has not buried his parents properly cannot boast o.f 
having conquered li.fe·. problems" (Uchendu, 1965). "Go and 
bury your mother or .father (whichever case applies) beiore 
you can participate in manl's talk" is a common insult 
given to one who has not given the expensive burial 
ceremony to a dead parent, e.pecially among the Igbo in 
the East and the Yorubas in the West. He may not be given 
the ·most welcome· reception by his mother'. lineage in 
the case o.f the mother·. death, for they too want to 
-.ati • .fy them •• lves that their daughter was not neglected; 
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and that she was well attended by her children" (Uchendu~ 
196~). 
History has shown that the institution of expensive 
burial expectations and obligations in pre-colonial 
Nigeria tended to force those who could not afford to 
finance .uch an expensive burial by legitimate means to 
•• ek alternatives. In most cases, unfair and criminal 
means seemed the b.st possible alternative. For example, 
stealing, taking a never-paid loan or mortgaging another 
per.on~s land, .erved as an easy alternative. Some even 
went into .elf-impo.ed exile after mortgaging another 
p.r.on·. land or property for the so-called ~proper 
burial·, and thus cre.ted yet another conflict between the 
rightful owner of the land or property. and the mortgage. 
There was a ca.e of an armed robber arrested in Lagos 
who conf •••• d that he had joined his gang in order to 
rai •• the mon.y n.eded to give his dead mother the 
traditional but expensive burial. He was 19 years old 
then and was the old •• t son of his mother. His father had 
two oth.r wive. with some children older than he was. "I 
wanted to put to an end these insulting and degrading 
comments from my age-grade and my community" he said. 
Finding honest methods of acquiring money to bury his 
mother too irksome, he fell victim to adult thieves who 
trained him to steal. H. then identified himself with a 
gang of thieves and slipped into a full time criminal 
career. 
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It could b. argued that because of the cresence of 
intervening variables in pre-colonial Nigeria, the poor 
allover the country seemed to be very much aware of their 
social status as a group; and this group to which they 
belonged had something to do with their behavioural 
habits. The •• mbership of the group might have led them 
to choose and react to social norms in such a way as to 
defend their common norms, perhaps in an attempt to seek 
revenge on the society for that which they have been 
denied or so ind .. d it .eemed. 
The problems of child abuse in pre-colonial Nigeria and 
it. relation to juvenile delinquency will become clear 
when we consider the illustrated case studies below. It 
was only when child labour and its resulting delinquent 
7 
practices bec ... obvious in Nigeria that hawking was made 
illegal in 1946 for boys under 14 years of age and girls 
under 17 years. but tho •• over 14 years were allowed to 
hawk during working hours <6a.m. - 6 p.m.) provided they 
wer~ living with a parent or parents. Very few hawkers, 
however, now live with one of their parents. 
In Lagos, public prote.ts against the ban on chrld 
hawking alleg.d that the money made by these children 
maintained their aged grand-parents at home who would 
otherwise Traditional Nigerian culture 
invalidat.s this allegation, since an analysis of cases 
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be~ore the juvenile court showed that only ten out of 600 
hawkers liv~ with their grandparents~ and only 257. lived 
with any relative at all. Others had argued that the boys 
hawked to pay their school ~ees. Considering the degree 
o~ poverty in pre-urbanised traditional Nigerian society, 
this might sound convincing but investigations revealed 
that the.e boys wara sant out by their guardian's wife for 
the parsonal gain o~ the guardian, not the boys. The 
investigation further revealed that the guardians of these 
hawkers 
pr~it •• 
ware able financially to do without these 
However, mainly Yoruba women were so 
would send out these 
children to hawk to bring home a profit of as little as 3 
ar S pance a day. 
Secause Nigerian culture, as has been painted out 
.arlier, d_and.cl that children be brought up outside 
their own ho .... , child abuse was a common phenomenon, 
especially allQl1g the Vorubas and the Hausas. This has 
continued to this day. We also noted that among the 
Vorubas, the child brought up by his own parents was 
usually regarded as a "spoiled child". For this reason~ 
children ware sant to live with relatives or apprenticed 
to learn a trade, in order to receive the hard training 
required far adult life. These children were sent out to 
hawk by their relative. or their masters. These groups 
(children of a tender age> were seen hawking in the 
selling their goods or their 
labours to Mhosoever would buy them, usually at an 
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exploited rate as well. 
These children frequently came from unhappy families or 
families where discipline was very strict. Some of them 
hawked for personal gain in order to lead independent 
lives. Others had someone who accepted responsibility for 
them in times of trouble, but actually they managed their 
own economic affairs. They preferred the independence 
that hawking gave to the servile relationship of domestic 
work. They were prepared to hawk and to feed themselves 
and to contribute £2 or £3 monthly towards the rent of 
their rooms, instead ~ hawking for guardians under strict 
and authoritarian treatment. 
Initially, the.e children may sound quite intelligent, 
alert and psychologically stable, but unable to bear the 
harsh conditions which early independent life brings. 
Soma of them do progress to more serious delinquent 
8 
activitie., such •• stealing. For example, a girl hawker 
aged 10 years narrated her story: 
"I first ran away from home because I was 
hawking sugar cane and lost one penny. My 
mother told me not to return until I had found 
it. So I ran away. The second time I was 
hawking fried beans. My mother told me to sell 
the food quickly and nat to stay out long. I 
had difficulty in selling the food quickly and I 
was afraid to return home because I would be 
caned, so I ran away.1I 
The majority of hawkers in Nigerian streets even today 
are little girls and they go from one compound to another, 
selling their wares. Usually, the young male servants are 
their regular customers. They entice the little girls 
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into making love with them, promising to buy some or all 
o~ their wares. Thus, these girls tend to prostitute 
themselves even to older men, in order to make quick sales 
and avoid being caned by their parents or guardians, i~ 
they stayed out longer or failed to sell all their wares. 
Others, eager to replace any money they have lost, may be 
persuaded into being intimate with strangers for a few 
pence. Another case study of a girl hawking food in Lagos 
illustrates this point: 
"When the cock crowed, I began hawking food 
and was not allowed to return until I had sold 
everything. This was usually about 10 a.m. to 
11 a.m. I was then given food. I had none when 
I got up. eetween 3 p.m. and 4 p.m., I was 
.ent aut with another tray of food and was not 
allowed to return until I sold that. This might 
be long after it had become dark. And when the 
market is bad, I will do anything to sell all my 
food, just as I will do if I have lost my 
money. I~ I return without selling my food, I 
would be whipp~ with a knotted horse whip, 
being forcad to lie with my ~ac. an the ground 
to receive the whipping. Here are the scars 
m.de by the whip. I told my Sister that I was 
being ill-treat~, but my sister did nothing. I 
do nat know i~ my guardian is a relative. I 
only know he came and told my father that he 
would like to take me to Lagos and my ~ather 
agreed. I do nat know the whereabouts of my 
mother. II (Nigerian Juvenile Court Record Book, 
1956) 
Children of poor parents are sent to convey food from one 
person to another, to their father at his workplace, their 
mother or aunt at the market, their brother at the office 
or a relative in the hospital. As the food they conveyed 
may be - and in ~act usually is much better than any 
they might be given at home, it is little wonder that the 
~ood dwindles along the way. Sometimes the temptation to 
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the child may be so great thAt he eats it all on the way_ 
Terrified to return home, he stays on the street or is 
ejected from home if he has the courage to return there. 
Some studies in America (Thrasher, 1936) have indicated 
that many run away delinquents leave home because of hurt 
feelings. In the Nigerian Situation, it might be right to 
Argue that hurt fe.lings and a terrific ~eAr o~ punishment 
are the root causes of all absconding. An 11 year old 
delinquent reported At the Lagos juvenile court that he 
did not plan in advance to abscond: 
"The idea to abscond usually comes when I 
think I am about to be punished or I remember 
the ill treatment given to me, such as when my 
father·s second wife threatened to starve me, 
because I had in her eyes o~fended her. She 
regards me as her enemy and does not like me at 
all. She is at home all day, whilst my mother 
goe. away to trade early in the morning. She 
rarely comes home at mid-day and does not return 
finally till 7 p.m. If I asked to go with my 
.ather to her stall, my ~ather would blame my 
.. other and beat her." (Nigerian Juvenile Court 
Record Book, 1938: 107) 
These are the category of boys who would run away from 
hama becau •• o~ hurt f •• ling. and ill treatment. When 
they do, most of them eventually fall into the hands of 
adult thieve •• Evan those who attached themselves to 
lorry drivers soon found out that most drivers are 
themselves expert thieves and thus, the youngsters are 
introduced to the world of crime and delinquency. A ten 
year old delinquent reported: 
"I first met the thief for whom I now steal 
whan I was on the street. We became friends and 
he told ma that if I stayed with him, we could 
go to the cinema and eat at large eating houses 
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regularly. I was always hungry and my only 
problem was food, because I was not well fed by 
my mother, who was very busy trading. I 
followed him and he showed me where he lived. 
Since then, I have been leaving home every 
morning after my mother has gone to market, to 
join my master/friend; and return home at 
night. My first job was to steal a table-cloth 
and then that was it ... 
Another aged 14 said: 
"I was so ill-treated at home by my father and 
his second wife that I received an offer by my 
friend to join him at Lagos. When I discovered 
he wa. a thief, I left him. While wandering on 
the street one evening, I met a man (a master 
thief) whom I used to know. I told him I had 
come to Lagos to learn a trade. He told me that 
I would do much better staying with him, so I 
stayed with him and learned to steal." (Social 
Welfare Report Book, 1960) 
The gangs in Nigeria are thus different to some extent 
from the juvenile gangs in Britain and North America • 
• Thrasher (1936) who studied 1313 gangs in Chicago wrote: 
The majority of gangs developed from the 
spontaneous play group. Such a play group ••• 
doe. not became a gang, however, until it begins 
to excite disapproval and opposition and thus 
acquire a mere definite group consciousness 
(1936: 29, 39). 
In Nigeria, juvenile gangs are composed mainly of 
pre-adole.cents who have nothing in common except their 
rejection by their families. The Lagos gang thus differs 
in the most remarkable degree in their lack of solidarity, 
lack of group f.elings, lack of liability, lack of looking 
up to the elder or leader. Some, however, still felt that 
their fellow club members were the only persons in the 
world for whom they cared or on whom they could count 
(Crawford and Dumpson, 1957: 19) but they lacked 
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solidarity. 
In Chicago, gang members told Thrasher that a IIdesire to 
escape family supervision marked the beginning of our 
feeling of solidarity. Our first loyalties were to 
protect each other against our parents. Some times the 
latter w.re regarded with great dislike by the gang. 
First it was the gang against the member of our 
households; and then it was the gang against the 
neighbours" (1936: 4~). In Nigeria, however, the desire is 
not to escape the family~s supervision but the family~s 
punishment, rejection and starvation. While the American 
youths escape from home because of their need for 
self-assertion, Nigerian youths do so for fear of 
ill-treatment or want of protection. 
In Lagos, for example, frightened youngsters join 
together in the street or attach themselves to an adult 
criminal for protection from their parents. Once on the 
.tre.t or with an adult criminal, they submit to the 
patt.rns of the gang and feel that they have saparated 
themselves from their homes and from society. Taking part 
in delinquent and criminal activities thus become a matter 
of fact. 
In conclusion, most Nigerian peasant parents lived 
labourers' lives with few possessions. They depended on 
their children to cushion them against the misfortunes of 
life (Isichei, 1983). The dependence of children on their 
parents tended to force them to hawk and to play other 
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adult roles. They were not well equipped for these roles 
and when they failed to meet the overly high standards set 
for them, as was often the case, they became very prone to 
crime and delinquency. 
Children revert to the gangs because of the pull of the 
group and because crime was and frequently is an easier 
way of life for those who have been deprived from an early 
age. To get what they want, they stole from home; and to 
avoid the subsequent punishment, they ran away from home 
and some joined gangs. Unlike the family, the gang leader 
offers inducements to keep them or make them return when 
they consider leaving the gang to go home. 
The educational environment for most children 
especially children from strict traditional states 
provided reasons for association with delinquency and 
crime. 
Some investigators (Turiel, 1966, 1973, 1974; Denney and 
Duffy, 1974; Simon and Ward, 1973) have highlighted the 
importance of environmental conditions for the development 
aT the personality. It has also been recognised that the 
generation and consequent resolution of moral conflicts is 
a condition for moral progression (Piaget, 1932, 1971; 
Langer, 1969; Turiel, 1974). However, it may be difficult 
to define which environmental conditions are conducive to 
the generation or resolution of moral conflicts among 
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young people. 
Maqsud's (1976) recent study showed that youths who were 
exposed to increased heterogeneous peer group interaction, 
as well as participation in family activities, tended to 
exhibit more moral excellence than those in a homogeneous 
environment. Maqsud observed, 
Nigerian secondary school boys who enjoyed 
increased peer interaction and also participated 
in family activities showed more mature moral 
judgment than those who were subjected only to 
either of the above two social conditions (1976. 
113). 
Following this observation, it seemed that heterogeneity 
in terms of cognition and sociocultural values may be one 
of the conditions th~t cause generation and resolution of 
moral conflicts. 
Nigerian people identify themselves with their different 
traditional subcultures. It is generally believed that 
social values differ Trom one Nigerian subculture to 
another. In some secondary schools, for example, children 
oT various subcultural backgrounds study together, while 
there are other schools where more than 90% OT the school 
population belongs to a single subcultural group. These 
types of school are found in the North where the Muslim 
culture prohibits the mixing oT the so-called believers 
and non-believers. 
Thus, the religious cultural environment oT Northern 
Nigeria which hindered heterogeneous education and even 
discouraged education oT most school aged children, 
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decreases peer group interaction offered bv the school 
environment. MaQsud~s hypothesis was ve~y Posit1ve on the 
issue that "Muslim Hausa bovs who live in a heterogeneous 
educational environment were more advanced 1n moral 
judgment than those who lived in a homogeneous educational 
environment" (1976: 115) Pupils in heterogeneous schools 
are subjected to social heterogeneity, whereas those in 
homogeneous educational environments (like Muslim schools) 
are exposed to social homogeneity. Thus, children who 
live in hetarogeneous educcti anal 
comparatively more mature in moral judgment than those who 
are in homogeneous educational environments. For these, 
the opportunities to develop moral conflicts or delinquent 
b~aviour caus.d by the cognit1ve imbalance in social 
interaction are great. 
Some Muslim parents who have had associations with 
education which they consider to be 
characterised by heterogeneous cultures and low morals 
prttfer to send their child~en to Islamic (homogeneous) 
schools. There they hope that their children will not 
interact with children from other subcultural groups 
(Gaya, 1979) • Muslim parents believed that Western 
education would open their children's minds to the ~vils 
and vice. of modern civilisation (Atolagbe, 1971~ and this 
belief has greetly affected the education of Muslim 
children in the past. 
the Universal Primary Education 
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(U.P.E.' policy, embarked uoon bv the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria in 1977, was to overcome the political and social 
problems created bv the imbalance of educational 
development between the South and the North (Bary and 
Cooper, 1979). There was general 
Christian south that education was 
agreement in the 
the key to progress. 
The educational progress of 50uthern Nigeria owed much to 
the mis.ionari.s~ for there are few leaders from the South 
today who did not attend mission schools: and that helped 
to make Western education very popular in the south. 
Prior to the introduction of the U.P.E. scheme 4 enrolment 
of primary school aged children in some state. 
approximated to 100% while in the six Norther~ states it 
wa. as little as 51.. By 1967, the average rose to 11.46% 
in the six northern states (Bary and Cooper, 1979). The 
Ashby Commission's Report (1960) found that in the North, 
only about one in eleven or in some areas one in fifty 
children of primary school age went to school. 
~.S_E~&SgC2_m.g~ __ sgY&§~ign __ ~nQgQY1§c __ in_sb~_~gc~b~cn 
§s.s~~1 
The coming of Islam predated Christlanitv in Nigeria by 
over 300 years (Fafunwa, 1974). Early in the fifteenth 
centurY, the Emir of ~ano accepted Islam. The trade links 
with North Africa and Western Sudan helped to soread the 
Islamic religlon to all, acr055 Hau5aland. The European 
mls.ionaries came to Nigeria only in the 18405, with the 
aim of converting the traditional religlonists and Muslims 
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to Christlanity. As A result~ mission schools were built 
and Western education in g.neral became synonymous with 
the spread o~ Christianity (Dubey et al~ 1979). The 
northern Muslims were aware that i~ they sent their 
children to Christian schools, they would return as 
Christians (Fafunwa, 1974). Since in the North, Qu"ranic 
9 
schools prospered, Christlan schools and Western 
education had difficulty taking off. Because girls were 
not sent to school be~ore the coming of Christl ani tv, 
Qu~ranic schools for girls were established about 25 years 
later <betw.en 1930 and 1936) in ¥.ano, Katsina, Sokoto, 
Blrnin Kebbi and Argunga for 600 girls. The aim was to 
compete with the Christian SChools which had 
admitting girls from the start. 
This suggests that verv few children in the North, when 
compared with school aged children in the South, took 
advantage 04 the opportunities o~fer.d by Western 
education (Ahmed, 1977). Haroun ~1973) outlined five 
religious, sociocultural and economic reasons which 
impeded the ~ull participation ~f Northern youth in 
education as: 
1. Traditional antagonism o~ Muslims ~oward5 Western 
education. 
2. Marriage customs and the seclusion o~ women or purdah 
(kulle) in the Hausa Muslim society. This point WAS 
discus.ed earlier. 
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3. F.ar o~ moral laxity in the schools (erroneous 
judgment of early mission schools). 
4. Paucity 0+ post-primary institutions. 
~. Lukewarm support by the political leadership. 
Hake (1970) added that parental misconceptions about the 
in particular 
school. 
Islamic view on the education of women 
denied Muslim girls their right to go to 
(1971) went further to say that Muslim 
Anura 
not 
wish their children to mix with 
parents did 
the chi loren of 
non-Muslims in school. They questioned the value of 
We.tern education and many viewed it as a destructive 
force to the traditional Hausa way of life (Fafunwa, 
1974). It was f.lt the Western education. introduced by 
Europeans with a different culture, historical traditions 
and lanQuage could only undermine Islamic tradition. This 
very attitude towards educatlon .eems an interesting 
parallel with Catholic and Protestant educational barriers 
in Northern Ireland and Scotland. 
Abubaker'. (1970> survey in Gombe in Banchi stat.s 
.howed support for p.rents~ negative attitudes towaras 
education in general and Western education in particular. 
The majority, however, preferred to send their Children to 
Qu'ranic schools. These parents considered missionary 
schools to be occupation oriented, and since the 
occupation o~ 9irls~ for example, was to get married, no 
need wa. perceived for their schooling. Western education 
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for girls in particular wa5~ there~ore, looked upon as 
subversive against paternal authority and Hausa Muslim 
tradition. 
Hake's (1970) survey in the Kano area found that over 
50% of the parents were not in favour of education for 
girls. The reasons given were $ummarised as: 
(a) Schooling interferes with marriage at the proper 
age. 
(b) Schooling keeps them away from homa where thev are 
meant to stay and tend children. 
(c) Islam commands that women should be secluded and not 
exposed to the apposite sex. 
Muslim parents expressed their anxiety about marrving 
their daughters at the right age according to Muslim law 
and deliberately re~us.d to embrace Universal Primary 
Education far fear that 
(Nyam, 
.~ 1 _ might prevent early marriage 
parents in his sample were in favour of girls~ education 
and 61.7% in favour of marriage over 12 years of age. 
Those who approved of primary education for girls, did so 
because o~ the economic reward they hoped this would 
bring. They felt that such girls could be married to 
well-to-do husbands on account o~ their schooling. The 
parents who rejected education for girls stressed that 
thev must marrv at the onset of puberty (M.helia, 1974). 
All expressed strong fears that a girl might refuse to get 
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married because o~ her education. In thgir view, 
education could result in disobedience to parents and 
husbands (Sabe~ 1975). 
It has been said by many parents that "If girls learn to 
rebel against the parents and SOCiety, there is no reason 
for s.nding them to school" (Sabe, 1~75). Muslim parents, 
thus, strongly disapprove of the idea o~ girls deciding 
what they wish to do or whom they wish to marry. This to 
a large extent confirms Ndugbueze's (1973> view about the 
place of women in Muslim SOCiety. This will be discussed 
in detail und.r marital relationships, including forced 
and .arly marriage, to which wa now turn. 
~Qetn:.l~_~L __ ~~~lt~1-B~1~t~eQ.nt2~L 
~~~l~_~n~Eg~~.d-~.~~l~g. 
Th. (1966) study of marital 
stability .and SOCial structure in Ibadan showed that 
Muslims experienced higher rates of divorce than members 
of other religious groups. In another studV, Lloyd (1968) 
established lower divorce rates in two predominantly 
Christian towns as compared with two other predominantly 
Muslim towns. Sofoluwe '(1965) found a similar result in 
an earlier study among Yoruba Muslims 1n Igbo-Ora. 
One possible explanation for this trend may be found in 
tha structure of marl tal relationships and the cultural 
expectations of early and for~ed marriage, which also 
datarmines the place of women in traditional Nigerian 
society, especially among polygamous Muslim families. 
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It was pointed out earlier that there are no fixed age 
limits in Nigeria for marriage. Quite young children may 
marry legally; and among the Muslims, child marriage is 
the rule (Levy 1969). Some girls are married at the age OT 
12 and often at even younger ages in the villages. In 
some others, they are married at the age oT five or six 
and brought up by the husband (Madduci, Isa and Daura, 
1978). According to Malike law, the Tather has the right 
to contract his virgin daughter in marriage regardless oT 
her wishes and without consultation with the mother 
(8wala, 1979). Some Tathers also marry oTf their daughters 
to old men Tor mercenary motives or in exchange for other 
women (Madduci .t aI, 1978). 
Historical and anthropological evidence shows that in 
societies where exchange oT women and early marriages were 
practised, women had little choice oT action. In Nigeria, 
however, they could choose elopement. In Tiv land, for 
example, "this kind of constraint. was sometimes avoided by 
elopement. Some young girls, forced into unwelcomed 
marriage, committed !Suicide (East~ 1939: 166). In the 
Yoruba kingdom of Owo, girls had their ears cr~pped or 
been disowned by their parents, if they reTused to marry 
the man chosen by their fat.her. In spite of thiS, some 
young women, including some who have suffered physical 
deformation and endured public ridlcule for it, have been 
known to perSistently and resolutely refuse to marry a 
!:hosen man whom they disliked (Johnson, 1904). When it 
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comes to divorce~ in cases wher~ the Tather does not allow 
his daughter to divorce her chosen husband for various 
reasons, the girl often runs away and supgorts herself by 
prostituting in a bigger village. For others, forced 
marriage is unbearable and could not be tolerated. 
Bintu, a 14 year old girl, for example, was sent to 
juvenil~ court for being beyond the control of her 
father. The father reported that he had: 
accepted bride wealth for her from a man and 
the thanking ceremony had been performed, but 
Bintu refused to complete the marriage, saying 
she was too young. He kept reiterating that she 
would soon be pregnant by another man unless the 
marriage was comsummated. In spite of hearing 
all thiS, the fiance exgressed his willingness 
to marry her. Finally Bintu was found living in 
a shack with a group of young men of the 
hooligan type. She was frequenting hotels, 
bars, drinking and smoking, and no longer 
visited her familv (Nigerian Juvenile Court 
Record Book, 1962). 
It appeared that Bintu~s family background contributed 
to her early delinquency, as the father~s report showed 
that the mother was aggressive and had four children by 
different men before she came to him. It could, however, 
be argued that the early and forced marriage arranged by 
her father was the last straw that pushed her into real 
delinquency (sea Table ~.19). 
Another structure of traditional Nigerian society that 
tended to push children into delinquency is tha fg~i1ign 
2f_~gmmQ. Forced and early marriage helgs to determine the 
role structure of women in traditional Nigerian society. 
It was pointed out that among Hausa families, it was the 
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father~s decision whether or not a girl goes to school. 
In the Muslim view, "men stand superior to women 1n that 
God hath preferred the one over the other .. (Ahmad and 
Ansari, 1980). For this and other reasons, men in Muslim 
states do not go to courts of law to divorce their wives. 
They simply send her home with a written declaration of 
his intent. 
Table 5.19: Relationship between Unhappy Union and Delinquency 
---------------------------------------------------------------






10 o 10 
Happy Union 7 76 83 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Total 17 76 93 
• 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Thus, in traditional Nigerian SOCiety, both relig10us 
and social traditions bestowed secondary citizenship on 
women. Marriage customs, seclusion, perception of Western 
education by parents and the overall concept of women~s 
role in Nigeria resulted in placing less value on the 
education of girls. Girls should "stay in their houses" 
to helD the mother in various domestic activities. 
Mothers who are locked in their houses (in purdah) do not 
go to the market to sell or buy goods. These rely on 
their unmarried daughters as their main contact with the 
outside world. A. a result, the girls~ hawking careers 
begin at the age of five and last until marriage. Though 
the boys are not involved in household chores and spend 
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their time as they please in recreation and amusements, in 
company of their choice, they, like the girls, are 
expected to hawk on the street~ where some of them meet 
their first gang and learn their first lessons in 
delinquency. 
In some other parts of the country, women in general 
provide for the family. They are active traders and good 
farmers. They labour from morning till night without help 
from their husbands who regard them as the II woman I 
married with my money". The children, espeCially the 
daughters who are the only helpers, may soon become tired 
of the laborious nature of their work and may run away to 
bigger tONns • 
• 
Writing about women~s labour in Nigeria, Crowther and 
Taylor (lB~9) noted. 
The female population may be said to be the 
life of trade in this country. • •• A great deal 
of labour is entailed on the women. On them 
solely devolves the care of their children, to 
feed and clothe them from childhood ••• With 
such a charge upon them, without help, having to 
labour hard in bearing burdens, for they are the 
chief carriers of loads, grinding corn upon the 
millstones, many times till late hours of the 
night (lB~9: 204). 
East (1939) described the average day of a Tiv housewife 
as the folloNingl 
She would go early to draw water, sweep the 
house clean, make the fire, cook and peel a yam 
for her husband to eat, then go out to work on 
the farm. On the way home she would collect 
so •• firewood. Having brought this in, she 
NOuld pound up the corn, fetch a grindstone and 
grind it to flour, singing as she worked. When 
they had finished their meal, she collected and 
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washed up all the utensils. Then she went down 
to the stream to bathe, draw water and brought 
it back with her to the village. After this she 
rubbed some camwood on her body and lay down on 
the ground to rest. But another, when she came 
back from the stream, would set to work to pick 
out the s.eds from the cotton. When evening 
came, she put this away and made some more ruam 
for her husband. By the time she had washed up 
everything, it was dark and time to sit round 
together. She took to cotton and began to spin, 
till drowsiness overcame her and she fell asleep 
<1939: 309-310). 
Thus, occupation outside and inside the home, such as 
farming, trading and cooking absorbed much of a Nigerian 
mother~s energy, and made their life and the mother/child 
role relationship lithe opposite pole of human experience" 
(Cohen, 1957). 
The nature of women~s occupation seems to suggest, in 
addition, that mothers in traditional Nigerian society, 
like their counterparts in developed societies, have 
little or no time to attend to the maternal needs of their 
children. We have already noted the relative effect of 
lack of maternal love and affection on children and the 
development of delinquent behaviour. However, an 
illuminative case study of Amachi~s experience further 
illustrates the effect of inadequate love and affection or 
lack of both on youth's behaviour. 
R •• chi, aged 14 years, was found sleeping in the street 
during a midnight search by welfare officers for children 
who might have run away from home. Inquiries showed that: 
Amachi'. father was always drunk and, apart 
from being a ne'er do well, he had served a 
prison sentence. Though both parents were 
educated, they quarrelled so often that 
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separation was unavoidable. Amachi was, as a 
result, sent to live with his paternal 
grandmother at the age o~ 3 years. He was taken 
away by his father-s uncle when he was 6 years 
old. This was a polygamous ~amily and so no 
personal attention was given to Amachi. He began 
running away from home and school, keeping bad 
company, etc. The situation became such that he 
was rejected by his father~s uncle. He lived 
with both patern.l and maternal grandmothers 
alternately, neither of whom was ~inancially 
able to care adequately for Amachi or provide 
the love and affection he needed to develop a 
healthy personality. He became delinquent in 
the broad sense of the word (Nigerian Juvenile 
Delinquent Report Book, 1956). 
Amachi-s ca.e seems to confirm the Western theories o~ 
emotional deprivation. In Nigeria this variable is mainly 
~ound among children of divorced parents. 
QiXgCk. is another factor that tended to generate 
delinquency in traditional Nigerian society. It has be.n 
point~ out that early and forced marriages result in a 
traditionally accepted .Iin and out" pattern of marriage, 
especially among the Muslims and polygamous ~amilies. 
This pattern of marriage endangers the normal structure of 
family li~e as well as adversely affecting the normal 
development of children. 
Research into the causes of perSistent delinquency has 
.tressed the adverse effect o~ maternal deprivation during 
the early years upon the social and moral development of 
children. Stott (1947), in his study of approved schools 
~or boys, described "a standard danger o~ the broken 
homes, where in ef~ect one parent has the legal custody of 
the child, while the child itself is devoted to the other" 
(1947: 174). Powell (1972) expanded this concept in his 
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"Why Am I Afraid to Love?" when he said: 
We know that if the bud of a flower is 
impaired by hostile forces, like an unseasonal 
frost, it will not open. So too, a human person 
who is without the warm encouragement of love, 
and who must endure the chilling absence of 
praise or affection (provided by a stable and 
happy family), will remain closed in on 
himself. The dynamics of his personality will 
ba jam •• d. And if the dynamics of his 
personality are seriously impeded, the result 
will be what psychologists call neurosis (1972: 
2:5). 
Oloruntimehin (1970) studied the relationship between 
divorce and delinquency in Nigeria. The results of this 
study are represented in Tables ~.20 and ~.21. Examination 
of the degree of association between broken homes and 
delinquancy though will show that divorce or broken homes 
in themselves may not make for the development of 
delinquent behaviour. The aspects of divorce which are 
significant for the development of delinquent behaviour 
Are the break in both parents~ love and affection, that 
is, the effect on the child~s relationships with the 
parents and the members of the extended family as well as 
the custody arrangements. 
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Table 5.20: Correlation between Broken Ho.e and Delinquency. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------






Broken Home 71 15 89 
Non-Broken Ho .... 17 76 93 
Total 91 91 182 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Table 5.21: Correlation betw.en Parental Indifference to 
Child's Progress and Delinquency 
-----------------------------------------------------------------







Children's Progr.ss 63 1 64 
Mindful of 
Children's Progress 28 90 118 
Total 91 91 182 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
• Broken home is here defined as separation of parents as 
the result of death, divorce or desertion. 
The above data is extracted from Oloruntimehin (1970). 
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Analysis of data in Table 5.21 tends to suggest that 
usually there is bitterness between the divorced couples 
which tends to affect their relationships with their 
children. This may and often 
fulfilment of parental role. 
does result in inadequate 
towards the children. The 
children react to this situation by finding 
outside the home. Such alternative means of satisfaction 
children run away from home frequently and some associate 
with peer groups and engage 
Most of the children who were 
ne.d of care or protection by 
in delinquent activities. 
described as children in 
the juvenile courts in 
Nigeria ca .. from this type of home. 
Some divorced parents may become so uninterested in 
their children that they may not bother to enquire about 
their performance at the farm, in their trade or at 
school. The children, for their part, tend to dev~lop a 
similar attitude towards themselves and invariably to not 
make any effort to perform well in their trade. They tend 
to feel that since their parents do not care to know 
whether they are getting on well or not, it is not 
necessary for them to make any effort to do so. Such 
children frequently fail to go to the farm work or to 
time instead playing about in 
them eventually get involved in 
school. They spend their 
the street. Some of 
delinquent activities such as wilful destruction or 
stealing. 
The readjustment of separated parents is made more 
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, 
problematic by the non-existence of unemployment allowance 
or child benefit allowance as well as the high rates of 
unemployment. Worse still, in some parts of the country, 
Nigerian culture did not favour the idea of mothers 
working until recently. In the past, therefore, to some 
extent, among the culturally restricted towns, married 
women were not allowed to work. In such towns, the 
economic support of the family rested solely on the man. 
When divorce or separation occurred, the offspring were 
usually taken to the father's relations or stayed with the 
father's second wife. 
In either ca.e, they are socialised under faulty 
discipline. For instance, heavy corporal punishment, 
starvation, withdrawal of comfort, distorted or 
differential parental relationships etc. await the child 
who is socialised outside his own home. We have analysed 
at so.. length the association betw.en delinquency and 
deprivation of love resulting from divorce. Our attention 
now turns to an analysis of the effects of the custodial 
arrangements which usually followed divorce in traditional 
Nigerian society. 
Nigerian culture demands 





father has absolute 
father is dead or 
incapaCitated, any of his relations has the overall right 
to the custody of the children in the case of divorce or 
separation. 
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However, this action may not be in the best interest of 
the child or children, who would frequently prefer to stay 
with the mother or mother~s relations where they feel more 
secure. Should a dispute arise as to the father~s right 
to custody, the deciding factor is the bride wealth. Once 
it is established that this bridewealth has b.en paid at 
the beginning of the marriage or before the birth of the 
child or children under dispute, the father~s right must 
not be questioned. No consideration is given to his 
aconomic status or tha nature of his work in relation to 
tha welfare of the children. The comfort of the children, 
thus, come. .econd to the so-called 
histo-cultural rights. For instance, when Bintu refused 
to follow her father homa, the police forced her to go 
home with him, because "children should stay with their 
father and not their mother" in cases of divorce or 
•• paration. Salami~s case is quite illuminative in this 
respect. 
S.l •• i, agad 14 years, was brought before the court for 
stealing £4.105 from a neighbour~s home. Salami stated: 
My mother and father lived together until I 
was about 6 years old when my mother left my 
father becausa she objected to another we.an 
visiting him, whom she apparently suspected he 
wanted to bring into the house. There were 
frequent quarrels before she finally left, 
mainly about food and money. My father 
complained that the food was not ready on time 
and my mother complained that my father did not 
give her sufficient money. When I was young, 
they bath laved me. When my mother left, my 
father~s attitude towards me changed; he began 
to find fault with me and say I was just like my 
mother. My mother arrived one day and toak me 
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-away with her and placed me with her aunt who 
petted me, while my mother visited me 
regularly. Then my father came one day and took 
me, saying my mother had no right to keep me. 
Then I ran (Social Welfare Report Book, 
1961> • 
On divorce or separation, therefore, the father takes 
custody of his children, though the native custom allows 
the mother temporary custody of a child under 2 years of 
age. That is to say, the mother may be allowed the 
custody of a child until the age of 2 years, when it will 
no longer be breast fed. However, some fathers will not 
wait. The child is often taken and boarded with family 
friends or the fath.r~s relatives. Such relatives may be 
grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins. If the father has 
other wives, the child lives within the family and is 
boarded with the father~s senior wife whom the child now 
calls mother (step-mother in fact). 
The relationship that exists between children and their 
stepmother is often nat cordial. The stepmother tends to 
sea the children of her husbandPs farmer marriage as 
rivals for her husband·s affection and attention to her 
awn children. She tends to see her relationship to her 
stepchildren as "serving the other woman". She then 
maltreats the children, and can become very bossy and 
overbearing. If she has children of her own, she may 
indulge in giving them preferential treatment aver the 
other children. Her jealousy and bitterness become mare 
formidable if she doe. nat have children of her own. 
The problems of the stepchildren are greater, if the 
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father nurses some bitterness against the mother, which 
may result in an undesirable relationship between the 
father and those children. Thus, the children have nobody 
to protect them from the bitterness of their stepmother. 
Oloruntimehin~s (1970) study provided evidence that many 
of the fathers of delinquent children supported the 
stepmother against the children; they also gave 
preferential treatment to the children of the stepmother 
as compared with the other children. 
These children, therefore, tend to have feelings of 
being unwanted and, in an attempt to be free of the 
undesirable conditions of their custodial homes, they run 
and remain on the streats for days on end. They tend to 
find more meaningful relationships when they come across 
other children with similar experiences. Since the 
.arriage structure in traditional Nigerian society was 
characterised by frequent marriages, children with similar 
experiences were not hard to find. By sharing one 
another~s company, they are able to solve their identity 
crisis through gangs. Others roaming about the streets 
may (as is very often the case) engage in single 
delinquent activities. 
If the children were boarded with a relative of their 
father, for example an uncle or or aunt, they are often 
maltreated to the extent of being overworked. The foster 
11 
parents often apply strict forms of disciplinary 
treatment for minor offences. They also tend to indulge 
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in favouring their own children at the expense of the 
foster children. The latter then tend to think that their 
real parents have rejected them and/or have shifted their 
parentAl responsibilities completely on to the foster 
parents. Since their parents did not show any concern 
about their welfare, the children may regard themselves as 
strangers in their foster homes and as outcasts from their 
own homes. The psychological crisis that results may 
induce some of these children to behave abnormally. Some 
steal, in addition to wandering about the streets. 
However, there is a need for empirical studies to 
examina further the probable influence of the above and 
other hypotheses raised in this study on the causation of 
delinquency in Nigeria. Nevertheless, a case study about 
Ngosi tends to give support to the association of the 
VAriables with delinquency in traditional Nigerian 
society. 
Hgosi was 7 years old when he was sent to live with his 
fatherPs mother as a result of his parents P separation. 
School reports showed that Ngosi was above average but he 
often stayed away from school. He always passed his 
examinations. When asked, Ngosi said, 
I stayed away from Arithmetic and Hygien. 
classes, because I knew I would make mistakes 
and the teacher would cane me. At home, I was 
Also beaten by my grandmother when I lost money 
with which I was sent to market. I started 
absconding about 4 years ago for fear of being 
beaten At school for not knowing my lessons. I 
found it difficult to concentrate and learn 
because I was unhappy at home. My grandmother 
beat me frequently, but I never retaliated; 
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instead I would go into a corner and not answer 
when she called me. When on the street, I 
carried loads and earned 16 pence a day. I 
spent the money on food. In the evening, I 
played on the racecourse. At night, I slept by 
the mosque with other homeless boys. I often 
felt like returning home, but did not do so for 
fear of being beaten (Juvenile Court Record 
Book, 19~5). 
Welfare reports showed that Ngosi~s behaviour improved 
when he eventually entered "secondary boarding school and 
his mother was reconciled to him and helped financially" 
(Social Welfare Report Book, 195~). 
When separation occurs, the child either lives with his 
paternal grandmother (as in Ngosi~s CAse), with another of 
his relations, or with the father~s other wife(s). In 
either case, there is almost always an inadequate degree 
of love and affection. The child~s feelings of rejection 
and being unwanted usually result in running away from 
The structure of the family and patterns of child care 
in traditional Nigerian society pre-supposed the presence 
of the following hypotheses in relation to juvenile 
delinquency. 
(1) The structure of polygamous families was such that 
the mother occupied a unique place in the lives of their 
children. Children consulting with mothers, therefore, 
would have bean an effective way of reducing delinquency. 
(2) But mothers, because of rivalry between wives, 
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worked exceedingly hard to advance their own children at 
the expense o~ others in the ~amily. (There is evidence 
o~ cases in polygamous ~amilies where some wives actually 
in~licted physical injury on their co-wives, thus igniting 
aggressive and delinquent behaviours amongst children. 
This attitude might then become directed towards 
hal~-brothers, mother~s co-wives, their father and to 
society at large.) 
(3) Fathers in polygamous ~amilies playa very passive 
role in providing for the psychological and material needs 
of their children. Children are, there~ore, emotionally 
and economically dependant on their own mothers whose 
uniqueness is emphasised by the existence o~ other mothers 
and children in the ~amily. • In a society where the 
mothers' economic and social participation are limited and 
in extreme cases excluded, children~s dependence could be 
unsatisfying and, therefore result in delinquency 
producing 
that in 
situations. (There is enough evidence to 
an attempt to maintain a ~air policy and 
show 
avoid 
co-wi~e dissension, ~athers in polygamous families show 
little or no interest in the psychological and emotional 
development o~ their children or in providing for their 
material naeds. Lack of identity and fatherly support 
tend to contribute to delinquency.) 
(4) Psychological factors, such as frustration, lack of 
love and af~ection and despair, which are prevalent in 
Nigerian polygamous families, tend to contribute to 
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delinquency. 
(5) Economic and social stresses, such as poverty, 
divorce and inconsistent parental supervision are likely 
to produce a high rate of delinquency in traditional 
Nigerian society and more so in polygamous families. 
(6) Given the Nigerian interest in having large 
families, the increase in the number of wives leads almost 
automatically to an increase in the number of children. 
This in turn puts a tremendous strain on parent/child 
interactions. This situation may have a correlation with 
delinquency. (Theories in developed countries have shown 
that where parent/child interaction is inadequate, the 
child's feelings of being unwanted, rejected and hated may 
develop into antagonism towards the parents and later 
towards society. Adequate parent/child communication is 
thus a catalyst that can reactivate a child's conception 
of his self-image. 
Cooley'. (1962) concept of ~the looking glass-self' 
confirmed this. According to Cooley, "Self can only 
develop out of communication with others. Conception of 
self, in other words, is the most important meaning for 
man's behaviour, and the way in Which others respond to a 
person is what generates a person's self-concept. That 
is, man's perception of other people's responses to him 
relates to his conception". Thus, a child develops a 
self-image from observing the way others respond to him, 
the way his parents, brothers, mother's co-wives and 
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others relate to him. The behaviour of others towards him 
is thus the looking glass in which the individual child 
sees himself. 
liThe attitudes which enter into the individual"s 
self-image and so influence his behaviour are for the most 
part, emotive, e.g. attitudes of approval or disapproval, 
acceptance or rejection, 
(Cooley, 1962). 
interest or indifference etc II 
(7) The collective and authoritative child rearing 
practices in Nigeria lacked the normative factors 
necess.ry for a child"s identification and interest in 
others. 
(8) Finally, early. and forced marriages frequently led 




brings emotional instability and 
the children and this could lead to 
Studies in 
and Great 
Nigeria compared with those in North America 
Britain would tend to show that the 
psychological, economic and social factors which 
delinquency are similar in these countries. 
produce 
The only 
exception could be said to be the structure of some 
Nigerian families. 
The family structure of Nigerian society which tends to 
be the most important hypothetical causes of deliquency in 
Nigeria differs from those of the monogamous American and 
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British family structures. Findings on the relationship 
between broken homes (due to divorce) and delinquency in 
Nigeria seem to be consistent with those of Monaham's 
(1962) in Philadelphia. The relationship between faulty 
discipline and lack of proper parental supervision and 
delinquency in Nigeria (Oloruntimehin, 1970) corresponds 
with Glueck and Glueck~s (1964) findings in Boston. Thus 
our five hypotheses are comparatively endorsed. 
1. In most developed societies, the government (and 
private) institutions such as child care centres and 
welfare services, have taken over much of the 
socialising and caring role of the family. Children 
in such institutions develop formal interpersonal 
relationships as an alternative to the informal 
interaction found within natural families' patterns of 
care. 
2. 01oruntimehin~s (1981) study was based on the family 
in general. However, since polygamous families, as we 
have seen, are characterised by tension, jealousy, 
rivalry, differential treatment, etc. the 
parent/child relationships are more uncordial. 
Therefore the data could well be applied to polygamous 
family relationships. 
3. U.S. Department of Labor, "Statistics of Consumer 
Expenditure" Report 2237-293, Supplement 3, Part A, 
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Tables E, F, G and H showed that food expenditure per 
person decreased as the family size increased. For 
further details, see American Department of Labor 
Report, the Bureau for Labor, Washington, D.C. 
4. Only a few juvenile courts existed in colonial 
Nigeria. One in each of the three Regional 
headquarters, one at the Federal Capital (Lagos) and 
one at Calabar, the Cross River State. Today there is 
at least one in each of the 19 state capitals and more 
than two at Lagos. 
5. The great increase in both domestic and external trade 
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries made 
wealth a very important route to political and social 
power. As a result of contact with Europeans "and the 
consequent expansion in trade, as we shall see later, 
many communities become more dependent on money and 
less on a subsistence economy. The impact of this 
change today further manifests itself in the increased 
rate of social and economic crime, including 
corruption and juvenile delinquency. 
6. The gangs that existed in pre-urbanised Nigerian 
society included those involved in breaking and 
entering, and robbery. Gambling gangs also existed in 
big cities. 
7. Hawking in this context is a commercial or economic 
activity which involves carrying goods about for 
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sale. In Nigeria, adult traders usually employ 
children between the ages of 7 and 15 to carry out 
this function by going from place to place selling 
goods (normally domestic items). 
B. All the case studies in this chapter are taken from 
the Juvenile Delinquency Cases Book kept at the 
Juvenile Court Vaba, Lagos. The cases were recorded 
between 1956 and 1975. 
9. Lewis (1970) reported at least 19,073 Qu'ranic schools 
with 143,312 boys in attendance. 
10. Early and forced marriages often result in both 
partners being dissatisfied with their marriage. 
Though the couple may still live together, the 
necessary relationships which should keep their union 
going become considerably weakened. Constant 
quarrelling which may develop, frequently leads to 
injuries being inflicted, the destruction of property 
and eventual divorce. This situation tends to affect 
the relationships between children and their parents 
and, therefore, has an adverse effect on the 
children's behaviour, as illustrated in the case 
study of Salami. 
11. The concept of foster parents in Nigerian society 
seems different from that of contemporary Western 
societies. In Nigeria, one of the important 
obligations which people fulfil for one another is to 
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help bring up children of relations or friends. This 
type of practice may not be regarded as fostering in 
the Western context, though in both societies, the 
fostered child remains a member of his natural 
family. Perhaps the obligation tagged to Nigerian 
fostering illuminates the differences. 
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The d.velopman~ of presen~ urban areas from simple 
soci.~i.s in Nigeria tends to valida~e ~he evolutional 
~h.ori.s of cul~ure and socie~y. Th •• e ~heori .. assume 
~hat complex socie~ies develop out of simple ones. In 
Kano, for example, a complex city has developed ou~ of ~h. 
simple walled city. Ibadan has urban centres scattered 
around the Ojaban hill area 
the indigenous population. 
simple societies occupied by 
Thus, the majority of the 
urban societies in Nigeria today are remnan~s from the 
past or ... hat kno ... n as simple cities occupied 
previously by indigenous people. 
The indigenous population had maintained their culture 
and civiliza~ion until the spread of Wes~.rn civiliza~ion 
and the consequ.n~ urbanisa~ion of ~h.se simpl. 
scci.~i.s. As a resul~, scme of the Nigerian cul~ure. 
have vanished, not only because there ... as no ... rittan 
records ~o ~.ll us about them, but mainly because Nigeria 
as it ••• med, placed a higher value on the emerging 
European and American cultures and civilization at the 
expense of local cultures and civilization. 
In the 19605, for example, ... hen many African countries 
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began to achieve political independence and colonial 
rulers began to give way to African rulers, the colonial 
cultures were copied and transmitted to African 
countries. Gradually, non developed techniques aT writing 
became replaced with developed techniques of writing. In 
the same way, developed technology is still gradually 
replacing rudimentary technology. Though the output is on 
average quite low, there is a climate of comparatively 
high output. For example, 







to a l.rge extent, high scope for 
The radical changes that have come about from a mainly 
multi-intar .. t social organisation in which wealth and 
status are held separately and status and roles are mainly 
achieved is important to social disorganisation in 
Nigeria. The inevitable changes created by the.e force. 
resulted in immediate diSintegration of the existing 
societal culture and finally led to the creation of new 
forms which blended the old and the new (Malinawski, 
1944). The change. that took place in Nigeria during the 
colonial period were a kind of inevitable revolution which 
in some parts of Nigeria wiped out traditional cultures. 
For instance, traditional religion in the south was 
replaced by the Christian religion. In others, the old 
system. of culture were blended with the new cultural 
Lord Largard·s indirect rule, for example, 
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blended new Western institutions with the Nigerian 
traditional systems. Again, the result was, to a large 
extent, disintegration o~ the old SOCiety as we shall see 
later in this chapter. 
Malinawski (1948) has already str ... ed that the process 
oT cultural and social change is based on the interaction 
o~ institutions. In Nigeria, it could be argued that the 
colonial (British) institutions and systems interacted 
with those ~ Nigeria, and these institutions tended to 
"imping_ on each other, and the impact produced conTlict, 
co-operation and compromi •• •• (Onwuejeogwu, 1975). The 
result is the emergence aT a new Nigerian culture. The 
critic. ~ Malinawski (Brown, 1968) claimed that cultural 
change is not due to the interaction oT culture., but to 
the interaction o~ individuals and groups within an 
established social structure which in itselT i. the 
process o~ change. Our concern here, however, is not 
necessarily their point aT departure. Instead, one could 
argue that in Nigeria, the social structure o~ the urban 
centre. illustrates the concept o~ cultural transformation 
resulting Trom the influence o~ Western civilization, 
involving individuals, groups and institutional contacts 
and the con.equence is socio-economic changes etc. 
The development oT urban cities and the consequent 
association with heterogeneous cultures seem to have 
resulted in the diTTusion oT those phenomena that altered 
value system. and social structure. traditional 
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Ni;eri~n society. The invented institutions, thou;h they 
do offer solutions to some problem. of Ni;erian people, 
se.m to pre-suppose problems for Nigerians as well. The.e 
problems Aris. out of changed conditions in which the 
Nigeri~n h •• to live. As Nas pOinted out, the conditions 
changed •• a re.ult of intervention and/or contAct with 
externAl in.titution •• 
For example, the application and rise of modern .ystems 
of agriculture and economic institutions in Nigeria came 
A. A re.ult of the intervention of creative invaders from 
Western and AmeriCAn countries. Thus today Ni;erians talk 
of mech.ni.ed and decisive agricultural technologies from 
the developed societies. This suggests thAt the present 
Nigerian institutions are the result of an evolutionary 
process determined by ecology. cultural contActs and 
cultural diffu.ion. If this sugge.tion i. taken at its 
face value, then it supports the argument thAt a 
delinquent culture Among.t youths in Nigerian soci.ty 
today has also resulted from evolutionary contact with and 
diffusion of Europe.n youth culture.. Further, if these 
variable. could be tested empirically, we may co.. to 
und.r.tand why the rate of delinquency is high within the 
urban centre. in the 19 .tate. of the Federation. The.e 
c.ntres are where the proc ••••• of cultural diffusion are 
very progre.sive, and change. occur very fast. 
The diffu.ion theory explained these changes in term. of 
growth of social and economic institutions (Person, 1967: 
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543). This school claims that the growth o~ social, 
political and economic institutions .eem. to have 
conditioned human nature and make him a progre.sive animal 
by interacting with and imitating others. In~lu.nced by 
int.raction. and contacts with external institutions, man 
chang.s or modi~i.. hi. own in.titutions. This ..... to 
happ.n in .very dynamiC society. In Nigeria, this has 
b.en the ca •• over the years. Since it. contact with the 
colonial institutions, Nigerian society and its social and 
economiC in.titution. ..em to have been in constant 
transition. Ameng the.e chang.s are the patterns o~ 
Nigerian ~ .. ily institution •• 
In Chapter 4, it was pOinted out that the fast rate o~ 
change, brought about by urban dev.lopment, forced 
traditional Nigerian in.titutions to lag behind. This 
sugg.sts that a gap is cr.ated between new cultUre and 
traditional cultur.. Thi. gap, it was argued, tends to 
generate conflict betwe.n traditional institutions and 
technological d.velopment. Quite o~ten, the d.linquent 
behaviour of Nigerian youths ha. been interpreted as 
re~lecting a ·failure~ o~ personal and .ocial controls 
re.ulting from the influ.nce of urban development. Thi. 
chapter seeks to analyse how and why the behaviour of 
young people who migrate from the rural areas to urban 
.nvironments baca .. subject to the influence o~ ecological 
prabl .. s arising ~rom the sacio-political 
of urban centres. In 
and 
this 
analysis, attention is focused on the influence of 
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urbanisation on traditional institutions with particular 
reference to delinquency causation in Nigeria. 
Nigeria is one of the most populated and highly 
urbanised countri .. in West Africa. It is characterised by 
the importance and age of its urbanisation, especially in 
it. south-west region. Presently, Nigeria has at least 19 
big cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants, seven of 
which are in the West. Lagos and Ibadan particularly have 
.are than one million inhabitants each. On the whole, the 
Voruba towns are quite homogeneous, from an ethnic point 
of view, and are made up of a population that is still 
enoaoed in traditional activities. It is still very rural 
in character. The towns particularly developed in the 
nineteenth century were used as a place of refuge from the 
violent tribal war. that decimatad the countryside. 
The rest of the country is much more unequally 
The urban centre. are concentrated mainly in 
two zones in the centre of the Northern region of the old 
Hausa towns of Kano, Zaria and Kaduna - where commercial 
ad.inistration and industrial activities are heavily 
, 
concentrated. In the South-east in Igbo country, an urban 
centre is to be found in each of the capital states, 
.ainly in Port-Harcourt, the country~s second largest 
seapart, Onitsha, Enugu, Cal abar , Aba and Owerri with so .. 
type of commercial and administrative activities. 
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The impuls. given to urban growth by the imperativ.s of 
colonial economy in Nigeria continued well after 
Independence. Over recent years two new factors have 
created a supplementary influx of migration into the urban 
towns. the expansion of the industrial sectors, resulting 
from the increased explOitation of oil and mineral 
resource.; and the government policies elabarated since 
1960 to promote an overall schooling programme in the 
fight against illiteracy. Within this context, the town 
of Lagos - serving as both federal capital and the capital 
of the state of Lagos - II appears to be a real urban 
monster, the symbol par excellence, of uncontrollable 
growth in African towns. First enriched by the slave 
trade, and later by the trade of palm tree oil and ivory, 
Lagos was chosen by the English as the first town of the 
country because of it. exceptional portuary possibilities" 
("arguerat, 19781 3). Today it has expanded in an 
incredible fashion Jumping from 40,000 inhabitants in 
1900 to about 4,500,000 in 1980 (F.A.C. Statistical 
Estiaate, 1980). Lagos city, thus, provides an astonishing 
sight in the contrast batw •• n its modern building and 
.atorways and its ancient quarters, with their 
overcrowding, narrow and badly kept streets teeming with 
huge crowds and the poverty of which jars with the luxury 
displayed by those benefiting from the oil. 
Because of 
pace 0'* which 
this unprecedented growth in 
has become fastar since 
Nigeria, 
1973 with 
revaluation of oil income, Lagos is now affected in a 
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particularly acute Manner by difficulties of transport, 
communication, etc. a phenomenon which has become 
ca.mon to most big cities in Nigeria. In order to ea.e 
this situation, in 1975 the Federal Nigerian government 
embarked on a project to transfer the Federal Capital to a 
.are central location near the pre.ant town of Abuja where 
it would be possible to develop a more modern urban 
centre. 
An analysis of data batween the years 1965-1969 and the 
period "-y 1969 - April 1970 reveals that delinquency has 
increasad with the rate of urban growth and social 
change. s.tween 196~ and 1969, for exaapla, there ware 
415 juveni Ie r_ident. in Ibadan referred to the court for 
delinquency. Thi. figure represents 68.51. of all the 
ca". actually recorded in the juvenile case book (604). 
Thi. is ca.pared wi th 515 case. betMeen ttay 1969 - Apri 1 
1970, representing 70.2% of the ca.e. entered. Evidence 
.haws that .any delinquent ca... ware never reported to 
the police or apprehended within this period. This is due 
partly becau.e there is no patrolling of ·beats· as in 
Britain and the United States and partly because the 
polic. forc. in Nigeria has remained the only means of law 
enforc ... nt. Thus, the inadequate police mechanisms in 
Niveria tends to suggest that the police figures 
und.r.stimate the amount of delinquency which actually 
occurs in Nigerian urban centres. The variable mesh of 
inter.st, influence of personalities and bribery involved 
before a decision is taken as to whether a prosecutable 
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offence has been committed or not also tends to account 
for inadequate records of offences. 
If the.. variables wera laid aside, obviously the 
incidence of delinquency would 
the city baeo ... .are and more 
clearly indicate growth as 
urbanised. As already 
pointed out, the structure of rapid growth or urbanism in 
Nigeria without a complementary growth of employment 
facilities tends to create a high incidence of youth 
proble .. in the City. The sociological definition of 
delinquency and deviant behaviour as a Hnormal social 
phena.enon arising from the tenSion, conflicts, 
dysfunction and inequality inherent in any organised 
society" <Apter, 1982), sugg.sts that delinquency .... s to 
be a price to b. paid by Nigerian modern sy.tems of 
unplann.d urbani.ation and patterns of economic 
develop .. nt. 
This definition further presants delinquent behaviour as 
• sympta. of adaptive di.equilibrium that expresses itself 
through an individual·. difficulties in relating to others 
and in •• If-realization in complex urban systems 
characterised by tensions, conflicts, dysfunctions and 
inequality. In other wards, urbanism provides structures 
that, to a large extent, are hindrances to both 
and the development of normal 
personality. Thus, while delinquency in traditional 
.ociety tends to remain stable, the changing patterns of 
an urban environment tend to produce an increase of urban 
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crime, the majority of which is committed by young 
people. For example, the expression of protest and 
rebellion, a rejection of ideological and political 
reality and the desire to modify the balance in the social 
system are today in Nigeria regarded as some of the new 
dimensions of social deviance and delinquency. 
It can, therefore, be argued that the development of 
urban areas and their constant structural modifications 
tend to motivate new forms of delinquency, some of which 
may harm society as a whole or harm the perpetrator 
himself or other individuals. In the urban area of Lagos, 
for example, not only do delinquent activities of various 
kinds exist but some activities are found which were 
unknown in pre-urbanised Nigeria. Delinquency against the 
person, such as bodily harm to others, sexual perversion, 
armed robbery and alcoholism are today common phenomena in 
all of Nigeria·. citie.. Other activities include 
dishonesty, insult, assault and drug offences. 
urban environments 
Perhaps it 
that young seem. that it is only in 
people in particular use unlawful means to obtain social 
assets when their social position is uncertain. This has 
to be proved in the context of Nigerian urban development 
however. 
The question here is not whether or not urbanism is 
associated with delinquency or the development of the 
problem, for there are several empirical studies which 
have shown this relationship (Clinard, 1960; Weinberg, 
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1964; Mabogunje, 1967; Shaw and McKay 1942). The essential 
question here is what seems to be the factors inherent in 
the Nigerian urban structure that are vehicles of 
delinquency and youth problems. In other words, how is 
the conceptual framework, useful in the analysis of the 
problems in industrialised Western cities, applicable to 
the study of similar problems in developing Nigerian 
cities? To what extent can it be said that the impact of 
urbanism on traditional Nigerian institutions is related 
to changes in economic and social functions, role status, 
change. in residential localities and changes in cultural 
and familial structure? These variables are analysed in 
relation to the new wave of crime and delinquency in 
Nigerian cities today. 
As was noted earlier, pre-colonial Nigeria was entirely 
an aQrarian and warlike society. The districts were 
divided into what might be called cities in the Nigerian 
context. These cities were normally walled enclaves, 
enclosing their inhabitants and excluding them from 
outside influences, in addition to serving.s protwction 
during wars. 
The earthworks of the Edo and Ishan areas, in what is 
now Bendel State, for example, have been stUdied 
extensively. They have been called "the World~5 largest 
ancient monument, since they are several times as long as 
the great wall of China and contain a hundred time. as 
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much materials as the largest of the pyramids" (Isichei, 
1983). The colonial governm.n~ quarried these old cities 
And introduced for the first time building structures 
based on the structures of modern Western cities. These 
new structures created .asy contact and interaction with 
the outside world. The indigenous populations were thus 
exposed to a life style which was alien and conflicting 
with their own. 
A change in culture tends to encourage a change in value 
systems. Some indigenous youths were trained to read and 
write and soon the.e became interpreters to colonial 
officers. Their saciAI 
regArded highly, next to 
and economic status were also 
those of the white colanisers. 
The new mAteriAl values which followed took A strang hald 
of the elite. Very soan, greAt value became placed on 
material wealth while very little attention was given to 
the means of Acquiring it. It was little wonder then that 
the Nigerian coast became a major 
trade. Human beings were sold in 
goods. 
centre for the slave 
exchange for Western 
Cities were later built around these coastal mArket 
towns which have in time acquired Western culture. The 
abolition of the slAve trade and slavery, and the building 
of factories in these areas (Lagos and Calabar, for 
eXAmple), the introduction of the us. of money for 
exchange of goods and serVice., the imposition of land tax 
and the concentration of es.ential facilities on the 
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coastal towns~ all contributed to bringing people from the 
hinterland to the coast~ looking for employment which only 
the coastal towns were able to offer. Thus gradually, 
wage labour to some extent took over agribusiness in 
Nigeria as it did in some other developing countries. 
In addition, the discovery of mineral wealth increased 
the development of urban areas in places like Enugu in the 
East (the coal city> and Jos (Tin City> in the north. 
Port-Harcourt became the chief sea port for the export of 
palm oil and timber. The development of urban areas in 
aach of tha state capitals today has followed the trend in 
economic growth resulting from the oil boom dating from 
tha 1970s as we have earlier noted (sae diagramme). It is 
important to not. that all these cities in their totality, 
have conformed to the theory of a free society in relation 
to youth crime and juvenile delinquency. 
Urbanisation influenced 
structure. of traditional 










effort to accommodate the social and technical changes 
taking place. The conflicts ganerated by the resulting 
disorganisation of traditional structures appears to have 
ancouraged cultural conflicts and thus impose problems in 
relation to youth care and youth behaviour. In the 
confused situation that frequently follow.d~ some youths, 
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Relationship between Urbanisation and Youth delinquency in 
Nigerian cities .ay be represented in a hypoth,tical diagra •• e 
thu.s: 
Disorganisation of social institutions, 
Breakdown of cultural rights of parents, 
Breakdown of extended relationships and 
increased number of nuclear families. 
Increa.ed population 
of the cities 
Migration in search 











Delinquency and Crime 
in urban environments 
Exploration for oil 
1970 
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especially the immigrants who faced problems on entering 
the Nigerian industrial cities, tended to become prone to 
deviant behaviour. Thus, it can b. argued that crime and 
delinquency are by-products of urbanisation and 
industrialisation. 
For example, be40re the contact with Western cultures 
and the consequent rapid urbanisation, the only cases of 
crime reported in some parts of Nigeria were those of 
1 
illegitimate JUJu, adultery, illegal marriage, bigamy and 
kidnapping for the purpose of slavery (Bohannan, 1968). 
Illegal marriage occurred mainly in war times. From the 
above nature of crime in old Nigeria, it .eems obvious why 
reported case. of crime in pre-colonial Nigeria showed no 
2 
evidence 04 youth crime. Though stealing, assault and 
adultery were among the highest recorded crimes in 1946 
through 1950, evidence tends to show that such crime. ware 
also committed by adults. This suggests that in the early 
period yaung people were still trained to conform to the 
traditional social norms. Table 6.1, the result of an 
empirical study of the Tiv people in North Nigeria 
(Bohannan, 1968>, lends support to same of the.e 
arguments. On. can see that, apart from street fighting 
and perhaps stealing, the offences highlighted in the 
Table were by their very natura, adult of4ences, at least 
from the traditional youth status paint of view. 
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Table 6.1: Offences in Pre-colonial Tiv of Nigeria (1946-1950) 
TYPES OF CRIME 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 
-- ---- -------------------------------------------
Illegitimate JUJu 1 2 1 4 
Adultery 9 11 4 6 19 
Bigamy 5 8 11 6 16 
Kidnapping 1 
Illegal marriage 5 11 8 10 14 
--------------------------------------------------------
9 13 10 13 25 
-------------------------------------------------
Native Authority 
Regulations (NAR) 8 13 20 13 16 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Arson 





























Total 89 70 183 
-------------------------------------- --------------
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Further analysis of the data shows that crime increases 
with the length of contact. An explanation of this trend 
might be that the more the contact with delinquent 
influences, the more people tend to lose a basic hold of 
and show disregard for their own traditional and cultural 
val u.s. For example, it is only in urbanism that the 
elite, especially the indigenous population of the 
so-called new cities, tended to be abruptly ~orn from 
their traditional environment and their basic respect for 
traditional values. The urban population seemed to be 
plunged into a totally different environment, a type of 
free society, immersed in missionary influence and placed 
in a situation where mere survival tended to demand rapid 
acquisition of a new language and new occupational 
skills. The elite in particular tended to be confronted 






situation was the generation of bilingual and cultural 
conflicts. 
For exa.ple, the Nigerian elite in one breath talk of 
the Nigerian personality and in another discards those 
things that make him Nigerian. Nigerians want their 
children to be proud of being Nigerian but, on the other 
hand, they are very reluctant to teach the children their 
first language. They speak foreign languages to their 
children in their homes. They rationalise this 
contradiction by saying that they want to give their 
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children a sound education. To the.e groups, the ability 
to speak -fluent English or French at an early age 
constitute. sound education. 
Another impact is the life style. In Lagos, for 
example, people tend to celebrate their wedding with 
.1 armi es of bridesmaids, satin and frills, and page boys in 
purple velvet knickerbocker suits" (Isichei, 1983: 341) 
representing Western culture. Clearly, such a conspicuous 
life style demands great wealth well aut of reach of 
simple society. Thus, the so-called alite who saw 
thems.lves as 'ttraumatically" reltOved from their 
traditional cultures, lived what might be called a false 
life, in order to keep their identity. It is not 
difficult to show the association between false 
life-styles and ill-gotten wealth, debt, bribery and 
corruption. 
Fal.e living at its extreme, create. personal conflicts 
which in turn may lead to deviance and crime. It tends to 
alienate people and makes those who su-f-fer -from it into 
marginal personalities. A. Isichei puts it, 
Vet for all their justifiable pride in their 
achievements and the rich and (false) satisfying 
life style they had creabed, Victorian Lagans 
facad an inner crisis of identity. This was 
partly engendered by the hostility and rejection 
of the Victorians whom they took as models. The 
rajection was profoundly damaging to the 
self-asteem and sen.e of identity of those who 
suffered from it (Isichei, 1993: 341). 
With this ide. of rejection at the back o-f their mind, 
aany tended to behave anti-SOCially. The pre-occupation 
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of this elite group today is how to make enough money to 
buy cars, radios, TV sets, etc. - those items that seem 
to make them resemble the "Victorian" Nigerian elite. 
They do not worry enough about how these things are made 
nor do they seem to bother 
acquired. Nigeria is, thus, 
small-scale producing units 
how the money to buy them is 
abruptly transformed from 
into industrial consuming 
units with false living, bribery and corruption, crime and 
delinquency becoming increasingly the order of Nigerian 
urban society. Perhaps it was against this background 
that Kvaracaus (1964) had argued that "del inquency APpears 
to be essentially an urban phenomenon, gradually 
considered to be the price paid for economic and social 
chang •• in traditional soci.ti~" (1964: 76). The Nigerian 
alite and consequently the youths who migrated to the 
urban areas tend to be full of contradictions and 
challenges generated by the sudden contact of two cultural 
systems. 
Cultural conflict or cultural interbreeding resulting 
from acculturation or the imposition of a foreign culture, 
could prevent. youths from developing a coherent system of 
nor.ative behaviour (Sellin, 1938 and Shoham, 1964). This 
could favour a substantial increase in anomic conduct and 
thus make youths delinquents. 
that contact with colonial 
Thus, it could be argued 
culture and the changing 
str~cture of urban centres following such contact have a 
disorganising impact on the traditional culture and social 
value. of Nigeria. The culture of urban centres, on the 
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one hand, tend to disrupt the traditional norms and social 
values. On tha other hand, the changes tend to give 
conflicting interpretations of delinquency_ 
For example, Bohannan (1968) noted that gambling was a 
crime. In the eye. of traditional Nigeria, gambling was a 
game which did not involve the u •• of money_ The contact 
with some early colonial gamblers who gambled in the bars 
with so.e black natives and attendants serving drinks gave 
a new definition to gambling. Thus, for the first tim. in 
the history of Nigeria, three arrests were made in 19S0 
for gambling involving the use of money by the natives. 
The urbanised Nigerians tend to have allowed, to a 
reasonable extent, what might be called prejudicial 
foreign influence and modas of behaviour to penetrate into 
the SOCiety. As it ..... , the Nig.rian youths, owing to 
their i ... turity, tend to be much more submerged ·in the 
urban current of cultural pollution. On. quickly notices 
.. eng urban Nigerian youths unkept phYSical appearance, 
and hair styles copied from W.stern hippies who were noted 
for rejection of conventional values. Disrespectful 















urbani.ation. Evidence may show 
by-products 
that it is only 
of 
in 
urbanised cities that Nigerian students in secondary 
schaols, for example, can sneak out of their hostels or 
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their homes to revel away their time in an orgy o~ 
discotheque sessions every weekend. This might seem 
overstating the point ~rom the point o~ view o~ a Western 
reader, but this act runs contrary to the li~e style o~ 
Nigerian traditions. 
Urban centres seem to provide the most conducive 
environment ~or social chang •• to occur which lead to the 
disintegration 04 traditional norm., the spreading 04 
Westarn ideas, con4licting structures, frustrations etc. 
It could be argued that a psycho-sociological explanation, 
linked with urban elaments likely to contribute to the 
appearance 04 delinquent or criminal conduct, include all 
these elements that are the result of what we .ight call 
"imitative" or constitut. a process 04 "tantalisation ll • 
Nigarian post-War experience and the sudden chang.. in 
f.-tly roles lends support to a hypothetical view that 
delinquency in Nigeria see.. motivated by tha d.sire for 
.aney which will enable young people to adapt to the 
conspicuous life styles 04 their richer peers on the one 
hand. On the other hand, the probl .. seams to be clos.ly 
ralated to the impact 04 urbanis.tion on the status and 
control mechanisms 04 the 4amily. Ferris (190~) 
underlined the fact that a crime or delinquent behaviour 
is not the product of anyone exclusive 4actor; and that 
SOCial and economic background plays the part o~ a 
revealing factor, actual ising a disposition towards crime 
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and delinquency. 
Data from observation, casework, studies and interviews 
with a random sample of 60 boys and their parents, in 
terms of socio-economic background, lifestyle. and present 
occupation, indicates that the pressures created by 
poverty appear to contribute to the problem of crime and 
delinquency in Nigeria. These pressures arise from an 
awareness of the difference between the poverty which 
the.e families experience and the luxurious lifestyle 
displayed by those benefiting from association with the 
oil business. The new wealth created by the exploitation 
of oil is evidently affecting the standard of living of 
the poorest social and economic groups. The "parking 
boys II , a social phenomenon that has emerged in Nigeria 
since the late 1970s, involve groups of extremely poor 
children aged between 5-17 who are normally found in large 
shopping centre. in big They support 
them •• lves by finding empty parking spaces and then waving 
to drivers looking for parking spaces. They demand and 
expect a f.e for this. In developed countries, thes. 
groups might b. referred to as '"hooligans", for in 
addition to pick pocketing and cheating, they engaga in 
other delinquent and corrupt activities in order to enrich 
themsalves. 
In the Umunna Diary of New African Development, a 
correspondent describe. his experience. 
Every time I visit Africa, especially Wast 
Africa and particularly my native Nigeria, I 
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come back to Britain with this uneasy feeling of 
frustration and despair. It is not just that 
nothing seems to work from telephone to the 
airlines; not that public officers see 
themselves aa masters; but ••• that everybody is 
trying to cheat everybody else, that corruption 
has become an accepted way of life (1977: 1041). 
The outcry against cheating and corruption se.ms to have 
become even louder and less restrained as the country 
becomes more and mare urbanised. Allover the Cities, 
there are allegations of graft and misuse of public 
funds. There are complaints about ostentatious lifestyle 
among a few; the flagrant abuse of office; the deprivation 
of people·s rights and property; the perversion of time 
honoured procedures and norms; and nepotism and 
favouritism - all of which seem to give the impreSSion 
that there is no hope for honest people in Nigeria. This 
situation contradicts the pre-urbanised "informal system 
of checks and balances against the exploitation of pONer" 
For example, Lloyd (1968) noted in his study of the 
Nigerian kingship institution that the Dbas and Emirs 
actually increased their powers during the indirect rule 
of colonial administration. This suggests that it Nas 
only during the consequent economic and social changes 
that the Oba. and Emirs and those in political and social 
pONer were able to ignore the traditional and 
institutional checks on their functional roles. and acting 
in the interests of their colonial masters, they violated 
some of the native aocial and cultural norms. aefore the 
contact, though, there was a highly centralised authority 
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structure, with the Dbas, Emirs and Ezes occupying the 
most important positions. Their powers, however, wara 
deTined within the limits oT traditional cultures and 
social norms. These, combined with the traditional 
council aT elders and the king makers, acted as a check on 
their power structures. The powers aT these traditional 
rulers were enhanced and symbolized only by tha Tact that 
they were called Dbas, Emirs or Ezes. Such social 
structures aT status-role fostered by religious belieT 
(belief in life after death, relationships between the 
death and the living) which imposed on all the people the 
servile attitude towards the socia-cultural norms and 
precluded social disorganisation as well as social 
deviance have been destroyed by cultural contact and 
• 
urbanisation. 
It is difficult to estimate just how wid.spread bribery 
and corruption really is, but among Nigerian youths, it 
seems there is the belief that success comes either as a 
result of luck or as a result of dishonest means. Thera 
are cases in which of Tenders have bribed the police and 
even the magistrate in order to evade justice. This is 
not to suggest that all Nigerians are criminals or social 
deviants. What it does suggest, however, is that in a 
society in which material values are placed over and above 
all other normative societal values, or in which emphasis 
seems to be laid an the acquisition of material wealth at 
the expense of cultural norms, abnormal behaviour amongst 
all is favoured. In a situation whera a society is 
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• 
corrupt to a marked extent, the delinquent does not hold 
moral standards different from those practised by society 
as a whale. This probably accounts for why Nigerian 
delinquents find it hard to see themselves as outlaws~ in 
trouble with the law or in need oi help. It is, thus, 
argued that permissiveness in Nigerian urban society is 
reilected nat only in the socia-economic interaction oi 
the youths but also in the activities and attitudes of the 
adults in particular and the society itself. 
The attitudes of some poor parents~ for example, seem to 
encourage unhealthy competition among youths. The.e 
parents .e.m to favour the bad ways in which their 
children accumulate riches. The nagging attitude. and 
rejection of youths by parents who compare their innocent 
children with their peers who perhaps have acquired wealth 
by dishonest~ fraudulent means tend to force these youths, 
especially tho.e who feel rejected, to join delinquent 
gangs and .0 grow stranger in their new business. Others 
tend to engage in armed robbery, indulge in self-abuse, 
gambling~ smoking, alcoholism, drug addiction etc. The.e 
activities seem to represent the best way of ridding 
themselves of frustration. 
The attitude. of some affluent parents are equally 
delinquency inducing. These parents tend to permit their 
children to become overly conscious of their status and to 
reflect this status in their appearance in the street and 
at school. The poor an •• thus become more conscious of 
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their lower status, especlally when arrested along with 
their rich peers for delinquent offences. The 
differential treatment they may receive tends to result in 
further frustration and is likely to be associated with 
Abnormal attitude. towards their affluent peer group or 
society at large (United Nations, 1953). It may also 
result in the formation of political, social or economic 
subcultures or what are commonly called ~pressure groups~ 
with antisocial intents. 
In developed countries, theories 
correlation betw.en economic growth 
While some of these theories (Shaw 
have shown a 
and delinquency. 
and McKay, 1942) 
claimed that poverty and slum living conditions were 
causal factors of delinquency, others favoured the 
association aT affluence and its concomitant conspicuous 
life style <Shulman in Cohen, 1957). ShulmAn argued that 
conspicuous life style by the few affluent people living 
side by side with the poor majority may and often does 
generate ill feelings towards them as individuals and to 
society at large. In Nigeria, the latter more than the 
former tends to agply. 
Slums have little relation with youth problems in 
Nigeria. Bamisaiye~s (1974) study of Ibadan indicates that 
"those areas of IbAdan which are deteriorated, unsani tary 
and overcrowded to a Quite dramatic extent, where poverty, 
disease and malnutrition are rife, are some of the most 
stable socially as indicated by the relative absence of 
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delinquency and c~ime. In cont~ast~ many of the newe~ 
suburbs OT the city which contain very much better housing 
stock and whose residents tend to be higher up the 
socia-economic scale in terms OT occupat1on and income are 
characterised by a relatively high rate of juvenile 
del inquency and adult c~ime" <1974: 77). 
It has been argued that slum areas in Nige~ia could be 
regarded as rural or traditional in structure. The people 
here tend to settle thei~ disputes wherever possibl., 
using traditional means and there is a widespread 
reluctance to take children to the police~ even if they 
have broken the law (Lambo, 1963) • In Nigeria as well as 
in some other African count~ies, the term cslum~ may not 
necassarily be used to apply to tha social as well as 
physical conditions of an area as used in Britain and the 
United States oT America. The terlft has sociological 
relevance when used to imply ~ural areas or villages in 
Africa. Thus, the term csl um ' should ba appliltd with 
caution in African societies in relation to delinquency 
(Solzbacher, 1970) • Bamisaiya ( 1974) noted that: 
An explanation of causes of delinquency in 
terms af the physical characteristics of one 
area relative to another will affect the degree 
aT social disorganisation and thus the 
delinquency rate is plainly not sufficient in 
cities like Ibadan. Rather it is necessary to 
take account of the configuration of areas of 
social change, growth and rapid economic 
development (1974: 81). 
There is no doubt, however~ that the intricate causes oT 
juvenile delinquency in Nigerian urban a~eas are not 
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completely different from other countries. But while 
those that apply to other countries also tend to operate 
here, there are others which seem to be added to them by 
reason of the rapid changes occurring in this vast 
developing country. The.e changes have greatly affected 
all the institutions in Nigeria. 
While the analysis of the impact of th... changes does 
not intend to ignore the resilience and adaptability of 
individuals, it recognises the varying qualities of and 
limits to each individual's re5ilience and adaptability. 
It is our opinion that~ given the same situational 
conditions, these variations tend to contribute to same 
youths· breaking down while athers are able to hold their 
ground. It is also our opinion that it is the lack of any 
immediate satisfactory substitute to the breakdown of the 
institution rather than the individual variation that 
tends to support the growth of youth delinquency in 
Nigerian urban areas. We have pointed out earlier that 
the old system was not divorced from deviant behaviour; 
however, some of these patterns of behaviour could be 
tolerated within the system. Only gross deviation stood 
out. With the breakdown of those supporting systems and 
institutions in the Cities, those deviant behaviours which 
in the past would have b •• n prevented have now beco •• 
problematic. It is suggested that there is an urgent need 
to carry out some detailed empirical re.earch to further 
substantiate this speculation, but it seems that the 
negative consequences of urbanisation are effective on the 
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extended families and cultural institutions and so on 
youths' control mechanisms. 
Examining the relationship between delinquency and urban 
areas, which he called I'anomic SOCiety", Benjamin (1971) 
use. • an Ofllie" to deSignate the absence 
3 
or the 
"disintegration of a system of norms". Anomie he argued, 
is characterised by the state of disturbance which affects 
a social group submitting to sudden transformation. 
American sociologists - Merton (1971), Cloward and Ohlin 
( 1960) used the concept of anomie to apply to the 
psychological breakdown of family life and other 
socio-cultural institutions. Applying the concept of 
"anomic" and '·sudden transformation'· to the urbani sing 
situations in Nigeria, it becomes clear that the SOCial 
disequilibrium in this country se .... s to have been a 
by-product of rapid socio-economic growth and cultural 
transformation. The psychological and social breakdown of 
some family institutions in urban centres tend to result 
from ",aladaption to the new situations they have to face. 
Thus, one could argue that in Nigeria, a gr~at deal of 
deviant behaviour has resulted from the anomie attitude. 
of some families. The absence of norms in such famili .. 
result from the new value system of the urban areas. The 
variation in value systems tend to account for the 
destruction of the family group or the break-up of 
conjugal cells between the rural and urban families which 
otherwise would have controlled deviant behaviour in urban 
centres, as it did in pre-urbanised Nigeria. 
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In Nigeria~ ~amilies in urban society are internally 
becoming amorphous and impersonal. People are also 
becoming distinct individuals~ trying to sti~le their 
communal orientation, to attenuate their sense o~ ~amily 
and communal belonging and to deaden their sense o~ mutual 
responsibility. Cli~~ord (1965) was right when he pOinted 
out that: 
For the time being, we can ~ind ceocle in 
A~rica comparatively una~fected by 
industrialization and economic development and 
we have an opportunity to compare their 
standards and their methods o~ dealing with 
~rime with those large City groups who are 
moving aver rapidly to the urban patterns common 
to developed countries. Everything indicates 
that this is a situation which will not last 
very long. As the years pass, more and more 
people in A~rica are a~~.cted by the spread o~ 
education and industrial changes and 
urbanisation (1965: 23). 
Consequently, youths in urban areas o~ Nigeria tend to 
commit mara a~~ences than their counterparts did .everal 
y.ars be~ar.. It also seems that the community today is 
clearly le.s disciplined than in the past. A dramatic 
change o~ this sort highlights the e~~ect o~ rapid 
economic changes on traditional Nigerian cultures and 
validate. Clif~ord~s con~ept o~ a spread o~ urbanisation 
in relation to a growth o~ crime. , 
The economic and social structures o~ urban families in 
Nigaria appear to create conditions that are conducive to 
the disruption o~ moral development as well as the family 
control of youths • As Brillon (1973) puts it, lithe 
.conamic necessities and the urban contingencies tend to 
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encourage the break from the widespread extended family to 
nuclear family and such a sudden change ends up in many 
cases with instability in the family" (1973: 23). Goode 
(1964) argued that the conjugal family is emerging in most 
societies undergoing industr~alisation. 
Industrialisation, he said, influences the traditional 
parental and kin relationships within the family. The 
weak and permissive parental and community roles and the 
non-obligatory urban roles concept of Moore (1963) all 
tend to give urban youths much freedom of behaviour. 
Moore (1963) has .hown that mobility - both geographical 
and social is a requisite for economic growth, but he 
argued that this "h •• neg.tive cons~uences for extended 
family syst ... and tends to reduce the close ties batwaen 
the adult genaration and adult siblings" (1963: 86). As 
people migrate to urban centres, they tend to lose contact 
with traditional controlling nor .... The 
.avement away from familial and traditional controlling 
influence. to an industrial free SOCiety seems to further 
weaken ties outside the immediate family. 
It i. important to point out that- it seems only in rare 
c •••• that .o.e urban youths seem to try to get their , 
parents to conform to their wish.s for marriage. As Bacon 
(196~) has .rgued. 
The young people of both s.xes exhibit an 
increasing tendency to initiate courtship and 
•• rriage without consulting their parents. In 
traditional .ociety ••• family approval is 
nevertheless d •• irable, and it is unlikely that 
a proposed marriage would be pursued if bitterly 
opposed by the family (196~: 191). 
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In urban centres, 
Illiterate boys and girls usually make their 
own marriage arrangements after both hava 
reached the age of puberty, which normally 
occurs when the girl is at least 14 years old 
and the boy is 16 or 17 years (Elias, 1963: 
291) • 
It may not be an extravagant assumption to hypothesize 
that what happens to the youth who becomes a victim of a 
social with conflicting cultures, family 
alienation, economic inequality, unemployment, social 
discrimination, etc. may be difficult to be dislodged 
from the genesis of delinquency and other social 
misconduct. Evidence has shown that the incidence of 
delinquency and other social misconduct may be high in a 
SOCiety where the parantal obligations are replaced by a 
process of social change or by the .tate. For example, 
the high rat. of crime and delinquency in developed 
countries which .aintain walf.,.e stat. prograames tends to 
indicate that minimal reciprocal parent/child obligation 
is a delinquent factor. 
Shaw and McKay (1942: 120) hava argued that delinquency 
rate. would seem to be a function of the ecological and 
administrative situation of an are. rather than the people 
who live there. In this sense, the ecological and 
administrative situations of sDcial welf.r. policy ar.a. 
could be favourable to delinquency. Under the 
administration of a social welfare policy, YDuths at the 
age of 18 years or earlier, tend to be relieved of their 
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par.nts~ obligation and have to depend on the state for 
most of their survival and moral development. This early 
dependence on the state seems to have a great negative 
impact on the parent-child relationship, for many youths 
tend to feel they can do without their parents~ support. 
It is than understandable that these youths reject the 
control influenced by their parents. 
In Nigerian urban areas, 
control of their parents 
youths seem so beyond 
that the situation could 
the 
be 
compared to those of developed countries with welfare 
state policies. The force. of social change tend to make 
urban youths rely on themselves in the absence of social 
welfare in Nigeria. On the other hand, the 
nan-availability of . unemployment and child benefit 
allowance. tends to induce unemployed urban 
receive no support from their parents to deviate. 
case, social welfare policy also acts as a 




The collapse of the extended family which used to 
guarantee normal personality developmant, and the collapsR 
of the taboos and parental/child obligation which 
constituted the basis of tribal education, all seem to 
support the hypotheses that in cities, some children tend 
to lack familial affection and educational guidance. 
Thus, young people who are the first victims of social 
change and urbanisation in Nigeria~ tend to find the city 
favourable ground for delinquency. 
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City life also tends to destroy the relationship and 
influence of authority over daughters~ or sisters~ sons. 
The relationship with one~s materilineage tends to be 
weakened by the new social structure and city 
socialisation. In pre-urbanisation, "the 
brother, one of the most important persons in the life of 
the sist.r~s son exerts a great influence over him. When 
advice from friends and relatives fails to persuade the 
sister's son to a desired point of view, similar effect of 
the mother~s brother normally succeeds" (Uchendu, 19651 
66). The success, as Uchendu rightly puts it, "stem. from 
friendship and love rather than from fear and superiority" 
.specially among the Igbo. The nuclear structure of urban 
families in most NiQerian cities does not se.. to 
recognise mother~s brother as a special friend, let alone 
favour a special relation between the mother~. brother and 
the sister's son. Such a great maternal 
check on delinquency and ather social deviance. 
The structure of city life in Nigeria tends to affect 
the mother's devotion to her children. In rural areas, 
the mother's love and devotion to her children supersedes 
every ather concern in her life. A missionary who visited 
Nigeria in the 1890s had this to say about Nigerian 
BOthers: 
I can affirm that the black woman is not at 
all behind the white woman in this (maternal 
affection). I would even say that she is still 
more a slave to her baby... In the case of 
sickness or infirmity, she lavishes attention on 
it and car.s for it a. if it were a part of 
herself (Pied, 1892: 314). 
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Today, the changes in the socio-economic structure of 
urban areas tend to affect this love~ attention and 
affection for children. Most mothers, especially the 
working and business ones, seem to devote more of their 
time to their economic ventures rather than to their 
children. Theories in the developed world have associated 
deprivation of love and affection with 
delinquency (Shulman, 1949). The shift of values from a 
children orientated to material wealth orientated society 
seems to confirm the application oT this theory in 
Nigeria. Nigerian parents seem no longer to have enough 
time to direct and control their children's behaviour Dr 
attitude. toward conformity with the socio-histo-cultural 
institutions. The socialisation oT Nigerian children in 
urban areas are solely left to the house-keepers or 
school. which th .... lv •• are not w.ll equipped to carry 
out this character formation function. 
Writing on "Indiscipline in our SOCiety with Reference 
to Youth", Ofesina (1982) remarked: 
In most oT the so-called modern homes, 
especially of the NiQerian elites, family 
disciplinArY policies are either too laos. or 
toe inconsistent. This may result from the 
general permissiveness which is now in vogue in 
the SOCiety or an idiotic conception of parental 
love with family discipline. It could.s well 
r •• ult from the con.tant long abs.nc •• of the 
working class parents from home for most of the 
day. Whichever happens, it is very 
incontrovertible that an ineTfective household 
manag .. ent is very much unlikely to be conducive 
to the d.velop.ent of self-discipline in 
childr.n (1982: 27). 
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The present developm.nts in Nigerian urban centres thus 
tend to show that the principle factors of delinquency 
seem first to be found in the problems of the family, 
frustration~ the economic situation and the urban school 
system. All the consulted references in this area 
recognised particularly the harmful influence of urban or 
Westarn types of schooling where they are badly adapted to 
the African situation. This seems to produce above all 
"cultural half-breeds"" youths who are incapable of 
becoming integrated into the modern urban economic 
environment for lack of profeSSional qualifications and 
inadequata future prospects. This problem which affects 
the whole of Africa is now affecting Nigeria in a very 
acute fashion. 
§Q.!i~l_gi~!CiQY!ign_gf_SClm._Ang_g~lingw.n~_ln_~ig~~lA 
further illuminate. the influence of urbanism on youth 
behaviours. It also highlights different variables in 
delinquency controlling 
urban and traditional 
mechanisms which exist 
rural areas. Applying 
between 
A ..... ican 
ecological theory, a study by Bamisaiya (1974) on the are. 
distribution of delinquency and criminality~ indicates 
that youth delinquency in Ibadan is concentrated above 
all" in the more modern (city> and bast equipped quarters 
of the town~ whereas the traditional districts which are 
poorer and lass well equipped appear to be offi~ially 1.ss 
concerned by tha phenomenon. According to the first 
information gathered on juvenile delinquency in Nigeria, 
the problem is not exactly the same in Lagos and Ibadan as 
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it is in rural areas (Izzett, 1955). The strongest 
possible explanation of this trend could be that social 
links and a persisting traditional way of life within the 
extended family system~ as already pointed out, insures a 
more efficiant social control in the old district of 
Ibadan and Lagos, than in the urban districts where 
individuals are more cut off from their groups of origin 
and more entrapped in material culture. 
One can argue that the mechanism of traditional control 
often intervenes in the old districts in order to prevent 
the police from hearing about the conflicts gan.rated by 
cri .. and delinquency. On the other hand, the delinquent 
practice. of under-aged delinquents of parents with well 
off .ocial backgrounds escape more easily from the action 
of the law than tho.e coming from les5 privileged 
families. Cloward and Abbott (1973) made a similar 
observation about differential arrest patterns of young 
offenders in the U.S.A. where 
the blacks and the poor are more likely to be 
imprisoned for an offence than the white 
middle-class person because of the differential 
power distribution among the class (1973: 120). 
They, however, agreed that this problem is reduced in 
Africa, for most "Africans still belong to the lower 
class" <1973: 176). There is evidence, in addition, to 
show that in Nigeria the strictness of traditional 
upbringing s •• ms indeed to restrict the formation of 
delinquent behaviour, at least to some extent. 
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A comparative case study of two contrasting situations 
in Nigeria will perhaps be quite illuminating. It is 
hoped that they will help to clarify differences between 
delinquency in a rapidly developing urban area and A rural 
area which retAins a degree of cohesive system structure. 
In other words, the case study illustrates the general 
mechanism of economic development which bring about 
psycho-social as well as cultural processes favouring the 
increase of delinquency in urban areas. 
~gmQ.c.six§_~.~._~sygi •• _fcgm_.D_YC9.D_~D9_BYc~! 
ec.A_iD_~ig!tci. 
Aba has been described as the largest commercial City in 
the Eastern State. of Nigeria, and the second in the 
country, with a population of over 2 million. This has no 
doubt increasad in the last few years because of the rise 
of immigration and the expected natural population 
growth. 
Aba hAS neither a s.a-port nor an airport, but its 
nearne.s to Port-Harcourt .ea and airports and the Calabar 
•• a and airports has led to Aba becoming a vast urban 
centre. e •• ide., Aba is in the centre of three Eastern 
States namely Imo, Rivers and Cross-Rivers States and this 
central location make Aba a suitable commercial town for 
the three states. 
There are few industries located in the town, but there 
is an important commercial road network from Lagos via 
Owerri, the capital of lmo State to Port-Harcourt, River 
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States~ capital and to Calab~r, the Cross-Rivers~ state 
capital. These pass through the commercial town of Aba. 
There is, in addition, a railroad passing through Aba from 
the ports of Port-Harcourt to the North. In short, Aba 
stands at the gateway to the two River States and is the 
biggest commercial centre in Imo State. In all respects it 
has an urban structure. It has cinemas, pleasant modern 
restaurants, nightclubs, good internal motorways, schools, 
universities and hospitals though some of the universities 
have been closed down by the present Government. 
Amanzari, on the other hand, is a traditional village 
town, being mora cohesive and less privileged in that it 
does not have a seat of government, a univerSity, night 
clubs or industries. The Abiriba and the Onitsha traders 
who play a noticeable part in the trade of Aba are absent 
in Amanzari. Amanzari has no railway or motor road passing 
through directly from any other m~jor town for reasons of 
economy. 
Geographically, the town has not relatively, if at all, 
spread as wide as Aba. There are no strangers in Amanzari. 
Apart from the teachers in primary and secondary schools, 
there are no migrant or 
Amanzari, a. is the case in 
foreign workers living in 
Aba. That is also to s~y that 
no one lives outside his extended family grouping in 
Amanzari as compared with Aba. Because of the v~riou. 
educational, commercial, governmental and political 
activities in Aba, the employees come from ~ll over the 
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country. From this, one can infer that the level of 
acculturation and breaking up o~ ~amily ties and 
traditions is mare prevalent in Aba. The gap between the 
rich and the poor is also relatively wider in Aba. 
Following tradition, the venerable old and powerful 
paramount chief rules over all Amanzari along with the 
council of elders whose influence welds together the 
people in Amanzari town. The local government council~s 
influence is not so strong in Aba, possibly because of the 
vast immigrant community who do not belong and whose 
allegiance to 
Aba cannot be 
people. 
respect, even for the traditional system in 
as strong as those o~ the indigenous 
With this in~ormation in mind, we may now proc.~ to 
examine the factors which have been extracted from the 
c •• e racords of children who have b.an bafore juvenile 
court in Aba and children who have been brought be~ore the 
council of elders in Amanzari. Bacau.. of many variable 
factors and the margin o~ error that this might involve, 
we do not intend to analyse the question of incidance or 
prevalence of delinquency in the town. 
In Amanzari there is only on. native court which dcas 
nat sit daily and there is no probation officer. The 
ca.es of aggressive behaviour - like fighting, breach of 
the peace and disrespect for one~s seniors which seem the 
only cases of delinquency in Amanzari - are brought bafore 
the council of elders. The case. o~ stealing are also 
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brought before them. 
more people and the 
and welfare officers 
In Aba~ on the other hand, there are 
activities of the probation officers 
are more extensive. There are also 
juvenile courts. It is because of the.e variables that we 
only intend to analyse the types of offence committed in 
the two locations. The disposal of delinquent youth and 
the referring agents will also be considered. 
Type of Offences 
66X of the 100 cases in Aba were caught for stealing and 
in Amanzari there were only 5 cases of stealing brought 
before the council of elders. There were 40 more cases of 
aggre.sive behaviour in Amanzari than in Aba. The one 
possible explanation for this trend may be that the 
breaking up of the interpersonal relationships in small 
places with more coh.sion gives rise to more frequant 
aggressive behaviour in small towns. such a. Amanzari. 
Cas .. of disrespect to one~s elders are also more common 
in Amanzari than in Aba. This is because in cosmogolitan 
towns like Aba~ disrespect to one~s so-called seniors is 
not considered to be a delinquent act. Only in the cities 
can one challenge on.~s senior to a debate. In cohesive 
traditional towns like Amanzari this is considered to be a 
serious offence and deserves a serious punishment. 
Disposal of D.linquent youth 
In Aba the record shows that 2~X of the youths were 
repatriated as against none in Amanzari. This suggests 
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that most of the youths in Aba who have got into trouble 
were not originally from Aba, but that they have migrated 
from other places, hence the necessity to repatriate 
them. Another difference is that of sex. In Aba, 20Y. of 
the young people who came before the court were girls a. 
against none in Amanzari. The explanation for this may be 
inherent in the pOSition of women in traditional towns 
like Amanzari. 
Police in Aba referred 93X of the cases; in Amanzari all 
the case. were referred by parents or relatives. The 
absence of police in Amanzari .... s to pose doubt as to 
the true number of reported cases, but the cohesive and 
extended family system structure in Amanzari tends to make 
youths conform instead of deviate. Therefore, parents or 
relatives could nat have reported casas ather than those 
that really happened nor could they withhold.any report. 
Again since the cas •• of youth delinquency in Amanzari are 
the concern of all and are brought before the council of 
elders of which the youth's family is duly represented, 
there is a traditional obligation for individual family 
elders to report cases of misconduct from his family 
members to the council of elders. This suggests that to a 
reasonable extent~ all cases of youth misbehaviour in 
Amanzari are brought before the council of elders as 
compared with Aba where same personal variables may 
intervene with the arrest. 
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From the above viewpoint, it could be argued that 
delinquency in Nigeria appears above all as a diract 
consequence o~ the fundamental structural conditions o~ 
urbanism and economic development. One would, therefore, 
suggest that only the modification o~ those 
structures and a redefinition of the present urban value 
system with its emphasis on material wealth can bring 
about any progress in the ~ight against the social 
problems created by crime and delinquency in Nigeria. 
Every society, whether simple or complex, has its awn 
system for training and educating its young people. 
Education for a good life has been one ~ the mast 
persistent concerns o~ mankind throughout history. 
Traditional or indigenous education was the system of 
education widely used in Nigeria before the arrival o~ 
Isl.- and Christianity. 
The indigenous education was generally used for an 
immediate induction into and a preparation for adulthood. 
It emphasised social responsibility, job orientation, 
political participation and spiritual and .aral valu ••• 
, 
Under the traditional education syste., children learned 
by doing. From birth, young people were engaged in 
participatory education through ceremonies, rituals, 
initiations, recitation and demonstrations. 
involved in practical farming, fishing, hunting, weaving, 
cooking, carving, knitting, etc. 
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Recreation subjects included wrestling, dancing, 
drumming, acrobatic displays and racing, while 
intellectual training included the study of local history, 
legends, the environmant, local geography, plants, 
animals, poetry,' reasoning, riddles, proverbs, story 
tailing and story relays. Thus, traditional education was 
an integrated experience. At the end of a stage, 
demarcated either by age level or years of exposure, the 
child was given a practical test relevant to his 
experience and level of development and in ter.s of work 
expected of him. This was a form of continuous assessment 
which eventually culminated in a passing out ceremony, the 
award of a title (for example, ~Eze ji~ for distinguished 
farmer) and initiation 'into adulthood. 
Education then could be said to be functional because 
the curriculum was relevant to the needs 04 the society as 
well as of the individual citizen. Unempl oy-.nt , if it 
existed at all, was minimal and very few young people 
roamed the village centre. in search of e~loy •• nt. 
"aumauni (1968) summarised four qualities 04 traditional 
education as. 
(i) The great importance attached to it and its 
collective and social nature. 
(ii) Its intimate ties with social life both in a 
material and a spiritual sense. 
(iii) Its multivariate character, both in terms of its 
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goal and the means employed. 
(iv) Its gradual and progressive achievements, in 
conformity with the successive stages of physical, 
amotional and mental development of the child (1969: 15) 
Thes. qualities of traditional education further suggest 
that it was tha aggregate of all the processes by which a 
child or young person developed the abilities, attitudes 
and other forms of behaviour which were of positive valua 
to himself and to the society in which he lived. It was a 
process for transmitting culture in terms of continuity 
and growth and for disseminating knowledge either to 
ensure social control or to guarantee national direction 
of the society or both. 
This system of education has changed as a result of the 
influence of the modern education system (Fafunwa, 1974). 
The principle of education as a continuous process, 
flexible enough to accommodate any person at any stage has 
also baen greatly influenced. Now young people may not 
get education if they miss one stage or are considered to 
ba lass able. In Nigeria, for axample, education is now 
based on the ~big English you speak P • The more English 
you speak, the more educated you are considered to be, 
irrespective of the degree of your moral and emotional 
development and the n.eds of the SOCiety. This is the 
trend of education in Nigeria today. 
Portuguese merchant adventurers gave Nigeria their first 
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experience of education as it was practised in Europe 
(Lewis, 1970). This experience, however, was not quite 
frifective until 24 September 1842, when the first 
missionaries made contact with and introduced the modern 
education system in Nigeria. (Lewis, 1970: 16) • The purpose 
and aims of Western or modern education not only varied 
fro. the Nigerian traditional education, but also varied 
from one age or period to another. The system also varied 
from one developed country to another. For example, while 
mental development was stressed by the AtheniAns as the 
main aim of education, the Spartans were concerned with 
development. The Ramans adapted the Athenian aim of 
edUCAtion and this later evolved into the current British 
The philosophy of education in developed 
countries, then, was based on psychological learning 
theories of mental discipline by constant exercising of 
the br.in. The mast practical of those advocating the 
theory of mental diSCipline insisted that the mind is a 
kind of muscle that can be strengthened by vigorous 
more difficult, frustrating and 
unpleasant the subject, the greater its value to the 
student. This suggests that the subject .. tter of early 
w.stern education was not necessarily relevant to the 
needs of SOCiety, but to the phYSical development of 
mental exercise of the individual student. This theory 
which may be considered a pre-scientific theory of 
le.rning w •• used in controlling the aims and purpose. of 
edUCAtion in the developed world and in colonial days, WA. 
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exported to the colonies which today form the majority of 
developing countries including Nigeria. 
While developed countries quickly changed their 
curriculum to suit the newly accepted scientific theories 
of learning which are also relevant to the moral, 
spiritual, social, political and economic needs of their 




the pre-scientific theory. As 
Nigeria, formal education has 




considered particularly brilliant or whose parents could 
afford what, until the 1960., appeared to many poor 
parents as a wasteful and expensive inve.tment. Thus, 
while the children of rich parents were admitted into the 
highly competitive schools, the children of the poor went 
into trade apprentice.hips or were admitted into what were 
known as public schools, les. competitive and ill 
equipped. The effect. on the youth of this system, 
relative to delinquency, are evident allover the country 
today. The victims of admission discrimination -the less 
clever and children of poor parents - all tend to become 
frustrated with the system in which eductional values have 
altered a great deal, and in which the achievement of 
goals is dependent on paper qualification. 
In Nigeria, modern education does not seem to guarantee 
.oral development, social control or rational direction of 
the society and the individual. Evidence tends to show 
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that the majority of those arrested as armed robbers 
and/or youth in trouble with the law in Nigerian cities 
are young people who have not 
education. Nevertheless, education 
share of the Nigerian annual budget. 
the Federal government of Nigeria 
received secondary 
now takes a bigger 
Both the State and 
have increased the 
education budget (see Capital Expenditure on Education 
1981-1985 for details>. Yet, a significant percentage of 
students drop out of Nigerian schools each year. 
While the statistics for school drop outs in developed 
countries are based on those who fail to continue with 
their secondary education following completion of their 
elementary education, drop outs 
the number that dropped out 
in Nigeria are based on 
of the elementary and 
secondary schools, compared with the" relatively few who 
gained admission into the small number of schools that do 
exist. It is difficult, therefore, to count the number of 
drop outs from the percentage of children that are of 
school age, as in the case of developed countries. While 
students in developed countries drop aut on their own 
volition, children in Nigeria are pushed out of school for 
securing low grades. Schools tend to justify this policy 
by saying that it provides opportunities to more brilliant 
students in a situation where the number of existing 
schools is not sufficient for the number of children of 
school age. Taiwo (1968) reported that a high percentage 
of primary school children drop out of school before they 
reached Primary VI. 
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Nigeria~s Second National Development Plan of 1970-1976 
developed out of a sharp increase In primary school 
enrolment between 1960 and 1970. This was~ however~ 
followed by a high drop-out rate. In its own analysis, 
the Federal Ministry of Education claimed that inadequate 
facilities and poor quality of teachers - which were to a 
large extent a reflection of poor financing and improper 
planning - were r.sponsible for the high incidence of drop 
outs (Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1971). Thus, within the 
period 1975-1980, the number of school drop outs rose and 
as a result Nigeria has witnessed a new wave of social 
disasters which includes mass illiteracy, urban 
unemployment, a shortage of potential manpower~ youth 
delinquency 
robbery). 
and criminal activities. (mostly armed 
Higb_.~bggl_f ••• may be associated with drop out and 
delinquency in Nigeria. To highlight this point we have 
chasen to illustrate a hypothetical case of a school child 
who is given the bill on the first day of the new 
quarter. He takes it to his mother who tells him to take 
it to his father. The father at first indicates that he 
has no money to pay the bill. He later take. the bill and 
promises that he will pay it soon and that the child 
should come back another time for the money. The chIld 
attends school for three or four days and goes back to the 
father to ask for the money. He puts it off for another 
day. Meanwhile the child has no school materials, such as 
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a pen, and so in the class he sits idle. 
A~ter the first week, as the bill is not paid~ he is 
turned out of the school and he may spend several days on 
the street. After a few days, the father may give the 
child the money for the school bill or the mother may pay, 
i~ the father continues to put it off. The child returns 
to school~ but still without the exercise books, test book 
or even pens or pencils. A~ter a few days, the teacher 
notices him and sends him out of the class again. The 
child returns to the ~ather to ask ~or the money to buy 
these materials and he may well be told to return to tell 
the teacher that his father is out of the town. He may be 
allowed to stay in the class for a few days, if he doe. 
not draw too much attention to his idle condition. 
Eventually the teacher becomes abusive~ storms at the 
child and turns him out yet again. The child returns once 
more to his ~ather who in turn abuses him for coming back, 
and then sends him back to school with another defensive 
lie. 
Fearing the abuse of both his father and his teacher, 
the child may simply stay away from school and say nothing 
or tell his own lie because he has indirectly been taught 
that lies are the best way out of demanding situations. 
When one of the parents finds out the child is not in 
school, further abuse is hurled upon him; he may even 
receive physical punishment, but finally, say in the third 
or ~ourth week, one o~ the parents decides to buy the 
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school materials. 
The child returns to school with his books~ only to find 
his name has been struck off the register and another boy 
admitted in his place. Then he starts a desperate search 
for a place in another school~ to take the place of 
another defaulter. The search is rarely successful and 
the result is that the child may find himself out of 
school for the remainder of the quarter. If, on the other 
hand~ he is admitted, he may again be turned out because 
his uniform is in rags - as is often the case if these are 
the only clothes he has. Weeks may go by~ whilst the 
necessary clothing is obtained. Missing the first few 
weeks of every term~ the child gets behind in his 
cla.swork. He is cuffed, abused and punished. aecoming 
frightened by the whole situation and discouraged by his 
grades, he may start to truant. He may leave home every 
morning pretending to go to school. Instead he stays out 
on the street where h. is most likely to join delinquent 
friends. He may tell lies at home and in school, since 
lies have become normal behaviour. 
Other parents tend to insist that children should pay 
their own school fees by working. This attitude may be 
explained by the Nigerian philosophy of success: "Children 
have to succeed the hard way". The experiences this group 
had when they first came to the city still linger in their 
mind. Evidence tends to show that the idea of children 
working, in order to pay school fees. may result in child 
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abuse and child labour and finally in delinquency. Those 
interested in school must pay the bIll in order to attend 
school, so they must get the money no matter how. Those 
uninterested 
delinquents. 
may join the street gangs and 
Another common truancy ~actor in Nigerian city schools, 
and that which has associations with delinquency is the 
nature o~ punishment at the school. A report at Vaba 
Welfare office shows that children in town schools are 
inclined to truant because they are a~raid o~ the cu~~ing, 
kicking, shoving. beating and other forms of corporal 
punishment administered in the school. Discipline in all 
NigeriAn schools is based on fear. The head teacher feel. 
he must be ~.ared, and th.re~ore tends to intentionally 
bawl at any child he addresses. For them, there s .. ms to 
be no clear d.~inition between res~ect and ~ear. While 
head teachers In developed countries may demand r .. p.ct 
and allow the children to participate in discussions 
affecting them, the Nigerian headte.chers are those who 
must be obeyed and/or feared. Children here must ba saen 
and not heard. They must run if they meet the headteacher 
or any teacher at allan the footpath. dRun, our teacher 
is coming." This cammon practice alone make. teachers 
masters and not ~riends of the children they teach. 
It is rare to enter a school in Nigerian cities and nat 
s.e same teacher punishing a child by such strang methods 
as scraping teachers' shoes on a child's bare feet, 
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hitting the child~s arm, and knocking his funny bone or 
knuckles with a ruler. The majority of teachers hold a 
stick in their hands, ostensibly as a blackboard painter, 
but it is brandished to and fro, in the uses detailed 
above. It is used indiscriminately to hit children whilst 
they duck here and there vainly trying to evade it. From 
three to as many as thirty lashes may be administered on 
the hands, arms, back and buttocks. If the child squirms 
or tries to escape, his classmates are called to hold him 
down while the teacher lashes out viciously. Oth.r forms 
of punishmant in use include standing in the corner, 
kneeling on the floor, bending down with the head under 
the table. The psychological humiliation suffered by 
these children seems to surface in their adolescent years 
and it is society which seems to have to pay greatly for 
it. 
ThouQh the Education Departm.nt~s regulations permit 
only the headteacher to administer corporal punishment, 
which he must enter in a special book <Black Book), few 
schools seem to keep to these regulations. With such 
methods of diSCipline, the .ensitive child tends to live 
in perpetual fear and tends to appear duller in class than 
he really is. This may result in his running away from 
ho.. and/or becoming a school drop out. Since the 
Nigerian parent·. attitudes favour a hard training for 
children~ the children seem to have nowhere to •• cape to. 
Those parents who may care, on the 
pre-occupied with the pressures 
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other hand, tend to be 
urban economic 
activities. They tend to have no time to listen to their 
children~s complaints about their teacher or school 
curriculum. 
It can be argued that since the urban schools seem to 
teach and instill in children something o~ a philosophy o~ 
hate~ the children may know little about love and 
a~~ection. They may hate their teacher and resort to 
truancy as this seems the only possible alternative. Soma 
even tend to carry the hatred back home and many run away 
~rom home at the slightest provocation. These children 
tend to become the ·motor boys~ or the bus conductors. 
Others may join delinquent gangs or 8n9age in street 
hawking or both. 
To highlight the school situation~ its punishment 
structure and its e~~ect on the problems o~ youn9 people 
in Nigeria, the ~ollowing case studies are 
illuminative. 
I dislike school because although my class 
teacher likes children~ the headteacher is very 
strict. Whenever boys make a noise, he comes 
and picks out some o~ the boy.~ not necessarily 
the one. who actually made the noise. He either 
canes them or makes tham bend down with heads 
under the table and their hands behind their 
back. I am very upset when I get caught because 
I know the Head will cane me. 
I 90 to church to pray that God may help me to 
know my lesson, so that I shall not be caned by 
my teacher. I am very a~raid o~ being caned. 
For example, i~ the teacher sets ~ive sums 
(Arithmetic) and I do not get them all right, I 








I am also caned for playing in class. I 
being caned because I may get very big 
if I am struck where I already have a 
I am so afraid that I cannot overcome my 
and would like the probation officer to 
tactfully to my teacher. 
From this point, it could b. argued that the city school 
teachers do not encourage their students. They tend to 
discourage them instead by their harsh treat.ent and 
intimidation. Evidence shows that such a situation tands 
to lack mutual relationships between the teacher and the 
students and may·encourage school drop outs and running 
away from home. 
Statistics about unemployment and youth delinquency in 
most developing countries are inaccurate, if kept at all. 
Non-existence of Labour Exchanges, Guidance Units and 
private regional employment agencies have further made the 
records of unemployment even more difficult in Nigeria. 
Thus~ there is still no clear answer to the que.tion of 
how unemployment and youth delinquency are interrelated. 
Nevertheless, starting from the viewpoint of une.ployed 
youth, a hypothetical analysis of reaction. to the complex 
social problems of youth unemployment among ~ig.rian young 
people tends to indicate that unemployment is a major 
cause of deviance. Data supplied by the Statistics Units 
of the Nigerian National Manpower Board in 1977/78 shows 
that the unemployment rat. was highest among the youth 
(see Table. 6.2 and 6.3). This trend still continues. 
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Table 6.2 Urban Labour Force Structure and Une.plo~ •• nt 
Rates: 197-1 













































AQ. Group Mal. Female Total 
-------------------------------------------------.-----
1~-19 18.1 24.4 20.7 
20-24 12.9 9.6 11.4 
25-29 4.6 5.4 4.9 
30-34 1.8 1.8 1.8 
35-39 1.6 1.1 1.4 
40-44 3.5 1.9 3.0 
4~-49 1.6 0.:5 1.2 
50-54 1.2 0.0 0.9 
~5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-----------------------------------------------Total 5.8 6.8 6.2 
---------------------------------------------
Sourc.: National Manpower Board, Statistics Unit. Lagos 
S.rviced by the Federal Office of Statistics, 
LaCjJos. 
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Table 6.3 Urban Labour Force Participation Rates by ~ge 
and Sex: 1974 
AGE GROUP 
15 19 
20 - 24 
25 29 










































Sourc.: NAtional Manpow.r Board, Statistics Unit, Lagos. 
Serviced by the F.d.ral Office of St.tistics, L.gos. 
------------------------------------------------------.---------
eo.. studies in d.v.loped countries suggest that Ufor 
yaung p.opl •• t risk, being unemployed m.y l.ad to complex 
cons.quence •• Where they are in clos. contact with 
wAge-earning contempor.ries, they may •• sily resort to 
crime for cash that will enable them to partiCipate in 
peer group .ctiviti .... (Marshand, 1978: 17). In Britain, 
the NAtional youth Bur.au, in its written .vidence to the 
Royal Commi.sien an criminal' procedure, drew att.ntion to 
evidence suggesting a frightening link between youth 
unemployment and crime (Apex, 1977-78). 
ItUnetnploy .. ent lt , SAYS GulbenkiAn "is demorAlizing enough 
for the yaung people whose b.ckgrounds h.ve given them 
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every reason to ~ .. l personally secure and con~ident. 
Those who are disadvantaged in one or multiple ways may 
turn against society which, as they see it, patently has 
no interest in them" (1979: 27). Lack o~ research into 
this area tends to make a conclusive statement impossible 
with respect to Nigeria. However. evidence tends to 
support a hypothetical assumption that a jobl .. s school 
leaver may tend to have ~eelings o~ loss because his life, 
which was hitherto tied up with schooling activities, is 
now spent in idleness and unrewarding searche. for 
employment. For the ~irst time, the experience o~ 
idlene.s and boredom may result in a •• nse o~ pr~aund 
shock and confusion. The ~ir.t reaction may be one o~ 
crisis. The crisis may became greater and have a negative 
impact when . there is no hope o~ immediate employment, 
where there Are few chance. o~ employment in sight and 
"",en ane must. compete ~or jobs wi th hundreds 04 others. 
This i. the situation in Nigerian cities Nhere the 
.aJarity 04 unemployed are unskilled or semi-skilled. 
As the employment opportuniti .. are not kewping pace 
with the rat. 04 the growing urban population, school 
leavars and migrant Job seekers may become affected by 
Nhat Klaus (1982). called "Time Horizon". The un..-ployltd 
school I_aver who has no hope 04 getting a jab soon, tends 
to appreCiate the span 04 time on organized or single 
delinquent or criminal activities. The time spent on 
delinquent activities become mare important than the time 
spent looking for jobs that are nowhere in sight. As 
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Klaus puts it, for the unemployed, "time is used less 
meaningfully and becomes an unstructured continuum" (1982: 
87). 
Klaus compared a group of thirty unemployed youths with 
a control group of thirty employed youth in his study of 
the effect of unemployment on time-consciousness in the 
4 
Trier Area of West Germany. The findings demonstrated 
that Utime rationality decreases and the time horizon 
changes such that one·s view becomes fixed on the present 
and past with unemployment. Thus time consciousness 
change results in damage to the unemployed youth·s 
identity, decreased to 
constraints increasingly passive leisure time 
behaviour u (1982: 85-91). Although the study was done in 
WRst Germany, it seems that its findings apply to young 
Nigerian young people tend to be frustrated by 
un.~loyment because it creates anxieties about the 
prospect of having to depend on parents or relatives for a 
period of time. We have noted that Nigeria does not 
operate a welfare state policy, such as is found in 
Britain and in some other developed countries. Hence, in 
Nigeria there are no such things as social security 
benefits, unemployment benefits and child or youth 
allowances. Thus, unemployed youngsters have no choice 
but to depend entirely on their parents for all their 
n.eds. It has also been pOinted out that Nigerian youths, 
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.. p.cially A8DnQ the South.rn people, strongly dislike 
b.ing con.idered a. bays. They .njoy assuming Adult roles 
early in th.ir lives p.rhAp. in ord.r to avoid being 
called boy.. Un.-ployment, therefore, tends to weAken 
this aaaition to a •• u.. an adult role and mak.s them all 
the .... dependent on th.i r parents. 
It, thus, ..... that the only way to k.ep pace and 
1 .. ..., the dependency on their parent. is to indulge in 
unlawful practic .. , Qiven the ab.ence of any •• aningful 
.cona.i c engag_nt. Aoai n, a. parent s, .sp.ci All yin 
urban area., .ay withdraw th.ir support over A long period 
of un.-ploy-.nt, a youth-s social relations .ay tend to b. 
adver •• ly di.rupted. Th.ir contacts with r.lativ.. And 
good friend ... y b.co.e r.duced because of their inability 
to r.ciprocate social obligations. This, in turn, tends 
to .. aken the kin.hip tie Sy.t .. which would have given 
further support and/or prevented delinquent behAviour. 
Such hypoth.tical a •• umptions, however, need empirical 
verification, but .vidence in Nig.ria ha. d • .anstrated 
that youth s.lf-e.t... tends to b. aff.cted by prolonged 
un.-ploy..nt. So.e .ay, a. a re.ult, tend to feel badly 
about th .... lv •• , .. e th .... lv.. as u •• le •• fAilures, not 
contributinQ and worthl ••• , b.coming d.pr •••• d and filled 
with anxi.ty. Th. fru.trAtion thAt results tends to be 
.anif .. ted in d.viant b.hAviour And d.linqu.ncy. 
Evidence shows that many un •• gloyed NIgerian youths t.nd 
to depend on druQ and Alcohol for solving their 
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p.ycho-.ocial and .conomic problem.. Odejida (1977, 1978, 
1979), Ogunremi .t al (1979)~ Anumanye (1980), Nevadomsky 
(1981)~ Ebi. and P.la (1981), Lambo (1964) and Asuni 
(1964) all .how.d that, Nithin the last decade, there has 
been a dra.tic chang. in the pattern of drug u •• by young 
people in Nigerian citi... This tr.nd, according to them, 
i. the by-product of unemployment. Anumany.~. (1980) 
.tudy a4 Lago., for .xampl., reported that drugs and 
alcohol ar • .o.t Nid.ly u •• d by une.ployed urban youths. 
The survey undertaken ~y Poitou (1978) among 120 young 
Nigerian delinquent. con.idered .mpl oyment , Cinemas, 
drug., pro.titution, gambling and Cigarettes in relation 
to thRit and burglari ••• 
rel.tion.hip 
delinquency in Nigeri. call. for increa.ed attention. In 
view 04 the above analy.i., mar. r •••• rch in this area nON 
..... .. sential. Such r •••• rch might Nell focus on the 
different r.action. 04 urban youth to the coeplex social 
r .. ific.tions of uneeployment including their .ubjective 
interpret.tion. In order to .void or reduce the effect of 
special .t.t. ch.racteristic. in the relationship between 
un-.ploy.ent and delinquency, .uch a r •• earch proj.ct may 
.d.pt ca.par.tiv. ..thad. to study the 19 state. of 
Nigeria. It would be of .v.n gre.ter significanc., if it 
co-oar.. Nigeri. Nith .noth.r West African country. The 
r .. ult. it is hoped, would h.lp Nigeria to examine youth 
un.-ploy.ent in r.l.tion to d.linquency. 
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Like all o~her causAl fac~or. of delinquency in Nigeria, 
~her. i. no s~A~i.ticAl da~a AVAilabl. ~o measure ~h. 
ex~en~ of ~he rela~ionship be~w.en ~h. influence of adul~ 
cri.inAl behAviour and ~he d.v.lopmen~ of delinqu.n~ 
behAvi our i n yau~h. However, i ~ seems di ff i cui ~ ~o 
AnAly.e ~he proble.. of juvenile delinquency in Nigeria 
wi~hou~ drAwing a parallel wi~h ~h. criminality of ~h. 
Adul~. which is VAS~ and violen~. In ~his r.spec~, 
~he civiliAn oovern.en~ came ~o power in 1979. the 
until 
public 
execution ~ Ar.ad robbers was A symptoma~ic r.Ac~ion to 
the spreading probl ... of adult cri.e in Nigeria. This has 
been reintroduced by ~he pre.ent military administrAtion. 
The origin. of armed robbery in Nigeria ~av be found in 
the proc ... ~hA~ mArked ~he end of Civil War in 1970; and 
in the Yoruba .yst .. of values which favours above other 
conSiderAtion, the respect of stren9~h And weal~h. Thus, 
in ~he ~rAditional upbringing, ~he principle of seniority, 
as we have no~ed, is Applied wi~h extreme rigour. The 
child, hAving no o~her rioh~ bu~ ~ha~ of con~ribu~in9 to 
his elders· well-being, may become delinquent a. soon as 
he escaDes ~his fundamentAl rule before being hi .. elf old 
enough ~o i~o.e his own Au~hori~y on his juniors. Thus, 
you~hs behaviour, A~ All level. of Nigerian socie~y. ~end. 
to ~Ake i~s inspirA~ion from the adul~5· exacerba~.d 
.a~eriali" ~hA~ nobody drea.. of ques~ioning a. i~ 
con.~itutes ~he end by i~.elf. 
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The urban .nvironment usually seems the only place to 
escape fro. the so-called fundamental rules~ where many 
believe they can oet rich over night 





ana.ic structure of urban c.ntres. The anomie structure 
of Nioerian cities. as in 
(196~) social disequilibrium 
subsequent sudden .nrichment 
occurred soon after the 
exploitation of oil is a 
Yoruba towns, fits Durkhei.~. 
theory of catastrophy and 
by a few. The evants whi ch 
Civil War and since the 
very good example of his 
catastrophic and sudden .nrichment theory. 
Recent ev.nts also seem to have contributed to the 
cliaate of cri.inal violence in Nigeria. The unequal 
sharino of oil incOMe tends to have reinforced sgcial 
inequalities since 1973. In this regard, the environmental 
per_issiven... and frustration oenerated by the gap that 
keeps oetting biooer betw..n the various inca.e groups, 
and between states, tends to favour social 
disorganisation, social deviance, crime and delinQuency in 
Nigerian cities. 
In conclusion, it could be argued that one of the .cst 
.ignificant social problem. in Nigeria has been the rapid 
and unplanned development of cities and towns, especially 
the Federal Capital which has increased its population 
.any ti... since the 1960s. Such a rapid urbanisation 
create. .ajor social problem. of overcrowding, lack of 
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s.rvic .. and employm.nt fAcilities among others. These 
difficulties CAn cleArly be a disruptive influence on the 
nor .. l p.rsonAlity develop.ent of young people. 
At ti .. s~ urbAniSAtion hAS hAd A major impact on the 
SOCiAl structure of rurAl fA.ili... This may be seen from 
the rAte At Nhich young people leave the rural areas to go 
to the urbAn AreA., the disruptive role and obligation of 
pArents for And over their children and children~s 
behAviour. Parents~ rights to control their children are 
.. v.rely weAkened by their migration to urban areas and 
the structure of the city Nhich tends to encourAge a free 
for All life style may and frequently does lead to 
delinquency And other proble •• among young people • 
• 
1. JUJu is A term used to de.crib. the u.e of an object 
sup.rstititiously to hArm, charm or confuse people. 
This Action is raqArded as taboo by Nig.rians. 
2. On sev.ral preceding page. allusion has been mAde to 
Nhy youth delinquency was an unknown phenomenon in 
pre-colonial Nigerian society, .specially among tho •• 
with strong extended family ties. This chapter will 
continue to outline more of tho •• NigeriAn culture. 
that signifiCAntly precluded the existence of youth 
delinquency, in an Attempt to show the iapact of 
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3. Banj~ borrowed the expression "anomia" from Durkhaim"s 
writing in Merton (1957). Durkhai. used the concept 
to imply individualism in an anomie society. 
4. In this .tudy, time consciousness is viewed in Klaus" 
conc~t a. twa dim.n.ional, involving chang •• in 
(a) "ti_ rationality" - the effici."t usa and organi-
.ation of ti_; and (b) "time horizons" - the time 





Having analy.ed the th.oretical cau.e. o~ youth proble •• 
in Nigeria. the next .tep is to review the wwlfar. 
institutions there which provide service. ~or children and 
convicted d.linqu.nt youths. The.e include educationAl 
and social .. lfar. c.ntr ••• 
For the pur po ••• of this study, the terllt "care servic .... 
is u.ed to ld.nti~y the broad areas of child and youth 
.. l~are s.rvic.. in Nig.ria which are directed either 
t~,.d. suppl .... entary 
care and training_ 
In pr.viou. chapters the historical analysls tended to 
indicat. that youth problem. in Nigeria are closely 
a •• ociat.ct with socio-ttConomic and socio-political 
chang... .specially in the urban areas. A similar 
hi.torical approach i. adopt.d here ln order to highlight 
will look the org.nisation and 
ad.inistrativ. structure o~ th ••• services as well as the 
functional rol •• WhlCh th ••• s.rvic •• play with partlcular 
.-phasis on their re.pon.e to today'. child and youth care 
problems. 
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Fulcher (1~83), Scull (1977), Seed (1973) and Oonzelot 
(1980) .-phaslsed the importance o~ an historical analysis 
relationship 
betw.en socIal control o~ deviance and the economics o~ 
SOCial control" on SOCIal care (Fulch.r, 1983: 13). 
Chapters 4 and 5 have already dealt with the pre-colonial 
or traditional periods (see Family Structure and Patterns 
of Child Care). GIven that insignificant changes have been 
.. d. in this ar.a since the colonial and immediate 
po.t-colonial periods, thes. periods are reviewed together 
her. as one period, with an emphasis on colonlal 
patterns. 
The pri • .ry focus, howev.r, is on post-colonial change • 
• 
in socia-economic structures which have influ.nced the 
develap_ent o~ new socia-cultural and economic system. in 
Nigeria. Thes. in turn have in~lu.nced the develop..nt ~ 
new syst... of administration in child and youth care 
services. Wher. pOSSible, functional rol.. of care 
servic .. in Nigeria will be co~ared with similar services 
in Great 8rltain. In making such comparisons, there is no 
intention to co~are a particular care centre in NIgeria 
with another in Great 8rltain or the United Stat ... 
Rather, the intentIon is to outline "structural f.ature. 
that are characteristic oT .ervices" (Fulcher, 1983) in 
the child and youth care .ervice delivery systems o~ both 
Nioeria and Great 8ritain. This approach, it is hoped, 




Historlcally, the developm.nt of child ~nd youth care 
s.rvic .. in Nio.ria date. back to the pre-colonial period 
and political conditions of the ti .. ~ allowed traditional 
~t.nded Nigerian family syst.ms to provide care ~or ona 
.. s coll.ctivist in orientation and for this r.ason, 
traditional and .xtended family car. in Nigeria could be 
r84erred to as a ·coll.ctive care servic. p • Everyon. was 
very conscious of oiving car. to all the children and 
younQ people within the ~amily and in the community. This 
principl. was ~ounded on the philosophy of ·.veryone IS 
.v.ry on •• 1s.'s k.-per and caregiver'. 
Th. rol .. of the family and the .xt.nded family in 
r.latlon to child and youth car. have declined r.markably 
sinc. Independence 1n 1960~ follOWing the end of colonial 
ad.inistration in Nioeria (Guolar and Planaoan, 1978). 
Chano.s in the socio-economic structure. of traditional 
soci.ty, urban d.v.lopm.nt and the consequent migration 
proc ••••• which followed this period tended to mak. the 
traditIonal collective Chlld and youth system 
In addition to unprecedented population 
Qrowth, the incr.as.d nu.oer of par.nts working outs1d. 
the hOMe tend. to r.duc. the amount of time and attention 
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that can b. giv.n by par.nts to the care of their chlldren 
and young p.opl.. In r.sponse to these developments, new 
and diffRrent system. of child and youth care service • 
..-rq.d in the urban centr.sJ syst.m. of care which could 
b. r.fRrred to as ·mod.rn care .ervice.~. 
Colonial subject. who were victi .. of the s.cond World 
war were •• ttled in ar.as which over time d.veloped into 
urban centres. Such •• ttlements, co.ain.d with the mass 
inward .igration of rural population from the warly 1940s 
onwards, resulted in unpr.c.a.nted population growth in 
the urban ar.... Con.equently, the nuaber of children who 
WIIr'. in n..-d of car., protection and rllhabilitatlon 
svst ... tically incr.a.ed. 
It wa. in r •• pon •• to this situation that the Colonial 
.... lfar. Act. of 1940, 194~ and lQ50 ...ere enacted 
(Akeredolu-AI., 1979: 4~). Among other thlngs, the Acts 
favoured child and youth welfar., fr.. servicRS for the 
di.abled and the •• tablishment of boy.~ clubs which aim.d 
.t pr.venting cri.. and d.linqu.ncy among rural-urban 
.1Qrants. In 194~ and 19~O, the Acts w.re extended to 
othRr ar.a. of child and youth care. 
adoption, fo.t.r c.r., marriage coun.elilng and r .. and 
noees. At first, the.. ..rvic.s were limited to Lagos, 
~R9ional capital. and 
d.v.lop.-nt of such •• rvic ••• 
Harcourt and Calabar in the 
the pas.age of time the 
large cities saw the 
Th ••• included Enugu, Part 
then E •• tern Region, Ibadan 
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and &.ndel in the then South-westarn r.gion~ and Kano, 
Kaduna and Jos in the then Northern Region. 
~ter Indwpendence in 1960~ the Welfare Acts focused 
only on juvenile and family welfare and~ like the colonial 
periods, only those within the urban centre. - federal and 
reqional capitals - had such services available. After 
the creation of 12 and then 19 separate states in 1967 and 
19~ respectively, all the state capitals had provision 
for juvenile and fa.ily welfare service.. These were 
.anaQed by the Federal public .ervices created in 1967. In 
1972 a new body - the Ministry of Social Development, a 
divl.ion 04 the Federal Ministry of Labour - took over the 
ad.inistration of the •• c.ntr.s. As the probl .. s of young 
people and unwanted children increa5ad~ separate 
Ministry was established to provide service. for young 
pecole and children in trouble. This Minlstry is called 
the Mini.try of Social Develop.ent, Youths, Sports and 
Culture. A.DnQ other things, this Ministry oversees, 
the activities of youth 
d.velop.ant, voluntary youth Dr;anisations, the National 
youth Servlce. Corps, etc (Faderal Republic of Nigeria 
Handbook. 19771 160-169). Since the creatlon of the new 
Minlstry. care services have been expanded to cover not 
onlv the 19 state capitals, but other major towns and 
local govern.ent area. a. well (Onokerhorave. lQS3: 150). 
To prOVide a brief analysl., the welfare service. 
available for children and yaung people in Nigeria are 
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divld~ into the ~iv. broad headings as suggested by 
Fulcher (1983). Th ••• are: 
We have .elected th ••• five different typa. of care 
servic .. becau.e they twnd to reflect the broad areas of 
servic .. found ava1lable for children, young Deeple and 
~ .. ili.s in Nigeria. 
Support to 
infer .. l car. .ervic •• provided by the ext.nded fa_ily 
...oers and the c~unity in whIch it Interacts r~r •• ent5 
the traditional far •• of child and youth car. service •• 
Thi. varl" con.iderably ~rom modern programmes found in 
Britain and in so .. urban area. of Nigerta. The.. more 
recent develop.ents tend to provide $uppl,.,»t.ry c.r. 
S.,.VlC.S .,.ouDd th. f •• ily. 
The 
Mhich care is provided 
reflectIng a group care 
ho •• are 
by 




fo.ter care and adoption whIch repre.ents alterD.tives to 
f •• jlv c.r. s.rvic.s is nat very significant in Nigeria, 
Dweau.e of tne hi.to-cultural extended family system. 
Taday, hDNWver, this .ay be found in both formal and 
infer .. l patterns. Such care is formal when it is 
conc~tualis~ in ter •• of for.al care institutions as 
found in tn. citi... It is infor.al whwn foster care 
tak.s the for. of obligatory services rendered to or by a 
""er of the extended iamily in a traditIonal s.tting 
(Hill, 1977~ Jon •• , 19~; Martin and Martin, 1978). 
For .x..,le, when any _.cer of the extended fa.ily 
accepts r .. ponsibility for the care and training of the 
child of anotn.,. ...,.,., and in this ca •• sine tAk .. the 
child concern~ to live with her/him, either within the 
f.-ily or out.ide the ia.ily. In either cas., there is 
only a .oral "ca..is.ion to act as care giving services" 
(Fulcher, 19831 ~). This is diiferentiated from i.~os.d 
c.r, .Dd control s,rvic,s where one finds the juvenIle or 
JustIce courts, probatIon .ervice. and the r~erral 
c."tr.s er institutions which have a "legal co_is.ion to 
act" <Fulcher, 19831 4~). 
To illu.inat. the functions of .ach of the care servIce. 
outlined abov., a r.vi.w is offered, based an sixteen 
differ."t tya" of service prov1sion in Nigeria. This, 
nowever, 1. prwetlded bv a review oi th. administrative 
• tructure of various child and youth care servic .. 
outlined aDov •• A the •• 
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n.c ... it.ted by .acio-.conoaic .nd political chang •• ~ high 
,..t .. O'f mig,.ation and • can.~uent inc,..a •• in the number 
o~ child and youth p,.obl ... found in Nigeria today. 
Our .ia, ther.4cr., is to illu.t,..te the st,.ucture., 
di.t,.ibution and .v.lu.tion o~ p,.obl... a •• ociated with 
child and youth c.,.. s.,-vic .. in Nige,.ia .nd 
ar ••• which could u.~ully b. dev.loped 
to identify 
f urthttr • The 
hypoth~ical •• sumption is th.t Fulche"~5 (1983) Concinuu. 
of C.r. id •• l, which ..... to cannot. a modificatIon of 
t,..dition.l extended family .nd community p.tterns of 
c.,.e, could b •• dopted within the .t,.ucture of far .. l ca,. • 
• ervic .. p,.ovided in Nig.,-i.n urban a,. •• s. This is not 
sugg .. ting • tot.l ,.epl.c •• ent of • .,.viclt5 but ialpDr"tant 
.uppl..-nts to the .xi.ting • .,-vice d.live,.y network found. 
in NiQ.,.i. tod.y. 
It .u.t be noted that, although the five ~.atu,... O'f 
car •• .,.vicIHI .el.cted far discu •• ion in this .tudy are 
quite i~artant in Nige,.i. tod.y, nat all of th .. a,.. very 
~f.ctiv. in t.,. .. of the changing natu,.. o~ the p,.obl ... 
f.ced by children .nd young people the,.e. While so.. a,.e 
.till.t • rudimentary st.ge a~ development, the majo,.ity 
h.v. aaint.ined t,.aditional patte,.ns. , Far the care 
.ervice to .. et the changing neads and d.si,... o~ 
cante~or.rv Nigeri.n youth, they mu.t ,.e4lect the 
changing pattern. of SOCiety. An.lysts of cur,.ent need. 
tend. to indicat. that national policy should a. much as 
ao •• ibl. r •• pond to the problem. c,.eated by ,.apid 
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socio-economic and political changes within the last two 
decades. 
All societies have their own peculiar ways 04 caring and 
Droviding services for their future generations. In all 









structures may also play an important part. especially in 
identifying and recognising needs. Thus, child and youth 
care services vary in nature and content from one SOCiety 
to another. 
In the same way, it s .. ms that the definition of care 
may also differ from one country to another, depending on 
the needs, aspirations and the level of economic and 
social develop.-nt of the country. Therefore, it is 
i~artant to define the context in which the term is used 
in this study. For our purposes, welfare services for 
children and yaung people, or child and youth care 
service. as we prefer to call them, may be defined as 
those services in which various levels of govern .. nt, as 
well as voluntary organisations, private agenCies, various 
communities and extended families either collectively or 
individually, provide for the particular benefit of 
children, young people and their families. These include 
the "servic.s provided largely for social [and economic] 
motiv.. in ter.s of fulfilling the needs of specific 
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segments of the population" (Onokerhoraye, 1984: 6). 
Care services .lso "encompass older [traditional care] 
.s well as newer [modern carel forms of s.rvice where 
nurturing care. socialization experience. and specific 
learning opportunities are made available to children and 
families" (Fulcher. 1983: 31). Again. this mav be provided 
by collective efforts of the primary family and the 
extended familv (as in pre-colonial or pre-urbanised 
Nigeria), the community and/or government bodies. 
On the basis of the above definition, one could imagine 
that a variety of care servic.s could be identified in 
Nigeria. Our focus, however, is on those care services 
which are directed around the family welfare structures. 
In view of the pre.ent economic changes and growing 
poverty in Nigeria, there ..... now an urgent need to 
suppl .. ent or relieve many famili .. of the burden of 
traditional fostering and adoption servic ... Ae recent 
.vidence has continued to indicate. many families 
•• pecially tho •• living in the urban area. - are no longer 
able economically to provide these services adequately. 
T~ Structure of C.re Services found in Nigeria is 
rooted in the organisation and admini.trative structures 
r.flected in the 19 states of the Federal Republic. 
Historical and pre.ent differences which exist within 
th ••• stat.s are important but are not the central concern 
of this studv. Such a detailed focus is, however, 
important to future research. Suffice it to say that the 
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differences which affect child and youth care services 
existed mostly in the traditional systems of care. 
In Chapter 4, it was noted that many of these 
differences ware the result of religious and cultural 
differences between the Christian South and the Muslim 
North. The present care systems seem to have reduced the •• 
differences a great deal in terms of the standard of care 
crovision. This is largely because the modern system is 
aimed at achieving similar goals throughout the country. 
Nev.rtheless~ there is still a great deal that needs to be 
achieved because of the fragmented definition of who n.,ds 
care servic,s. 
one important factor influencing the distribution of 
child and 'youth care services in Nigeria is related to the 
pattern of urban development. Most of the care centre •• 
particularly those .stablished by the state and privata 
individuals, are concentrated in the City centres. In 
effect, thos. in the rural areas are established by 
Christian missions or international charitable 
organisations. The privately owned care services, 
particularly day care centres. are attracted to urban 
centres becaus. of the profit motive. It is only in the 
city with its high population denSity that they can be 
assured of customers on a regular basis (Onokerhoraye, 
1979: 40~. 41~; 1984: 136). Government sDonsored care 
services also tend to be located near large population 
areas and usually the.e are in the major cities. Thus. it 
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can be argued that in Nigeria the distribution of social 
and welfare services for children and young Deople is 
closely related to the distribution of urban centres. 
Further analysis .of spatial variation within the urban 
and rural areas immediately illuminates differential 
in terms of accessibility of various 
socio-economic qroups to the available care services. The 
difference in allocation~ as reflected by the profit 
orientation of private agencies, 
As pointed out .arlier~ the 
is purely intentional. 
concentration of the.e 
.ervice. in the urban areas by private providers compares 
with the availability of regular customers. For the 
Qovern .. ntPs part, the reason seems to be a lack of 
financial resources. The Government seems unable at 
present to provide finanCial support for the development 
of care services in the rural areas. 
Tha administration of welfare service. for children and 
young people in Nigeria involves four levels. The first 
three levels concern the three government structures in 
the country. That is the Federal~ the States and the 
local governm.nts. Tha fourth is the voluntary agancies 
and private individuals. The criticism about the 
administration of care sarvices is that the number of 
professional social worker. is, inadequate, suggesting a 
need to train more, espeCially now that the government is 
showinQ an interest in the administration of the.e 
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It has been pointed out that the majority of child and 
in Nigeria are provided by VOluntary 
individuals. It is only recently -
youth care services 
agencies and private 
due to the changes 
development and the 
resulting from socio-economic 
new patterns of care which have 
accompanied it that the Federal government has shown an 
involvement in the administration of child and youth care 
services. establishment of the Federal Ministry of Social 
Develop .. nt~ Youths, Sports and Culture in 1967 gave the 
Ministry responsibility for social policy relating to 
child and youth care servic... In theory. this includes. 
1. Co-ordinating intergovernmental and interstate social 
develop .. nt activiti.s. 
2. Conducting res.arch and surveys into various aspects 
of social developm.nt. 
3. Training prof •• sional social workers and the 
organisation and co-ordination of training facilities for 
governmental and nan-governmental social agencies. 
4. Handling international casework and adoption 
en~uiri.s. 
5. Promoting legislation at the national level an 
matters affecting social development. 
6. Co-ordinating with voluntary organisations at 
national and international levels. 
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7. Conducting all international matters affecting social 
development. 
8. Handling overseas and national repatriations. 
9. Organising national youth activities. 
10. Developing recreational activities such as sports 
(Federal Republic of Nigeria Handbook~ 1977). 
The Ministry is headed by a government minister who is 
assist.d~ where available, by professionals and 
administrators who are in charge of various departments of 
the Mini.try. This structure is shawn in a diagram.atic 
form below. 
The.administration of care service. at ~!.! __ !.~.! bagan 
earlier than the Federal governmant. Nevertheless, the 
organs of service delivery vary from state to state as 
well as fro. those of the Federal government. In so.e 
States, the administration of welfare servic.s is the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Health; in others~ the 
Local Governmant Ministry is responsible for their 
administration (Onokerhoraye~ 1983). 
Neverthele.s, there are elamant. of similarity in the 
aim. of the establishment. The welfare services for 
children and yaung people in all the States aim at 
achieving adequate care .ervice. for children and yaung 
people in nead by: 
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• 
1) Helping their clients to better understand the natura 
of their probleMs. 
2) Advising their clients on how best to deal with their 
Droblems which involves: 
a) putting their clients in touch with statutory 
and voluntary organisations which can help; 
b) making their clients~ needs known to the 
appropriate authorities. 
In practice, the •• theoretical objectives have not been 
achieved. In .any instances. achievement is thwarted by a 
lack o~ pro~es.ional sta~~ to supply the sarvice •• 
Fulcher has argued with reference to the work of 
• 
Grunewald (1974) that child care services must 
decentralised so that they are "within easy access of the 
whole co .. unity" as well as providing "enough professional 
persannel to supply .ervices in a given geographical area" 
(19831 ~B). The existing patterns, distribution and 
manage.ent of child and youth care services in Nigeria 
fall short of this West European expectation. 
The third level of administration in Nigeria involv .. is 
The involvemant of local government in 
child and vouth care •• rvices, as we have already noted, 
tends to be concentrated in the urban areas. The absence 
of services in rural areas means that local government 
authorities tend nat to be involved in the formal 
administration of welfare services for children and young 
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people. This is not to say that these services are less 
important in the rural areas. Rather~ it is a further 
illustration of how and where service. have developed. In 
.ffect~ rural areas in Nigeria have not felt the impact of 
modern welfare services for children and young 
Instead rural Areas have largely relied on the 
social support networks provided by the family, 





informal care services have been reasonably effective in 
terms of their reciprocity and mutuality, but as we have 
shown in Chapter ~, they can also be destructive. 
Analysis of this diagramme indicates that the National 
Assembly is the final educational institution at the 
national level. The National Assembly formulates laws 
affecting educational policy in Nigeria. Next is the 
Federal Ministry of Education. This body is headed by the 
Federal Commis.ioner for Education, who is responsible to 
the National A.sembly and seeks their approval for his 
policies. The National Council for Education, is the 
policy making body which makes all policies affecting 
education in Nigeria and pass them for approval to the 
National Assembly through the Commissioner for Education. 
The National Council for Education is made up of the 
Federal Co.-issioner for Education as Chairman, and all 
the States (19) Commissioners for Education, 
Representatives of National Universities Commission, 
Representatives of Joint Admission Board and the National 
Council on Technical Education. 
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Rd.inistration of Education Services in Nigeri~ 
at the F.d.ral l.v.l* 
NATIONAL ASSEMBLV 
FEDERAL MINISTRV OF EDUCATION 
GENERAL MINISTER FOR EDUCATION 
(AS THE HEAD) 
The Policy 
Making Body 
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR 
EDUCATION 
FEDERAL MINISTER OF STATE 
(AS ASSISTANT) 
(AS THE CHAIRMAN) 
FEDERAL MINISTER OF 
EDUCATION 
ALL THE STATES 
CCJtItPI I SS I ON FOR 
EDUCATION 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITV 
CO ..... I SSI ON 
PERMANENT SECRETARY 
(AS THE HEAD OF CIVIL SERVICE) 
VARIOUS LEVELS OF CIVIL 
SERVANTS IN THE MINISTRV 
JOINT ADMISSION 
BOARD 
Charg~ with admission for candidates 
into Nigerian universities, 
espacially Federally owned 
universities. 
Charged with the planning and 
manag.ment of all Federal 
universities • 
• This represents an example for administration of welfare 
servic .. for children and yaung people in Nigeria. 
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The final tier in the administrative line of decision 
makinQ is the National Universities Commission. This 
Commission is charged with the planning and manage.ant ~ 
the Federal Universities. Next is the Joint Administration 
Board (JAB)~ charged with the responsibility ~ admission 
for candidates into Nigerian Universities, .specially the 
Federal Universities. Finally. the National Council on 
Technical Education carry responsibility for planning and 
managing polytechnic. and colleges of education. 
~91YDt.C~ ____ ~gAni~~1i2D. represent the fourth 
administrative level affecting child and youth care 
servic... Throughout this chacter. allusion has been made 
to the involvement of voluntary agancies in providing 
welfare services in Nigeria. Although state. and recently 
the Federal, governmant often give financial grants to 
a •• i.t voluntary agancie., the various institution. 
established by these agencies are still managad by 
voluntary group •• The work of the.. organisations has 
bean seriously hampered by a lack of information about 
their existence and objectives. Information and referral 
service. have not yat developed to any great extant in 
Nigeria. 
It has b .. n noted that the historical developmant of 
Social Services in Nigeria followed British traditions. 
The colonial administrators knew that, in order to 
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maximise their economic objectives in Nigeria, it was 
necessary to develop same social services~ especially 
tho.. relating to welfare or parsonal services. Among 
tho •• provid.d were tran5port~ education, health care, 
housing, personal .ervices and recreation. 
It is warth noting that these services were provided for 
the consumption of certain groups of the population, and 
only th... group. knew about their exi.tence. Becaus. of 
the ai •• for which these service. were provided, there 
• ...ad no need for public information which could 
.nliQhtan the general public about support services 
available. Thus, very few people knew about the exi.t.nce 
and the actual work of social welfare servic.s. Only the 
elite~ who were less likely to need such .ervic .. , knew 
that welfare services existed to help deal with vulnerable 
groups in the society the old, the handicapped, 
children, etc. 
Infor.ation service. involve providing information about 
.ervices which are available for child and youth care. and 
putting those in need of care and protection in touch with 
institutions or voluntary organisation.. Until recent 
time., information about servic.s available in the 
traditional collective structure was contained informally 
within the structure of the family, extended family and 
tribal group.. It always followed this system and 
operated in a very elaborate way. Such a system was quit. 
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~fective and there was little need fer fermal information 
services. The need for a formal mechani.... only came in 
the later stages of development when care shifted from 
being the responsibility of the family, extended family 
and tribal group to being the r .. ponsibility of the state 
and private erganisations. 
Today an analysis of welfare service. or employment 
proble.s in Nigeria, for example, tends to indicate that 
.any youths are unemployed because they lacked access to 
the infer.ation network which could advise them About what 
.-ploy.ent opportunities were available. 
argued that infer.ation services in 
Thus, it can be 
the traditional 
structure operated more e-ffecttvely than they do in 
today·. MOd...-n structure of welfare services in Nig...-ia. 
In addition to economic reasons which have produced a 
fragmented information network, another explanation might 
ba that only the Federal and State ministries of 
infermation are responsible for providing information of 
this kind on a national ba.is. Unfortunately, such 
inforaation is only available in the Federal and State 
capitals. People in the rural areas and in many citi .. 
outside the capitals are thus deprived of .uch support in 
respect of care far children and youth, becausa of 
inadequate information services. 
The qu.stion that arises here is how to find ways of 
.. king information available to people quickly in a way 
that will allow them to have acce.s to service. and enable 
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, 
the. to kn~ what mcdern social welfare services can 
offer. This will require further develop..nt and research 
aimed at finding how information service. can be extanded 
to the rural areas. It will also be nec .. sarv to train 
parsonnel to collect and supply information relevant to 
child and youth care needs in given geographical Area •• 
In other words, decentralisation of information services 
needs to occur in such a way that they are "readily 
accessible and capable of supplying detailed, 
up-to-date information about support services that are 
available within the geographic locale" (Fulcher, 1983: 
66). 
The fact that Nigeria has a great regard for child and 
youth care has already b..n establishad. It has also been 
noted that the provision of these services during the 
pre-colonial era was to a large extent collective, 
involving all the ..-bers of the extended family, friends, 
relatives and the community. 
The changing patterns of living conditions within the 
last few decades, especially within the urban centres, 
, 
have considerably altered the collective social support 
directed into the hom.. Chang .. in the process of child 
care are noticed, particularly in the cities where there 
have bean dramatic economic changes and the numbers of 
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Within the country, there are some parents who, as a 
result of modern economic forces, death or divorce, cannot 
ad~uately provide care for their children in this rapidly 
chanGing society. Modern care services tend to provide 
alternatives or supple.ent the service. provided hitherto 
by the fa.ily, for the.. and other groups of families in 
the urban areas. Nevertheless, within some families in 
the rural areas, services for children and young people 
are .till provided by their families, its extended system 
and the ca.munity. 
Support service. directed into the home in Nigeria are 
GROlP A GROUP B GROUP C 6ROlP D ____ I _________________________________________ _ 
Primary 










\11181 f are centres 
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The fa.ily·s responsibility for providing support for 
the care and socialisation of its members is a moral as 
well as a legal obligation in Nigerian society. The 
.. thad used in the provision of th... care service. is 
purely infor.al. The family obligation arise. in marriage 
where the .aintanance of a wife or wives and the children 
is a primary obligation. 
In Nigeria, the family is expected to provide all the 
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care service. for its children until they are married and 
through the extended family system this will continue 
whenever the need arises. The family~s functions in 
relation to care for children may not be much different 
from those provided by families in daveloped countries. 
What i. dis.imilar i. the degree of support provided by 
the extended family. 
At saveral pOints in this study, allusions 
.. de to the functions of the extended family 
to providing services for children and yaung 





is an example of small group living arrangements, situated 
primarily within the local ·community with which it 
int.racts and work. in close collaboration. The living 
arrange..nts and the care, protactian and training offered 
an a eare personalised basis, as compared to tha formal 
patterns of care found in modern centres, tends to 
eliminate many opportunities far anti-social behaviours 
amongst the .embers, particularly a.eng the youths. 
The structure of the socia-economic life of the family 
in the pre-colonial period was such that the extended 
family provided employment s.rvice. as well as ather forms 
of care. Information services operated within the family 
and extended family or community (tribal) group, and - in 
a very elaborate but informal way - within the cultural 
traditions of the family. Thus, those in need were able 
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to have knowladge about what support or services were 
available. 
It may be argued that "normalisation or 
decentralisation" (Fulcher, 1983: 58) within the family or 
tribal groups was due to the presence within the extended 
family of a comparatively large number of adults who could 
act as substitute. for one another or in some cases share 
responsibilities in the care of children and young people, 
a. wall as old people. This meant that child and youth 
care, or the sum of social welfare services, did not 
con.titute a problem in pre-colonial Nigerian families. 
Rath.r, it • ...ad to have encouraged collective care and 






and support which the extended 
cours. be comparatively low. 
~vttrthel .. s, the •• services are very significant when 
vi.w.d against the socio-economic background in many parts 
of the country. If these could be modified and adapted, 
they might ca.pare favourably with contemporary 
developments r~arred to by Fulcher as "imaginative 
alternative programmes which are community-based and 
include group care living and group activiti.... (1983: 
38-9) • 
Modern family welfare centra. are still at a vary 
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developmentAl stAge in Nigeria. The structure of Nigerian 
fa.ilie. tends to discourage family problems from being 
settled outsida tha imm.diate family group or, at its most 
extreme, outside the extended family council of elders. 
Such culturAl traditions may contribute to the 
non-exi.tence of child and family welfare centres in the 
rural ar •••• 
In the city centres, wh.re these services exist, they 
handle what may b. called urban oriented family problems. 
Th ... includ. matrimonial disputes, cruelty, neglect And 
pat.rnity dispute.. The duties of child and family 
.-lfare centra. sometimes overlap with those of day care 
centras, •• pecially in areas relating to child custody. 
AffiliAted with child and family welfare centra. are 
Dgm •• ti~_!~~iQiQg_~.Dt~g§ which are principally concerned 
with .. trimonial dispute.. Recently, city life has 
produced in sa.. people a tendency to indulge in exces.ive 
alcohol is. and drug taking. This can result in men 
failing to accept their responsibilities as fathers and 
husbands. In response to these trends, dome.tic training 
centres have been •• tablished in eAch of the 19 Stat ••• 
The ideology upon which .uch centres as these are 
e.tablished is that family 
within the family. The goal 
disputes should be settled 
behind this philo.ophy is 
that welfare work should attempt to prevent or solva 
fAMily problem. without nacessarily going to court. Thus, 
tha main function of domestic training centre. lies in 
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collectively in the pre-colonial period by the community 
or the extended family. For example, the 'Egwu Onwa~ 
(moonlight Dlayground) and the ~Ogbakowa Ukwuokwe~ (day 
recreational centre) were provided on an informal basis by 
the community or within the extended family Circle. 
Today, the provision of these services has become a 
co..-rcial venture for individuals and organisations. 
v.nture. Thus, the recent . trends toward economic profits 
in these services have motivated private agencies - soma 
voluntary, but profit orient.a to become greatly 
involved in the provision of supplementary care services 
around the family. To some extent, some of these have 
failed to recognise an important issue raised by 
Strathclyde Regional CounCil in Scotland (1979) which 
adopted the policy where, as far as possible, "children 
should live normally in family like environments and that 
all forms of service should support children living in 
their own or another family unit wherever possible" (in 
Fulcher, 1993: 59). 
The grouping of the.e services is represented 
diagrammatically below. This group falls within a second 
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stage of modern care services~ which historically 
developed from care contained in the network of family and 
extended family or tribal group. 
SroapiDg of Supple.eDt.ry Care Rround the Faaily 
Group A 
Day Care Centres 
Nursery Schools 
Primary Schools 
Day S.condary Schoels 
Group B 
Youth Care Centres 
Youth Clubs - Boy 
Scouts, Girl Guides, etc' 
As was pointed out in the last chapter, changes in the 
position of NO .. n in Nigeria have meant that a greater 
number of Nigerian women are nOM working in government 
offices and private establishments, or are engaged in 
personal commercial activities. The spread of urbanism, 
the new value. attached to education~ changes in parents' 
attitude. towards girls' education and the introduction of 
Universal Primary Education also meant that all boys and 
an increasing number of girls now attend school. This 
situation has thus created a scarCity of housemaids and 
child minders whos. help in the family supplements family 
care provided by the extended family system in the 
pre-colonial era. 
Today day care centres have emerged in large numbers in 
all the Stat •• and in almost all big cities, providing 
supplementary family care. Lagos, Enugu. Owerri, Aba, 
Umuahia. Port-Harcourt, Kana, Kaduna, Zaria, Benin City 
are all examples of cities with numerous day care 
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. . 
centres. Th •• e centres are owned by private individuals 
and voluntary aQencie., such as the Womens Christian 
A.sociation and the Society ~or Family Organisation. Some 
o~ these centres, especially those awned by private 
individual., are very poorly equipped. The low fees 
chargRd by th ••• group. tend to attract children from low 
economic backgrounds. Those awned by mission and 
voluntary agencies se.m to 
charge comparatively higher 
have better facilities and so 
fees. The.e attract the 
children of middle and upper income groups. 
The ab.ence o~ regulations or laws a~fecting the 




o~ these centres 
the Objectives for which 
in 
they were 
In developed countrie., these service. are 
largely providRd by the government at local levels or by 
individual. and voluntary organisations. There are 
regulation. or laws governing establishment of the.e 
.ervice.. Akeredolu-Ale (1978) has highlighted the need 
for both Fed .... al and State government involvement in the 
provision o~ day care services. This is necessary to 
sa~~uard the interest. of children under school age and 
to .upport poor parents who have no alternative but to 
seek the .ervic •• of ruthle •• entrepreneurs who at present 
provide the.e .ervice •• 
Day care centres tend to provide opportunities for women 
to partiCipate in the labour force o~ the economy. They 
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are equAlly importAnt for the healthy development and 
SOCiAlisAtion of children. Day care centra. also tend to 
expo.e children to dual care: in the day care centres and 
CAre around the home After work. This sUQgests that 
attention .iQht b. given to co-ordinating the activities 
04 both ~at-home~ and day car. centres. This includes the 
way in which it provide. fundamental education, 
recr.ational opportunities for the children concerned, and 
co-ordinat •• traditional education (care around the home 
aft.r work) with modern education (care in the day care 
cantr .. ) • 
main objective o-f traditional 
education, a. noted in the previous chapter, includes 
_aking children conform to the norms of 





inculcate in children r.spect for their elder., which is 
on. a.pect of this particular socIety·. norms. By 
co-ordinAting aspects of both the Western and traditional 
edUCAtion system.~ the centres must also try to develop 
intellectual ability and promote social skills which can 
satisfy the n •• ds of the individual and society. Thus, 
children may learn durinQ periods 0'* !ltrict "timetable 
orient.cl" W •• tern ~ucAtion (Fajana, 1971: 17) and during 
.ore relaxed periods of recreation; and workinQ with their 
pArents at home without a "strict t1metable". 
An historical review 0'* nursery Bcnool provision in 
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Nigeria indicates that day nurseries date from the late 
1970. when the rapid chang •• brought about by urbanisation 
occurr.d~ and the consequent migration posed problems of 
care for working migrant parents who found themselves 
r..av~ from the collective care system crovided by the 
eHtended family. Since then centre. providing day nursery 
service. for children below 6 years have been provided in 
Nigeria largely by private individuals and voluntary 
agencies who char;_ fae. for thair services. 
It is this feature which locat.s the organisation and 
ad.inistrative structure of nursery schools in Nigeria in 
a similar position as nursery schools in Britain and 
America. In the U.S.A.~ there is a larg_ private, fee for 
service pattern of nursery provision. the major pattern 
found there. In Britain, private nursery provision is 
increasing steadily, .specially with the present 
government. There are fewer in Scotland, but this number 
is also growing. 
The high fees char;ad in Ni;Rrian nursery schools tend 
to .ake this type of day care an urban middle class 
concern. "This constraint has made enrolment in day care 
nurseries very limited relative to the number of the 
children who qualify to attend school in tllrms of age" 
(Onokerhoraye. 1983: 18). 
Historically, primary schools in Nigeria date back to 
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the early work of the Church Missionary Societies. Day 
schools start~ in about 1846 when the first missionaries 
came to the coast of Nigeria to evangelise and educate the 
indigenous people (Nduka. 1964). Since then the 
administration of primary schools has undergone a series 
of transfor .. tions. 
The problems of primary schools are significant to this 
study because Nigerian day schools care for children 
between the ages of 6 and liar 12 years. This could be 
r-varded as one of the most important and effective 
socialisation and character formation periods of a child~s 
life. 
Day primary schools in Nigeria offer day care services 
for b years and fall into two sections. These are. 
1. The Junior section for children in Primary 1 to 3 
usually children between b and 9 years. 
2. The Senior section for children in Primary 4 to 6 -
normally children in the 10 to 12 year age grouD. 
Before the U.P.E. programme was introduced in Nigeria~ 
primary schools cared for between 240 and 1,200 pupils 
(Onokerharaye, 19831 19). U.P.E. was launched in 1976 and 
since then the number of children enrolled in the Drimary 
schools has increased considerably. Table 6.1 shows the 
steady and remarkable rise in the number of children as 
wall .s the numbers of primary schools between 197~ and 
1979. Nevertheles. the number of primary schools are not 
- ~ 
k •• pino pAce with the growing number of school age 
children. 
Tabl. 6.1: R.c.nt tr.nds in Pri.ary Education S.rvice in 
Hig.ria sinc. 1960* 
---------------------------------------
YEAR NO. OF SCHOOLS enrolment 


















Tabl. 6.2: R.c.nt tr.nds in S.condary Education Service in 
Hig.ria sinc. 1960* 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YEAR NO. OF SCHOOLS Imrolment 


















'Sources Onokerhoraya (1983). It will be noted that the fall 
in the number of children At schools between 1960 and 1964 
indicAt •• thAt primary schools suf~erad a great deal immediately 
After Independence. This trend was due particulArly to changes 
in the system of administration. 
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Primary schools in Nigeria run a 
particularly in the urban areas. 
double shift system~ 
The shortcomings 
inherent in this system have been strenuously debated. 
Among other things, a system which allows children 3 1/2 
hours of learning in school per day can hardly be said to 
meet the requirements for satisfactory educational 
achievement needed for individual development. A shift 
system allows one set of children to attend school between 
8 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. while a second set attends between 
1 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. The 30 minute gap between the 
.arning and afternoon shifts highlights the inadequacies 
in the administration of the schools, and this tends to 
create problems in the way that school facilities are used 
by both children and the staff. 
There are two basiC argument. in favour of the shift 
Syst... First. it 
and other care 
provide. 
facilities 
maximum usage of classrooms 
which are in short supply. 
Second. the shift system seems the only way of coping with 
the shortage of administrative manpower (Onokerhor aye , 
1983). These are quite logical propositions but, given the 
3 1/2 hours of study a day, can the shift system provide 
the best standard of educatio~ which is required for 
building the nation? We contend that further research is 
needed to identify better ways o~ solving the problems of 
manpower and classroom shortage. ObViously, the shift 
system is inadequate. 
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In Nigeria, secondary 
categori9s. These are: 
education falls 
1. Resid.ntial or boardin9 secondary schools. 
2. Day secondary schools. 
into two 
80th the private and public secondary schools have been 
established to care for the continuing education of 
children who have complated their primary school course, 
usually from the a9& of 12 
schools in this study fall 
or 13 years. The residential 
within the feature of care 
services away from home~ and will be discussed under that 
headin9- It is sufficient to po~nt out at this stage 
that, apart from residential facilities which are the 
major differences, admission into both day and residential 
secondary schools is usually by competitive entrance 
examination. Eligibility, therefore, depends on 
individual performance at the entrance examination and nat 
on the mass need for secandary school education services. 
The 'automatic: admission for all primary school leavers 
in La90s, Bandal, Ogun, Ondo and Oyo States further 
highlights difference. in administration and provision of 
social welfare s.rvic •• from State to State. While the 
W.stern States have introduced a new system of admission 
into their s.condary schools, the Eastern States still 
depend on competitiv. entrance examinations. In the 
North, the system which has been adopted allows for 
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continuing educational mobility. The ideology here is to 
Dr.ach the educational gap between the South and the 
North. It is argued that this system tends to diminish the 
quality of educatIon available. 
this argument will ultimately 
re.earch. 
However~ the validity of 
deoend on empirical 
Secondary schools in Nigeria provide a five year 
education and take on average between 350 and 700 young 
people each. The bigger schools may take between 1,200 
and 1.400 youngsters. The provision of these schools has 
increased over the years. For example, in 1960 there were 
only 883 secondary schools in Nigeria with about 13,564 
students as compared with 1,327 schools and 205,002 
students by 1964 as indicated in Table 6.2. The fall 
between 1964 and 1971 was partly due to the Civil War and 
partly to problems in the post-colonial administration 
Nhich arose as the indigenous worker inherited the 
administration of these schools after Independence in 
1960. This, rather than the closure of so-called 
substandard institutions as argued by Onokerhoraye (1983), 
was responsible for the decline in secondary and primary 
school service. within the above periods. Some SecondArY 
schools were clo~ed down bafore and during the Civil War~ 
not because these schools were substandard, but becausa 
the indigenous administrators within these periods saemed 
to lack administrative skill. Some schools were also usad 
for military purpose. during that time. 
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Though the trends indicated an increase in the number of 
schools and enrolments between 1975 and 1979. evidence 
tends to show that not all the qualified youths were 
enrolled in a given year because the number oT schools 
available could not keep pace with the numbers of 
qualified young ~eople. Little wonder then that soma 
secondary schools operated a shift system just like 
orimary schools. in order to cope with the high demand for 
.econdary education. espeCIally in the urban areas. Like 
the primary schools, this system encourages even more 
problems in the secondary schools. To occupy the time of 
young people outside school hours and those who are 
unemployed, youth centres the second group of 
supplementary care services around the family 
developed. 
were 
Work in the.e centre. has concentrated on occupying the 
time of young oeopla outside school hours by engaging them 
in activities which. it was hooed, WDuld inculcate a sense 
oi responsibility and encourage them to get involved in 
making a contribution to their communities. The centres 
co-ordinate the activities 
associations and the like. 
of youth clubs, youth 
From time to time speakers are invited to give lectures 
on areas affecting youth development. These include the 
history of youth clubs in Nigeria, public health services, 
oroblems of adole.cence and programme planning in youth 
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clubs. The centres also offer courses and trainIng in 
sports~ games and other recreational activities. One of 
their aims is to foster normal personality development in 
the young people as well as to encourage respect for 
persons and property. There is at present one youth 
centre in at least eight local government areas in each of 
the 19 States of the Federation. 
Because youth centre. have no profit incentives, private 
individuals do not tend to show much interest in these 
services. Voluntary agencies do show an interest. 
encouraging such activitie. as boy scouts. boys and girls 
brigade, girl guides and youth fellowships. These are all 
non profit making youth clubs. Like all the other child 
and youth care serVIces, youth centres are predominantly 
provided in local government areas within or near the 
city. Because of this. children and young people in the 
rural areas are d.nied such centres. 
Services away from home are the third form of social 
welfare service. for children and young people in Nigeria. 
A diagrammatic grouping of this grouping of services is 
provided as illustration. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C 
R.sidential Spacial National 
Secondary Residential Youth 




Each group serves as a support to families~ care for their 
children and young people. Services away from home 
supplement the traditional extended family care system, 
where a child might ba sent to live with til distant 
relative for a period of time, say about six months or 
mare. It mav also be for a shorter period. This is quite 
different from fostar care which will be discussad later. 
For motherle •• children, away from home services also 
provide alternative. to normal family life. In some 
daveloped countries. service. away from home also provide 
group care for delinquents (Fulcher, 1983: 68). 
The education network in developed countries, especially 
in Great Britain with its great.,. emohasis on "normal 
papulation has relied since early times on a variation of 
the residential institution as the setting 
education service. can be dispensed" (Fulcher. 1983: 32). 
Apart from the nursery, primary and day secondary schools, 
the Nigerian education system has followed a similar 
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oattern. However. cuts in cublic scending which now 
affect residential secondary schools indicates a departure 
from this tradition~ .spacially in the public residantial 
secondary schools in recent years. The few existing 
private secondary schools still maintain a residential 
system. Common among the.e are mission-owned secondary 
schools. 
In tha past, Western education was regarded as the 
exclusive right of male children. This idea may be based 
on the system of rights to ramain and live within the 
natural family and ka.c to the family-s name. The male 
child was supposed to remain within the family as well as 
• 
keeping to the family-s name. Girls were excect.d to 
marry into another family, losa the right to their natural 
f.-ily and thus transferred any returns from her education 
to another family (Onokerhoraye, 19841 1~7). 
Though this idea seems to have been less in favour in 
recent years, there are still objections to the idea of 
Itducating delinquents and emotionally handicapced 
children. This is aspecially trua for girls, who until 
" 
now have lagged behind educationally in Nigeria. It has 
b .. n pointed out that for most Nigerian families, Western 
Itducation seems to be regarded as an economic investment. 
It must be investad only on the children who, in tha 
opinion of the parents, will be able to produce 
substantial returns from their educational investment. 
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Such returns would be me.sured in terms oi position and 
salari,s. The question that has not bean clearly answered 
is how this can be determined even baiore a child is sent 
to school. 
However, the attitude towards who should get Western 
education and who should not~ prevents adequate attention 
being given to delinquent and emotionally handicapped 
children in Nigeria. Rec.ntly~ Federal and State 
governments acknowledged the problems creatad by the 
absence oi educational institutlons or proper welfare 
services ior these people. Between 1976 and 1979 about 
forty special schools ware established in the country to 
provide care services for young people in trouble. The.e 
include. the Suden United Mission School in Gindiri, the 
Spacial Education Centre in Oji River, the Sudan Interior 
Mission School in Kano~ the Pacelli School in Lago.~ the 
Enugu Special School for the Deai and the Wesley School 
for the D.ai in Lagos. 
A detailed examination of these centres tends to 
indicate that the majority are again owned and managed by 
private individuals and voluntary agencies. The pattern 
of distribution suggests that only 5 states have this 
service and all are located within the urban centres. The 
urban centres. There have been arguments that one element 
influencing the location oi a centre is the size o~ the 
general population and proximity to social amenities~ such 
as a housing scheme. 
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The concentration of welfare services within urban areas 
in Nigeria lS not necessarily influenced by "proximity to 
social am.nities~ the extent to which a facility can be 
made secure and the extent to which architectural des1gn 
supports programme activity for a particular clientela" 
(Fulcher, 1983: 46). Instead, the siting of such centres 
in Nigeria tends to be influenced by access to a regular 
pool of middle class paying customers. 
Apart from the above explanation, another argument in 
support of the urban concentration of welfare services for 
children and young people contends that welfare care 
centres should be located where the primary parents can be 
involvwd in the care service. provided for their 
children. This argument would tend to suggest that 
families in need of care are found only in urban area •• 
However, it can al.o be argued that the cohesive family 
tie. within Nigerian .ociety~ outside urban areas~ provide 
positive preference for rural areas. Here, if the primary 
parent. cannot be involved in care services provided for 
their children because they live in the Cities, their 
relatives in 
course the 
the rural areas may 
traditional behaviour 
become involved. Of 
control structures 
operating in rural areas may also influence the quality of 
care given to the children in terms of normal 
development. Certain economic realities 
personality 
and local 
resource., in terms of availability of land for building 
.uch centres, tend to suggest a further preference for 
rural environments compared with urban areas. 
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The argument here~ however~ is not the preference for 
rural or urban areas; but that considering the spreading 
influence of urbanism and the increasing numbers of 
children and young people in n.ed of care and protection 
in both rural and urban areas in Nigeria today, the rural 
population also needs social welfare services. What this 
suggests, therefore, is decentralisation, 50 that the 
whole community can have easy access to child and youth 
care services in Nigeria. 
Matherl... centres (or orphanag •• > repr .. ent another 
group of service. provided for children and families in 
Nigeria. Moth.rl ... homes accept babies who are at least 
one year old. 
the majority of 
Like so •• of the centres discus.ed above, 
mother I ass centres are owned and managed 
by private individual. or voluntary agencies. 
Statistical data avaIlable in 1975 indicated that of 1~0 
motherl ••• home. in Nig.ria~ 121 were owned and managed by 
voluntary agenCies, 10 belonged to private individuals and 
only 19 belonged to Stat. government. This is to say that 
each State has only one. None of the motherless centres 
belong to the Federal government. Little wonder then that 
th •• e ho.es are mainly urban ba.ed~ concentrated only in 
the big cities where the service providers hope to make a 
fast, guaranteed profit. 
While it can be argued that the demand for the services 
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of these centre. tends to be higher in the urban areas 
than in the rural areas (Onokarhoraye. 1984: lSl), there 
is no evidence - empirical or theoretical - to show that 
they are not needed in the rural areas. It can also be 
argued that the difficulties created by rapid 
socio-8Conomic changes in Nigeria have gradually spread to 
the rural areas and thus make the demand for such services 
no less apparent in these areas than they are in the urban 
centres. 
Service. are provided not only to meet the particular 
needs for which they ware established, but also the 
related needs. If this hypothesi. is correct. then it can 
o. arQued further that the provision of motherle.s car. 
centr .. in the rural areas or an extension of its services 
beyond meeting the particular needs of children and 
fa_ilie. in need of care, could also provide employmant 
opportunities for young school laavers. In return, this 
might help to limit the rate of migration of young school 
l.avars into the urban areas. Murray (1978), Onwuegaogwu 
(1978, 1981), Powers and Wintn.r (1951) have all endorsed 
the view that youths migrate because employment 
opportunities and urban type facilities are not available 
in the rural areas. 
Historically the ideological features which lead to the 
development of the National Youth Service Corps Scheme in 
Nigeria may be different from other youth organizations 
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elsewhere, while sharin9 similar underlyin9 objectives. 
For .xample~ there seem to be clear parallels between the 
Nigerian National Youth Services Corps and Uganda's 
National Youth Organi.ation~ the Young Pioneers in 
Nkruaa's Ghana, and Kenya's National Youth Service (Kuper 
and Smith, 1971). 
In .om. developed countries, youth or9anisations 
a.phasis. para-military service as a means ~ instilling 
disciplin. and. spirit oi patriotism in the youth. In 
Italy, the "ilitare~ in America. Canada and Britain~ the 
Peace Corp.; the CUSO in Canada .nd the Voluntary Service 
Over.... (VSO) (Kuper and 
youth services sharin9 
Smith~ 1971) respectiv.ly ar. 
comman scope with youth 
organisations in other countri.s~ especially Nigeria. Host 
oi the youth or9anisations in developed countries iocus on 
intarnati"onal und.,.standinQ and the extension of national 
inter.sts oversea •• 
In Nigeria, the focus is on national unity and 
inter-state interests. It is founded an an furthering 
idealoqy similar to the ideology oi 
"multiculturalism" in Canada (Perry et al. 1977); the 




1972) and the "Division o~ Power" 
Kin9dom (Kellar •• 
or Uni tary 
1979). These 
idealoQi •• ~ like tho.e supporting the National youth 
Service Corps, have aimed at solving the social, 
political, economic and .mploym.nt probl.ms prevalent in a 
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pluralistic state (Kuper and Smith~ 1971). 
Nigeria is a country whose colonial history and 
experience in the immediate post-colonial era were 
characterised by ethnic loyalties. Such mutual group 
suspicion and distrust~ culminated in the trauaatic events 
04 a bloody Civil War 04 1967. As a developinv country, 
Nigeria is 4urther plagued by all the probl... which 
constitute a condition 04 underdevelopment, namely 
ooverty~ mas. illiteracy. an acute shortage 04 highly 
skilled .an~ower (cou~lad with a most uneven distribution 
of the skilled people that are available). 
Faced with the.e almost intractable proble.s, which ware 
4urther compounded by the burden. 04 reconstruction a4tar 
the Civil War, the Government and the people 04 Nigeria 
e.tablished 4resh goals and objectives for the country, 
ai.-d at establishing Nigeria as: 
(a) a united, strang and .elf-reliant nation in term • 
.. ~ecially 04 manpower; 
(b) a just and egalitarian societYJ 
(c) a gr.at and dynamic economy; 
(d) a land full of bright opportunities for all 
citizens. and 
(e) a fr .. and democratic SOCiety. 
A country with distinct cultural, linguistic and in many 
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c .... religious differences, Nigeria represents • mosaic 
04 multi-ethnic n.tions bound together largely by evidence 
of a colonial past. NigeriaPs experiences of nation 
building, like many other heterogeneous or pluralistic 
societies, have thus been marked by inter-group conflicts, 
arising fro. dual loyal tie. to onePs ethnic group and 
those favouring the goal of national unity. 
The.e conflict. have had their effect. on interpersonal 
and intergroup relation.hips. Within the broad ethnic 
difference. and intergroup rivalries, class conflicts have 
al.o tended to Masquerade a. ethnic conflicts, .aking the 
prabl... of group differences 1... tractable than 
otherwi.e. For example, the nuMber of inter-ethnic 
.arriage. is low, as ·i. the .ssigntattnt of different are •• 
far strangers settlements (Sabon 6arri in the North; 
Abakpa in the East and Adugbo-Alyo in the South). At an 
individual level, there are difficulti.s in identifying 
with a broad national value orientation. 
Against the above realities of ethnic group differences 
in Nigeria·s national history, the post-War military 
govern..nt in Nigeria Nas posed with the task of 
re-unification. Consistent Nith this task were problems 
of regional disparity and geographical distribution of 
skilled manpower that would put Nigeria on the road to 
meaningful 
This was 
social, economic and national development. 
exacerbated by the apparent reluctance and 
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caraer opportunities in regions outside their own. Thus, 
th.re 9 ... ed a n.ad to awaken in the mind9 04 the graduate 
youth the id.a of one Nigeria~ one nation~ one de9tiny and 
an indivisible identity. 
Sa •• d on the foregoing 
und.r 6en.ral Gowon~s 
military deer .. which in 
issue~ the military government 
administration established a 
June 1973 gave rise to the 
National youth S.rvice Corps Sche.e. Its aim~ as will be 
obviou.~ is to relate the whole scheme to national 
policies and goal. de.igned to maintain national awareness 
among the youth, p.rmit manpower aobilization, citizenship 
training And ov.rall national .nd personal development. 
The feature 04 ideological policies of N.V.S.C. outlined 
belOw .. y help to illustrate the concept of the service. 
The N.V.S.C. was established to achieve the following 
goals. 
(a) To iDculc.t. dilcipliD. in Nigerian youth by 
instilling into them a tradition of industry at work, and 
of patriotic and loyal service to the nation in any 
situations they might find themselve9. 
(b) To rais. their .or.l ton, by giving them the 
opportunity to learn about higher ideals of national 
achievements and social and cultural improvements. 
(c) To develop in them attitude. of mind, acquired 
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~hrough shared experience (in group work orientations) and 
suitable ~raining which will make ~hem more amenable to 
.obiliz.tioD in ~h. na~ional in~.r.st. 
(d) To develop CO •• OD ties among them and pro.ote 
D.tioD.l unity by ensuring that: 
(i) as far as possible youths are assigned to jobs 
in States other than their State of origin; 
(ii) the youths are exposed to the mode. of living 
of the people in different parts of the country 
Nith a vieN to removing prejudices, eliminating 
ignorance and confirming at first hand the 
.any similarities among Nigerians of all ethnic 
groups. 
(e) To encourage members of the service corps to seek at 
~he end of their corps service, career e~loyment allover 
~he country, thus promoting the free movement of labour. 
(f) To induce employers partly through their experience 
Nith ...oars of service corps to employ more readily 
qualified Nigerians, irr.spective of their Sta~e of 
origin. 
(g) To enable Nigerian youth to 
.elf-reliance (Federal Republic 
Extraordinary Gaze~te). 
acquire a spirit of 
of Nigerian, 1977, 
The italicised items can be said to represent areas or 
criteria Nhich can be used for any meaningful evaluation 
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of the N.Y.S.C. with regard to how successful the scheme 
has b.en in achieving thes. objectives. A number of 
research and.avours have b.en pursued but it can be argued 
that at pr.s.nt there is insufficient statistical data 
available, basad on .-pirical res.arch, to draw any firm 
conclusions. On. WDuld, tharefore, advocate for more 
proc.ss r.search to support or contrast some of the 
reservations being expressed about the continued operation 
of the N.Y.S.C. scheme in its present form. 
Alternatively, there may be merit in supporting an 
.xpansion of the scheme to cover the problems of the less 
Abl. and less qualifi.d s.ctions of young people in 
Nigeria, who at pre •• nt have no hope of obtaining a place 
in the N.Y.S.C •• ch •••• 
Alternativ. fa.ily care in 
by fostering and adoption 
this perspective is provided 
services. In Nigeria these 
s.rvices are not y.t w.ll dev.lop.d. To establish initial 
groundwark for • comparative analYSis, an attempt is made 
here to outline the historical development of the minimal 
.-rvic .. provided by fostering and adoption agencies in 
contemporary Nig.ria. 
The recent socio-.conomic change. in Nigeria have 
created a situation whereby children, without parents or 
whos. parents are not in a good enough position to care 
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~or them~ now ~ind thems.lves to be in need o~ care. In 
the past. such care was provided by any or all members o~ 
the .xtend~ ~amily collectively. Thus~ the modern system 
o~ ~oster care is an illusion~ unknown even in the more 
advanc~ traditional areas. 
The history o~ modern ~o.ter care saems to date back to 
Civil War days when two international child wel~ar. 
agencies lire-integrated more than 10~OOO war displaced and 
orphaned children into normal family life" (M.r.~ 1975). 
Thi. wa. achieved through ~oster institutions outside the 
country which provided temporary care for the children. 
Since then many State. in Nigeria have ~rovid.d ~oster 
care servic... But like.ame ather welfare service. 
discu ••• d above~ this care is provided mostly in urban 
area. and is often .stablished and managed by voluntary 
agencies. They provide care facilities for children who 
have no parent. to care for them. 
"any mare privately owned faster care services are 
... rging in the urban ar.a. of the country. especially in 
Ana~ra and Imo Stat.s. This is perhaps due to regular 
financial a •• istance ~rom both government allocation and 
public donation.. It may also be that because o~ the war 
experience, the.e State. are more aware of the importance 
and the ef~ective need o~ foster care services than their 
counterpart •• 
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In Chapter 4~ it was noted that from the Nigerian 
perspective. the context of the term ~adoption' is defined 
in terms of a free or loose obligation by members of the 
extended family~ relatives and friends to the family or 
children in need. Here again there is no ulegal 
commission to act" as adoption care giver(s); and it does 
not imply transfer of parental rights of ownership. Thus, 
partly becau.e of the significant "traditional values 
assigned by Nigerians to have their own children" 
(Onokerhoraye, 1984: 152): and partly because of the 
conventional connotation of modern adoption, Nigerians 
have refused to show an interest in this method of child 
care delivery. 
In spite of the increasing numbers of abandoned children 
in the urban &reas or children whose parents and other 
relatives &re unknown or cannot be traced, Nigerians .till 
reg&rd any child care service that implies the transfer of 
par.ntal rights from the child's natural parents to 
adoptive parents through a court order~ as unethical. 
Consequently, Nigeria has no adoption laws and therefore 
no adoption care services such as exist in Britain or 
North America. 
In the Nigerian system of adoption, a child is expected 
to adopt a new life style, but not necessarily a new 
social and cultural environment. The problem lies with 
those childr.n whose parents or relatives are not known or 
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cannot De traced. For this group~ the prevalent attitude 
among Nigerians has a great negative imQact. The absence 
o~ modern adoption care services not only denies them the 
opportunities for socialisation and care in a normal 
family, but it also tends to encourage the number of 
.bandon.d children roaming the streets. and beggars who 
will indirectly produce future delinquents and criminals. 
It is~ therefor. important. now more than ever be~ore, for 
.-pirical res.arch to examine how b.st to develop an 
.dequate syst.m of car. that will be charged with ~ormal 
fostering and .doption s.rvic.. in the light of the 
pr .. .nt socio-economic change. in Nigeria. Th. aim of such 
r .... rch might be to evaluate how best the formal 
fostering and adoption services could enable the children 
• 
and young people in need of care to achieve certain 
objectiv... The •• includes socialisation in normal family 
life, optimal environmental conditions, basic material 
n..as, adequate income and economic opoortunities, 
adequate knowledge and skills and optimal health. 
The assumption here is that if the natural families are 
pr.vented from providing normal care for their child 
either because of economic circumstances such as poverty 
or sam. other n.tural andlor social forces such as death, 
divorce and abandonment, the children should have an 
opportunity to enjoy adequate care in other families that 
c.n ad.quately provide them. If the hypotheses relating 
to in.deQuate family care and delinquency is accepted, 
th.n this step is very necessary ~or the interest of the 
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children concerned and ~or Nigerian society as a whole. 
As used in this study, imposed care and control services 
include Juvenile Courts and Remand Homes, R~ormatory 
SChODIs~ Centres ~or Rehabilitation o~ Disabled and 
Delinquent Youths (including beggars in states where 
begging is regarded as deviance) and special schools ~or 
convicted youths. The review o~ these services is aimed 
at analysing the ways in which residents are prepared ~or 
a return to normal SOCiety as well as the extent to which 
these services provide opportunities ~or the residents to 
acquire vocational andlor manual skills that can be 
pr~itable to the. in later li~e. These issues, in the 
opinion o~ this writer, should ~or. the primary objectives 
o~ impos.a care and control services in Nigeria. 
The assumption is that delinquency in Nigeria is 
survival oriented and the youths involved are mainly 
uneaployed and homelasB. Thus, it seems very necessary 
that imposed care should provide training, especially in 
practical and vocational skills, so that delinquent youths 
can earn their aNn living. 
to use~ul and 
They should also be encouraged 
contented members o~ their 
communities. Imposed care should aim at succ.ss~ully 
reintegrating delinquent youths back into society once 
they leave care and control services. The grouping o~ 












Special schools for 
convicted youths 
Reformatory Schools 
Juvenile Courts in Nigeria, as in developed countries, 
are established to decide the nAture of punishment for 
young offenders. The.e are youths aged between 14 and 20, 
but not over 21 years of age. Offences that can result in 
referral to the juveni Ie courts in Nigeria include 
conflict with the lAW And being beyond parental control. 
Thos. in n.ed of care and protection are also brought 
b.fore juvenile court. for referral to the appr.opriate 
juvenile centre. for tre.tment or CAre • The police, 
• ocial welf.r •• g.nci.s, .tat. hospitals and pArents or 
gu.rdian. c.n .1.0 refer problem youths for care and 
tr.at.-nt without first going to the courts. 
Th. juvenile courts in NigeriA are presided over by 
.enior magistrAte.. The other members include "male and 
f .. ale lay •••••• ors .. (Federal Republic of Nigeria Nigeria 
Handbook, 19771 71). As in many developed countries. the 
courts in Nig.ri. dep.nd on reports from a probation 
officer regArding the particular offender to help inform 
deci.ions. Such reports give information about the social 
background of the offender, conditions and attitude. of 
the f.mily, medical reports And other facts relevant to 
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the case (1977: 172). Those found guilty of serious 




Theoretically remand home. or approved schools as they 
are somatimes called~ are established in Nigeria to 
provide full daily remedial or corrective training for 
juvenile delinquents committed for treatment. The abject 
of this trAining is to help the delinquents acquire some 
kind of positive practical learning that transmits 
encourage.ent and 
developing ways of 
effectively employ 
society. 
The 41 remand 
self-confidence. This implies 
doing things which the youths can 
once they return to regulAr And normAl 
in Nigeria are fairly well 
distributed among 
the inmates to 
the various states and attempt to train 
read, write and do basic arithmetic 
1984: 157). Apart from the girls who (Onokerhoraye~ 
receiva le.sons in needlework, handwork, housekeeping 
crafts and cookery (1984: 152)~ no other vocational 
training i. given. The recreational activities include 
indoor and outdoor games such as football~ table tennis, 
draughts, ludo and cards. 
While the positive effects of these recreational 
activiti.s on the psychological and physical development 
of the vouths may nat be doubted, it can be argued that, 
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in view o~ the present level o~ socio-economic development 
o~ contemporary Nigeria~ the impact of these activities 
cannot be appreciated or measured in terms o~ economic 
wellbeing. On the other hand~ one cannot argue with 
on readIng and writing, although introductory le.son. 
th... skill. alone cannot guarante. the employment 
these need to opportunities which young people such 
sustain them.elv.s once they are 
community. 
as 
back in the normal 
In conclusion, attention has be.n drawn to ~iv. patterns 
of child and youth care •• rvic.. found in Nigeria. The 
five pattern. are b ••• d on the social policy ideal of a 
"~ontinuum of care", providIng .upport services to 
families both in traditional and in modern crisis 
SItuatIons. A reviaw of the formal and Informal care 
.ervice. available in Nigeria identIfied slxteen different 
types o~ welfare care .ervices designed to provide 
.ervice. for children, young people and famIlies in need 
of care and protection. They ranged from tradltional, 
collectIve care to modern care services. 
Impo.ed care s.rvice. which provide care for youths in 
trouble WIth the law are an example of modern care 
services. The family, extended family and tribal group. 
(collective) care .ervice. repre.ent the traditional care 
provision which were found mainly in pre-urbanlsed 
Nigerian society. The •• tradltional systems of care can 
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still be found today in rural areas of the country. 
Co~aratively~ the traditional systems of care seem to 
be the more effective in terms of economy of information, 
availability and distribution of servic.s~ and the 
involv .. ent of government and the community in service 
Drovision. An evaluation of .odarn care services in 
Nigeria tends to indicate gaps in the above areas. Other 
areas for potential development include administration and 
legal policy_ Deficiencies in terms of definitions of 




has the absence of child protection laws. 
the future in Nigeria is the focus of the 
Here attention is drawn to how the overall 
rang. of provision for child and family welfare might be 
improved, giving special consideration to the economics of 
social care. 
1. This was the nam. us.d by colonial administrators to 
describe institutions responsible for remedial and 
corrective training for juvenile delinquents. The term 
disapDeared in the U.K. from 1968-1971 onwards. It 
has remained unchanged in Nigeria, although the term 
approved schools is mare commonly used these days, 




This study concludes with a summary o~ the major issues 
Addressed. Thus far; we have analysed Western theories of 
delinquency causAtion and their application to problems in 
developing countries. 
o~ the application 
We made a comparative examination 
of these theories to the Nigerian 
situation. Traditional Nigerian systems of child and 
youth care practice were 
the impact of urban 
examined in order to understand 
development on traditional 
institutions o~ care. The impact o~ urbanisation on the 
behaviour of young people was also analysed. The aim was 
to establish the relationship between rapid economic 
development and socia-cultural changes on the one hand, 
and rural immigration and Nigerian delinquency on the 
other. The existing social welfare services were examined 
to evaluate how they relate to the problems and needs of 
contemporary Nigerian children and young people. In this 
way, it was possible to identify areas that need further 
att.ntio~ and improvement. 
Nigeria has be.n rather slow in improving its social 
welfare services to meet the particular needs of juvenile 
delinquents and neglected, dependent~ destitute or 
otherwise victimized children. The reasons for this slow 
response are not difficult to identify. Firstly, it was 
generally believed that modern social welfare services are 
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Western orIented, with the result that theIr efficacy in 
the Nigerian context have been a matter of doubt for a 
long time. 
This study, however~ has shown that Nigeria is 
constantly changing and therefore the situation has become 
different in NIgerian urban centres. The impact of rapld 
coupled with socio-economic and 
cultural change. seem to indicate that problems assoclatea 
with social change. include juvenile delinquency. These 
change. have thus affected the ways in which young people 
relate to their .lders~ families. communities and alter 
other institutlons which offer checks and balances on 
anti-social behaviour. The changes also have profound 
effects on traditional ChIld care practices and 50 have 
1ncreased the chance. of young people becoming involv.a in 
including lack o~ respect for 
traditional 1nstitutions 
is, thus, obvious that 
famili~s had on individual 
as well as ~or theIr elders. It 
the traditional impact that 
young people is declining in 
Nigeria. just as it has done in Western socletles. 
Throughout this study. both theoretical and empirical 
findings have given support to the assertion 
delinquency is a social phenomenon concomitant 
industrIal, social and economlC development. 





rehabilitation used in the so-callea develooed countrIes 
could be adapted and modiTied to sUlt the prOblems of 
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~igeria. !n 50 doing. atte~tion should be given to 
research and r-ractice i~itlatives carried out in developed 
countries~ in order to avoid the errors and T=llures which 
had to be surmounted by these countries. 
A second reason for the slow response involves the 
economlc and social issues con~ronting the Nigerian 
government. Those have often resulted in a lack of 
institutional care and rehabilitation programmes for 
delinquents. Inadequate financial supports and societal 
attitude. have made diversification o~ measures for 
dealing with delinquency very limited. Specialized 
personnel needed to explore new measures are also 
lacking. However intensive the human needs. the present 
level of delinquency tends to indicate that Nigeria has a 
duty to participate actively in the rehabilitation of 
delinquents and to do this withln the needs o~ its 
socie-economic context. 
In Chapters 3 to 7~ attention was devoted to an analysls 
o~ delinquency and to the social and economic factors in 
Nigeria which tended to encourage deli~quency. This 
included r~~er.nces to F.d.ral~ State and local government 
initiatlve. and to the e~fort5 of private and voluntary 
or;anlsations to provide social wel~are services for 
childr.n and young ~eople in need oT care. The analysis 
~ problems and policy issues which hindered progress in 
the provision o~ these services seems to reinforce the 
view held by criminologists that "all the efforts made to 
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fight crime and to re-socialize delinquents will be of no 
lasting value if organizatlons at the disposal of the 
admlnistration of justice are unsuccessful in 
rehabilitating criminals and providing justice that are at 
once scientific and more humane" (Arcand and Brillon, 
1973: 207). 
A wide range of strategies have been developed in Europe 
and North America to rehabilitate delinquent child~en and 
young offenders as well as to prevent opportunities for 
involvement in delinquent behaviour. As a developing 
country~ Nigeria stlll needs to develop strategies for the 
provision and distribution of child and youth care 
.ervices, services that re.pond to the unique needs of 
delinquent youngsters who are at present inadequately 
provided for. In view of its unique histo-cultural 
background and religious differences, It is difficult to 
specific models for the prevention~ 
~.habilitation and care of juvenile delinquents and 
youthful offenders which will be effective, as we!l as 
practicable, allover the Federal Republic of Nigeria. 
Neverthele •• ~ the fact that delinquency has been snown to 
oe largely an urban problem has made this task somewhat 
easier. 
Considering the economic cost of rehabilitation, our 
recomme~dations are, for t~e most part, directed towards 
the prevention of delinquency and youth crime. For the 
int.~.st of tho.e who are already delinque~ts or those in 
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need o~ care and protection~ vocationally oriented 
rehabilitation programmes are recommended. By providing 
this group with some form o~ training that would lead to 
legitimate employment in the future~ lt is hopec that 
their economic and social status will oe Improved, thereby 
reducing the chance of their becoming more involvec in 
delinquent behaviour. 
Our worklng definition for preventlon lS the sum total 
0+ interventions which may reduce the indices of 
delinquent involvement. Rehabilitation embraces a broad 
range 0+ Activitie. direc~.d toward delinquent youth, 
either in instItutions or at the individual famlly level, 
with the aim of preparing them for a return to and making 
them acceptable in normal society. This includes training 
that will enable the delinquent youth to con~ribute 
pOSitively towards normal per.onality development as well 
a. "full participation in the occupational and social life 
of the community" (Caplan, 1964: 113). In other words, 
rehabilitation involves 
instilling in delinquent youngsters the sense o~ "~ull 
development of the human being as a rational, creative and 
.elf-actualizing organism" (Apter, 1982: 210). 
Modern writers on the problems of juvenile delinquency 
nave placed special emphasis on delinouency prevention as 
opposed to treatment and rehabilitation. Hawkins and 
~ra.er (in Whittaker and Garbarino. 1Q83) suggested three 
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strategles for prevention o~ the problem whi~h have been 
explored in the United States of America: 
a) the provision o~ 
families; 
social support to 
b) the development of supDortive relationships 
for YOuths themselves; and 
c) the strengthening of linkages among 
families and school.~ the remit of which are 
responsibility for the social development of 
young people (1983: 333). 
In Nigeria~ Onokerhoraye (1~84) has suggested a 
co.bination of both "preventive and remedial approaches to 
social welfare services" • According to him, emphasis 
• hould be oiven to a more "systematic analysis of social 
problems II based on the cul ture of the saci ety (1 ~84: 16~). 
Sofola (1983) advocated a culturally oriented approach to 
• 
-African social problems" (1983: 29). The validity of 
culturally oriented approaches to SOCia-cultural problems 
are not in doubt. What is in doubt, however, is their 
effectivene •• in relation to providing solutions to the 
proliferation of cases requiring supportive services in 
contemporary Nigerian society. 
Our findings have indicated that. given the present 
economiC situation, many Nlgerian families are unable to 
provide adequate care for their children and young 
family m •• b.rs have also declined considerably, making 
traditional care practice. less effective. The nature of 
probl... faced by children and young people have alsD 
chanQed and become more complex. 
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It could therefore be argued that modern Nigerian cities 
nav~ outgrown th, traditional forms of preventive 
services. ~esulting from socio-economic changes and 
subsequent migration to urban areas. contemporary Nigerian 
culture has become more or le.s urban-oriented. Soclal 
welfare servIces for children and young people in Nigeria 
should therefore emerge in response to problems created by 
social and economic change. Since the customary methods 
of prevention and rehabilitation have been shown to be 
le.s and l,ss eTfective In checking the increase in 
anti-soclal behaviour in urban centre., it now seems that 
the integration oT old and new systems of care might 
achieve positive outcomes. 
To this end, we recommend increased participation by 
various units in society. especially the informal units of 
family and community. Our findings indicate that this 
could go a long way to restoring commitment and attachment 
to the Soclety that is capable of Dreventing many problems 
confronting young people today. This collective approach 
to the problems of children and young people was seen to 
De v.ry effective in controlling anti-social behaVIour in 
traditional Nigerian SOCiety. 
Fulcher (1983) has suggested the formulation of a social 
policy idaal involving what he called a "s£n~i.nYYm __ 9f 
~.~." to attempt to provide solutIons to the problems of 
childr.n and families in developed countries. In 
d.v.locing countries a "continuum of care" social policy 
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perspective could be used to further develop services for 
children and young people. This continuum ideal tends to 
suggest modification o~ traditional systems of child and 
youth care servic.s found in Nigeria and o~fers an 
integrated system o~ care which aims at providing a range 
oi solutions to the problems and needs of children and 
young Deople in a rapidly develoPlng society. In a 
country like Nigeria~ the next decade will need to see a 
bett.r co-ordination of formal aid. or services offered by 
the helping proiessions in remedial education~ counselling 
or family advocacy. and informal aid including the network 
o~ care provid.d by family, iriends and neighbours. 
In developed countries, most of these services are 
provided by psychologists, education~ welfare, medical or 
community nursing personn.l, probation officers. social 
workers~ etc. In the Nigerian context. such professional 
services are nat yet developed. Thus. the co-ordination 
of formal and informal service. should aim at providing a 
new and creative alliance of formal and informal systems 
of care and support. and in so doing, offer a more 
effective response to the problems of children and young 
people in Nigeria. 
Our study finds unsatisfactory conseouences in the 
growing instability of the family in urban areas. causing 
manv children to be sent out of their families or where 
child care is sought outside their own home. This is 
central to the traditional system o~ child and youth care 
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practice, ~nd to the "continuum of care ll policy which aims 
at Droviding services to children and keeping them in 
th.ir own homes. One of the causes~ and per-hacs the major 
cause of thi •• is the ref.rence of family disputes to 
public courts. Nigerian culture does not favour family 
dispute. to be .ettled outside the family or outside the 
.xtend.d family counCIl of elders. Excerience has shown 
that this sy.tem has support.d marriage stability in rural 
ar ••• wh.r. it is still operated. 
An integr.ttHi system of care. based on modern IIcontinuum 
of c.r... polici.. can offer solutions by encouraging 
family coun •• lling .nd/or family courts which Qive. 
aYRQgc~_2ic.&!~_iDtg_tb._!.mil~. The structur. of family 
coun •• lling or family court centres should as much as 
cos.ibl. reflect the .tructure of the council of elders. 
Tr.ined prof •• sional social workers sitting with the 
memb.r. of the family concerned should hear. arbitrate and 
help s.ttl. c.s.s of family dispute within the family. In 
addition, th... c.ntre. could provide instruction on 
.arriage arr.ngements, home economics and adult education 
a. well .s .dvising parents and children on how to cope 
when s.p.r.tion or divorce occurs, and with the consent of 
the affected child/children, decide who tak •• custody -
the moth.r or the father. 
car.nt. should be one 
The economic dispOSition of the 
of the factors influencing the 
deci.ion on custody of children and young people. 
Economic re.liti.. of Nigeria tends to indicate that 
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most children, especIally those from large families, have 
no guarantee of formal education. It was noted earlIer in 
this study that delinquency can be a form of reaction to 
Dsychological problems associated with deprivation of love 
and affection. Support within the home might well 
encourage family planning and thus help to ensure that 
families are not overcrowded, another factor associated 
with delinquency. It 1S more often the case that, if 
children are wanted, then more adequate preparations are 
made, and love, aTfection and other supports are made 
available to them. This, oT course, removes other family 
factors which are associated with delinquency (Mays, 
1973). Family planning will also help to ensure that all 
childr.n in the family have a right to 9ducation. None 
will have to wait for the others to finish before he or 
she can start, a pattern which is common in Nigeria and 
oth.r parts of Africa. 
Another element aT the "continuum of care" policy which 
aim. at providing .upport to families and improving care 
•• rvice. for young.ter. involves aYQQ1~m~O~~c~ ___ ~~C2 
Q.~~1~ •• __ a~~Q~~Q._EAm~1~. In developed countries these 
.erVlce. are supplied by local and voluntary groups, 
churche., social s.rvice. and others who ~rovide day care 
centre., pre-school play groups etc. These offer 
eTfective .ocialization experiences for children in these 
countries. 
provided 
In traditional Nigeria, 
informally by Tamilies 
these 
and 
se .... vices were 
their extended 
In contemporary Nigeria, the increased numbers 
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of working parents have meant 
children and young people 




the socialization of 
left to schools, 
sItters. Such a 
change of responsibility now suggests thatl 
t. Schools should b. w.ll .quipped with child care 
work.rs who ar, provid.d with prof.ssional training 
r.quired to off.r adequate socialization of children. 
In Canada and Britain as well as in the United States, 
supplementary care services are increasingly prOVIded by 
trained social workers or professional child and youth 
care workers. 
2. Th. curriculu_ for t,acher education should be 
d,v,lop,d furth.r to give teachers a better understanding 
of tn.ir i_portant prof.ssion. Our findings show that 
t.ach.rs' attitudes towards their stUdents in .any 
Hi9.rian schools s,e. to instill in children a philosophy 
of hat, and a lack of love 
assocJations with truancy~ 








develop.,nt of childr.n. To this end~ teachers' attitudes 
towards school children .ust not only illu_inate love and 
affection. but _ust also allow children to participate in 
for.al and infor.al discussions affectin9 the.. In this 
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Nay~ it is hop~d~ the psvchol09ical hu.iliation Nhich is 
suff,~.d by child~eD Nho a~e subjected to ha~sh 
punish~nts at st:hool!, a factor IIIhi-:.h has been associated 
lIIith truancy and d¥Iinqu.ncy~ could be cont~olled. 
For effective socialization of chlidren in Nigeria~ 
t.achers and child care workers should be trained to 
co-ordinate aspects of both traditional and Western 
educational systems. To achieve this there is an urQent 
ne~ to do the fallowing. 
~. Social lIIo~k institutions should be established to 
t~ai" p~ofttssional child ca~, 1II0~kf!rs~ especially for 
thos~ Nho int~"d to Nark in day car. c.ntr.s and/or in 
nurstt~y schools. 
~. In o~d~r to achi~v. th~ objectives for Nhich child 
-:a~~ c'nt~tts ar. ,stabI ished.. th.ir functions and 
organisation should be regulated by established laNs. 
Th.s. laNs should ,.,gulate the fe,s cha~ged as lIIel1 as thtt 
Government owned secondary schools and some schools 
owned by private and voluntary organisations provide ~~A~ 
iCgm-ngm. __ ~A~._ •• ~Yl~~~. Some o~ these receive subsidies 
fro. the Federal or Stat. governments. Nigeria~s pre.ent 
econDmlC situation lmpos •• restrictions on the amount of 
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• 
money which can be made available ~or the continued 
provision of residential facilities in all secondary 
schools including those awned by the government. On the 
other hand, .erVlces away from home pre-suppose that 
children have to live in boarding schools away from home. 
This situation tends to disturb the cohesive links between 
the child and his family, a factor which, this study has 
shawn, can be assocIated with delinquency. We, therefore, 
whether awned by the 
government, private individuals or voluntary organisations 
- be made available in a way that children and young 
people are able to attend schools from their home. In 
this way, constant links "between children and parents 
could be maintained and parents' interest in their 
children's activities can b. encouraged. There should be 
no n .. d to paint out that the human and economIc resources 
saved by this exerci.. could then b. used to improve 
specIal schools and rehabilitation centres for the growing 
nueber of disabl~ and delinquent yaung people. 
There is some evidence to show that religion may play a 
signifIcant role in children's moral development and 
behaviour, especially in Nigeria where culture has 
attached much importance to spiritual values. One would, 
there4ore, like to recommend a reintroduction of 
compulsory ~.11g1QY. __ ~9Y~A~lQQ both in primary and 
secondary schools. In Israel, an analysis of a religious 
approach to delinquency prevention shows that the Rabbi of 
the Bukharian quarter of Jerusalem has managed to lure 
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some of the locAl delinquents away from crime by g9tting 
them rituAlly involved in Orthodox Judaism (Gerald, 1981). 
This rather unique way of tAckling the problem could be 
compAred to the traditional initi.tion programmes found in 
rurAl Nigeria. This could be encourAged in urban areas in 
Nigeria. 
This study reveals thAt, apart from the problems of 
Juvenile delinquency. there Are also problems pr9sented by 
neglected and ill-treated children in Nigerian cities. 
Th.s. fActors have a correlation with delinquency. If 
children are to be prevented from becoming delinQuents, 
"everything within reAson must be done to ensure not only 
that children are not neglected but that they get the best 
upbringing possibls" (K.han, 1966: 164). Since the 
economic and social change., growing poverty, outward 
migrAtion and diminishing extended family structures have 
alter~ those supplementary service. informally provided 
by the extended family~ there seems an urgent need to 
provide well dev.loped el~.~D.!iy~ ___ !g ___ E~milY ___ ~.~~ 
R~2g~.mm.2 which will address the problems of neglected 
children. 
6. To this 'nd~ N' r.co ••• nd that fostering and adoption 
1 •• s b, introduc,d in Hig,ri. to provide care services for 
n.gl.ct,d .nd il1-tr •• t.d children. 
In addition to the m.nv other benefits which would 
accrue from the.e me.sur.s, the provision of adoption and 
fo.ter car. .ervice. would release many families from the 
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tr4dition41 obligatory fostering practices. Adoption and 
foster care services would provide opportunities for 
Nigerian children to enjoy adequate socialization and care 
in normal f4milie. which they WDuld otherwise be deprived 
of under the old system. It would also keep the growing 
numb.r of children and young beggars off the streets. 
7. N, also r,co •• ,nd that th, Nelf.r~ ~cts of 19~O~ 19~~ 
and 1950 should b. r.vi.w.d and •• ended to cover and serve 
th. n.,ds of all Hig.riaD childreD~ young people aDd their 
f •• ili.s. 
An evaluation of the management and organization of 
ImR2a~ ___ ~~. __ And __ ~gnt~gl __ ~A~~_§@~~ls.~ in Nigeria 
institutions a broader 
ori.ntation 4nd internal reorganisation. The need for a 
better understanding and scientific implementation of the 
cDnc~ts and i •• u .. inherent in managing such services 
have b • .n sugg •• ted by Tutt (1975). The achievement of 
MOre realistic tr4ining objectives depends on the level of 
profe •• ional staff involved in the management and 
organi.ation of programm •• of care and control. Evidence 
.haw. that in Nigeria, imposed care and control services 
tend to be .tarved of profeSSional staff, the absence of 
which ha. re.ulted in a movement away from the objectives 
and id80100ie. for which these services were originally 
e.tablished. 
For example, the punitive, instead of treatment care 
approach adopted by unprofe.sional staff in these centres 
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tends to reinforce criminal behaviour. Punitive care is 
based on the concept of detention~ coupled with inflicting 
physical and emotional punishment on the offenders in the 
belief that the.e will prevent them from future deviance. 
Unfortunately, young people do not always modify their 
behaviour bec~use of what was done to offenders (Wills, 
1962). 
Another factor associated with deviant behaviour, and 
perh~D. that which encourages more involvement, is 
anvironm.nt~l interaction. Environmental interaction 
based on day to d~y experiences in detention care seems to 
influence first offenders a great deal. The influence on 
first offenders who are subjected to more intensive 
interaction with other mature and established criminals 
.imply reinforces opportunities leading the first 
offenders on to more dangerous criminal activities in 
future. Thus, it can be argued that we do not .eem to 
de.l succe.sfully with young offenders simply by detaining 
them or inflicting phYSical and emotional punishment. 
Delinquency is a function of human responses to 
circu •• tance. inherent in a dynamic society and therefore 
imposed care and control services should be dynamic in 
their approach. An evaluation of why~ where and hON our 
existing imposed care and control svstems have failed wiil 
go some way towards helping us to consider where and how 
our techniQues should b. amended to fit the dynamism of 
our .ociety and its contemporary youth problems. The 
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hypothesis which holds that detention and punitive 
experience may help to create in the offender a deviant 
identity and thus produce in him a more established 
predisposition to criminality is fundamental to our 
recommendations. 
8. Rs far.s possible a distinction should b. .ad. 
between the •• thods of care used with .ature and 
.stablished delinquents~ and .ethods used with first 
offenders. 
9. There .ust b.. shift towards a .ore hu.ane concept 
of care for young offenders. Wodern •• thods of care which 
.ncourag. differential assess.ent and training oriented 
towards rehabilitating the offenders should be the nor.al 
and acceptable approach. 
10. Le9islation should be introduced which will provide 
for the punish.ent of adults for cruelty to children and 
young p,opl'~ for causing or allowing youngsters to beg or 
for encouraging or exposing girls to the risk of 
seduction, exploitation or victi.izatioD. 
This study has revealed that one of the major causes of 
crime and delinquency in contemporary Nigerian society is 
the growing QC2Qltm_gf_m1g~gD_~ng_~gytb __ YD@melQ~m@Dt. 
It wa. noted that one major factor which contributed to 
urban unem~loyment is the quality and quantity of labour 
market information and labour exchange centres. The 
abs.nce of adequate and effective job centres which bring 
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employers and potential employees together is a 
contributing factor to labour problems in Nigeria. 
11. He~ therefore~ reco •• end as a .atter of priority 
that it is necessary to provide e.ploy.ent opportunities 
as well as establishing •• ploy.ent agencies~ with the ai. 
of helping young people find ~obs as well as ensuring 
adequate infor.ation about jobs that are available. These 
centres .ust liaise with industries, .inistries, 
co ••• rcial organisations and other e.ploy.ent providing 
institutions. This syste. has been very effective in 
Britain~ Horth R •• rica and other developed countri.s where 
it op.rat.s. In Nigerian urban areas where urbanis. has 
alt.r.d the infor.al syst •• of infor •• tion~ for.al syste.s 
of infor.ation should ther.fore be encouraged and .ad • 
.ar •• ff.ctiv •• 
to 
stud.nts in eith.r secondary schools or universities. 
This has restricted the availability of 
infor •• tion about career and e.ploy.ent opportunities. 
Professional guidance centres which provide career advice 
to stud.nts should go so.e 
•• ploy •• nt opportunities. It 
way tONards i.proving 
would also encourage 
industrially ori.nt.d education and therefore enhance 
industrial and t,chnological education. 
13. Qur findings showed that the rate of delinquency is 
high.r a.on9 those who lack for.al education and a.ong 
those with 10N.r educational qualifications. This trend 
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sugg,sts a ne,d to establish an ~L~£c~~~i~~_!ec~_e! __ !eg~a 
S'c~i£~_~~a£~£ Nhich can address the proble.s of 
une.ploy,d school leavers and those Nho lack for.al 
qualifications. This could Nith the British 
Co •• unity Service Qolunteers or the British Youth 
E.ploy.ent Sch,.e Nhich s,eks to provide e.ploy.ent for 
un •• ployed school leavers and less skilled youngsters. 
1~. He reco ••• nd that young people should be encouraged 
to .ngage in purposeful activities through Joining youth 
clubs, far.ing clubs etc rather than e.ploying their 
leisure ti.e in roa.ing the streets and beco.ing involved 
in delinquent behaviour. To this end, youth clubs and 
youth centres should be established and equipped to 
provide vocational training and Job-oriented discussion as 
N.Il as sporting activities. They .ay provide foraal 
infor •• tion about Jobs available in a given geographical 
ar.a. In Britain, Canada and the Unit.d States, youth 
c.ntr,s of this type sponsor voluntary Nork progra •• es. 
In Nigeria, N. could experi.ent Nith agricultural training 
progra •• ,s. This s,e.s i.portant as it Nill not only 
r.gain food s.lf-sufficiency but also enhance purposeful 
,.ploy.,nt. 
15. N. reco •• end that the proble. of .igration could be 
less,ned by sloNing dONn the rate of urbanisation. It 
should be possible to SlON dONn the rate of .igration, 
cri.e and d,linquency by doing so. One Nay of sloNing the 
rat' of urbanisation is by providing s.all scale 
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industri~s in rural areas~ developing new cities by 
progra •• ,s to rural areas. 
pro9ra •• ~ would help to keep p~ople fro. rural areas 
The .. tablish.ent of social welfare services in scme 
areas in Nigeria repres.nts a major landmark in the 
general awaraness of the problems created by delinquency 
• 
and ather social problems. However, the present structure 
of welfare services in which services are available cnlv 
to the urban population is inadequate. It has become 
obvious from this study that the difficulties created by 
rapid socia-economic changes in Nigeria have gradually 
spread to the rural areas and have, thus, made the demand 
for welfare services in these area similar to that found 
in the urban areas. In response to this situation, we 
recommend the following. 
16. Social welfare services should be decentralised to 
provide easy access to the whole population within a given 
s,rvic,s. 
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17. R ne~ and independent Winistry of Social He! fare 
should be created. The present syste. in Nhich social 
Nelfare is .erged Nith other .inistries tends to .ake its 
functions in relation to youth proble.s inadequate and 
ineffective~ and its rol.s in relation to the 
rehabilitation of d.linquents .are difficult to defin •• 
18. Research centres should be established to carry out 
ongoing research into the probl •• s of young p.ople and the 
develop.ent of social services for children 
people. It is i.portant that these services 
consist.nt ~ith econo.ic and social changes as 




19~ For.al and infor.al services capable of supplying 
up-to-dat~ infor.ation about Nelfare services available 
for children and young p.ople should be encourag.d. 
Inadequate infor.ation s.rvices deprive rural populations 
in particular of direct support in relation to care for 
youngsters. He have suggest.d in Chapter 7 that ~hat 
needs to be done is that infor.ation should be available 
to the Nhole population about support services that are 
available. 
It seems important here to add that the setting up of 
formal information centres within the rural areas may not 
require special facilities or additional expenditure 
since, as Fulcher (1983) has noted, these may be located 
within existing facilities such as a centrally located 
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hospital, a local social service agency, or even with the 
police. In the rural areas the Obi of the community 
chief, the community hall or the Obi of the Council of the 
elders could be u.ed as formal information centres. 
The strategies outlined above seek to prevent and 
control children and young people from becoming involved 
in d.linquent activities 
behaviours. Our attention 
or developing delinquent 
now turns to care and 
rehabilitation programmes which address the problems of 
tho.e who are already delinquent and are in need of care 
And protection. These include children and young people 
.uffering from neglect, the young beggars and disabled 
youngst.rs. 
The social problems created by the rapid growth in the 
numbar of delinquents and disabled beggars in Nigerian 
urban ar.a. have been highlighted in this study. Little 
(1957), Marries (1967), Oloruntimahin (1970) and Odekunle 
(1979) have all suggested some kind of comprehensive 
program .. of care and rehabilitation for those who cannot 
help th .... lv •• , .specially 
delinquents. Unfortunately, 
the young beggars 
there is still no 
and 
such 
comprehensive programme of care and rehabilitation for 
disabled youngsters, beggars or delinquents in Nigeria. In 
some ar.a., where some rehabilitation centres do exist, 
the governm.nt~s good efforts have been frustrated by 
limited administrative resources and management 
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deficiencies. The present methods of providing beggars 
with ad hoc rehabilitation facilities for a few days, with 
the intention of keeping them off the street while 
important government officials are visiting a particular 
city or town (Onokerhoraye, 1984) seem irrational, 
frustrating, misleading and may Simply create further 
problltflls. Above all, it is not in the interest of the 
nation or the citizens concerned. 
20. In r~spons~ to this situation, Ne reco •• ,nd that 
.or' r,habilitation c~ntr's be established Nhile the 
.xisting on,s i.prove th.ir facilities for vocational 
training so as to provide skills requir,d for job 
opportuniti~s. This .ay r,quire a syste.atic period of 
training to ~nabl~ off~nders to acquire so.e kind of 
.anual or technical skill Nhich Nill enable effective 
int,gration into nor.al SOCiety. To this end, Ne 
r,-,.phasis, training in agriculture as this Nill provide 
a source of inco.e and e.ployaent opportunities and Nill 
b, l.ss .xp.nsiv. to support. Therefore, rehabilitation 
c,ntr.s Nith t,chnical and agricultural training staff 
should be •• d. a c.ntral part of social Nelfare policy for 
the stat, as a .hole. In this Nay, this 2~S!_!2_!a~!~~2 
RC2~C~ •• £ could .ffectively b. enhanc,d. 
We have e~a.ined We.tern theories of delinquency 





to the problem in 
continuous comparative 
approach suggested by Glaser ana Strauss (1967), we have 
analysed these theories in relation to their application 
to the NiQerian problem. Historical analysis enablea us 
to examine chila ana youth care practices and traditional 
variables in Nigerian culture associatea with youth 
probl .. s. Prevention and rehabilitation strategies were 
analysed and recommendations were maae in relation to the 
culture and causes of youth problems in Nigeria. The 
argument raised here is that traditional child and youth 
care practice. could be conveniently integrated with a 
moaern system of care suggested by Fulcher·s (1983) 
"continuum of care" SOCial pel icy orientation, thereby 
creating a unique pattern of care which would be relevant 
to NiQeriaPs social and multi-cultural environments. An 
integrated syste. of care would be comparatively less 
expensive to implement and would enable social welfare 
services to be provided jOintly by welfare officers and 
indigenous community leader •• 
Integration of traditional child 
practice. with modern care systems 
and youth care 
requires grounded 
empirical research to achieve its objectives in Nigeria. 
This re-emphasize. the need to establish research in the 
field of child and youth care services. While government 
may not be diractly involved in the provision of child ana 
youth care service., it is important that they assume 
greater financial responsibility by providing research 
grants and giving lump sum subsidies to voluntary 
agencies, religious bodies ana private organizations for 
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the administration and maintenance of these services. It 
i. also hoped that mora charitable organisations and 
private individuals WDuld become involved in raising funds 
to support the.e .ervice •• 
In the word. of Pre.ident Lyndon Johnson, speaking to 
the A.erican Con;r ••• on 9 March 1966: 
The problems of crime (and delinquency) bring 
us to;ether. Even as we join in common action, 
we know there can be no instant victory. 
Ancient evils do not yield to easy conquest. We 
cannot limit our efforts to anemies we can see. 
We mu.t, with equal resolve, .eek out new 
kno"led;e and new techniques and new 
understanding (Presid.nt·s Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Ad.inistration of Justice, 
1967). 
This is the challen;e facin; Ni;.ria in the next decade. 
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